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PREFACE
Why bother?
I asked myself that question over and over again when working on this book, which for
me is an opus magnum. I am not a writer but someone whose professional life was
mainly spent in international (socio-economic) development. In my days working for
the government I wrote countless memoranda, travel reports, diplomatic notes, notes
for files, statements, and some speeches. Later came consultancy and evaluation
reports, analytical and operational in nature. Hence, I am not at all used to writing for
a wider and unknown public whose language I may not be fully familiar with.
Why then bother writing a book at all? I could have satisfied myself with the regular
consultancy work, doing odd jobs in and around my one-person company, including
the usual voluntary board memberships and honorary assignments. And why bother to
take up academic research at a time when former colleagues enjoy retirement.
The answers to these questions are simple. There has been this strong inner voice,
which I initially did not recognise as such, but made me ponder on my drives that kept
me going professionally for over 40 years. The inner voice told me, yes, you have
something to share with others. All those years of international exposure had made me
a wiser, completer and more enriched person and professional. It brought me
understanding about myself, about others, about human relations and cooperation in
complex international development situations. The way my work had shaped me
professionally I could never fully explain to others, neither could my colleagues.
Although most of us in international development cooperation consider ourselves
professionals in processes of cooperation for development, this recognition is seldom
bestowed upon us by outsiders. It is seemingly complicated to explain to others what
precisely our work field entails besides giving money, technical advice, pursuing policy
models, pre-planned results and protocols.
My inner voice made me study again, introspect myself as far back as my early youth,
and reflect upon my professional history and performance, my knowledge and beliefs.
But it also sparked deep conversations with colleagues and outsiders. It inspired me to
continue through these years and eventually to challenge my writing skills. I deeply
wish my readers to understand what my pen put on paper. I realise words cannot say
everything, but I tried my best to be transparent. Too often in my life I struggled with
complex and long bureaucratic sentences, misty and comfortably vague messages and
above all difficult words, which I must admit, frequently impressed me to a great
extent. Sure that I did not want to show my stupidity, I did not seek clarification but
humbly withdrew from discussions, leaving it up to those who showed themselves to
be much more educated than myself. Only later in my life did I find out that the most
9

stupid thing I ever did was withdrawing from discussions and leaving the answers up
to others. That is why I decided to speak for myself now and why in a nutshell I
bothered all these years. There was no other way to go.
My major challenge in this whole exercise is best described in the words of cultural
philosopher Dr Kees Vuijk (NRC, Opinie en Debat December, 2016): We have to
connect abstract mindsets with daily life of ordinary people. However, my research
taught me that we should never forget that ordinary life feeds into abstract mindsets
and that we owe much to the daily lives of ordinary people. It took me quite some
years to come to grips with this basic thought and to eventually ‘translate it in
academic language’.
Slow cooking...
I allow you – the reader of this work – a glance into the kitchen where this book had
been prepared in a process of very slow cooking. Extremely slow, I should admit: it
took me over a decade before I could serve this dish on your reading table. It is a
product that came about in a confusing, sometimes stressful but above all informative
process between what ‘we’ in foreign aid theories suggest and demand and what
‘practices in ordinary life’ had taught. I was driven by a sincere wish to connect, to link
foreign aid abstractions with daily life practices. This was no easy recipe. But it was the
main force that kept me running up and down for years between theories and practices
– or in other words between cooking gurus who write cook books and create recipes or
models and my own cooking experiences, my common sense and taste.
The kitchen … and team of (co)promotors
That I finally landed in the ‘kitchen’ of normative and reflective practices of daily life is
in no small part due to the guidance and inspiration of the team of promotors. And
yes, it was a team: there was Harry (Prof Kunneman), replaced for a short while by
Prof. Henk Manschot; then Caroline (Dr Suransky) joined the team; and Louk Box
(Prof. de la Rive Box), former rector of ISS. You all supported me in the slow cooking
process and kept motivating me by asking critical questions, by correcting me, inviting
me to write more academically, and questioning me where I stood in the process. But
you also showed understanding for my muddling through the swamps of 40 years of
working practices, to find the way to the academic world. Louk, I understood but
regret you withdrew from the team. Our discussion inspired me a lot in ordering my
thoughts. Thank you very much for your time and input. To my two other supervisors,
Harry and Caroline, I am deeply grateful for your unrelenting support on this personal
journey of mine, until the last bit.
Tasting the pudding…
And now the taste of the pudding is in the eating, so here is the moment of serving my
slow-cooked dish to the reader. Of course, I felt somewhat insecure about presenting it
to you, ‘highly learned opponents’. But I would be unfaithful to myself in not serving it,
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because I want ‘food of practices’ in our work to be better appreciated. Neither would I
be faithful if I did not acknowledge that I have a feel for the value of theories and
ordering, modelling. We need in my view basic rules to keep chaos ‘under control’, to
keep ourselves going, to maintain ourselves or to bail out when chaos is attacking us.
How nice it is to have models to hold on to, but even nicer to let go of these ideas and
cook freely, without instructions from a book.
I hope to have succeeded in serving some tasteful dishes, that in one way or another,
help policy conductors but also policymakers in foreign aid giving and politicians to
understand how models, systems and theories (algorithms included) can never capture
real-life practices. Grand issues like poverty and exclusion, symptoms of human
suffering, badly need normative and reflective professional work to improve living
conditions. Instead of fighting those who accumulate more and more wealth, money
and thus power over us, indifferent to other peoples’ suffering, I rather invest my
energy in those who remain excluded. For I believe that, in principle, each human
being has the potential to survive, to reflect and to act (labour, work and action),
which is what Hannah Arendt calls the human condition.
Thank you...
Finally, there are friends, former colleagues, family I like to thank for their inspiration,
for companionship, for friendship, for committed interest in normative practices, for
interest in how I personally was getting on, and for looking after me or my computer
when either one crashed. There are too many to mention all, but I make some
exceptions (alphabetically): Bodille, you were a real partner in crime, your PhD
cooking was much faster than mine. For a long time, we were buddies, not only in
Ethiopia, but also back home. Your good sense of humour, your questions, and similar
drives brought us together as friends despite difference in age, a real Jolly Butcher!
Chris, one of my nymphs, companion in slow cooking, your perseverance in your study
is impressive. Eppo, my digital rescuer, retrieving lost chapters at midnight. Eric, the
Tanzanian Bwana who first used the metaphor of ‘shoes and slippers’ to explain the
different perspectives at stake in our work. Eveline, always lending a listening ear to
my uncertainties and thoughts. Frits, the other nymph, especially during this last
phase offering mental space over the lakes of Loosdrecht and as FriCoNie under
Corona restrictions. Johan, you are a genuine normative and reflective professional,
just as you Mette, keep it up. Marieke, my niece, my soul mate in many ways! Then last
be far from least, my five interviewees (you know who you are), who generously shared
personal professional experiences, rich accounts of your work. Why oh why didn’t we
do so when still in post? It would have helped us in our work.
Also those I forgot to mention, thank you all for standing by.
There is work to be done in this world, let us move on!
Woerden, June 2021
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1

‘WORK IN-BETWEEN’, AN INTRODUCTION TO MY RESEARCH QUESTION

1.1 A GLANCE AT THE SPACE BETWEEN DONOR DESK AND VILLAGE LEVEL1
Evaluating 11 years Dutch humanitarian and development support
It is 2002 and I find myself sitting in a big tent in a village in Northern Iraq in the
region called Kurdistan. In 1991 the United Nations Security Council had established a
no-fly zone in this region (Resolution 688) to provide protection to Iraqi civilians
against their own government. The area where we are is very quiet and the village
looks extremely peaceful. The tent is in use as a community house. There are lots of
village men and women sitting on the floor in a huge circle. Children are playing
around or shyly hiding behind their parents, curiously looking at the visitors, especially
at me, the westerner in the team. We are engaged in a major evaluation of 11 years of
humanitarian and development-oriented assistance. Support for those who fled their
homesteads in the early 1990s after the incursions of the Iraqi army into the area,
which themselves followed brutal raids in the late 1980s.
Evaluating Dutch NGO support to Northern Iraq
From June 2002 to March 2003, I led a team of nine Dutch-Kurdish evaluators to assess 11 years of
emergency, relief and development support (1991-2002/03) by a Dutch NGO consortium to
Internally Displaced Persons in Northern Iraq, Kurdistan. In 1988 a tense national situation had
escalated in Iraqi’s chemical attacks on Halabja, which brought numerous international agencies
(the Consortium included), to the region to render humanitarian assistance. Continuation of
internal and external conflicts made the Dutch Consortium decide to extend its work till 2004
increasingly concentrating on structural development.
The total budget of this programme to 2002/03 amounted to approximately €15 million and included
over 1500 activities in about 600 sites. For the evaluation, 58 site visits were paid and approximately
400-500 villagers/ heads of household consulted in addition to over 100 local and expatriate officials.
Source: Evaluation report From Survivor to Citizen (2003)

We are there to evaluate the overall outcome of official development assistance (ODA)
provided to former Internally Displaced Persons (IDPs). The central evaluation
question is whether results have been achieved as envisaged in donor relief and
development plans under this programme funded by a Consortium of Dutch agencies.
The evaluation methodology we have developed includes extensive village visits. Our
Main sources consulted for this section: From Survivor to Citizen, (van Waegeningh, Hilhorst et al,
2003) and ‘A decade of deadlines and crazy donors: relief operations in Northern Iraq” (Bais, 2004), and
evaluation working documents including personal notes.
1
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aim is to explore with the villagers (former IDPs) whether the relief and later
development-oriented services had indeed enabled them to resettle and re-establish
control over their lives.
In personal interviews, focus group discussions and village walks, we hope to learn how
people had experienced the goods and services, and indeed whether these had reached
them at all. Although village visits are done entirely by local staff, as team leader I take
part in some pilot visits, to learn how best to approach villages and conduct interviews.
I have a vivid memory of one village visit specifically.
A memory....
A few days prior to this visit we had sought permission from the local leaders for our
village survey. The village head, the Anjuman, welcomes us in his language explaining
that villagers are eager to meet us to share their findings. But first he apologises that
in the village no one conversant in English is left behind. Our interpreter translates
that his son, who used to be the schoolteacher, was sent to Greece a few weeks ago by
the village committee as quartermaster, in case they all had to flee again. I realise how
villagers are already arranging their safe haven. I am a bit confused, because it feels
very safe and peaceful in here. In my understanding (maybe rather naïve), the
European and United Nations’ opposition to the belligerent tone of America’s rhetoric
keeps the situation to some extent in balance.
Then, my eye catches the television in the corner where a big screen is showing some
American fighter jets flying in formation. Although the sound of the TV is turned
down, I can easily hear American officials talking about another mission to Iraq to
search for weapons of mass destruction. It sounds relatively reassuring to me, and
nothing is said about a western invasion even though Iraq is part of the US ‘axis of
evil’. I realise these people in the tent do not understand much English. Instead, they
likely give their own interpretations to these words, sounds and pictures. I imagine
what it would be like to be in their position and how I would interpret these television
messages. That is frightening and I begin to understand better that they are preparing
for more difficult times to come, for a life away from war and in genuine peace. I begin
to wonder: don’t they have other things on their mind than sitting and talking with us?
What is the value of our visit to them? What indeed has been the value to them of all
the western donor relief and development assistance provided since the early nineties?
What is relevant for them at this moment in time, under these conditions?
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In hindsight2
… the situation held up a mirror to me about ‘my own’ western world sending out
rather confusing messages: a humanitarian message of hope; a political message of
fear. It showed how unpredictable and complex the daily living and working
environment could become for local people. But just as well, how exceptionally
difficult it is to staff tasked to conduct this large western-funded humanitarian and
development work under such conditions3. It must be highly demanding to navigate
between donor planning and policy directives on the one hand and intermediate
local partnering organisations and consultants on the other, and yet also responding
to local needs, demands and opportunities at village level in an ever-changing geopolitical landscape with important regional and local ramifications. All the while,
the donor and back donors4 expect accounts of how relevant, effective and efficient
the planned programme had been.
The overall conclusion of our evaluation (Van Waegeningh, Hilhorst, & Vervest, 2003)
was that this 11-year programme at large was highly valuable indeed, addressing the
needs of the Kurdish population.5 But the people had experienced the programme
foremost as a major token of international support and concern for their region. The
large number of villagers present in the tent that day was a tangible sign of
appreciation and of hope as well, hope that they were not forgotten by the west. But
villagers proved to be aware of the continued global (western) threats of war in their
region, ready to move again to safer places, despite their earlier experiences of
displacement. But how did we arrive at these conclusions?
An actor approach
In consultation with our principal, we had chosen an ‘actor approach’ to this bottomup evaluation, which meant that we perceived the results (achievements) of this
humanitarian and development programme to be the outcome of the multiple
interactions between different actors (van Waegeningh et al, 2003, p. 9 ff). Thus, we
created room to absorb the voices of various actors, not just donor rhetoric or ‘policy
paper reality’. Programme staff, intermediate organisations, individuals each have their
own perceptions of situations, their own ideas, commitments, beliefs and motives –
their own ‘reality’. We acknowledged the programme was driven by ‘multiple realities’
Hindsight reflections in this and chapter 4, do reveal lessons of relevance in the context of this
research.
3 (Structural) development cooperation is, by virtue of its nature, accompanied by strict planning, policy
guidelines and instructions more than emergency and humanitarian assistance, which usually focus on
short-terms measures and has other priorities (Hinds, 2015).
4
Where funds are passed on from one organisation to another, the original donor is called the ‘back
donor’.
5
Though, as we found, not always peoples’ priority needs (van Waegeningh et al, 2003, p. 61).
2
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(Hilhorst, 2003, p. 210 ff), not just bureaucratic (donor) reality. Such a bottom-up
actor-oriented approach would enable us to give a more balanced account of the
results achieved, looking beyond donors’ intentions and objectives to include other
narratives about programme operations at large. We aspired to elaborate how different
realities (e.g. of donor, programme staff, intermediates, villagers) meet in practice, not
to make judgements but to better comprehend how results had come about.
Numerous local and foreign actors (individual professionals) had been in charge of
implementing programme activities that consisted of more than 1500 project
interventions.
The analytic frame we had designed (van Waegeningh et al, 2003, p. 9 ff) helped to
select key actors for interviews. We sought to understand what had happened in
human interactions between donor desk and village levels and to learn from
interviewees whether and how donors’ policy objectives, programme input and
funding were translated into activities and different implementation modes. How
these were made operational and managed and whether they had resulted in output,
outcomes and if these had any effect on people’s lives. We wanted to learn from
villagers whether and how they had experienced and valued the results, even if
sometimes it proved difficult to interpret the meaning of their recollections (see box
below).
Between donor intentions and village level results: the in-between perspective
In our overall conclusions and recommendations, we reviewed programme results6
from mainly three different angles. We considered these from a (donor) policy and
programme formulation perspective, from a village-level (implementation)
perspective, but also with a view to how donors’ initial policy and programme
intentions were eventually converted into village/ground-level implementation. This is
what I would call the ‘in-between perspective’: the perspective of policy conduct (in
Dutch: beleidsvoering).7
This ‘in-between’ notion implicitly acknowledges, without further articulation or
elaboration at that moment, that this programme has been subject to mainly three
distinct working dynamics, namely:
- policymaking (adoption) and planning dynamics (as analysed e.g. by Eaton Baier,
March, & Saetren, 1986),

6
Triangulating ‘user ratings, interviews, reports, workshops and self-assessments of [programme] staff
and implementing partners’ (van Waegeningh et al, 2003, p. 74 ff).
7
The notion of policy conduct is central to this thesis and will be further explained in chapter 3 and
substantiated in following chapters.
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- village-level dynamics, or what Lipsky refers to as street-level dynamics8 (Lipsky,
1980; Weatherley & Lipsky, 1977), and
- dynamics occurring in the space in-between the policy desk and village-level
In the conclusions we highlighted some emerging key issues. First was the need to
anticipate at policymaking level how multiple realities are at stake in a development
process. Second was that flexibility in programme realisation and organisational
structure (regulations) is warranted so as to remain responsive and adapted to
emerging and unexpected field (local) realities and maximise development
opportunities. Third was that quality working relations should be centre stage
considering their connecting and bridging potential while offering parties a platform
for fully-fledged participation in decision making. Finally, we concluded the
How to assess the value of a chicken if a sheep is wanted?
Memories of a villager
‘Just after the attacks of the Iraqi government on Kurdish territory there was a man with blue eyes
who had brought chickens as relief aid on behalf of the [local] political party. But I am a sheep
farmer. He was a foreigner, but they care for us and the man was very nice’.
Evaluators’ reflections
We contemplated: had it been the chickens that he remembered most, because he had preferred
a sheep over chickens? Or was it the man with blue eyes who had been so kind or the political
party caring for him? How had the party office got involved at all?
We gathered the blue-eyed man must have been among the Dutch programme staff, but the
farmer could not say. Why had he been there? Distribution of goods was supposed to be in the
hands of an intermediate local organisation, not expatriate staff. We were also puzzled about the
intermediary role of the political party office, as the programme was meant to be politically
neutral and include also those IDPs not supporting the party. So, what made the farmer
remember the event? Was it the solidarity expressed in the service delivered, the personal
contact with the blue-eyed foreigner or the care of the political party? Or was it after all the
farmer’s discontent with his priority needs not being addressed that made him remember the
chicken while tacitly pointing at flaws in programme policy and strategy?
In the end, it was beyond doubt the farmer highly appreciated that we had come back to make
enquiries about the support given after all those years. He greatly enjoyed our presence and
discussions. Figuring out which aspect had been most valuable and crucial to him at the time of
assistance, we concluded that indeed he had received humanitarian support, though maybe not
to his full satisfaction, but it had been helpful. Caring was probably at that moment most
relevant to the farmer, regardless of the donor, and regardless of the role of the political party.
Source: Site visit reports and personal evaluations notes on field visits (2002-2003)

8
I use the term ‘village-level’ in this thesis as general designation of the place where Lipsky’s street-level
work takes place.
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programme could have made more impact if the ‘survivor’ (the victim of acts of war)
had been recognised in time as citizen – as a human being with agency (Long, 2001)
capable of actively partaking in her or his own development.
Access to the working space in-between
The actor-orientation in the evaluation had enabled us to hear (some)9 voices of
programme staff and intermediate actors, both current and previous. These narratives
had served to help us understand how the programme had worked out in practice,
while focusing on village-level results.

In retrospect, however,
… these stories also opened the door to the space in-between donor’s policymaking
desk and village level, disclosing how via different intermediaries and linkages, the
intended humanitarian and development support had found its way to the villages.
They shared how initial donor intentions had frequently been re-shaped and
transformed over time: how the programme had shifted in nature over the years
from relief to rehabilitation towards structural development assistance; how this
was effectuated in a complex institutional landscape involving countless working
relations. Besides villagers, programme staff had interacted with local charities,
community, health, education, construction agents, with colleague organisations in
the region, international donors, local and international government. Additionally,
it transpired how complex and precarious the (in-between) working space actually
was. Numerous critical ‘unknowns’ had emerged confronting programme staff with
situations for which no ready-made answers were available but requiring a response.
For the staff it meant meandering in a jungle of (often inconsistent) national and
international regulations and local conditions under highly complex national and
geopolitical circumstances.
Our findings underscored how work in-between, especially interactions and working
relations between programme staff and intermediaries, frequently had a considerable
bearing on the direction of the entire programme. It had resulted in differing and
unexpected and unplanned outcomes, eventually beyond control of the responsible
programme staff. Seldom however, had we been able to explore what considerations
led programme staff to their actions, why certain decisions had been made, or on what
grounds intermediaries got involved. The box below shares one exceptional case,

9
The volatile political situation had made it physically impossible to take a representative sample of
previous local and expatriate programme staff and similarly of other intermediate professional staff.
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shedding light on how a humanitarian mandate had been leading in decision making,
which worked out against donor intentions.

1.2 WORK IN-BETWEEN, A DRIVING FORCE IN PROGRAMME IMPLEMENTATION

Where the narratives of programme staff and intermediate actors served primarily to
complement the stories of IDPs/villagers, we did not explicitly search for the driving
forces behind the programme. As evaluators we were mainly interested in and focused
on knowing whether indeed the programme had been successful and served the
IDPs/villagers. That was our brief.
Nevertheless, it emerged that the work done by staff performing in-between
policymaking desk and village level had been a major driving force behind programme
implementation at village level. It was less (adopted) policy, or programme planning
and donor instructions that had determined the pathway of the process, than this ‘inbetween work’.
How local politics got involved in in-between work
The villager’s story about the blue-eyed man and political office distributing chickens (and other
similar stories) had made us wary about the neutrality of the programme in certain episodes of its
implementation. Eventually we concluded that the political influence of the programme went
against its idea of full participation of affected people in their own rehabilitation and
development (Van Waegeningh et al., 2003, p. 69).
Later in one of the debriefing sessions at the donor’s home-base (our report was already
endorsed), a former in-between staff member told us it had never been the intention to involve
local politics in distribution of goods. What had happened?
... to start the programme a local non-governmental agency was introduced as the best technical
partner for distributing goods. Previous experiences with the agency were positive. They had good
and direct access to IDP families in camps and villages. That was a decisive factor for their
involvement and further institutional support. Once the relief phase was over, this agency could
become the local implementing body. The local NGO was known to be well connected to prevailing
political factions in the region, but given the volatile situation and the urgency of assistance, this
specific agency was at that moment the best choice for distributing goods.
But it turned out differently. Due to the continuing conflict in the region, the local NGO had
become increasingly political. Their staff, having their own views on the nature of their
contracted assignment, distributed goods to those who favoured their political leaning and
excluded those who did not. The involvement of the blue-eyed expatriate staff in distributing
goods was an unintended confirmation of a political message transmitted by the donor. As donor
staff explained during the debriefing session, the rapid politicisation of the distributing agency
was entirely overlooked as the focus had been on achieving planned distribution targets.
Source: Interviews programme staff 2002/2003
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Policy chains and programme logics
What actually happened in the realisation of the programme toward village level was
that donors’ policy and programme logics, expressed in means-to-ends chains, were
regularly ‘unchained’ (Arendt, 1958)10, either by field programme staff or intermediate
actors.11 This happened many times under the influence of local needs and demands
and emerging (unplanned and unexpected) field conditions. Controversial messages of
hope and fear, dynamic geopolitical conditions and human longing for safety had also
prompted the unchaining of policy and programme intervention logics.
Unchaining was most notable in the work done by the donor’s own programme staff in
Northern Iraq. Local and expatriate staff operating between donor desk and local
organisations had frequently and for different reasons reconsidered and reshaped
donor logics. But staff in partnering (intermediate) organisations had done so too, as
illustrated above. Unchaining happened not only in the complex interplay between
locally involved human actors, but equally in the interplay with donor headquarters in
Europe. The geo-political discourse in the West necessitated at times the programme
unchaining its own planning (and policy) logics. The field-based programme director
referred in an interview in this respect to ‘[d]eadlines and crazy donors’ (Bais, 2004).
Searching for new linkages
Where unchaining occurred, we noted how field-based programme staff also created
room for linking to new development logics. Trying to remain effective, responsive to
IDPs/villagers and adapted to emergences, they fostered cooperation with other
partners. Searching for and forging new linkages is also human work involving human
choices and decisions.
The search for new linkages and partners was sensitive and demanding because
besides the politicised situation, programme staff did not interact directly with IDPs/
villagers. Unlike Lipsky’s street-level bureaucrats who interact directly with citizens
(1969, 1980; Weatherley & Lipsky, 1977) they worked with intermediaries. Local agents
who in turn had others working for them to engage in ‘street- or village-level’
implementation, directly with IDPs/villages. Sometimes a rather long chain of partners
was involved, which made it difficult for programme staff to monitor co-operating

10
The notion of ‘unchaining’ is derived from Arendt (1958) her work who speaks of unchaining natural
processes as human act. She considers the instrumental means and end relation ‘very much like a chain’
(p. 153) which inspired me to apply the term ‘unchaining’ to the instrumental notion of policy chain in
foreign aid.
11
Logframe planning based upon cause-effect problem analyses prompted such chain logics, which I see
as adopted policy-inspired chains.
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partners and keep oversight over the process and actual village level work and
villagers/ IDPs interests.
Besides connecting to a sequence of local intermediaries, programme staff
simultaneously needed to stay connected to agency’s headquarters overseas and to
constituencies in Europe. Funding decisions were taken at donor headquarters in
Europe following field accounts that were supposed to show policy compliance,
progress and achievements. Donors, political leaders and even the media were eager to
show the public how well taxpayers’ money was spent in this war-stricken region. This
exerted considerable pressure on the programme to perform and to remain wellconnected to European donors’ aspirations, despite regular unchaining.
Complexity
For those tasked with execution of the programme in the region it had been a real and
continuing quest to finding the right way ahead, balancing between all these forces. A
search into a largely unknown and complex ‘landscape’, highly politicised, highly
complicated socio-economically, culturally and geographically. Additionally, multiple
agendas and priorities had been pursued as we learnt from actors involved in the
programme, each with their own views, perceptions, norms and values. Programme
staff was working in the face of what I now call daily complexity, grappling with
unpredictability and realities unforeseen in any planning or intervention logic, with
feedback loops and emergent events, while trying to address both the needs of
villagers/IDPs and the demands of donors.
In recognition of the complexity encountered, we had quoted on the front page of our
evaluation report Gareth Morgan from his book Images of Organization (1986):
We often persuade ourselves that everything is more simple than it actually is, dealing with
complexity by presuming it doesn’t really exist. The challenge is to deal with complexity. We
begin to take up this challenge by relying on the most valuable asset we have: our capacity
for critical thinking.

Unseen but demanding work in-between
We saw the ‘capacity for critical thinking’ most especially among field-based local and
expatriate programme staff, with whom we had worked intensively. As we found
however, the work of these professionals in-between policymaking desk and village
level was neither understood nor appreciated at headquarters. Field staff efforts to
execute the programme, pursuing donor policy, managing donor expectations while
being responsive to local people’s needs and demands and adaptive to emerging field
conditions (i.e. complexity) remained largely unnoticed.
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We came to the conclusion that the peer structure provided by headquarters had not
allowed for sufficient reflection on what was actually done in the field and why. This
had disrupted dialogue and consultation between headquarters and programme field
staff, to the detriment of programme progress and quality. Nonetheless, as evaluators
we established that field programme staff (in their in-between position) had played a
determining role in programme achievements – a role unforeseen in planning and still
unacknowledged. We concluded that ‘perceptions and background of field
[programme] staff [...] proved to be more influential for the quality of the programme
than written words’ (van Waegeningh et al, 2003, p. 60 ff). ‘Written words’ in this
context can be understood as ‘words coming from the top level’.

1.3 RESEARCH QUESTION AND SUB-QUESTIONS
Research challenge
Informed by the above evaluation but equally by scholarly and professional literature
and working experiences acquired over four decades of involvement in international
development cooperation (see following chapters), I explore what happens in between
donor policymaking and field-level implementation. I seek to expand understanding of
‘work in-between’, especially how development and cooperation are realised and which
forces and conditions drive the process. What does the work involve? How do
professionals working in-between perform and experience this work? What do we
actually know about the in-between professionals, about their perceptions and
‘drivers’? What can we say in a more general sense about the importance of their work
to the quality of development interventions? Are these professionals and their work
more influential than the written words of donor policy, as we had concluded in our
evaluation? The answers to these questions will serve a broader purpose than satisfying
my personal curiosity. Answers may possibly be of interest for the development sector
at large and for scholarly reflections on the contemporary discourse on official
development assistance (ODA).12
Over the years I reviewed a broad body of literature (see following chapters) to
enhance my understanding how policy processes in-between adopted and
implemented policy are carried out in daily practices. However, the in-between space,
the in-between work or the professional in-between are rarely acknowledged. As
noted, most studies on development cooperation policy and processes assume the
perspectives of the prevailing ‘aid system’, its planning and programming cycles, as
developed for ODA interventions by the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and
12

For a definition of ODA see section 1.4
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Development/ Development Assistance Committee (OECD/DAC). 13 From the
complexity-informed angle that I take in this research (see chapter 2 ff), these studies
fail to acknowledge the existence of space and work in-between. Moreover, they
conceal the professional in-between and leave little room to take notice of professional
human agency and professionals’ capability for critical thinking, reflecting and dealing
with complexity encountered.
The actor approach to above evaluation had confirmed that field-based programme
staff (operating in-between donor desk and village level) are social actors with agency
(Long, 2001), capable of critical thinking and reflection. Like IDPs/villagers and other
intermediaries, they make their own decisions. This notion of in-between professionals
as social agents encourages me to pay more attention to what these professionals have
to say about their work in its broadest sense, going beyond the instrumental
perspective. In this research I follow the professionals, listening to their voice and
exploring how they navigate in-between policy desk and village level, and how they
experience and craft their work. As set out in chapter 2, the discourse on normative
professionalisation is an important guide in this respect.
However, prior to following these professionals and listening to their voice, I am
confronted with another question: how to give visibility to the in-between professional
engaged in ODA activities, while the dominant instrumental outlook on providing
foreign aid obscures the professional and their work. And how to amplify their voice in
critical relation to the instrumental mandate, yet with due respect to professionals’ inbetween position, to the real work at hand and the forces at play in the working
environment. The visibility of the in-between professional embedded in the complexity
of the foreign aid landscape is a precondition for amplifying and hearing her or his
voice.
From this it may follow that I am searching for the narrating voice of the professional,
a voice of the normative and reflective professional, an expression of critical thinking,
of craftsmanship (Kunneman, 2016; 2010; Schön, 1983; Sennett, 2009). This voice will
guide my exploration of the space in-between and will enable us to learn more about
the nature and scope of work in-between professionals do, how they craft in-between
work, why they do what they do, and how it affects foreign aid giving.

OECD/DAC is an international forum of over 30 of the largest donors, including some development
banks. (www.oecd.org/dac/developmentassistancecommitteedac) accessed September 2018

13
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Research question and sub-questions
My central research question is:
What happens in professional work that occurs in-between policymaking and fieldlevel implementation in international development cooperation and how does ‘inbetween work’ relate to the principles of foreign aid giving as expressed in the
contemporary discourse on Official Development Assistance (ODA)?
To answer the main question, the following sub-questions are formulated:
a) What kind of professional work happens in-between policymaking and fieldlevel implementation in international development cooperation?
b) How does this ‘in-between work’ affect foreign aid giving?
c) How does in-between work feature in the contemporary discourse on official
development assistance?
d) How does ‘in-between work’ relate to the principles of providing foreign aid as
developed for ODA?
Exploratory journey
This research is an exploratory journey into work done in-between adopted policy and
village-level implementation. It is qualitative in nature, learning about human
experiences, perceptions, human values and drives. In this way I seek to better
understand in-between work. It is an explorative process of ‘thinking with theory’
(Jackson, 2017; Jackson & Mazzei, 2012a, 2012b), in encounters with the self, a group,
and in dyadic dialogues with others. My research methodology, sources of information
and theoretical orientation are further explicated in chapter 2.
Approach to research questions
Sub-question a, what kind of professional work happens in-between policymaking and
field-level implementation, will be split into two intrinsically related steps. Step 1
concerns the (in)visibility of the in-between professional in the foreign aid discourse
with the aim to amplify her or his voice. Step 2 explores what in-between professionals
have to say about their work and principles of foreign aid giving while navigating inbetween adopted and implemented policy and how they craft their work.
In chapters 3 and 4 I explore step 1 of sub-question a, building upon professional
experiences as well as academic and other sources, I seek to strengthen the voice of the
professional in-between. Chapter 3 unlocks in-between work and opens in-between
space by reviewing and analysing the type of work I have been doing throughout my
professional career. I show how this work differs from policymaking and planning but
also from village level work. Informed by critical studies on policy formation and
planning and street level bureaucracy, I seek to mark out ‘in-between space’. I aim to
access this space drawing upon organisational, development and public policy studies.
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I further aim to amplify the voice of the ‘professional in-between’ and propose to give
her or him a name unrelated to the current instrumental aid discourse: the policy
conductor. I refer to the work as policy conduct and the in-between space as policyconducting space.
In chapter 4, I take a more in-depth view at policy-conducting work. I describe from
experience how I grew aware of the importance of human interactions in our work and
its importance for quality end results. I describe how, in a major bilateral development
programme in the late 1980s, I navigated between adopted policy and village levels,
how I (had to) unchain donor logics and forge new linkages in search of more inclusive
development responsive to local conditions and random forces; how I shaped my work
in this ‘realm of many unknowns’ by reflecting and learning in action and interaction,
focused on the process of development and cooperation, building bridges between
adopted policy and village levels. This work I designate as normative work: valuedriven professional work involving learning processes of normative professionalisation.
For step 2 of sub-question a, what in-between professionals have to tell about their
work and principles of foreign aid giving, I revert (chapters 5 and 6) to empirical data
collected in multiple consultancy assignments carried out at the turn of the century. In
chapter 5 I first tell how I got involved in these exploratory assignments in search of a
theoretic ordering for result reporting, which at that time was not yet settled. I expose
the consultancy data (chapter 6) to a renewed analysis, this time guided especially by
studies on normative professionalisation. It reveals hidden issues that matter
(institutional phenomena) in in-between work, which gives expression to what policy
conduct may entail in terms of reflective and normative work. I subsequently focus on
three of the issues that emerged in our discussions. In theory-based narratives this
work remains hidden, which indicates a need for an alternative narrative that gives
space to normative practices and ordering of a development process.
In chapters 7, 8 and 9, I cast further light on the kind of professional work in-between
(sub-question a), also discussing how it affects foreign aid giving (sub-question b)
and how it features in the contemporary discourse on ODA (sub-question c). I
thereto conduct interviews with individual professionals to learn how they actually
shape cooperation and development in the face of the three institutional phenomena
identified in chapter 6 and why they do what they did, what normative choices they
made. These chapters provide illustrations of insiders’ policy conducting practices and
how these relate to the discourse.
In chapter 10, I critically review the contemporary (OECD/DAC) discourse on ODA,
focusing on (some) principles for providing foreign aid, thereby drawing upon
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scholarly, professional sources and experiences. I conclude that the aid system
represents a theoretical narrative in which there is no scope for the voice of the inbetween professional and her or his practices, thus ignoring what happens in real life
in the space in-between the policy desk and the village.
Chapter 11 goes back to my main research question ‘fitting the pieces together’. I
first summarise, informed by especially sub-questions a) to c), professional work inbetween (policy conduct) and what it means for foreign aid giving. I designate policy
conduct as ‘professional work becoming’ in the process of its evolution in daily
complexity. It is normative and value driven work involving learning processes of
normative professionalisation that could be qualified as special form of professional
work, as craftsmanship in complexity. Hence, policy conduct cannot be reduced to
models and guidelines. That may explain why it is not featuring in the principled
approach as pursued in the contemporary discourse for official development assistance
(ODA). That brings me to my sub-question d, how to relate in-between work to the
principles of providing foreign aid.
I finally consider the implications of my research for the way donors (and so many of
us) approach foreign aid giving as an instrumental (theory-driven) narrative. I argue
that my research offers a new perspective on foreign aid giving by placing the
normative and reflective professional (the policy conductor) and policy conducting
practices centre stage. To understand policy conduct as ‘work becoming’ calls for an
alternative narrative amplifying policy conductor’s voice and to be used next to the
theory-based narrative as presently in use. A practices-based narrative will help to
mark the blind spots in policy theories and models and bring understanding of daily
complexity encountered in policy conduct. I conclude by presenting a preliminary
outline for such narrative, which does require further research.

1.4

SOME DEMARCATIONS OF MY RESEARCH FIELD

In this section I share some preliminary demarcations arising out of the scope of the
international development cooperation work I study in this research. The foreign aid
sector covers a huge field of work that crosses borders and involves supranational,
international and national agencies, governmental and non-governmental, as well as
enormous flows of capital, goods and services. The empirical material that informs this
research concerns only a small corner of the foreign aid sector.
Netherlands foreign aid policy
My working experience is predominantly embedded in international development
cooperation carried out under Netherlands governmental foreign aid policy. This
mostly pertained to bilateral development programmes (for the Netherlands Ministry
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of Foreign Affairs, Directorate General for International Cooperation MFA/DGIS) or to
programmes carried out by Dutch International NGOs (INGOs). It means my research
is mostly influenced by the Dutch discourse on bilateral aid (which obviously is
internationally embedded).
However, as noted above, my research findings may have broader implications
considering the mandate given to OECD/DAC by the international donor community.
The mandate (OECD/DAC, 2018) includes reviewing and analysing foreign aid policies
and development co-operation practices, aimed at mutual learning to assist DAC
members the Netherlands included.
The in-between ‘professional’ in the vicinity of a donor agency
My focus in this exploration is in particular on those in-between professionals who
represent or act on behalf of a donor, or whose services are commissioned by a donor.
She or he is situated close to adopted policy and mandated to make policy work for the
benefit of other countries and, more particularly, people at village level. I served in
such positions for many years, first as donor staff member and later as consultant. I
was often hired by a donor to facilitate think-tank sessions in which their programme
staff could reflect on topics regarding the functioning of the aid system. This gave me
access to a variety of personal narratives on working practices in the in-between space
and may explain my keen interest in the work processes of development policy.
I underline that the in-between professional I am referring to in this thesis is mandated
to carry out donor policy and/or policy-based programmes. I am not referring to
administrative or support staff, responsible for monitoring, controlling or supporting
activities and budgets, although indeed they may also be positioned in-between
adopted and implemented policy.
Naturally there are many more in-between professionals around the globe conducting
policy in foreign aid besides those working on behalf or in the vicinity of donor
agencies. But they fall outside the scope of this study.
Official Development Assistance
From the above it may follow that the professional I study performs under the aegis of
what is called official development assistance or just ODA as defined by OECD/DAC
(see box below). ODA’s main objective is rather broadly formulated (the promotion of
economic development and welfare) and interpreted in many ways depending on geopolitical and domestic political interests (see e.g. Rijksoverheid, 2013). My professional
roots are in ODA but focused on people-centred poverty reduction (see chapter 2).
Thus, when I speak of ODA, my prime focus is people’s interests and wellbeing (Center
for Global Development, 2014; Chambers, 2013).
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There is some confusion in the sector about the precise meaning of ‘foreign aid’. We
often refer to the entire sector in terms of ‘foreign aid’ or ‘international development
cooperation’ or just ‘development cooperation’, while more recently ‘international
development’ has come to mark the broader approach under ODA for international
issues (Visser, Schulpen, & Elbers, 2012). In this thesis I use ‘development cooperation’
to refer to the sector at large. I use ‘foreign aid’ in connection with the funds associated
with policy adopted by donor governments or agencies. Allocating aid money and
adopting policy (see chapter 3) is followed by an ‘aid endeavour’, or aid-giving taking
place in an entirely different setting (Wood, 2014). This treatise is about daily practices
of foreign aid giving as opposed to the theorised principles of giving foreign aid under
ODA.
Official Development Assistance (ODA) is defined as government aid designed to promote
the economic development and welfare of developing countries. […]
Aid may be provided bilaterally, from donor to recipient, or channelled through a multilateral
development agency such as the United Nations or the World Bank. Aid includes grants, "soft"
loans (where the grant element is at least 25% of the total) and the provision of technical
assistance.
The OECD maintains a list of developing countries and territories; only aid to these countries
counts as ODA. The list is periodically updated and currently contains over 150 countries or
territories with per capita incomes below USD 12,276 in 2010. A long-standing United Nations
target is that developed countries should devote 0.7% of their gross national income to ODA.
This indicator is measured as a percentage of gross national income and million USD constant
prices, using 2015 as the base year.
Source OECD (2019)
Net ODA (indicator). doi: 10.1787/33346549-en (Accessed February 2019)
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2 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY, SOURCES OF INFORMATION AND THE
RESEARCHER

My research question (see chapter 1.3) addresses an under-researched domain of
international development cooperation work. The focus is on day-to-day
professional work in a landscape full of ‘unknowns’. In view of the complexity of this
landscape and the normative issues entwined with my central research question, I
dedicate a separate chapter to my research methodology, methods and theoretical
sources I draw upon. This chapter also serves to account for my dual position as a
reflexive and normative researcher and an in-between worker.
The need to be transparent and rigorous, especially in development studies
research, is well articulated by Sumner and Tribe (2004). They consider
(international) development studies a distinct field, arguing that due to the nature
of the subject matter, ‘simple transposition of generic social science methodology
and methods onto developing countries is often problematic’ (p. 22). Accessibility,
validity, reliability of data is more sensitive due to differing conditions across
countries as is the relationship researcher–researched. The authors see a
combination of mixed methods and reflective and critical practices as sign of
methodological transparency and rigour (p. 20) and the reflective researcher as the
instrument in a creative analytical process (Richardson & St. Pierre, 2005).
In section 2.1 I explain why I choose qualitative and explorative (open-ended)
research. I then (section 2.2) elaborate the empirical sources I draw from and the
different research approaches I apply to collect my material. The variety in empirical
material calls for different methods to process and analyse my data sources. In
sections 2.3 to 2.5 I describe how I approach the auto-ethnographic study (in
chapter 4), thematic analyses of three documented focus group proceedings or cases
(chapter 6) and qualitative analysis of interviews with peers (chapter 7 and 8). This
is followed by an overview of theoretic sources that inform this research (sections
2.6 and 2.7). Section (2.8) discusses my position as researcher and my research
ethics. It shares my autobiographic considerations about poverty, which I see as
people-centred issue (as opposed to macro-economic problem). My view on world’s
poverty and how to approach it pervades my research and is reflected not only in its
focus but also in my empirical material and the analysis of my data.

2.1

NATURE OF MY RESEARCH

Qualitative research, why?
To answer my research question, I study work in-between adopted and
implemented policy from the perspectives of those working in this space. My
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interest is in individual, group and relational working experiences, how
professionals perceive their specific working environment, and what views and
beliefs (values, ethics) are driving them. It is also about studying the unpredictable,
messy processes and realities of the development cooperation field (Eyben, 2008;
Kaplan, 2007; Valters, 2014). As outlined by Brinkmann et al (2014), qualitative
research is centred on human beings talking and interacting with each other. The
authors speak of qualitative research as a contested field with many contradictions
and different perspectives. It includes ‘a range of rich and vibrant approaches to the
study of human lives and social phenomena’ (p. 40). It seeks information about
human experiences, about intangible factors at play and tries to better understand
the complex reality of situations. Hence, qualitative research can serve to provide
insights into how in-between professionals deal with the unpredictable and messy
realities they encounter in their work.
Flyvbjerg (2011, p. 313 ff) refers to qualitative research as ‘commonsensical’ and as
‘phronetic social science’ (phronesis, Greek for practical wisdom). It involves
(Denzin & Lincoln, 2005, pp. 3–4) ‘the studied use and collection of a variety of
empirical materials [...] that describe routine and problematic moments and
meaning in individuals’ lives’. Denzin and Lincoln explain how this may include case
study, personal experience, introspection, life stories, artefacts, interviews and all
sorts of texts. My research question draws upon a variety of empirical material (see
2.2). It takes a ‘commonsensical’ approach to answering deeper questions about the
nature of professional work done in-between policymaking and field-level
implementation, its relevance and why it remains unnoticed in the discourse.
I seek to illustrate how in-between work is ‘becoming work’, which as Giampietro
(2009) explains (in discussing sustainability), is work that becomes something else
in the process of its evolution. Hence, qualitative research is a suitable approach to
provide a more thorough understanding of ‘processes of becoming’ as it allows
professionals to share their own experiences about in-between work and working
environment. However, as Plummer (2011) cautions, studying human experiences
and values implies that qualitative research is never value-free and requires
researchers to be critically self-aware. I come back to this specific aspect of
qualitative research in section 2.8.
Explorative research
Besides being qualitative in nature, this research is explorative and does not aspire
to predict or to be representative. Neither does it aim to prove anything and so no
‘data-mining’ was involved (Galdas, 2017). I explore the world in-between
policymaking donor desk and village (or street) level, which has not been subject of
much sector research. I delve into the social ‘world of connection, contact, and
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relationship [...] where consequences, values, politics, and moral dilemmas are
abundant and central’ (Bochner, 1997, p. 435). This includes the world of the
experiential self (p. 421) and addresses both the organisational as well as the
institutional world of foreign aid with its specific features as discussed by among
others (2009) Nobel Prize Laureate Elinor Ostrom (such as in 2002). I make a
distinction between how foreign aid giving is organised in usually a ‘simple pattern
of hierarchic or concentric stratification’ ( Uphoff, 1986, p. 364; see also Mosse, 2011),
and how it evolves in practices, in complexity amidst (informal and formal)
institutional and random forces.
My study is not what Sumner and Tribe (2004, p. 22) describe as ‘science-like search
for one truth or social constructivist search for many ‘truths’. In this explorative
journey I try to look beyond truth and truths, but rather explore in-between work
(or what I describe in chapter 3 as ‘policy conduct’) as a ‘process of becoming’ in
complexity. Studying ‘processes of becoming’ is an epistemological challenge
(Giampietro et al, 2009; 2013). In the next section I elucidate what empirical
materials I have collected for my qualitative exploration.

2.2 RESEARCH MATERIAL: MY PRIMARY SOURCES

For this study I use ample primary sources as research material, besides secondary
and where needed also tertiary sources (see 2.6).
A variety of primary research material
I had access to a range of existing and new primary empirical sources (a list of
records consulted is annexed). All material pertains to in-between professionals’
lived experience, and allows me to study the ‘subjective realm’ (Plummer, 2001, p.
20) of foreign aid giving. It requires different approaches and methods to collect and
process the material extracting information of most interest to this study. Below I
describe my primary sources following the ordering of the chapters in this book.
I reviewed official (donor) records and working files at the Netherlands Ministry of
Foreign Affairs over the period 1986-1990, covering the time when I worked at the
India desk in the Ministry. These turn out to be new encounters with my
professional role in these years as portfolio holder for a major water and sanitation
programme.
Another key source for this thesis are the well-documented proceedings (‘cases’) of
three series of focus group discussions which I facilitated as an independent adviser
between 2000 and 2007. At that time, it seemed far-fetched to use them for
academic purposes, but in hindsight these proceedings appear to contain highly
valuable and ‘new’ information for this research.
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New research material is generated (2014–2020) by way of dyadic interviews with
peers, to get more in-depth understanding about the work of professionals inbetween. I also draw on other existing primary sources pertaining to various reports,
files and personal notes of an evaluation study (2002/03) in which I had been
involved as leader of a team of evaluators.
Flyvbjerg (2011, p. 313) underscores how a variety of empirical material has ‘different
strengths and weaknesses and [is] essentially complementary’. That is precisely
what my material reveals: complementarity and comparability. I stress that I do not
intend to present representative cases of in-between work. My intention is to
provide a rich account of what happens in-between the donor desk and field-level
implementation. A second objective, following Flyvbjerg (2011), is to enhance
understanding and acknowledgement of professionals’ commonsensical wisdom,
and processes of normative professionalisation as studied by Kunneman and others
(see 2.7).
Consent
From my former employer and principals (MFA/DGIS and (I)NGOs), I received
informed consent to use old records and materials which included interview and
evaluation reports, minutes taken during working sessions and group discussions,
confidential notes and personal notes. For more recent material (interviews), all
interviewees gave full consent to use their narratives for this research. All
information has been anonymised to protect respondents in every way and only
where relevant I provided general references to my sources (Fontana & Prokos, 2016;
Tolich, 2010).
Collecting and processing primary data sources
Below more detail is given how different primary data sources were collected and
processed.
Old Records at Ministry of Foreign Affairs
The material regarding the Indo-Dutch water and sanitation programme over the
years 1986–1990 comprised 12 archived boxes at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs.
Around 2013/14 these were extensively studied, enabling me to reconstruct my autoethnography (chapter 4). I consider this material predominantly a primary source,
created at the time under study, and to a substantial extent by myself as portfolio
manager. It provided rich first-hand information and personal experiences of those
years in office. The material on file included ample personal notes and scribbles, but
also official correspondence (letters I drafted), technical reports and studies from
others (secondary and tertiary sources).
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Consultancy assignments: focus group discussions or cases
Another primary source includes organisational and personal records from three
major consultancy assignments conducted between 2000 and 2007 (analysed in
chapter 6). This pertained to facilitation and coaching assignments commissioned
by government, and non-governmental bodies. These records allowed me to study
how we explored together with peers the space between ‘glossy policy and dusty
implementation’.14 The common focus of these assignments was to establish how
the intentions of foreign aid policy and the observed end results were connected. It
took us on a journey into the question of how donor plans actually travel from
policy desk to street/village level. Although the specific consultancies go back to the
turn of the century, revisiting the transcripts and records while guided by theorists
(mentioned under 2.6 and 2.7) brought important new insights, relevant to this
research.
All three assignments were endorsed by Dutch government (MFA/DGIS) that
subsidised the development cooperation programmes under review. They were in
fact investigative explorations, or peer consultations, reflections with colleagueprofessionals. The peer groups consisted of staff members of Dutch government and
non-governmental donors receiving subsidies from the back-donor.15 Among them
were back-donor staff, supervisory staff close to policy desk, operational staff close
to field levels as well as subject matter specialists, all representing different levels of
operations.
Participants in these assignments were selected on the basis of jointly predefined
criteria. All participants, including myself, were thus working either for or on behalf
of a Dutch donor agency and, as will be explained later, could be considered
‘conductors of donor policy’. All in all, over 70 professionals participated in these
assignments, representing in total around 15-20 fund recipient agencies. Annex 1
provides more detail on how these three explorations were organised and
approached methodologically.
All three consultations followed a similar route, which consisted of a number of
sessions spread over a period of 6–7 months. Simultaneously, the proceedings were
transcribed (in the form of minutes) and counter-read (tegengelezen) by one or two
participants prior to plenary endorsement. In this way we ensured that the minutes
reflected what was discussed.
The name given to of one of these assignments.
When donor funding is passed on from one organisation to another (such as from MFA/DGIS to
Dutch NGOs) the original donor may be called 'back donor'
https://www.mango.org.uk/guide/glossary (accessed September 2016)
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At that moment in my career, my professional search for quality development in the
complex landscape of institutional forces may well have explained why these unique
assignments came my way. Mutual trust and respect between me as facilitator and
participants (principals included) was an important factor in this assignment, but
equally significant was my intimate knowledge (as former employee of MFA/DGIS)
of the donor agency and its functioning16.
Interviews
In the period 2014–2020, I conducted five in-depth interviews with former
colleagues who were purposively selected as explained below. These interviews
(processed in chapters 7 and 8) have been recorded, transcribed for further analysis
and, where needed, translated into English. The set of interviews proved to be a
highly complementary primary source to earlier obtained material because they
deepen understanding of work in-between and speak to what Kunneman (e.g. 2010,
2012) refers to as ‘slow questions’ for which no readymade answers are available (see
also 2.7). Interviews also cast light on the relevance of work in-between for foreign
aid giving and how the ‘aid system’ (foreign aid paradigms, policy theories, planning
models, instruments) silences this work17.
Additional evaluation records
The evaluation study used in this research pertains to the evaluation of 11 years of
emergency, relief and development support by a consortium of Dutch NGOs to a
war-stricken region in the Middle East. The study (2002/03) underpins the
introduction of my research question and is described in chapter 1. Its
methodological approach is given in the final report (Waegeningh van, Hilhorst, &
Vervest, 2003) which was officially endorsed by the principals. The report is
available upon request.

2.3 MY AUTO-ETHNOGRAPHY
Why an auto-ethnographic study?
As said in chapter 1.4, as donor representative I was an in-between worker myself for
a long period of time. My experiences at the India desk of the foreign office,
especially, set me on the road to this very research. Access to the archives of the
Ministry containing rich empirical material enabled me to embark on this autoethnographic study. The material discloses some of my early explorations into inRecords of minutes are confidential but were accessible to members of the reading commission.
Transcripts of interviews are confidential but were accessible to members of the reading
commission.
16
17
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between space, and its multi-layered setting of international development
cooperation work.
Ellis et al (2011) explain how an auto-ethnography is both a process as well as a
product and as such serves several purposes (Adams, Ellis, & Jones, 2017). Analysing
and reflecting upon my personal experiences was a process that made me better
understand my own position and work as an in-between professional (Boesschoten
van, Letiche, & Jong de, 2008). I saw how I in daily work I dealt with unavoidable
situations and ‘slow questions’ in a reflexive way (Bolton, 2009; Hibbert, Coupland,
& MacIntosh, 2010), relying more often than not upon my own moral and existential
values (e.g. in Kunneman, 2010) in my search for answers. Another function of an
auto-ethnography (as product) is conveying how I experienced my daily (inbetween) working environment, giving expression to my motivations (Adams et al,
2017), my ethical grounds, norms and values, as for example shown by van Bergen in
her self-story (in Kunneman et al, 2010, pp. 79–87)18. Additionally, my ‘product’ of
rigorous self-reflection made it easier to recognise and grasp the challenges of other
in-between professionals, confronted with similar experiences, quandaries 19 and
‘dilemmatic encounters’ in their work. Moreover, an auto-ethnography (Adams et
al, 2017, p. 3 ff) shares insiders’ knowledge of experiences and as such fills gaps in
other research. It does not mean my story is more accurate than others, but instead
complements other stories.
However, I am well aware that there are ample ethical, analytic and objectivityoriented criticisms against auto-ethnographic studies (Coffey, Delamont et al, 2007;
Ellis et al, 2011; Foster, McAllister & O’Brien, 2005; Tolich, 2010). With this in mind I
followed guidelines regarding ethical sensitivities, avoiding harm to others, aware of
insider/outsiders tensions, trying to understand the process I went through and yet
deliver an accessible story (Ellis et al, 2011). I looked critically at my own
professional self, from a distance. In the writing process I deliberately positioned
myself as an observer of the development professional at the Indian desk in the
eighties, seeking to standing back from habitual experiences (Bolton, 2009, p. 14).
With the benefit of hindsight and self-knowledge, I tried to remain honest about my
work performance and rigorous in analysing personal experiences.

Her article is published in Tijdschrift voor Humanistiek (Journal for Humanistic Studies) 2005 # 22,
volume 6.
19
A quandary is a state of perplexity or uncertainty over what to do in a difficult situation. See
https://en.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/quandary (accessed July 2018)
18
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Through-the-mirror writing
My auto-ethnographic narrative (a formative experience) came about in ‘throughthe-mirror writing’ and is an analysis of my lived experiences as an in-between
professional (Bolton, 2009). Official (donor) records, working files and personal
notes served as main sources. I sought to enrich my self-story by considering how
others might have experienced similar situations by consulting sources referring to
the subject matter and corresponding with the timeframe. (Ellis et al, 2011; Foster et
al, 2005; Guest, MacQueen, & Namey, 2012), Additionally, in the writing process I
was ‘accompanied’ by the work of Vorstman (1991, 2014), which opened my eyes to
the relevance of lateral human interactions in open interfaces or inter-spaces for
‘quality work’. The work of several other thinkers helped me to critically review the
information at hand (Brodkin, 2000; Kunneman, 2005; Lipsky, 1969; Schön, 1983;
Sennett, 2009), what Jackson et al (2012b) calls ‘thinking with theory’ (see sections
2.6 and 2.7). These sources all support my analyses of research data and made me
realise that the type of work I did and do in foreign aid giving is always time- and
space-bound and subject to ever-changing dynamics.
Bolton (2009) explains through-the-mirror writing as a process that is both
reflective (what and how we think) and reflexive (accessing mental, emotional and
value structures). Finlay (2008, p. 3) explains how ‘reflection involves “thinking
about” something after the event’, while reflexivity aims to ‘capture a more
immediate, dynamic self-awareness’. Holding up a mirror to myself while studying
documents, I asked myself what I had been doing in those years in in-between
spaces? How did I cope in situations where manuals, instructions and procedures
had no (adequate) answers and where I found myself in a quandary (Kunneman,
2005, p. 131). What did I do, why and how? What guided me in dealing with the
many ‘unknowns’? In through-the-mirror writing, I tried to produce analytic text
sharing my (so far untold) professional experiential knowledge of in-between work,
knowledge arising when encountering uncertainty (Adams et al, 2017; Ellis et al,
2011). The self-story seeks to illustrate how I navigated in-between space in selfreflexivity and as an interactional-self (Kamberelis & Dimitriadis, 2005).20 It also
reveals ‘the self [as] process built out of encounters and endowed with shifting
meaning’ (Plummer, 2000, p. 194).
The reflexive self
The study of records brought back certain memories and sentiments: it was an
encounter with the self of many years ago. Special moments or ‘epiphanies’ (Ellis et
al, 2011, p. 275) had, in hindsight, a transformative effect on my professional
The authors (2005, p. 905) refer to James Clifford’s ‘hermeneutics of vulnerability’ (1988, The
Predicament of Culture, Harvard University press).
20
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development, such as an unexpected village encounter, a car drive, a video-tape. As
Ellis et al describe how these epiphanies (or self-claimed phenomena), whether
transformative or not, reveal ways to deal with powerful situations and their longlingering effects.
Trying to be an outsider while being an insider (Foster et al, 2005) was easier than I
initially thought. At times, I even enjoyed it, smiling about myself, partly because
the information went back many years. I reflected on what I had read and the
situations at stake and asked myself: what would I have done nowadays in a similar
situation? This led to some new ideas that really surprised me.
Most interesting were my encounters with my own handwritten notes and
comments on official documents which sometimes expressed annoyance, anger,
irritation but also consent. In official reactions shared with external partners I had
neatly reformulated my comments in diplomatic language. It showed the eagerness
of someone (in-between) who wants to control a process that is in fact
uncontrollable, someone continuously handling quandaries in a control-seeking
fashion. I had never intended my handwritten comments to be kept as part of the
official records, but that is what happens when frequent transfers and position
changes take place in a public agency. These ‘personal scribbles’ proved very helpful
in understanding the dilemmatic encounters I experienced in those days and made
me aware how others must have had similar encounters.
The self-story brought me to realise how much I had learnt over the years, especially
in terms of normative issues that play a role, acknowledging my ethical and moral
considerations and my commitment towards poverty alleviation. It provided new
perspectives on my work and also on myself (Foster et al, 2005, p. 11). How much
more able I am nowadays to rise above details, above rules and regulations. To
maintain overview, to discuss sensitive matters with due respect to differences in
opinion and yet staying focused on delivering meaningful work. Some issues
recurred as I noted, such as my encounters with bureaucratic rigour and tensions
between the world of policymaking and local actions required. But also the central
role of human interactions became highly visible, and how poor people have really
something to add.
In sum, my ethnography came about in a reflexive process, in ‘through-the-mirror
writing’. It was a journey of encounters rather, leading me along a number of
experiential events or epiphanies. Accompanied by theory I sought to interweave
personal experiences with scholarly work, making it a personal formative exercise.
The self-story articulates my personal ethical grounds, norms, values and
commitments in work, which I seldom did before. This greatly helped in
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recognising, understanding and analysing what others shared with me through their
narratives and experiences. As such it is complementary to my other qualitative
research offering an additional perspective to answering research sub-questions (a)
and (b) what kind of work is done in-between policymaking and field level and how
does it affect foreign aid giving.

2.4 FOCUS GROUP EXPLORATIONS OR ‘CASES’
The cases
The studied focus group cases pertain to three separate consultancy assignments
(carried out between 2000 and 2007) each involving a series of monthly group
discussions (see annex 1 for more background). As said, I facilitated the discussions,
which all focused on a similar question, highly pertinent to this thesis namely ‘how
field level implementation (results) and donor policy intentions are connected’? This
regards a part of my main research question, about work in between field level and
policy desk.
The discussions, aiming to help modelling result reporting, were empirical inquiries
among peers (Rowley, 2002), free-flowing in nature, inquiries into what happens in
real life in the space in-between. But just as well they were (Kamberelis &
Dimitriadis, 2005) collective, dialogic and also dialectic conversations as democratic
and interactional practice ‘engaged in and with real-world problems and
asymmetries [...] (p. 887). The group discussions were meant to learn but also where it concerned principals’ interest - to build new theory from lived experiences
(p. 893).
I designate these three series of group discussion as ‘cases’ following Flyvbjerg (2011,
p. 301). He speaks of cases as units of study demarcated by boundaries, comprising
in-depth information, developing in time, and related to its surrounding
environment. My selection of these ‘cases’ for further analysis has not been a
random selection. They form part of (Flyvbjerg, 2006, p. 230) ‘an information
oriented selection’ out of a random offer of my consultancy assignments since 1998.
I selected them for their rich empirical contents about in-between work as
unfolding in real life situations (Yin, 2008, p. 23).
As to the participants in these group discussions, they were purposively selected
jointly with the principal and invited on personal title21, and mandated to represent
21

However, not everybody had experienced it as voluntary participation. In one case especially it
later appeared that some experienced it as an exercise imposed upon them by the back- donor.
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their agency or division. They all were what I would now call ‘professionals inbetween’, expected to bring in their insiders (in-between) experience. This was a
familiar terrain for me as facilitator, having been an in-between professional for
years on end. In our sector we tend to depersonalise phenomena including ourselves
pretending objectivity, leading to general ideas and solutions (Van der Berg &
Quarles Van Ufford, 2005, p. 204). But at this stage we did not want ‘objective
generalisations’. We wanted personal commitment and resourceful professionals,
prepared to engage in ‘newstream’ thinking (de Bruyn & de Bruyn, 1999, p. 241) as
opposed to mainstream. The mainstream would not bring the answers we were
looking for. Our hope was vested in personal know-how, experiential knowledge,
insights of professionals willing and able to get out of the box, out of formal
structures. These were among the criteria applied for invitations.
All participants were approached with the message why we had selected them. We
also asked them whether they were interested and allowed (by their leadership) to
participate in the sessions/ interviews. In that sense there was informed consent for
their participation.
Thematic analysis of the focus group cases
I apply thematic analysis as one of the methods by which cases may be analysed
(Flyvbjerg, 2011, p. 301). Thematic analysis is a flexible qualitative tool with ample
theoretical freedom and analytic options (Braun & Clarke, 2006). To ensure it
remains flexible and yet methodologically and theoretically sound, Braun et al
designed a 6-step guide that involve coding and patterning.22 However, driven by
curiosity to know what happens in the space in-between, I did not search for
(socially produced or) codable patterns or themes. Neither did I seek to understand
how meaning was given to development or what development is. Instead I looked
for ‘latent’ or hidden issues (Braun et al, 2006), which in the eyes of in-between
professionals actually matter in this space. I looked for ‘newness’ (Jackson & Mazzei,
2012b) in the experiences shared.
Issues that matter in in-between work
To focus my thematic analysis, I build upon Vorstman’s theory about quality work
and Ostrom’s institutional analysis and development (IAD) framework (see below
2.6 and chapter 11). Both underscore the importance of human interactions and
associated uncertainties encountered by professionals. With this understanding I
could distil situations where professionals had faced such uncertainties. Reflecting
upon these ‘quandary situations’ revealed certain ‘issues that matter’ in practicing
22
Summarised as follows (1) familiarising with material, (2) generate initial codes, (3) search for
themes, (4) review themes, (5) define themes, (6) write-up (Braun & Clarke, 2006; Maguire &
Delahunt, 2017)
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in-between work. These typical in-between issues or rather complex institutional
phenomena 23 appear inherent to the institutional arrangement of foreign aid
(Ostrom, 2011). However, they remain hidden in the way foreign aid giving is
organised and planned by the donor community. They are not explicitly addressed
in the discourse, and in that sense represent ‘newness’. My primary goal is not to
explain or theorise identified issues, neither to measure phenomena or to reconfirm
my ‘self-claimed phenomena’ (see above and chapter 4). Instead, I aim to pinpoint
and locate these issues in in-between work and eventually understand how
individual in-between professionals cope with them.
To identify the uncertainties and capture the ‘issues that matter’ I studied the
transcripts engaging in what Braun et al (2006) describe as reflexive dialogue, a
recursive process going back and forth. Although well-acquainted as I am with
numerous development-oriented notions, I combined ‘thinking with theory’ (see
section 2.6) with the applied interpretive approach of Guest (2012, p. 14 ff). Braun et
al (2006, p. 80) reject the idea of ‘emerging issues’, emphasising the active role of
researchers in the identification process. Indeed, it was me – as reflective researcher
– who listened to the voices of group members, analysing and learning from
transcripts how in-between professionals responded in uncertain situations. It was
me who tried to understand the trigger of uncertainties, which uncovered these
‘issues that matter’. With the benefit of hindsight – and certainly with the benefit of
my self-story, scholarly work and theorists – I could ‘bracket’ these ‘issues that
matter’ for further consideration (Holstein & Gubrium, 2005, p. 485), though it had
been the group participants who actually raised the issues. In search for the interdependency of the phenomena I found how these actually tell a ‘narrative of
practices of a development process’ in-between adopted and implemented policy, as
opposed to a narrative of theories. Chapter 6 will further discuss these case analyses
that contribute to answering in part the first sub-question of my research (what
kind of work is done in-between policymaking and field level implementation). It
goes without saying that in this thematic analysis I aspired to be rigorous which, as
argued by Sumner at al. (2004, p. 16), is especially important in development
studies.

2.5 DYADIC IN-DEPTH INTERVIEWS
Interviews
The dyadic interviews with peers aim to better understand how professionals
actually navigate the institutional landscape of the sector in daily practices,
23

Jackson et al (2012a, p. 117) in reference to Barad speak of ‘differential patterns of mattering’ .
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especially, as Kunneman explains (see 2.7), when in a quandary, when system and
life worlds interfere, and when ‘slow questions’ arise. The accounts share how
professionals pursue development and cooperation, dealing with such questions as
what drives them and what counts for them in these situations, and the relevance
for foreign aid giving. Hence, the interviews complement answers to my main
research question.
The interviews are ethnographic (Fontana & Prokos, 2016), face-to-face, in-depth
(they took 2–3 hours), very lightly-structured and rather open-ended, enabling the
probing of ‘how’ and ‘why’ questions, individuals’ personal experiences and sensitive
topics (Ellis et al, 2011; Foster et al, 2005). My main question was how respondents
had gone about development and cooperation in the in-between space. I asked what
concrete examples they could share, illustrating how they had given direction and
content to their work.
The work of drawing out professional lived experiences pertaining to personal
norms, values and ethics and examining normative issues and choices meant we
needed a trustworthy interview environment. That is why I purposively selected
respondents among former colleagues, those with an independent and critical mind,
with whom I had good rapport. I met them ‘on their own turf’ hoping my resource
persons would be at ease to speak frankly (Plummer, 2001, p. 144). I encouraged
them to ‘think outside of the box’, daring to step back from the instrumentality that
dominates the contemporary sector discourse. At times I therefore had to share
‘glimpses of my own [in-between] life with interviewees’ (Fontana & Prokos, 2016, p.
52), where I had been in a dilemmatic situations myself, in search for proper
answers to do my work well. And so I interacted with my interviewees, continuously
aware that as Mosse (2006) has it, as a professional insider I should refrain from
entering their lived world, in which I was an outsider. Van Bodegom (2017, p. 84) in
her dissertation cautions that being an insider bears the risk of becoming too
involved in the narratives of others. As reflexive and normative researcher, I learnt
to keep a distance from the lived experiences of others, and be non-judgemental
regarding the way they had shaped and still shape their work in-between.24
It was an advantage that we shared the same idiosyncratic language of foreign aid.
But while my respondents routinely spoke in development terms, in interviewing I
discovered how much distance I had already taken from this conventional
instrumental language. It confirmed how, as a matter of fact, two languages co-exist
in our sector: the instrumental talk and an unconventional language (see also
A formative narrative on being non-judgemental is found in Holland’s biography of Robert Mugabe
(2008 Ch 6).
24
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chapters 6 and 10). Misunderstandings in this regard were easily settled. The way I
communicated with my respondents was primarily as a former colleague/peer, and
as a researcher curious to understand what they would share about their work, what
dilemmatic situations they had been in, in the space in-between. I sensed how most
of them took pleasure in jointly reflecting upon their experiences, sharing how they
had gone about it and explaining why they did what they had done.
Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis
My analysis is inspired by Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis (IPA), which
gives primacy to everyday working experience (Braun & Clarke, 2006). IPA is a
relatively new qualitative methodology derived from the domain of psychology and
is concerned with human lived experiences. Its theoretical roots are in
phenomenology, hermeneutics and ideography (J. a. Smith, 2011; J. Smith, Flowers, &
Larkin, 2009). As Smith explains, IPA is informed by various phenomenology
thinkers and does not aspire to operationalise a specific philosophical idea. It is an
interpretative approach, whereby the ‘researcher is trying to make sense of the
participant trying to making sense of their experience’25 (J. a. Smith, 2011). Thus, you
cannot distance yourself from interpretation. It requires reflection and reflexivity,
and a view on the self. Its idiographic nature is in the focus on the particular rather
than on the universal, on the single case that can offer insights (Smith et al, 2009, p.
29).
Qualitative analyses of interviews – IPA light
In the interviews I focused in particular on sub-questions (a) and (b) about the work
taking place in-between policymaking and field-level implementation and how it
affects foreign aid giving. However, sub-question (c), how in-between work features
in the discourse on ODA, also came up. Considering that interviews provide (Smith
et al, 2009, p. 4) narratives about the reality of work but equally data for analysis
and interpretation as supported by verbatim extracts of participants, I analyse my
‘narrative data’ in three steps with an IPA-light methodology.
As chapter 7.1 describes in more detail, the first step of the analysis of the narratives
identifies the (unavoidable) quandary situations from the perspective of
institutional phenomena identified in the thematic analysis. These provide a certain
‘pattern’, which I followed in a recursive process, reading back and forth through
the transcripts (see also 2.4). Instead of further studying and interpreting (as IPA
envisages) how meaning is given to these phenomena (J. Smith & Eatough, 2007),
these ‘issues that matter’ in in-between work help in foregrounding the ‘slow
questions’ (see 2.7) that professionals encounter in day-to-day work. The second
25

Double hermeneutics.
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step of analysis aims at a deeper understanding of how professionals perceive such
situations and deal with them. I sought to capture excerpts from the transcripts
that illuminate everyday practices when in a quandary about what matters and what
the adopted policy (aid system) requires. I focus on the normative responses and
moral and ethical (existential) views of the interviewees, who as professionals are
embedded in the institutional landscape of foreign aid. Excerpts thus convey the
reflective and normative voices of professionals and tell how they find their way
ahead in cooperation and development, how and why – on what grounds – they
make normative choices, and what influences their choices. From these narratives it
proved possible to identify (or rather bracket) certain characteristics of in-between
(policy conducting) work, which is the third step of my reflective analysis.
In conclusion, all above mentioned (primary) data sources are analysed with a view
to elucidating in-between work in all its complexity. I draw upon two forms of
knowledge production, in particular Mode 2 and Mode 3 as described in the next
subsection (2.7). I first listen to normative and ethical questions in professional
practices (Mode 3) arising in tension with the (search for a) system of foreign aid
giving (Mode 2), revealing blind spots (or institutional phenomena) (chapter 6). I
use the (Mode 2) knowledge about blind spots in the aid system to illuminate
normative practices (Mode 3) and the complexity of policy-conducting work
(chapters 7-9). Research findings can therefore be seen as the result of a combined
reflective and analytical endeavour resting upon both Mode 2 and Mode 3
knowledge, and aiming to contribute to enhanced understanding of in-between
work in foreign aid giving.

2.6 THEORETICAL SOURCES
Secondary and some tertiary sources
I discuss in this thesis scholarly literature and professional publications from
different academic disciplines that help me to analyse my data with more depth.
Where needed, tertiary sources are consulted. The various sources support me in an
‘creative analytical process’ – a crystallising process – (Richardson & St. Pierre, 2005,
p. 962 ff), slowly exposing the in-between professional and her or his in-between
work as ‘work becoming’ and its relevance for foreign aid giving.
Besides the ‘usual’ foreign aid sources (studies and publications by economists,
anthropologists, sociologists), I build on work and theories from other disciplines in
the field of organisation and management, and public policy and administration.
Particularly theoretical sources as Lipsky, Vorstman and Ostrom (briefly addressed
below) help to see in-between space as an (open) working environment with many
unknowns and to grasp some typical features (e.g. the centrality of individual
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human interactions). It enables situating in-between professionals in this grand
domain, giving them visibility so as to reinforce their voice. To analyse this
narrating voice, I turn to humanistics in section 2.7, to Kunneman and critical
complexity thinkers (Cilliers, Morin, Giampietro). They help to better understand
how in-between work comes about in complexity, in reflections and by normative
choices and to describe the relevance of in-between work for those targeted.
Thinking with theory
In line with the qualitative and explorative nature of this research, I engage in what
Jackson (2017) refers to as ‘thinking with theory’: not being tied to a special method
(Jackson, 2017), but allowing myself to be inspired by ‘borrowed notions’ from
theorists and other texts (Jackson & Mazzei, 2012b). It does not involve coding
notions we already know, or coding emerging themes, nor what things mean.
Thinking with theory brings new ideas and concepts ‘unthought of’ before,
highlighting how something works and why it works the way it does. It requires
‘mental furniture’ (Jackson & Mazzei, 2012b, p. 725),26 as acquired from theory,
analytic reading, and from co-reading all sort of texts, continuous questioning, and
similar sources that provide for guidance and inspiration in explorative research
(e.g. Guest et al, 2012).
Thinking with Lipsky to open up in-between spaces
The notion of street-level bureaucrats in public policy (Lipsky, 1980; Weatherley &
Lipsky, 1977) underscores the difference between the makers and implementers of
public policy. Lipsky’s work helps us to see that in the sector of foreign aid giving
(public policy) a third category of professionals is involved: those in-between
policymaking and street-level (or village level). Having grasped the idea of
professionals working in-between adopted and implemented policy, or in the policyconducting space, amplifying the voice of these individual professionals is at the
core of my research.
Thinking with Vorstman and Ostrom about in-between space and encounters
Informed by scholars like Vorstman (e.g. 1991) and Nobel Prize Laureate Ostrom
(e.g. 2002), I identify some key institutional dynamics in this space. Their fields of
study are, respectively, quality management and organisations, and political
economy.
From their different perspectives, both emphasise the importance of ‘encounters’
between human beings in action and interaction, acknowledging how uncertainties
arise out of differing perspectives on working context (demarcated by rules and

26

The authors refer to Spivak, G. C. (2014), Readings. New York: Seagull Books.
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regulations) and open working space. Both thinkers pay attention to individual
human professionals dealing with uncertainties to enhance quality work (Vorstman)
and understanding practices of development cooperation (Ostrom). A key notion of
Ostrom’s, especially her institutional analysis of Swedish development cooperation
(e.g. Ostrom et al, 2002), is to think of foreign aid giving as a ‘nested (linked)
sequence of situations’ (unplanned) with human beings and human interactions at
its centre. Where the focus of Ostrom is on predicting human behaviour in such
situations, Vorstman (1991, 2014) stresses the relevance of open, mutual, lateral
human exchanges (in ‘interface-spaces’) in a setting of planned and sequenced
production processes. His view on the importance of these interactions in planned
processes was my first ‘green light’ to lend an ear to reflective practices of
professionals.
Drawing from these thinkers, I could situate in-between professionals and establish
key features of their working space. Ostrom and Vorstman’s work is further
addressed in chapters 4 and 11, where I share my long search to better comprehend
the ‘infrastructure’ or institutional landscape of foreign aid giving.

2.7 THINKING WITH KUNNEMAN ON PROFESSIONAL WORK

To understand reflective and normative practices as professional work, I turn to
Kunneman (Derkx & Kunneman, 2013; Ewijk van & Kunneman, 2013; Kunneman,
2005; Kunneman, 2012, 2015, 2016, 2019; Kunneman et al, 2010; Kunneman, 2013,
2015; Nap, 2012). His substantial body of work on normative professionalisation and
the perspectives provided helps us gain a more complete understanding of inbetween professionals’ daily reflective, reflexive and normative practices, and of how
professionals in-between shape their work operating in the complexity of the
institutional landscape.
Normative professionalisation sheds light on the ethical and normative dimensions
(Nap p. 24) as well as explicit or implicit political engagement (Kunneman, 2019) in
professional work. Political engagement and moral commitment are well noted in
foreign aid writings and publications of multilateral and governmental donors, of
civil society and private sector organisations. But this form of (mainstream) political
engagement and ‘instrumental morality’ (Van der Berg & Quarles Van Ufford, 2005,
p. 208) or ‘vertical morality’ (Kunneman, 2012) is not what normative
professionalisation processes refer to.
The theory of normative professionalisation as developed over the past few decades
by Kunneman and others is, as van Ewijk & Kunneman (2013) set out in their
conceptual introduction, grounded in tacit knowledge and reflective practices,
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referring among others to Sen (2009) and Schön (1983). Normative
professionalisation is about reflective learning of individual professionals as well as
professional groups. It is about learning in practising and shaping ‘good’ work, in
ethical and moral reflexivity, entwined with professionals’ micro-political
engagement (Kunneman, 2019). Practices of normative professionalisation have
been subject to various research studies on the police force (Nap, 2012),
organisational development (Wierdsma, 1999, 2000, 2014), the education sector,
social work and social care27. Kunneman’s views on professional work and processes
of normative professionalisation build upon what he calls Mode 3 knowledge. This is
an important thread running through this research, which I discuss in more detail
below.
Normative professionalisation
Mode 3 knowledge is best understood against the backdrop of Mode 1 and 2
knowledge acquisition. Summarising sociologists Gibbons and Nowotny 28
(Kunneman, 2005, p. 114) on knowledge production:
‘In Mode 1 problems are set and solved in a context governed by the, largely
academic, interests of a specific community. By contrast Mode 2 knowledge is
carried out in a context of application. Mode 1 is disciplinary while Mode 2 is
transdisciplinary. Mode 1 is characterised by homogeneity, Mode 2 by
heterogeneity. Organisationally, Mode 1 is hierarchal and tends to preserve its
form, while Mode 2 is more heterarchical and transient. Each employs a different
type of quality control. In comparison with Mode 1, Mode 2 knowledge is more
socially accountable and reflexive’.
As Kunneman further explains (2016a, p. 12), Mode 1 is discipline bound, and its
quality is controlled by procedures. Mode 2 knowledge-production builds upon
Mode 1 but is socially embedded and geared towards resolving practical problems,
‘ignoring questions of more general interest’ (Kunneman, 2010, p. 85ff sections 2.23).29 This knowledge mode, he argues, can be steered towards desired goals (e.g. the
MDGs or its successor SDGs) and is subject to mixed forms of quality control.
Kunneman refers to ‘return on investments’, a method well known in the foreign aid
sector, where assessing progress towards planning and objectives is common

27
https://www.uvh.nl/onderzoek/leerstoelgroepen/publicaties-voormalig-onderzoeksprojectnormatieve-professionalisering?sresult=1534416542&swords=normatieve+professionalisering
28
Gibbons et al (1995) ‘The New Production of Knowledge, the Dynamics of Science and Research in
Contemporary Societies’.
29
This specific manuscript titled ‘Viable alternatives for commercialized science: the case of
humanistics’ is published in 2010 in H. Radder (Ed.), The Commodification of Science: Critical
Perspectives (pp. 307-336). Pittsburgh: University of Pittsburgh Press
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practice (e.g. Arensman, van Waegeningh, & van Wessel, 2017; van Wessel & Ho,
2018).
In Mode 2 science, existential and moral questions usually stay invisible
(Kunneman, 2005, p. 115ff), which Kunneman refers to as ‘slow questions’ for which
no easy answers are available (2010, p. 94 ff). Slow questions arise in ‘zones of
interference’ (2005, 2010, 2015a, 2016), where different logics meet.
‘The logic of the systems and their characteristic curtailing of deliberation and
dialogue on the one hand and the communicative and dialogical ‘logic’ of the life
world on the other hand’ (Kunneman, 2015, p. 15).
These interferences may put someone in a quandary as to what to do, forcing them
to engage in forms of ‘narrative self-exploration’ and rely on their existential and
moral sources. In this way, interferences are a condition for fruitful frictions
between different perspectives (Kunneman, 2010), thus generating and applying
Mode 3 knowledge. Kunneman (2016, p. 13) describes Mode 3 knowledge as follows:
‘ethical and moral resources and insights articulated and contained in
organizational and professional traditions and brought to bear by professionals
on the actual development of Mode 1 and Mode 2 knowledge and their many
combinations, against the horizon of more just institutional arrangements’.
Mode 3 learning processes are not embedded in theories or research results but
come about in encounters with moral and existential questions during professional
work. It is about professionals’ interpretation of what is good or not good to do in a
given situation, with doing good as the normative frame (den Uijl & Buijs, 2013). As
Nap (2012, p. 251) says:
‘[...] ‘good’ thus not only refers to effectiveness or efficiency, but also to
whether ‘it is moral’, to the values involved in the work, to what is at risk.
The commitment to learning how to develop good work in professional
contexts is defined by the term normative professionalisation’.
Normative professionalisation is about professional work different from but
including (Mode 1 and Mode 2) technical and instrumental work; it is ethical work,
as Kunneman explains,30 guided by a moral horizon; and it is reflective and reflexive,
interactional, and contextual (den Uijl & Buijs, 2013). This type of work and
knowledge cannot be controlled by technological or instrumental means (
Kunneman, 2010) but rather monitored by way of professional narratives. Mode 3

http://www.kunneman.org/portfolio/professional-ethics-and-normative-professionalisationtowards-a-critical-dialogue/ (accessed July 2018)
30
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knowledge has a narrative character: ‘it is contained in ethical and moral narratives’
(Kunneman, 2013a, p. 125).
Turning to my own field of study (international development cooperation or foreign
aid giving), I elaborate in this research how in-between professionals in their
everyday work frequently face such ‘slow questions’. Such questions are typically
prompted by encounters between the foreign aid system and the complexity of daily
work when logics of system and life world interfere (Kunneman, 2016; 2005, 2010,
2015). Complexity in terms of unexpected, unforeseen events and conditions,
contingencies not planned for (see e.g. Ramalingam, 2013; Root, 2013), confront
professionals with unavoidable dilemmas or rather unavoidable situations which
they have to deal with. There are scholarly accounts of situations where
professionals found their own way amid complexity (e.g. Wallace, Bornstein, &
Chapman, 2007), but these mostly voice sharp criticism of the instrumentality of
prevailing aid systems and pinpoint its shortcomings (as in Ramalingam, 2013). As a
consequence, how dilemmas are addressed, and why the professional did what
she/he did, usually remains untold; or at least they are not officially reported or
articulated but remain tacitly at work without really being talked about. Kunneman
argues (e.g. 2005, 2010, 2013a) that this work is guided by professionals’ moral
horizon, producing (Mode 3) knowledge and as such is a source for
professionalisation.
Around the turn of the century, the foreign aid sector – equally drawing upon
Gibbons’ notion of Mode 1 and 2 knowledge production – also paid attention to
Mode 3 knowledge production but spoke of policy learning. I will briefly come back
to this in chapter 11. Conversely, Kunneman’s focus is on professionals’ individual
and shared learning and on professional commitment to delivering good,
meaningful work.
Thinking with various complexity thinkers
Kunneman places the professional centre stage as producer of Mode 3 knowledge, as
source for normative professionalisation. This precisely is my challenge in this
research, to raise the voice of the in-between professional and explore professional
practices and learning. However, studying how they shape their work solely with an
‘instrumental lens’ does not provide adequate access to their field of work, as
explained in chapter 3. To actually reinforce the voice of in-between professionals
and follow them in work, I need to look at them through another lens, a complexity
lens.
In the foreign aid sector, awareness of complexity is growing. Prevailing complexity
approaches include work by Ramalingam, Jones, Reba and Young (2008),
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Hummelbrunner and Jones (2013), Ramalingam (2013), Ramalingam, Laric, Primrose
(2014), Root (2013, 2015), Root, Jones and Wild (2015). In search of entry points for
my research, I noted how ongoing complexity thinking in the development sector is
mostly about system approaches, about complex adaptive systems (CAS). These
approaches seem to share a common ambition: namely, to understand and to
manage or control complexity. Consequently, the focus is on theory building, on
developing new methods and tools, and new policy. Normative and ethical
considerations are not studied in these approaches, and references to human beings
are rarely found. Byrne and Callaghan from a perspective of public policy, confirm
that system approaches mostly focus on meta-theoretical appropriateness and
methodological implications of complexity for the sector (2014, p. 233).
To expose the in-between professional in complexity and the normative and ethical
considerations at play in their work, I turn to critical complexity thinkers, such as
Cilliers, Morin and Giampietro. They include in their thinking human agents and
their choices. As Cilliers (2001) explains, there are no perfect models of complex
systems. He acknowledges that new theories enhance understanding of complexity
but cautions that they simplify realities into models, breaking complexity down to
get to grips with it. Something is lost in this process, so whatever model is created is
flawed, but ‘we do not know in which way it is flawed’ (p. 137 ff). He describes
‘complexity theory’ as a contradiction in terms. Morin (2007, p. 6 ff) speaks of
recognising complexity by de-complexifying it. In the process of decomplexifying or
reducing complexity, one has to make choices which involve normative issues and
ethical choices (Cilliers, 2005; Kunneman, 2010) – choices made by human agents.
Kunneman (2013, 2015), referring to Cilliers and Giampietro (Saltelli & Giampietro,
2017), speaks of pre-analytical choices that involve besides normative choices, values
and personal interests.
Getting back to systems thinking in the foreign aid sector, such as in the work of
Ramalingam et al (2008, p. 46) and Root (2015), not much further thought is given
to the idea of pre-analytic choices by human agents. Root acknowledges (2015, p. 11)
the influence of human dynamics on adaptive systems. In a videoed public
conversation (2015), he speaks of the human agent as ‘linkage player’ who as such
forms a part of complex interactive adaptive systems (CIAS). But this idea of
interactive ‘linkage player’ is not further articulated in terms of human agents,
normative issues and choices, and no connection is made with professional work, or
professionals’ normative and ethical considerations and Mode 3 knowledge
production. Byrne & Callaghan (2014, p. 249), on transnational health systems, argue
that human agency matters in complex adaptive systems:
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‘complex systems with human agents within them can only be understood and
changed if the role of reflexive human agents is recognized and incorporated
within the whole process of understanding as a basis for change’ (2014, p. 249).
Morin (2007) classifies system approaches as ‘restricted complexity’ as opposed to
what he terms ‘general complexity’. Cilliers (2013, p. 47) adds that restricted
complexity denies the normative and ethical issues, and so the normative and
ethical work of development professionals remains concealed. (In Annex 2 I visit in
more depth the complexity discourse in foreign aid that is predominantly guided by
restricted complexity thinking.)
Complex thought
In search of connections between restricted and general complexity, human
activities and ethics, I follow Kunneman in his analysis of the work of critical
complexity thinkers (e.g. Cilliers, 2005, 2013; Giampietro, Mayumi, & Ramos-Martin,
2009, 2013; Morin, 1996, 2006).
Cilliers argues that to fully understand a complex system, both the whole and its
parts must be acknowledged (2013; 2001). This implies keeping these distinctions
but trying to comprehend the relation between the whole and the parts and their
interactions. Knowledge of a part alone is not enough, and neither is knowledge of
only the whole. As Morin (1996, p. 10) recommends, ‘an attempt must be made to
understand the key problems of the world, for otherwise we would be cognitive
idiots’. Such an attempt always and obviously remains a human effort. Morin calls
for a new way of thinking (p. 14) ‘complex thought’, which includes simplifying
thought (reductionism and restricted complexity) but is integrated in general
complexity.
Cilliers (2005, p. 261), acknowledging our understanding of our complex world,
concludes that ‘when dealing with the limits of our understanding, we are dealing
with ethics’. This should not prevent us from making decisions and taking actions;
instead, it calls for modesty and careful and critical reflections on how to act
(Cilliers, 2013). To arrive at decisions and actions implies engaging in ‘complex
thought’ (as Morin encourages) while attempting to also respond to problems in the
wider (real) world. It involves a human process of dealing with ethics and normative
issues.
Ethical complexity of the human agent
In this process, the limits of human thinking and knowing (the limits of
epistemological complexity) are exposed to the real world around us (general or
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ontological complexity).31 This confronts us with what Kunneman calls ‘ethical
complexity’ (2013a, p. 111 ff), a notion informed by Cilliers’ work and broadened by
Kunneman. He argues that thinkers like Cilliers and Giampietro understand ethical
complexity by using a notion of agent and agency that is based upon economics – a
notion he finds too simple in terms of ethics as it refers to an agent as someone who
‘is primarily engaged in surviving an unrelenting competition for scarce resources,
by adapting successfully to a changing environment and outsmarting the
competition’ (Kunneman, 2013, p. 114).
Kunneman offers a more ethically complex notion of agent (and agency) and its
relations by connecting critical complexity thinking with critical hermeneutics.32 He
clarifies this complex notion by comparing it with ethical simplicity (see table in
2013a, p. 123). The notion of ethical complexity became part of my theoretical
compass and a focus of this study.
Building upon work of French philosopher Paul Ricoeur (1992), Kunneman (2013a, p.
117 ff) ‘distinguishes two different poles of the identity of people, two different ways
of being the ‘same’ person. ‘Idem’, he explains, refers to characteristics that make a
person recognisable to others, or ‘what’ we are. The ipse-pole (Kunneman, 2012), on
the other hand, becomes manifest in appeals made by others, in response to other
peoples’ needs, in calls for support, care or attention. I understand the ipse-pole as
ethically driven, referring to ‘who’ we are. As Kunneman has it ,‘what’ we are does
not determine in a linear way ‘who’ we are’ (Kunneman, 2013, p. 124). In chapter 10 I
will come back to this thought.
In sum, my theoretical orientation is not so much inspired by one particular
theoretical frame but rather by a blend of theories of critical thinkers. Their views
are relevant to make in-between professionals and their work visible considering
that within the contemporary aid discourse they both remain largely concealed. The
qualitative and explorative nature of my research warrants this blend. It helps to
raise the narrative voice of in-between professionals, to explore the space inbetween with them, and to learn more about their unexplored work in daily
complexity.

In Kunneman’s words: ontological complexity is confronted with epistemological complexity
(2013a, p. 111 ff).
32
Kunneman draws upon Paul Ricoeur’s hermeneutic perspective and his analysis of the narrative
articulation of identities.
31
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2.8 MY POSITION AS RESEARCHER AND ETHICAL PERSPECTIVES

Given the complexity of my research theme, I am well aware that I myself am an
integral part of this research. Not being a ‘blank slate’ where it concerns
international development work and the performance of in-between professionals, I
filtered the information other people shared with me through my own eyes,
perceptions, beliefs, ethics and values (Richardson & St. Pierre, 2005). Giampietro et
al (2010, p. 38), speaking of analysing complex issues, demand that I probe my own
pre-analytic choices that led me in this research. Hence, in this section I share some
of my perspectives regarding ‘the self’ and my fore-understandings 33 of in-between
work and why I value these.
The self as changing process
I applied the analytic complexity lens that I used to understand other people’s
voices in critical self-reflection too, aware that I learn and change over time and so
my views and beliefs, acknowledging the self as continuously changing process
(Plummer, 2000). This changing self is best illustrated in chapters 4 and 6. These
chapters implicitly reveal how for a long time I stood by an instrumental approach.
Giving up this sense of having control was a hard personal process, but eventually I
exchanged it for a complexity lens to better understand in-between work. In this
way, I came to appreciate work in-between as normative and reflective work
grounded in Mode 3 knowledge, ethical work, guided by a moral horizon.
Ignored work which makes me curious
My research is predominantly an expression of the concern that in-between work
(policy conduct) as normative work usually remains tacit and ignored. We barely
articulate in-between work, while the dominant discourse ignores it. This has
serious consequences for how we and the public at large appreciate the sector.
While my research questions arise out of experience both as a donor representative
and a consultant, my engagement in this research is in no way driven by any
consultancy or advisory ambition. Rather, it is driven by curiosity how my peers and
colleagues shape their work, coping with challenges in the in-between space and
with numerous dilemmas encountered along the way; in particular, how they work
towards alleviating poverty, improving livelihoods and welfare, and enhancing
sustainable development – the things foreign aid funds are meant to do.34

Knowing one's way around. See http://novelknowing.blogspot.nl/2012/04/heideggersunderstanding-of-fore.html (accessed August 2016).
34
See Sweden https://www.sida.se/English, Finland https://um.fi/development-policy-anddevelopment-cooperation, Canada http://www.eiiff.com/aid/foreign/canadian.html and the
Netherlands https://www.government.nl/topics/development-cooperation/the-development-policyof-the-netherlands (accessed mid 2020).
33
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My view on poor people, foreign aid and poverty
Foreign aid draws upon epistemologies in both natural and social science (Sumner
& Tribe, 2004), resulting in differing views on poverty. Many donors consider
alleviating poverty a matter of macro-economic growth, others as strengthening
governance structures, or achieving pre-set development targets (the Millennium
Development Goals or Sustainable Development Goals), or as promoting business
and trade.
My focus has been on people’s well-being, on their socio-economic conditions and
their right to decide on their well-being. I do not consider foreign aid giving a
matter of charity or pity, neither do I see ‘aid’ (funding, goods or services) as free
gifts for the poor. I became averse to this way of looking at the world’s poverty and
problems of marginalised people. However, the picture of pity and charity
frequently pops up in media coverage or in reports about development assistance,
especially in personal narratives on ‘private development initiatives’ (Kinsbergen,
2014). It is this that turns ‘the self’ (in this case ‘developer’) into benefactor and the
‘other’ into beneficiary. It gives the developer the aura of a do-gooder, engaged in
charity, but in fact it often gives expression to one’s personal interest (Schuyt, 1993).
In development language, the poor person is the ‘beneficiary’, thus eliminating
human individuality and agency (Long, 2001). This remains common among donors,
who can also be selective in what parts of human agency they like.35 Too often we
speak of ‘poor’ fishermen, villagers and women-headed households, labelling them
as passive recipients of aid. It seems to express an emotional response more than
respect for and trust in the other as social human agent. Worse still, fundraising
campaigns still don’t hesitate to mobilise the public by depicting poor people for
potential givers to feel sorry for. Often these ‘poor other human beings’ are
presented as if they form a homogeneous group, clones of one another. In all these
cases we deny human diversity and people’s active and contributing role in relief
and development processes.36 This portrayal of fellow human beings as passive
beneficiaries of aid is one that I denounce. I will hold a positive view of other human
beings until the contrary has been proven. Human beings are adaptive agents,
capable of reflecting on their own position (Long, 2001), making their own
decisions, and responding to opportunities, challenges and threats.

In one telling anecdote from Robert Chambers (2013), the World Bank sought to hear the ‘voices of
the poor’ in a 1999-2000 research project that contributed to the World Development Report of 2000.
The poor were seen as human agents and the findings referred to in an annual speech by the World
Bank President, but the speechwriter notably left out part of a sentence from one poor woman where
she said that what was most important to well-being was love, not money (p. 11).
36
Source: Evaluation report From Survivor to Citizen, WUR/ Equip Worldwide 2003
35
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My drive for development work and this research
As noted already, international development cooperation has been my working field
for at least four decades. Reducing poverty is and will always remain my prime field
of interest. I see poverty and especially socio-economic inequity as one of the main
causes of insecurity in the world. To quote late South African President Nelson
Mandela, ‘overcoming poverty is not a gesture of charity, it is an act of justice’.37
Then-US President Barack Obama said something comparable 11 years later, telling
his audience at the Global Development Summit 2016, ‘development is no charity. It
is one of the smartest investments we can make in our shared future’. 38 But the
widening gap between the haves and have-nots is highly worrying. The message of
Mandela’s compatriot Archbishop Desmond Tutu still stands: poverty is not history
yet.39 The dividing line is no longer the wealthy whites and the poor blacks, nor any
longer the rich West and the poor South (Sumner, 2016). Neither can we maintain
the traditional distinction between the developed and developing world (Sumner,
2012; Vázquez & Sumner, 2012). The categories shift, but socio-economic inequity,
ill-treatment of the weakest in the world, denial of rights and oppression of people
continues.
I have always known, intuitively or otherwise, that following my drive to do
international work for poverty reduction would entail a major life-choice. It was a
deliberate if unconscious choice of a life away from well-trodden pathways, and
eventually of a different way of living and looking at the world. I never experienced
it as sacrifice, but rather as inspirational. It was a journey that challenged not only
my professional life but my entire lifestyle. It made my life more complete.
Eventually my lived experiences made me look with new eyes at the work of my
fellow development professionals who, like myself, work in-between adopted policy
and implemented policy – work that proved to be far more substantial and complex
than official duties could express. I hope to illustrate this in this thesis.
The next chapter shows how numerous professionals in the sector are actually
engaged in in-between work, though their work remains unnoticed and their voice
quiet.

https://www.democracynow.org/2005/7/5/nelson_mandela_on_g8_summit_overcoming
(accessed August 2016)
38
https://www.devex.com/news/president-obama-takes-victory-lap-at-global-developmentsummit88459 (accessed July 2016)
39
http://collegetour.ntr.nl/page/detailreacties/790287/Desmond%20Tutu (accessed August 2016)
37
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3 INVISIBLE WORK IN BETWEEN DONOR DESK AND VILLAGE LEVEL

In the discourse on foreign aid, ‘in-between work’ and ‘in-between space’ are rarely
acknowledged. As a consequence, the professional remains invisible and her or his
voice is muted. This chapter addresses the question of how, from a (public) policy
perspective, to shed light on in-between work and in-between space so as to
articulate the voice of the professional.
For this exploration I introduce (section 3.1) the new term of ‘policy conduct’ and
the associated notion of policy-conducting space, and mull over its appropriateness
for this research. In following sections I consider policy conduct from different
angles. First (section 3.2), I reflect upon the nature of the foreign aid work I have
been professionally engaged in since the mid 1970s and show that the type of work I
call policy conduct is rarely talked about at policymaking levels. Then I look at this
work in-between (3.3) from the perspectives of policy implementation and adopted
policy and conclude that policy conduct is indeed different and worth exploring
further from the perspective of the professional. In section 3.4 I seek to bring into
view the space in-between, the policy-conducting space, which makes it possible to
hear and amplify the voice of the policy conductor. Section 3.5 introduces a
metaphor to sketch some characteristics of in-between work encountered by the
professional. Subsequently it considers some prevailing designations for in-between
professionals (such as the broker or boundary spanner and others). The chapter
concludes (3.6) by summarising the three conceptual signposts (policy conduct,
policy conductor, and policy-conducting space) and how they guide my research.

3.1

INTRODUCING A NEW TERM: POLICY CONDUCT

Why a new term?
To give visibility to in-between professionals – a precondition to amplifying their
narrating voice and learning about their work (see chapter 1.3) – I first need to
tighten up how I define ‘in-between’ work in thesis. As said, I study work that is
focused on donor policy and aims at making this operational and yet also relevant
for those people/villagers targeted under foreign aid. In that sense, it can be seen as
bridge-building between two different policy aspects (adopted and implemented
policy). In-between work may also refer to other types of work, such as technical
advisory, monitoring, controlling or logistical work. I am not studying these,
although indeed they may take place in-between as well.
Considering the centrality to this research of in-between policy work, I introduce a
new term for it: policy conduct (in Dutch: beleidsvoering). It expresses more
precisely the nature of work under review than the generic term ‘in-between work’.
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The term enables me to designate not only its difference with
policymaking/adoption and policy implementation, but also to mark the working
space in-between policymaking and policy implementation as policy conducting
space (in Dutch: ruimte voor beleidsvoering). The professional in charge of policy
conduct I call policy conductor (in Dutch: beleidsvoerder).
In the contemporary aid discourse and paradigms, in-between work in terms of
policy conduct and policy conducting space are not officially recognised. I realise I
am taking a risk introducing these new terms. Many scholars and policymakers may
argue against doing so, but it is my deliberate choice to make explicit the work
performed in-between adopted and implemented policy and to draw attention to
what I consider a special type of work worth to be studied through the eyes of those
in charge. Numerous professionals in the foreign aid sector engaged in international
development cooperation are actually conducting policy as will be further
elucidated in 3.2.
To explain why I opt for the term policy conduct, I build upon spoken/written
language, dictionaries and revisit also the historic roots (etymology) of the word
conduct.
Spoken language
The notion of policy conduct is rarely found in the contemporary discourse on
foreign aid. The term beleidsvoering does exist in Dutch and is used in some Dutch
studies on foreign aid policy. For example Quarles van Ufford in Nas et al (1989)
explicitly refer to beleidsvoering as a special type of work. However, in Dutch
dictionaries the word has no official explanation.
Neither has it a unique or official translation in English. Translators and interpreters
at European Union bodies (e.g. the European Central Bank) for example do, though
rarely, use the term policy conduct as the English equivalent of beleidsvoering.40
Also, in some scholarly writings the word ‘conduct’ appears as in Gasper (1999) who
refers to ‘conduct of international development aid’. Christie (2006, p. 378) argues
that educational transition in South Africa is to be seen as ‘conduct of conduct’
following Foucault’s (1982, p. 789) ‘conduire se conduite’. ‘Conduct’ is thus
understood as guiding and directing (and also including coercion), but also as how
actors (individuals) act (or behave) in daily work and complexity.

40

https://www.linguee.com/english-dutch/search? (accessed August 2018)
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The roots of the word ‘conduct’
The word conduct originates from the Latin word conducere meaning, according to
the online etymology dictionary,41 to lead or to bring together, to contribute, to serve.
As the Oxford Dictionary42 explains, the term conduct originally denoted:
…a provision for safe passage, surviving in safe conduct; later the verb sense ‘lead,
guide’ arose, hence ‘manage’ and ‘management’ (late Middle English), later
‘management of oneself, behaviour’ (mid 16th century).
Dictionaries give two main meanings of conduct:
- a mode or standard of personal behaviour, especially based on moral principles
(code of conduct) and
- the act, manner or process of carrying on.
This is further defined as to conduct a business, an experiment, an orchestra, an
opera, as to make something happen. ‘Conduct of foreign affairs’ is one of the
examples given in this respect, explained as the way something is directed or
guided. A conductor is referred to as someone who directs the performance of
musicians or a piece of music. But a conductor is also the substance that conducts
electricity or heat.
My searches in dictionaries, but also consultations with a sworn
interpreter/translator, convinced me that ‘policy conduct’ is after all an appropriate
term to give expression and meaning to what I want to say in this thesis about this
work, about the professional (policy conductor) and working space (policyconducting space).

3.2

WORK OF POLICY, PROJECT, PROGRAMME OFFICERS AND MANY

CONSULTANTS

A common occupation behind many different job titles
Since 1975 I have been working in foreign aid sector, predominantly for the Dutch
government and later also the non-governmental sector, and incidentally for
international agencies. As I came to realise, my main occupation has been carrying
out public policy or ‘conducting foreign aid policy’. However, officially my position
and work was never referred to as such. Donor agencies (government and nongovernment) label the type of positions I usually held, as Project Officer, Policy or
Programme Officer, sometimes Programme Manager or Coordinator. When
working at an embassy, such positions are commonly marked by their diplomatic
41
42

https://www.etymonline.com/search?q=conduct (accessed October 2018)
https://en.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/conduct (accessed August 2018)
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status or rank: 1st or 2nd secretary or councillor, with reference to the development
division to distinguish from consular or political divisions. Sometimes, when
assigned to a specific theme or programme, one may be called sector specialist,
programme or field director.
In the world of self-employed development consultants or advisors, other
designations are in use. Some point to a role such as facilitator, coach, advisor or
evaluator. In other cases, they refer to the technical expertise in demand, for
instance expert on HIV/Aids, water and sanitation, business development, or
lobbying and advocacy. In other words, some titles suggest more general work and a
process-orientation; others are subject-matter focused and more directed at
operational or street level. In my view though, both types of consultants are actually
engaged in work in-between village (or street) level implementation and policy
making and adoption.
Under these various and rather general labels of the in-between profession, I
identify a major common denominator in nature of work, which I would describe as
pursuing or conducting foreign policy on behalf of a donor agency. That may be
either as staff member of the donor agency, or as advisor hired by the agency to
work in the vicinity of the donor or further afield nearer to village level.
As noted before (chapter 1.4) and further highlighted below, as a policy conductor I
always stayed in the vicinity of donor headquarters. This may explain in part my
drive to focus this research particularly on the professional engaged in in-between
work for or in the vicinity of a donor.
Duties Programme Officer MFA/DGIS 1985-1990
* contributing to further shaping policy for certain countries,
* assessing and verifying compliance with donor and country policy of new funding request and
programmes under implementation and being finalised,
* coordinating and dealing with all forms of cooperation and networking with partner country,
maintaining contacts with the governmental and non-governmental bodies, and people involved
in the programmes
* responding to Parliamentarian questions, participating in official policy-related bilateral
negotiations and contributing the country plans and annual planning sessions,
* Aligning policies with multilateral, other bilateral and private donors.
Source: Vacancy notice 1986 # 44 MFA/DGIS/DAL/ZZ

My jobs in policy conduct
Up to 1995 I worked on and off in line positions in The Hague and abroad for the
Netherlands Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Directorate General for International
Cooperation (MFA/DGIS). At the home base my main work concentrated on a given
developing country, usually keeping a certain portfolio (dairy farming, gender, water
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and sanitation). In sum, my major tasks (see box above) pertained to keeping the
donor’s policy intentions connected with ground-level needs/demands in
cooperation with others at the local level. As can be understood from the vacancy
notice, there was more emphasis on maintaining donor policy than on responses to
local demands. Cooperation was the given ingredient for bringing about quality
development.
Later, as head of mission (1991-1995) abroad, I co-developed and shaped with local
authorities an entire bilateral country programme, 43 while keeping oversight
together with the head office in The Hague. The programme covered a mix of
sectors and themes of relevance under Dutch national (adopted) development
policy. We always worked by way of various intermediate organisations and people
in the Netherlands, in the country of assignment and sometimes elsewhere. Direct
interactions with people at the village, household or street level were the work field
of local agencies. I only visited villages for monitoring and courtesy purposes.
In my consultancy years (as of 1998) I closely worked with staff of mainly Dutch
governmental and non-governmental organisations (my peers) around the world, all
firmly anchored in the donor policy domain, working at headquarters or posted in
the field. By and large, they had similar tasks and responsibilities as I held before as
programme officer in government, navigating between the policy intentions of their
donor agency and the demands and needs they encountered elsewhere. I was often
hired to reflect jointly with policy conductors on certain critical themes of relevance
to the donor. These reflections included reflexions, whereby we also talked about
beliefs, ethics, values (Bolton, 2009), critically questioning our own practices
(Hibbert et al., 2010, p. 48) and political commitment to development, and village
people’s interests. All sorts of dilemmas that staff encountered in daily work were
shared. It revealed the many instances where professionals were forced to think for
themselves, facing situations for which no clear cut ‘donor’ answers were available.
A series of these consultations (investigative explorations) is part of this research
and further analysed in chapter 6.
As well as this kind of coaching and facilitation, I was regularly involved in fieldlevel evaluations in other parts of the world. Here too, I frequently came across
professionals around the globe, who like myself, were intermediaries, professionalsin-between, and actually conducting policy. They were enabling others to do their
work, attempting to be of relevance for those targeted by donor policy. Especially in
programme and project evaluations, these professionals appeared crucial informants
43

Besides consular, trade, cultural and other political diplomatic work.
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sharing insights into their actions and interactions and how they were shaping the
processes that steered the actual development intervention. With their narratives
we could explain and substantiate to a large extent how results were achieved and
how outcomes had come about. It helped to understand programme relevance for
villagers.
But, as illustrated in chapter 1.2, professional voices that articulate how policy is
actually conducted, and why the professional did what she/he did, are usually not
well heard or understood at donor headquarters.
Policy conduct not exposed
In official progress reports, in policy plans or other paperwork, insights and
explanations about policy conduct are usually not revealed. Monitoring and
evaluation (M&E) protocols in use in the sector are generally heavily structured and
meant to report quantifiable end results (WRR, 2010, p. 87 ff). These are preplanned in adopted policy in terms of MDGs/SDGs or economic growth indicators.
Narratives may serve to illustrate such pre-planned results but usually stay within
the frame of what is planned. Where quality results are reported, these also are
supposed to relate to what planning intends to achieve: ‘intended outcomes’
(Jabeen, 2016; Leenstra, 2017). An attempt to open up room for reporting
unintended or unplanned and intermediate results has recently been made (van
Wessel & Ho, 2018), advocating the use of narratives in result reporting. The
proposed method, however interesting, remains anchored in the instrumental
setting of theories of change (ToC).
Open exchanges with professional peers, critical narratives and reflections about
their work gradually made me aware how individual professional views, norms,
values and experiences guide the pursuance of foreign aid policy towards village
level. This includes how their work is done in day-to-day complexity, how they
search for a way ahead, and how in interactional situations these professionals
frequently unchain means-to-ends planning in order to remain relevant and
responsive to villagers. I came to understand how this work is different from making
and adopting policy as well as from street-level work, and how these critical voices
are rarely part of official reporting and monitoring processes. Policy conduct and its
challenges are not really talked about at headquarters levels: it usually remains
under the radar and is not an issue in the discourse.
In the next section I delve somewhat deeper into the distinction between policy
implementation in foreign aid (beleidsuitvoering) and the agenda setting and
adoption of policy (beleidsvorming). I bring to light the gap existing between the two
processes, for in this gap the policy conductor and policy conduct remain hidden.
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3.3 IN-BETWEEN POLICY IMPLEMENTATION AND POLICY MAKING

To better define the space in-between adopted and implemented policy, I first share
how I consider implementation of policy before I touch upon policymaking and
adoption.
Implementation of policy
Informed by professional experience, I conceive implementation of policy as carrying
out concrete work, such as constructing engineering works, providing agricultural
extension services, strengthening governance or community structures. Policy
implementers are, in my view, closely involved in actual programme or project
operations on the ground. It is work at street level (Weatherley & Lipsky, 1977), in
development terms often referred to as ‘village’ or ‘grassroots’ level, or more
generally as the ‘local’ or ‘ground’ level. Here policy is meant to be effectuated in
concrete actions which supposedly help to reduce poverty or create the conditions
to do so.
I would not dare to claim to have been deeply engaged in implementing policy.
Twice in my career I was a field-level programme manager, (co-)running a donorfunded organisation or unit (Philippines, Zimbabwe). I coordinated the efforts of
staff engaged in implementation of programme goals at the local level. In these
positions I stood on the threshold between conducting and implementing policy. I
was near to the actual implementers, supporting them and facilitating them if and
when needed, but remaining accountable for policy compliance. I never associated
myself with being a development practitioner, an ‘expert’ or ‘specialist’ dealing
directly with local communities and people. Only once, at the outset of my
international career, as a junior legal adviser working in Surinam, did I genuinely
implement donor policy and programmes. In that capacity I was accountable to
national authorities, who in turn reported on progress, finances and results to the
foreign donor.44
Policy making and adoption of policy
Just as I have rarely implemented policy, neither have I been intensively engaged in
policymaking, or rather in the process of policy formation leading to adopted policy,
at least not where it concerned overarching national (Dutch) development
cooperation policy and agenda setting. At the foreign office I had a role to play in
the design of country policy plans and budgets – writing policy plans within a given
context of country allocations and general policy principles – but political leaders
always had the last word. As Lipsky concludes, adopted policy is made ‘on top-floor

As associate expert for the International Telecommunication Union (ITU) I was sent on
assignment to Surinam.
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suites by highly ranking administrators’ (1980, p. xii). The national agenda for
international development cooperation in the Netherlands is the prerogative of
ministers and parliamentarians, with strong input from policy experts within the
Ministry. Official Dutch policy for foreign aid usually changes when a new minister
takes office.
The problem of adopted public (foreign aid) policy
Adopted public policy offers the working framework for all types of foreign aid, such
as grants or loans, financial or technical assistance, and bilateral, multilateral or civil
society support. It represents the ‘dominant development rationales’ (Rossi, 2004).
Policy frames are flexible, highly depending on the donor’s national interests and
agendas. In the Netherlands, with the arrival of a new minister, a new policy line is
usually adopted for the term of office. A new development cooperation agenda
brings along new priorities, elaborated in more specific policy papers. Although
papers aspire to be clear, they remain open to different interpretations, including on
how to realise intentions at ‘street’ or village levels while being relevant to the
people there.
Studies in public administration (e.g. Eaton Baier, March, and Saetren, 1986) show
how important ambiguity is to public policymaking. Ambiguity hides contradictions
and enables the maintenance of national political party positions. It allows different
groups to support a policy for different reasons, increasing the chance of its
acceptance (p. 207) and political backing. Broad policies and buzzwords mask
differences in visions, ideologies and assumptions (Brodkin, 2000; Cornwall &
Brock, 2005; Eaton Baier et al, 1986). This equally goes for foreign aid, where policy
and plans give ample space to many different understandings and interpretations.
Netherlands foreign aid policy is no exception in this respect, as can be learnt from
various historic and contemporary accounts of policymaking and adoption in the
Dutch political arena (e.g. Boekestijn, 2010; Dierkx et al, 2015; IOB, 2014;
Kazimierczuk, 2015; Nekkers & Malcontent, 1999; Pronk, 2007; Reijngoud, 2009;
Schulpen, 2001; Spitz, Muskens, & van Ewijk, 2013; Van Kesteren, 2010; Verwer et al,
2014).
Ethnographic work on aid policy (e.g. Mosse, 2004, 2005) confirms how ambiguity
in adopted policy evokes multiple interpretations and translations by those
executing or implementing it (or in my terms, conducting it). Mosse examines this
interpretative and transformative process above all from a foreign aid policy
perspective, or what he calls ‘the problem of policy’ (2004, p. 665). His work shows
that framing and execution of imposed (adopted) policy are influenced by ‘different
goals, interests, ambitions, social relationships and passions of the many people and
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institutions’ (2005, p. 24), by people and institutions brought together in
‘development’s long chain of organisation’. 45
His reference to the ‘chained’ organisation of foreign aid, its multi-layered and
complex nature (Mosse, 2004), adds a new dimension to ‘the problem of public
policy’. It implies that subsequent players at different layers and positions are
involved in translating and interpreting policy. This particular observation is not
typical in international foreign aid policy, resonating with other studies on public
policy (e.g. Hill and Hupe 2006; Hupe and Hill 2007; Ostrom 2011) that speak of ‘a
sequence of nested decisions’ involved in rolling out public policy, or as Ostrom has
it, ‘sequenced and nested action arenas’ 46 (see also chapter 11).
However, in the course of this study I became rather wary about the term chain,
suggesting linearity and predictability in, for example, organisational relations and
actual development processes, as if structured and causal relations exist between
organisations, between people and their interactional work, between input given,
output delivered and results and outcomes achieved. The linear chain model is
widely debated in the sector and also part of ‘the problem of public policy’. ‘Chainthinking’ is both embraced (e.g. IOB 2009, 2014; Janssen 2009), and contested
(Arensman et al., 2015; Bossuyt et al, 2009; de Haan & Kamanzi, 2011; Natsios, 2010;
Samoff et al, 2016; Wallace, et al, 2007). As I will illustrate later, linearity and linear
causality may exist on paper (reduced to words in adopted policy, logical
frameworks and theories of change), but it does not really exist in daily deeds, when
confronted with a world far more complex than models can tell.
The street-level implementer, the planner ... and the policy conductor
In this study I consider the linear world and its chains to belong to the world of
policy planners or makers, a world different from street-level bureaucrats but also
different from those who perform in-between.
Easterly refers to planners and searchers (2006), considering searchers to be those at
street (village) level. Lipsky (1969, 1980) speaks of street-level bureaucrats as distinct
from policymakers conceiving them as policy implementers. He defines a policy
implementer as ‘bureaucrat’ who, on behalf of government, ‘shapes policy‘ in direct
[italic is mine] interaction with the citizen, operating at the lowest level of the

Italic is mine, to mark where Mosse refers to Quarles van Ufford (eds) The hidden crisis in
Development bureaucracies (1988). See also Quarles in Nas (1989, p. 43 ff)
46
Ostrom’s nested action arenas are not understood as structured in the sense of a hierarchy (see
also Paul Cilliers, 2001).
45
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policy chain (Weatherley & Lipsky, 1977, p. 172). I therefore consider policy
implementation as street-level (or village-level) work.
According to various dictionaries a policymaker is someone ‘who creates ideas and
plans, especially those carried out by a business or government’.47 Policymaking is
about designing, creating and formulating regulatory policy with the aim of giving
directions (Hupe & Hill, 2007, p. 287). It usually results in policy being officially
adopted, as is the case for Dutch donor policy, where Parliament eventually
confirms overall policy, subsequently to be elaborated per country or theme.
Policy conductors and processes of normative professionalisation
The professionals I focus on in this research do not work at street level in direct
contact with villagers, neither do they formulate (or adopt) donors’ development
policy, though they may contribute to it. Their core work is of a different kind and
includes accompanying policy and funding ‘en route’; that is, they conduct policy. As
underlined above, I refer to these professionals who are mandated to make policy
work for the benefit of people/ villagers in other countries, as conductors of foreign
aid policy or, more briefly, policy conductors.
Conductors of foreign aid policy are ‘intermediaries’, interacting with other
intermediaries, in a multi-layered setting trying to make policy intentions
operational. Their work paves the way for foreign aid (funding and policy) to travel
from donors’ desks to where it is supposed to land at ground-level to spur villagelevel development to reduce poverty. Policy conductors, in interacting with others,
unavoidably encounter situations where paradigms, planning models and
instruments collide with daily complexity and where ‘problems of public policy’
become manifest. Policy conductors have to deal with such unavoidable situations
in everyday work where (as described in chapter 2.7), the logics of system and life
worlds interfere, and normative choices cannot be avoided. These interferences
offer fertile ground for Mode 3 knowledge production and processes of normative
professionalisation. That makes it worthwhile to further focus on policy conduct
from the perspective of the policy conductor, to learn how she/he navigates in
encounters and interferences.
To raise the voice of the professional and bring to light policy conduct, its normative
questions and work, the ‘big gap’ in-between adopted and implemented policy must
gain a higher level of visibility before it can be further explored.

47

See among others https://www.vocabulary.com/dictionary/policy%20maker (accessed May 2016)
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3.4 THE GAP IN-BETWEEN ADOPTED AND IMPLEMENTED POLICY

It was Professor Harald Vorstman who in the early 1980s drew my attention to inbetween work and spaces (‘or interface spaces’) in business-oriented production
processes. He explained how such interfaces in production processes provide room
for a sequence of lateral human actions and interactions, and how these are of
significance to achieve quality end results. Though he spoke of business-oriented
processes, I applied his ideas of interfaces and interface work, many years later in
my consultancy and evaluation work comparing development-oriented processes
with business processes. Vorstman’s work (1991, 2014) will be further discussed in
chapter 4. Nobel prize laureate Elinor Ostrom, who studied the development
process (or aid system) for Swedish International Development Agency/ SIDA
(Ostrom, Gibson, Shivakumar, & Andersson, 2002), introduced the notion of
sequence of action arenas. This made me eventually re-adjust my view on
Vorstman’s production processes in respect of development-oriented processes. In
chapter 11 her work will be addressed and her ideas explained in more detail.
Both Vorstman and Ostrom foreground the pivotal role of the professional (human
actor) in-between, who in interactional work attempts to bridge (quoting
journalist/writer Nina Munk)48 the ‘big gap between development theories and
sobering realities on the ground’. In light of the distinction made by Lipsky (1969,
1980; Weatherley & Lipsky, 1977), between policymaking/adoption and street-level
(policy) implementation, I realised that neither Vorstman nor Ostrom referred to
policymaking work or to street-level work. They implicitly referred to what I
consider human efforts bridging a ‘big gap’ in-between the two processes.
A glimpse into the gap
Development literature often ignores the gap, equating policy conducting work with
implementing policy (Agyepong & Adjei, 2008; Bourguignon et al, 2007; Pronk, 2001;
Smith, 1973; SNV & ECDPM, 2015) or with policy making (Bierschenk & de Sardan,
2014; Crook & Ayee, 2006; Haan de & Kamanzi, 2011; Vries de & Zevenbergen, 2011). I
could identify few sector sources only that implicitly support the idea of policy
conducting work in the gap as a special type of work.
Bierschenk and de Sardan (2014) refer to Lipsky’s 1980 study about street-level
bureaucrats and conclude that donor policy as it works out in the field ‘is not what
is written in paper and in organisational regulations’ (p. 36). The authors
differentiate between two forms of policy: (a) policy and regulations on paper and
Interview with Munk about her book, The Idealist: Jeffrey Sachs and the quest to end poverty. Sachs
is seen as a key advocate of the Millennium Development Goals: see www.ninamunk.com (accessed
October 2013).
48
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(b) policy as implemented in the field. They argue (inspired by Lane, 2009) that
those who study how policy is being translated in the field will discover a ‘policyimplementation gap’ (p. 50). This, according to Lane (2009, p. 54), stands for the
‘often large distance between the intention behind a policy (goals and means) and
what has been achieved in reality, the outcomes’. In this ‘open ended
implementation gap’ (p. 53), there is no approach or policy instrument available to
give any guidance. Lane demarcates the implementation gap as between
policymaking at the central level government level ‘and the actual putting in
practice of programmes at lower levels of government’ (p. 48).
However, no mention is made by above authors about the nature of the work arising
in the ‘implementation gap’, neither how those operating in the implementation gap
cope with its inherent dynamics nor what work in the gap entails. Nonetheless, their
work recognises the existence of policy conducting space in-between adopted donor
policy and implemented policy, where policy is ‘en route’ while being translated.
Although these authors (2014, p. 51) appear to consider this ‘translational’ work as
policymaking, they call for more study of the gaps between public policies and their
implementation.
The gap ignored
I asked myself why only few studies on this gap or gaps are found in the foreign aid
sector. Chapter 10 attempts to answer this question. Among possible reasons is the
scope of outreach of international work, but also policy loyalty (Bierschenk & de
Sardan, 2014), and our development language (Wallace et al, 2007). As a result, the
aid system as developed under OECD/DAC since the so-called Paris Declaration on
Aid Effectiveness (2005) largely ignores the gap, including the work performed in
the gap by policy conductors.
There is a long stretch to travel for donor policy from policymaking towards villagelevel work. The foreign aid policy chain (by which I mean policy planning) with its
transnational outreach travels along an extremely far-reaching pathway with
numerous geographical, cultural, economic, social and political differences.
Additionally, policy conductors do their work intermittently far away from
headquarters, out of view of supervisors, before returning to headquarters. These
aspects among others, keep the gap and the work done in the gap out of sight of
policymakers, politicians and the public. Additionally, donor agencies’ focus on endresults, and on achieving pre-planned goals, may contribute to the lack of studies on
in-between space and especially on those who conduct policy.
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3.5 THE POLICY CONDUCTOR
A metaphor
From above sections, it may follow that I consider the policy conductor an active
player in the gap between adopted and implemented policy. She or he liaises and
interacts with adjacent intermediate actors, who are probably guided by other policy
perspectives but are engaged in similar policy-conducting processes. Jointly they
give expression and direction to what policies envisage and try to do meaningful
work. This picture of a policy conductor brings to mind the figure of orchestra
conductor. The metaphor helps to illustrate how demanding conducting work is for
individual professionals and how this work reaches far beyond the ‘problem of
adopted policy’.
The policy conductor as orchestra conductor49
A policy conductor is guided by policy directives, which could be compared to an
orchestra conductor who is guided by the music scores of a composer. Where a
musical score is worked out into some detail, this is not the case for adopted
national foreign aid policy, which remains vague for the sake of political positions.
Adopted foreign aid policy is normally elaborated in more specific development
programmes per country or theme. This is followed by rather detailed action plans
and protocols that are supposed to comply with donors’ guidelines indicating how
to reach and measure specific quantified development goals (MDGs/SDGs).50 These,
then, can be compared to musical scores.
The most striking resemblance between the orchestra conductor and policy
conductor is therefore their position amid scores (instructions), musicians
(partners) and audience (villagers), the people served who are not part of the
‘orchestra’. Conductors work in-between these forces/interests, not to speak of
countless other variables encountered, for example in dealing with the venue (its
acoustics, seating configuration) or organisational settings (rules and regulations).
In this balancing act, conductors face many ‘unknowns’, forcing them to make
choices while relying on own existential and moral values (e.g. Kunneman, 2010).
Both the orchestra conductor and policy conductor aspire (we assume) to achieve
the best result possible (for the listeners or for the people targeted by foreign aid)
with what is available in terms of instruments, scores and human capabilities. For

Fowler (2014, p. 12) mentions the ‘orchestrator’ (as conductor) in foreign aid in his discussion on
interlocutors, but this orchestrator / interlocutor does not resonate with my notion of policy /
orchestra conductor (see below).
50
See for example the guideline for use of Theories of Change
www.rijksoverheid.nl/onderwerpen/ontwikkelingssamenwerking/inhoud/nederlandsbeleidontwikkelingssamenwerking (accessed January 2016)
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the music conductor, there is exciting scope for personal interpretation of the score,
interacting with musicians and situational understanding, while coping with other
influences; and the same goes for the policy conductor in her or his setting. At the
same time, this makes considerable professional demands.
Obviously, there are many differences between the two conductors. The most
salient is that a foreign aid policy conductor and their orchestra are just one set of
actors among many, with transnational orchestras each supposedly using the same
score. An orchestral conductor is not part of such long pathway. Another difference
is that ‘orchestras’ in foreign aid are seldom ‘coherent’ ensembles in their way of
working. Partners in conducting policy processes, unlike musicians, are not
assembled in the same place, at the same time, under the same conditions. They
each have their own environment and location, their own domain and own public.
Yet another difference is in the listener in the concert hall, who may refrain from
applauding if the performance of the conductor (and musicians) is not up to
expectations. The audience may stand up and complain. But seldom do people in
villages take to their feet if not well served by development interventions, let alone
in front of a policy conductor. By the time it comes to actual implementation this
professional is usually gone, back in the office or headquarters or working elsewhere
in the world. All this seems to contribute to the low visibility of the policy
conductors, contrary to orchestra conductors who are sometimes much lauded for
great work. For the policy conductor this is not the case.
Other designations for the professional in-between
As I illustrated above, in both foreign aid and public policy the distinction between
professional policymakers and implementers is rather ambiguous. This leaves little
room to distinguish the professional performing in-between these two positions.
Nonetheless there are various sources and scholarly writings that refer to
professionals’ role other than in making or implementing policy, even if these
references are not consistent in terminology.
Some references are found to the development broker and brokered knowledge51
(Bierschenk, Chauveau & de Sardan, 2002; Jacobs, 2014; Mosse & Lewis, 2006;
Williams, 2002). The notion of ‘broker’ however, seems mostly discussed in relation
to the ‘development apparatus’,52 to donors’ planned implementation processes. In
the literature these professionals are presented predominantly as experts in dealing
in information, as brokers of knowledge, and as intermediaries with strategic plans

51
There is also a European digital magazine with that title (thebrokeronline.eu), subtitled
‘connecting worlds of knowledge’.
52
As termed by Ferguson (1994, p. 180).
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(Jacobs, 2014; Mosse & Lewis, 2006; Schuyt, 1993). Jacobs (2014, p. 309) argues for
broadening the definition of ‘broker’, referring to the role of ‘third persons’ in
development and acknowledging that other human interactions outside ‘a planned
chain’ or apparatus have an influence on development processes. But the dominant
position on brokers in development seems that of negotiators focusing on building
partnerships and relationships within the framework, but ‘not as part’ (Fowler, 2014,
p. 11), of planned programmes and outcomes. The notion includes learning from one
another but does not explicitly refer to professionals’ critical thinking, to reflexive
practices and dealing with ‘slow questions’. ‘Brokering’ is not reflected as normative
work, or as a professional contribution to the overall value of development work and
the results of foreign aid, but rather as a contribution to donors’ means-to-ends
planning.
Another notion mentioned in the foreign aid discourse is that of interlocutor
(Fowler, 2014; Fowler & Biekart, 2017), a person (or organisation) engaged in
collective-action problems or multi-stakeholder initiatives with the aim of making
collaboration work and generating positive institutional effects. Professor Roche53
refers to them as being squeezed in the middle. Interlocutors are seen as contextspecific agents (‘actants’) functional to bringing about collective action as required,
for example, to implement the SDGs (Fowler & Biekart, 2017).
Some sources refer to frontline workers (Bossuyt et al, 2009; Eyben, 2010; Mosse,
2004; Wallace, 2009; Wood et al, 2011b) facing mostly field-level work. Others speak
of boundary spanners (Williams, 2002, p. 121) as agents operating in the field of
inter-organisational relationships in public policy. Although features mentioned
touch upon normative aspects and mention the importance of professional
reflections, all these figures seem to be regarded merely as component in a
theoretically manageable, planned chain.
Lastly, policy conductors cannot be seen as the same as policy managers. According
to management books, policy management denotes ‘running human organisations’
and ensuring people ‘effectively meet its [policy] objectives’ (Prokopenko, 1998, p.
10). Nor do I identify conductors of public policy with policy or aid administrators.
The titles administrator and manager are often used interchangeably although the
first mentioned officially has larger responsibilities.54
I understand the above-mentioned designations (and there may be more) as
predominately focusing on adopted donor policy, its instrumental aid system and
See http://bigpushforward.net/archives/2364 (accessed March 2017)
http://www.differencebetween.com/difference-between-manager-and-vs-administrator/ accessed
February 2016
53
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commitments. Ferguson and Lohmann criticise the ‘chained’ professional who
apparently aims at making the ‘development apparatus’ work (1994, p. 180) rather
than making development work. Tamás & Sato (2012) speak of development
bureaucrats (‘human instruments’) ‘marrying off’ as non-unitary subject different
worlds to produce appropriate outcomes (as opposed to desired outcomes). Hence, I
distance my subject matter from notions like broker, boundary spanner, frontline
worker, interlocutor, policy manager, and even from the non-unitary subject that I
consider leading exponents of the development apparatus.
The public professional
Tummers, in his study on public policy alienation (2011, p. 564), introduces the
‘public professional’, who comes closest to approaching my policy conductor. He
sees public professionals as a distinct professional group, implicitly acknowledging
their special position between the policymaker and the ‘street-level public servant’
(p. 561). He cautions policymakers that autonomy is important to this group, as is
discretionary space is to the street-level bureaucrat (p. 575), though he goes no
further in defining the specifics of the public professional, neither their specific
working space nor their niche position.
Tummers’ study is not specifically focused on transnational work, which may
explain why the conducting space is not further explicated. Interesting in this light
is Jacobs’s reference (2014, p. 317) to the research of Nasserou Bako Arifari (2007).
Bako-Arifari reasons that a new profession is to be developed in the field of foreign
aid, a profession between knowledge and public action (‘un nouveau metier…entre
savoirs en sciences sociales et demande du monde de l’action en général. p. 176).

3.6 IN SUM: THREE CONCEPTUAL SIGNPOSTS

I prefer to speak of in-between professionals as policy conductors, in their capacity
as public professionals (Tummers, 2011) operating between adopted and
implemented public policy. I refer to their work as policy conduct, and their
workplace or workspace as policy-conducting space.
I seek to raise the voice of the policy conductor so as to unlock their work, making it
visible through their eyes. This enables their contribution to foreign aid to be
acknowledged, while navigating between what adopted policy aspires to and villagelevel implementation requires. I do not consider policy conduct a ‘new’ type of
work, nor the policy conductor a ‘new’ profession. I see it rather as ignored work
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and an ignored ‘proto-profession’ (Abma & Widdershoven, 2006)55, invisible in the
contemporary discourse.
To get access to policy conduct and the policy conductor I enter the in-between
space from the perspective of adopted donor policy. I found how this space (the ‘big
gap’) remains equally invisible in the foreign aid discourse, in spite of numerous
implicit and explicit literature and scholarly references to its existence and
reasonable cases made by professionals. Policy conduct and its contribution to
results of foreign aid cannot be understood when we keep ignoring the gap.
As following chapters will illustrate, policy conductors experience challenges and
tensions in their work that go far beyond the instrumental system of foreign aid.
These are inherent to the complexity and many ‘unknowns’ encountered in the
conducting space. My focus is therefore on the policy conductors’ critical and
reflexive thinking in dealing with daily complexity, with a dual aim. First is to better
understand from the perspective of policy conductors some key institutional issues
that matter in foreign aid giving and generate unavoidable dilemmatic encounters.
Second is to learn how in-between professionals handle these encounters,
interferences and frictions between different logics; how they navigate between
‘authoritative articulation’ of policy (Weatherley & Lipsky, 1977), available resources
and field-level implementation; and how they liaise and interact with others. I try to
grasp the normative choices they make in their work, how they shape good work in
reference to what is of value and the risks involved, but also how they perceive and
are guided by broader social and political perspectives. Thus I hope to shed light on
how policy conduct affects foreign aid giving and how it relates to the aid system –
specifically the working principles developed for Official Development Assistance
(ODA).
The following chapters will further elaborate and substantiate these notions.

A proto-professional is someone working in a specific sector for a long time, educated in all kind of
sciences.
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4 BUTTERMILK MEMORIES OF A POLICY CONDUCTOR

In the foregoing chapters I introduced the concept of policy conduct to characterise
the in-between work of development professionals. In this chapter56 and the next, I
will try to elaborate the notions of policy conduct, policy conductors, and policyconducting space by going deeper into the nature and challenges of in-between
work. To this end I will share formative experiences, giving a glimpse into my
professional world as an in-between professional (1987–1990) in a major drinking
water and sanitation programme in India. It discloses some of my reflexive and
critical thinking, shedding a preliminary light from an insiders’ perspective on the
nature and complexity of work in-between.
I first (section 4.1) touch upon why I choose my India experience for this narrative.
In subsequent sections I share how I navigated in-between villagers’ interests (4.2),
actual policy and programme implementation resting in the hands of others (4.3)
and donor policy and its institutional arrangements (4.4). Section 4.5 tells how my
attention is drawn to the essential role that open, lateral (non-hierarchical) human
interactions and exchanges play in quality work and quality end results. The last
section (4.6) argues that policy conduct is reflective and normative work that comes
about in the grand and open space between ‘shoes and slippers’ but remains
invisible when viewed through an instrumental lens.

4.1

IN-BETWEEN EXPERIENCES AT THE INDIA DESK

The self-story of an in-between worker
In chapter 2.3 I describe how writing an auto-ethnography is both a process as well
as a product (Adams et al, 2017; Ellis et al, 2011). The process of self-discovery
provided insight into what in-between work meant to me (van Boesschoten et al,
2008) and how my moral horizon and ethical values guided my work (e.g.
Kunneman, 2010). Amartya Sen (2009) explains if something is to be discovered in
what one knows, this process involves the personality of the person who holds this
knowledge. My discovery is thus about myself but also about the special nature of
in-between work. The project (the self-story) seeks to uncover some challenges in
work such as the emergence of the unexpected, the unforeseen and the unplanned;
and the confronting unavoidable situations and confusing problems that urge
reaching mutual understanding beyond planning. Abma and Widdershoven (2006)
underscore the importance of personal narratives to raise awareness of the world
around us and how situations are perceived from a point of view.
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For this chapters I drew extensively on MFA/DGIS records as listed in the Bibliography
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Why did I choose my years at the India desk for this auto-ethnography? At the
beginning of this PhD study, my promoter Harry Kunneman had challenged me
with the following question:
Could you produce a sort of narrated film of your experiences as policy conductor?
Travelling from your desk to the village and back to The Hague?
It proved a difficult question, not only because I changed functions every couple of
years, but also because besides personal memories I had not kept diaries or personal
letters to support these memories as an in-between professional. However, files at
the foreign office, containing documents partly in English, partly in Dutch, and
personal informal notes were very helped in this regard.
I first considered which experience (in the period 1984–1995),57 would give the
richest account, and so settled on my years at the India desk as the most significant.
As main portfolio holder I was in a senior position dealing mainly with one sector
(drinking water and sanitation) for which I developed a strong affinity. Moreover,
boxes with programme and project files appeared to be available in the archives of
the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. Between 2013 and 2015 these files were studied. I was
lucky to find many documents carrying plenty of my personal handwritten scribbles,
which helped a lot to retrieve and contextualise my own experiences.
The self-story is reconstructed around ‘epiphanies’ (Bochner, 1997, p. 421) or
‘experiential shocks’ that I have never forgotten. ‘Shocks’ that either taught me a
lesson on the spot, or took me by surprise, or confronted me with nagging problems
I was only partly able to resolve at that time. These experiences kept following me
and marked turning points in my thinking and work as a professional.
Guided by my promoter’s question, I embarked on producing this ‘narrated film
titled Buttermilk Memories’. Below (4.2 and further) a number of ‘narrated film
fragments’ are shared, supported by background stories as I reconstructed from the
archives, from official policy and internal documents and self-reflections. It
represents a formative experience in policy conduct, aiming to counter the
invisibility of the in-between professional by amplifying their voice. It seeks to
respond to the first step of my research sub-question a, on how to understand
work in-between (see chapter 1.3). Before presenting the narrated film and stories, I
will give some information about the Indo-Dutch programme I was responsible for.
Before 1984 I was on special leave to work in the Philippines and in mid-1995 I resigned from the
foreign office.
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The Indo-Dutch Rural Water Supply and Sanitation Programme
The Indo-Dutch water programme had started in the mid-1970s and developed over
the years into a multi-million commitment towards India. It aimed at ensuring
minimum potable water and sanitation facilities for remote rural villages in five
Indian states,58 Gujarat being one of them. The total population targeted was 8.6
million people living in over 4,000 villages.59 The programme involves construction
of pumping stations and water towers, and includes the construction of more than
5,000 kilometres of pipelines, over 10,000 hand pumps, and thousands of latrines.
From 1987 to 1990 (three years), the Netherlands Government invested roughly 346
million Dutch guilders in the sector (equivalent to €157 million at the time)60 partly
as grant, partly as loan.
As senior policy officer for this Indo-Dutch programme my main tasks 61 were
contributing to policy formulation, reviewing new proposals and programme
implementation on policy compliance and effectiveness, and coordinating
cooperation, networking and maintaining relationships. I was assisted by internal
and external policy advisors with strong expertise in rural water supply and
sanitation. Programme implementation was monitored and administered by a
special sector advisor based at the Netherlands Embassy in New Delhi, with whom I
worked closely together (my direct counterpart). The Embassy maintained regular
and direct contacts with Indian engineering bodies and other implementing
partners. We both were supported by three different review teams of Dutch
consultants (see 4.3).

4.2

A VILLAGE VISIT IN INDIA

A spontaneous helping hand from women villagers
She looks at me every day, the lady from Gujarat, whose picture has adorned my
study at home for many years now. She takes me back to 1988, when I paid an
official visit to the drinking water facilities in her village in the North West Indian
state of Gujarat as donor representative on behalf of the Netherlands Ministry of
Foreign Affairs in The Hague.

Andhra Pradesh, Gujarat, Kerala, Uttar Pradesh, Karnataka and Himachal Pradesh, the latter
programme was nearly finished when I came in charge.
59
Internal handing over memo ZZ-408/89 dated January 23, 1990.
60
1 Dfl = € 0.4537; in 2012 € 157 million had a purchasing power of €260 million.
61
As per vacancy notification # 44 MFA/DGIS/DAL/ZZ November 1986. See chapter 3.
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She gazes at me, peeping through a small opening made with her index finger and
thumb in her sari, which is loosely slipped over her head and face. Her blouse is
greenish, the sari red with yellow flower print, and next to her a young girl with a
similar sari over her head; though her face is uncovered. Her daughter I guess, not
yet a fully matured woman. There are more women around I remember, at distance
from our crowd yet curiously watching us. Nothing seemed more important that
moment than our presence, the strangers from far away that came to inspect the
water facilities co-funded under the Indo-Dutch development programme. Our
delegation is a mixed group of ten to twelve Indians and Dutch, predominantly
male engineers and some government officials. I am the only woman amongst
them. Apparently, we are no unexpected visitors, as the place looks cleaned and
tidy. We gather at the hand pump site and the village headman (Sarpanch)
welcomes us surrounded by his fellow village men in their traditional white attire
(dhoti). The pump is ready to be operated by a young guy; an empty bucket is next
to the pump waiting to be filled. Cows are freely roaming around the site. Women
and girls are keeping their distance despite (as research tells) being the water
carriers, family caretakers, and in charge of hygiene at home. I guess they have very
little say in the public domain and in company of men and foreigners. We listen to
the headman’s English speech and I wonder to what extent the villagers follow him
at all; only a few seem conversant in English and the female villagers are not within
hearing distance.
It is midday, bright sunshine and I note my fellow delegation members are suffering
in the heat as much as I am, pearls of sweat on our foreheads. I am not well
prepared for this sunbath, with no hat or anything else to protect myself. I am
getting rather thirsty. Then I note one of the women filling up mugs from a
container and handing over a tea tray to one of the male villagers. We are offered a
cup of something, a whitish drink with something unidentifiable floating in it. I am
not sure whether it is wise to take it. My Dutch colleagues decline the offer, like me
probably fearing the famous ‘Delhi belly’. But I don’t want to appear ungrateful,
knowing villagers’ usual hospitability, neither do I wish to collapse because of thirst
and thus I decide to quickly swallow the drink, under close scrutiny of the women in
particular. And then I taste the most delicious creamy buttermilk I ever had,
delicately spiced with cumin. I gladly accept a refill and the woman who
spontaneously offered this helping hand happily smiles at me and I do so in return.
I remember how all of a sudden it struck me:
... of course these people must know how sensitive we – foreigners – are when it
comes to eating and drinking local stuff. They may live an entirely different life, but
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naturally they have common sense not wanting their guests to fall ill. By own
experience they must know what poor quality drinks do to human beings, while
they must have been exposed to foreigners before and be aware of our entirely
different life styles.
I feel ashamed – and years later still do – that I couldn’t unconditionally rely on
these people’s judgement. What I learnt about myself on the spot how was difficult
it is to let go of control, and give way to what they had on offer. But also how
rewarding it was (and is) to accept such helping hand, benefitting from what is
being offered. It demonstrated – as I knew already – that village women (and men
alike) despite serious livelihood and other concerns, are active human agents (like
me) who are capable of making their own decisions and acting according to their
own perceptions of reality.62 It made me also reflect on a bigger question: how do I
actually relate to others in the world and to people I do not know and who seem at
face value less well-off than I am?
A formal and distanced relationship
A little later on that sunny day, when I cautiously break away from the delegation
eager to liaise with the women to talk about the water and sanitation facilities,
village men follow us and the women fall silent. My efforts to make a village walk
together with the Indian sociologist/adviser to the Indo-Dutch programme are also
in vain. Nonetheless some women keep on following me with their eyes. I cannot
but respect this village protocol (the local rituals) that seems to apply to me as
foreign official, despite my curiosity and gender. There is no way to get nearer to
village life, let alone to the women.
How different, for example, from my years in the Philippines for the Netherlands
Development Organisation63 (SNV) some years earlier (1980-1984). When residing
in a country there is ample opportunity to go beyond formalities, getting nearer to
the people and more familiar with village life, while establishing closer and to some
extent even also personal relationships. It taught me to look at the world through
‘villagers’ eyes’, empathising with their plight. But where it comes to assistance for
development, one is never at the steering wheel of what happens in a village or
household. People make their own decisions. Here in the Indian village, I experience
a formal distance, which does not allow me to engage in a more personal contact

62
In reference to the concept of ‘human agency’ of Long (2004) who attributes human agency not
only to ‘beneficiaries’ of aid but also to implementers or facilitators (p. 26).
63
Previously named Foundation of Netherlands Volunteers (Stichting Nederlandse Vrijwilligers).
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and to learn more about villagers’ dilemmas. It requires me to relate with village
women and men in an entirely different way.
I become aware how villagers may not fully grasp who we are and why we are there.
Obviously we are outsiders, strangers to both the villagers as well as their
leadership. Do they see us as tourists, incidental visitors, possibly considered
working for the Indian authorities? Above all they may see us as guests, to whom
you show the community and the village at its best.
No way to get to the backstreets of the village to see if pumps are functioning,
which – we assume – is because streets may not be cleaned or swept. I cannot but
accept this distance in relationship with the village people, despite them being the
target of our (donor) policy and my daily work. On the one hand the distance
proves to be functional in that it clearly renders space to watch village dynamics
and observe the people acting as human agents. On the other hand, villagers’ daily
concerns remain hidden from me as on-looking foreigner and I wonder how they
value the water facilities. Obviously I observe these facilities are more than just a
village attraction or showpiece to please the donor, but what they really mean for
alleviating villagers’ concerns remains unspoken.
And so, I become too well aware that, given my position, the relevance of this donor
investment in communal water and sanitation for villagers’ livelihood’64 can only be
guessed at.
Who and what I am (and that I am)
It was apparent that to the villagers it did not count who I was, or really what I
was.65 My presence at the village pump did not require me to explain myself. For the
people, it seemingly did not matter whether I was a donor representative or not,
whether I was senior or junior, or what my motivation was. What may have
mattered most were my gender and my presence itself – a token of Western interest
in their village.
My personal aim, however, was translating (transforming) our donor intentions by
way of activities and relationships into functioning facilities at the village level –
facilities that were actually used and of demonstrable ‘relevance for the ultimate
64
Livelihood thinking dates back to Robert Chambers (mid 1980s) and became more widely accepted
when the British Government introduced the Sustainable Livelihood Approach (Dfid, 1999) defining
livelihood as comprising the capabilities, assets and activities required for a means of living.
65
Kunneman refers in Derkx to the non-linear relation between the ‘what you are’ and ‘who you are’
(Kunneman, 2013a, p. 124) which will be further discussed in chapter 10.
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recipients’.66 Some serious debates were going on among the many organisations
and people involved in this programme as to whether the number of water points
was more important than their functioning and use. The key issue to me was users’
contentment, but in reporting to political leadership the numbers counted most,
with quantified targets achieved. What did this mean in practical terms for my way
of working, for me as a professional and for reaching villagers?
Balancing donor requirements with villagers’ demands
I often felt squeezed between donor ambitions and what was locally required and
feasible. As donor representative, I had to live up to my commitment to adopted
policy and comply with programme requirements. But as a committed professional I
also aspired to respond to villagers’ demands. Being relevant vis-à-vis village life
implied taking account of more varied settings, protocols, rituals and priorities than
ever anticipated under adopted policy and programmes. It meant interacting and
relating with different people and organisations, with different ideas, and with
entirely different conditions and ways of working.
I was continuously balancing between my institutional mandate, including its
expected quantified results, and the notion that village people are despite their
poverty active human agents who have priorities of their own, often not those of
donors.67 To what extent did our policy indeed meet priority needs of those people
whose livelihood was at stake? How did village women and how village men look at
the water facilities? Were these of any help to them and were water pumps equally
accessible to everybody? Or were certain ethnic groups (castes) excluded from using
them, as I had seen in other places? How best to shape development for all in
cooperation with others?68
These were among my concerns when back in office (also see 4.4). It was difficult to
reconcile these with the rather linear, top-down donor plans that ran from
inception, identification, to action and annual plans with quantified targets. Though
these plans were usually joint plans, conceptualised and accepted by both
authorities in India and the Netherlands, the donors’ institutional voice appeared
Zevenbergen (1989): Sustainability in drinking water and sanitation sector: Internal paper for
seminar on water supply and sanitation, files MFA/ The Hague.
67
As Long explains (2001), village people are social actors, ‘possessing knowledgeability and
capability to assess problematic situations and organise [..] responses (p. 241).
68
In the late 1980s and early 1990s, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs/DGIS embarked on a broad-based
discussion about ‘process approach’ versus ‘project/programme approach’ in development
cooperation. It eventually settled in favour of project and programme planning, but it touched upon
in-between
work
processes
as
referred
to
in
this
treatise.
(see
also
https://www.trouw.nl/home/herijkingsnota-risico-s-voor-ontwikkelingssamenwerking~a5689ae4/
accessed January 2019)
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dominant. When one of the Indian counterparts proposed to pilot a new and openended programme approach, we at the desk in The Hague were immediately in
favour. It would enable us to keep better pace with our poverty focus, village
dynamics, and other variables. But the initiative failed because of conflicting donor
funding procedures (see box below).
Open-ended planning for development: a no-go
A memoranda exchange (found in the archives) brings back a vivid memory of some tough
negotiations with the in-house financial control division on funding a new integrated rural water
supply and sanitation programme in one of the states in India. The negotiations with colleagues I
experienced as particularly frustrating.
The Indian innovation-minded engineering department embraced our integrated policy approach
and wanted to embark on process-driven (open-ended, non-linear) development, for which a special
funding mechanism was required, including checks and balances. My supervisor and I wanted to give
it a serious try as a pilot for other similar programmes, enabling us to better understand and respond
to villagers’ needs and demands, and to local conditions.
However, the financial controller not prepared to permit any flexibility in this respect or deviate from
the established project funding practice with annual budgets and predefined and linear results. And
so, the controller or rather house-rules prevented us and our Indian partners from taking an
innovative pathway, despite process approaches gaining ground as a way to respond to poverty.

4.3 THE IMPLEMENTING AGENCY AND ITS ENGINEERS

Besides the villagers and me, there were many more ‘social actors’ involved in the
programme, all of them with agency and knowledge, capable of assessing situations
and organising responses, most especially the engineers at the Gujarat
implementing body. Naturally, their responses to situations were not always mine,
given their entirely different personal, organisational, regional or national working
conditions, let alone ethno-cultural norms and values. But this eventually proved
fertile ground for new thinking.
A meeting with engineers
Before we go to the village, I meet the Indian engineers from the Gujarat Water
Supply and Sewerage Board (GWSSB) for the first time in Ahmedabad, Gujarat’s
capital. The Board, a state-owned body, reaching out to district levels, is tasked with
construction works of the community water facilities. District engineers work
together with a team of visiting Dutch consultants who at regular intervals reviews
and monitors local operations on our behalf. They also advise on non-technical
aspects like community involvement, gender, organisational and health issues.
Hence ‘my’ field-level contacts and communications with Indian engineers, local
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non-governmental organisations (NGOs) and villagers are mainly in the hands of
‘our’ Dutch consultants.
My relationship – as senior portfolio holder in The Hague – with the Gujarati Board
and engineering staff exists on paper only, in formalised bilateral memoranda of
understanding (MoUs) between India’s Central Government and the Government of
the Netherlands. My relationship with the Board is thus indirect and distanced,
since the Netherlands Embassy in New Delhi is the key contact between the Indian
engineers and The Hague. Nonetheless the Board – as a state body – is mandated
under the same Indo-Dutch policy and programme as I am, working towards the
same aim and under the same rules. As such, the Water Board is answerable not
only towards its own government but simultaneously towards us, as donor (via the
Embassy).
Before departing to the village we go through introductory meetings with
authorities and affiliated partners, bringing along various formalities, mutual
expressions of politeness and gratitude. We are briefed predominantly on supplied
technical engineering work and targets achieved, the so-called ‘hardware’ support;69
it is a verbal account on how donor funding is being spent. The non-technical,
socio-economic and organisational aspects (the ‘software’ support) are hardly
tabled. This is in spite of our donor vision explaining that the only way to effectively
reach out to people whose livelihood we seek to improve is through an integrated
approach in drinking water and sanitation delivery. This means simultaneous
implementation of ‘hard and software aspects’ to enhance sustainable ‘functioning
and use’ of the facilities and users’ relevance. The discrepancy between our policy
and the engineering practices of the Indians is an area of concern to us in The
Hague. The Netherlands Government has endorsed the United Nations (UN)
Decade for Clean Drinking Water 1981-1990 70 that advocates such ‘integrated
policy’ as priority condition, on top of effective organisational capacity, training,
financing, appropriate technology and gender focus so as to achieve access to safe
water and sanitation for everybody by 1990.71

In donor vocabulary it was and still is common to refer to technical (engineering) work related to
constructing public water points as physical ‘hardware of water supply, to be distinguished from
‘software’ support that looks into aspects of community participation, gender, health and hygiene
education, training, user-perception and - motivation, and responsive support organisations (Carter,
2009; Jansz, 2011).
70
1977 United Nations Water Conference at Mar del Plata (Argentina); in our policy ‘access to’ was
replaced by ‘functioning and use’ of the facilities.
71
http://www.gdrc.org/uem/water/decade_05-15/first-decade.html (accessed January 2013)
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I experience these technical meetings with the Indian engineers – with usually strict
seating arrangements and great lunches – as not very inviting for discussion of indepth our donor policy. Neither do I have the self-confidence and courage to engage
in such discussions in an official and formal meeting. The engineers seem
profoundly convinced of their good technical engineering work, which certainly is
true. Moreover, they show sincere commitment and enthusiasm about their work in
the villages. It leaves me rather confused as to how to pave the way to engage in the
discussion on the assumed discontinuities between our (donor’s) integrated policy
and current engineering practices. But sooner or later I know I have to face this
dilemma and find a way to engage with these committed engineers in a discussion
on their engineering work not being an engineer myself. The moment to step out of
my comfort zone arises the next day, surprisingly and unexpectedly.
A memorable journey
The following day, we embark on a long and bumpy road trip to the remote areas
where water facilities, mainly (Indian Mark II) hand pumps, had been installed to
serve the village community. I share the car with one of the Chief Engineers, by far
my senior in age. We sit in the backseat, and between us lays the catalogue of the
Rijksmuseum Amsterdam, which he brought along. I am puzzled but soon he tells
me how much he enjoyed his visit to Amsterdam some years back, impressed by the
famous Night Watch, the canals and its beautiful houses. We have a quiet
conversation and then very cautiously he asks with soft voice: how about the red
light district? Is it really like they tell us? And who are those women? There is a mix
of fascination and anxiety in his question.
I will not easily forget how his queries unexpectedly opened the door to a different
mode of communication compared to yesterday, going beyond the formal
professional engineering realm and allowing a glance into his personal concerns,
experiences, values and views.
A thought crosses my mind.
My idea about Indian engineers as gathered from reports, and writings of others is
incorrect. The Chief Engineer is not and likely neither his colleagues, the prototype
single-issue hard-core engineer that I had imagined. This person with an
engineering profession is fascinated by Rembrandt and curious about touristic
Amsterdam. He also is a family man concerned about his daughter’s marriage yet
to be arranged, but also a Gujarati citizen eager to talk about the Ghandi Ashram
in Ahmedabad, about Hinduism, about politics and also personally considerate
about living conditions of village people. Despite our differences in age, gender,
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culture, ethnicity, profession and positions we stand on common ground and
connect as social actors.
Eventually, I dare to openly discuss the tensions I experienced between our donor
policy and (my understanding of) their engineering practices. The Chief Engineer
explains the barriers encountered by him and his staff to grapple with traditional
village life and village rituals. He mentions the difficulty for male engineers
mobilising villagers through gender-balanced local water committees as venue for
further socio-economic support. Apparently, if I understand him well, it is not so
much unwillingness that delays ‘software’ activities. The Chief Engineer is aware of
its relevance and need (the UN decade had done its work) but experience had shown
him how difficult it was to get socio-economic activities started. There is no clarity
within his organisation how to do it, a lack of expertise and experts. Moreover, it is
not an explicit issue within the Gujarati Board’s mandate. He tells how
implementation of socio-economic activities could only be taken up once conditions
within the Board are matured. Finally, together we ponder local NGOs possibly
providing complementary expertise. I now understood why there is little or no
progress reported by the Board in this respect (as our policy had expected).
The bumpy trip turns out to be a pleasant and enlightening experience. It is a
concise introduction not only to Gujarati lifestyle, but also to how engineers interact
with villagers. I note how in delicate situations they are sometimes stiff and formal
when facing villagers, but it looks genuine. Most importantly I am impressed about
their resourcefulness when out in open space. What I learn on this and similar trips
I had never learnt in any course. A few days later, travelling back to Ahmedabad in
the company of others, the driver stops at the public market and buys me a little
present to take home: an edible silver foil to garnish the Chicken Biryani, my
favourite Indian dish, as I had told the Chief Engineer that day on our trip to the
village.
Shortly after this visit, I am informed that the issue of additional socio-economic
activities had been taken up by one of my policy advisors, a sociologist who had
already mobilised a NGO to get in touch with the engineers. The minutes of the
1989 annual bilateral negotiations between Governments of India and the
Netherlands mention that ‘soft-ware’ activities had started in the form of water
committees: ‘an association of several NGOs has been successfully developed and
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has attracted wide attention, particularly regarding the establishment of so-called
village water committees (‘pani panchyats’) by the Gujarati Water Board’.72
Behind the engineering façade
I particularly remember the Chief Engineer’s honest and non-authoritarian
approach. The interest he showed in my donor world (and my country) and his
views had given me the courage to ‘descend’ to what Schön (1983, pp. 42–43) refers
to as ‘swampy lowlands’. It encouraged me to discuss what could not be avoided and
to take on my discretionary power. It changed my focus away from ‘rigorous policy’
to ‘embracing relevance’. The Chief Engineer had opened space for sharing mutual
concerns about relevance of the facilities for villagers in full respect of my donor
world. His candid explanation of why the Water Board and staff were not fully ready
to take up the ‘soft-ware activities’ had prompted me to step out of my comfort
zone. In those years I had not yet mastered the art of openly expressing doubts in
the presence of top officials such as the Chief Engineer. I obviously could have
further reflected with him what village life is about, how he perceived poverty and
exclusion in his country, but I did not. However, it is fair to say that I still believed
our donor diagnosis of people’s poverty was correct, for as I noted, people were in
need of drinking water and sanitation.

4.4 MY DAILY DONOR WORLD

Country visits and village experiences stood in sharp contrast to my working world
in The Hague. In the office my attention was predominantly drawn towards meeting
donor (policy) demands in compliance with institutional arrangements. I
experienced the same in my interactions with my counterparts at the Embassy in
New Delhi. My prime counterpart was a colleague in charge of the water sector. I
also interacted with other Embassy staff (e.g. head of the development section and
gender expert), though less frequently and intensively.
Inside the office at the home-base
My work at the desk in The Hague involves mainly dealing with policy documents,
progress reports, internal memos, letters and telexes,73 endorsing initials, financial
accountability and sometimes rather hierarchical (top-down) decision-making and
reporting processes. There is a culture of meetings, consultations, bilateral
discussions, though not uncommonly with an undertone of collegial rivalry. My

72
Nonetheless it still took months before the Gujarati NGOs became indeed fully-fledged partners in
the engineering work.
73
Internet was not yet introduced in those years
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India field experiences74 keep my feet firmly on the ground, guarding me from
getting totally lost in a rather rigorous donor bureaucracy. I frequently challenge
my colleagues in solidarity with those around the water tap, trying to convince
them of my field-nurtured perceptions. I omit, though, to articulate what precisely I
had experienced and learnt at the water tap, in meetings, road trips and informal
conversations with engineers.
Reviewing records, working files, and documents of the Indo-Dutch programme at
the Ministry of Foreign Affairs over the period 1986-1990 I relive some sentiments.
Often I feel torn between all relationships involved, especially at the home-base,
where procedures and internal advisors keep on telling what best to do. I balance
between on the one hand my duty to be rigorous and adhere to donor policy,
procedures, reporting protocols and accounting to (political) leadership on results
achieved in India. On the other hand, there is my ‘moral’ duty to react to
(perceived) village needs and to unwanted or unexpected events. I have to maintain
good co-operation with all kinds of people here and there, be critical and relevant in
my work and faithful to my own values and moral beliefs. Relating with such
variety of people, interests and conditions is demanding, even highly frustrating at
times, but challenging.
Notwithstanding the tensions personally experienced, I liked my work in The Hague
very much, as we stood in the middle of the public and dynamic discourse on
development cooperation, at the crossroads of international development practices,
bilateral and multilateral policy and (Dutch) national politics, deciding on fund
allocation. My feet were still unmistakeably anchored in the policy domain where
we modelled poverty reduction in what we considered implementable programmes
so as to reach our targets. This meant poverty as expressed through ‘simplified’
macro-economic indicators following the World Bank’s approach; my personal ideas
on poverty, enriched by my own observations and fieldwork, I mostly kept to
myself.
I was no exception in this respect; we seldom openly discussed how we understood
these indicators in terms of village life. Past field experiences and studies (such as
Cernea, 1985) had nurtured my people-centred focus in work and belief that human
beings, irrespective of their very different opportunities, eventually like to make
their own decisions. This was later also spelled out by Chambers (1995, 2013),

Complemented with hands-on experiences earlier obtained in long- and short-term assignments
(a/o in Surinam, Philippines, Tanzania).
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Easterly (2015), and others.75 Nonetheless, I was still quite confident that our donor
policy – as the frame for our work – could be reconciled with this people-centred
focus.
Interacting with my main counterpart at the Embassy in Delhi
Interacting and cooperating with my counterparts at the Embassy in Delhi was part
of my daily work in The Hague but was far more complex than was expected.
In theory, there is a clear distinction of responsibility between the desk in The
Hague and Embassy New Delhi. The policy mandate lies in my hands as portfolio
holder; the implementation mandate is in the hands of my main counterpart at the
Embassy. The latter is tasked with monitoring and administering implementation
of policy whereas I am in charge of monitoring adopted policy (as distinct from
implemented policy).
In practice though, I experience a considerable grey area between our two
positions, especially with my main counterpart. It appears difficult to deal with it
and causes disturbing tensions between us. It feels like speaking different
languages. These tensions, it seems to me, are between a technical (engineering)
approach and a social development (people-centred) approach, stirred by among
other things our entirely different professional backgrounds. In my (and my
advisors’) eyes, the programme is underperforming in terms of non-technical,
socio-economic aspects. Embassy reports show a dominant engineering
orientation, as progress is stated in mainly (quantified) terms of construction
works completed, targets achieved, number of pumps and facilities yet to be
installed. When socio-economic (or software) progress comes into play, reports
become rather elusive and repetitive.
We are supposed to be complementary in our work, but I do not experience it as
such. Being part of one and the same development process, engaged in the same
type of work, in the same organisational structure, we seem to have different
outlooks on programme achievements. New Delhi emphasises the need to achieve
quantified targets and we in The Hague the villagers’ satisfaction. Our support
structure, meant to enhance an integrated approach in drinking water and
sanitation delivery, does not reconcile our different views nor help to eliminate the
grey area between our two positions.

75
Sen’s notion of development as freedom advocates people’s freedom to make own choices, but is
criticised by some as too much inspired by neo-liberalism (as in Korten, 2005b; O’Hearn, 2009; Ben
Selwyn, 2011; Vaes & Huyse, 2012).
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Auxiliary implementation structure: a ‘chain’ bound by contracts
The magnitude, geographical scope and the many governmental and civic
organisations on either side involved in the implementation of the Indo-Dutch
policy warranted a rigorous support structure workable and understandable to all
parties concerned. This support structure (figure 1 below) rooted within the
institutional boundaries of my donor world (in fact a sub-structure with its own
dynamics) was meant to advance the process of implementation of integrated water
and sanitation policy. It sought to strike a balance between needs and demands of
villagers and supply of facilities and services. Engineering bodies, Indian state
governments, consultants, Dutch experts, local NGOs and we as staff at the desk in
The Hague and New Delhi, were to work jointly towards delivering the supplies
through a deliberate and approved donor policy framework that justified funding
and the provision of expertise, manpower and materials.
Going through the old archives at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs (over 25 years
later) reveals how the shaping of this ‘auxiliary implementation structure’ started in
1986, a few years before I came to be in charge. Much time, effort and money had
been invested to make it conducive to the process of implementing (or rather
conducting) our policy.
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Figure 1: Auxiliary implementation structure Indo-Dutch RWSS programme (1988), showing the
different layers of interactions in the support structure (Source: MFA-file India/drinkwater [...]
Osam/ 1985-1990-00809)
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The Annual Plan for India (1988) reports ‘the implementation structure for the
sector is slowly getting in place and being shaped, with more attention for health
education, sanitary provisions, drinking water quality and maintenance of the water
piped system’.
Figure 1 shows the set-up of the support structure with the centrality of the India
desk (where I was positioned), the internal and external policy advisors and
Netherlands Embassy represented by the sector advisor(s). From a donor-agency
perspective, both the formal super-structure on the Dutch side (i.e. the minister,
parliament) and the super-structure at the Indian side are missing, as are the village
level and villagers whom we usually referred to as ‘beneficiaries’.76 Admittedly, it
had not occurred to me to include the spontaneous helping hand extended to me in
Gujarat by the village women (see 4.1) as a significant insight for the support
structure.
For me (in The Hague), it placed the engineering departments and Socio-Economic
Units (SEU’s) at a distance, while the Review and Support Mission (RSM) moved
between the engineering departments, the Embassy and The Hague. Two expatriate
(Dutch) advisors based in Kerala performed as intermediate between the engineers
and the Embassy, visiting The Hague every now and then. My most important
sources of information were the (written and verbal) communications with the
Embassy in New Delhi, the bi-annual progress reports of the review and support
teams, expert meetings and official bilateral policy negotiations.
The primacy of hierarchy
The support structure has two key features:
- the multiple tiers of relationships involved in this process of ‘conducting
policy’ from donor desk towards the field level;
- the formal hierarchal lines of relating and reporting between actors: direct or
indirect; all held together by specific contracts (differing in content and size)
with one overarching mandate.
This linear, hierarchal means-to-ends structure took other dynamics for granted, as
if there were no other tiers of relationships and no other lines of communication
and reporting, as if everybody worked within contractual boundaries, and as if no

76
By designating villagers as ‘beneficiaries’ we ‘framed’ them in the context of aid interventions, as
persons or organisations that are helped by something: see Merriam-Webster:
www.learnersdictionary.com/search/beneficiary (accessed May 2013). Until today the term
‘beneficiary’ is widely used in donor jargon (see e.g. (OECD/DAC (EvalNet), 2019; WRR: 2009; World
Bank, speaking of beneficiary assessment: http://web.worldbank.org accessed May 2013).
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variables or contingencies were affecting the structure.77 I cannot remember if we
had articulated how specific tasks, subsequent authorities and responsibilities were
allocated between actors or how we were to communicate in practice. That was at
times discussed and recorded in memos or minutes and subject to regular
administrative changes.
In July 1989 a ministerial note launched a new ‘delegation model’ to improve the
quality of Dutch governmental development assistance (House of Representatives,
1988). (House of Representatives, 1988)(House of Representatives, 1988)(House of
Representatives, 1988)(House of Representatives, 1988)(House of Representatives,
1988)(House of Representatives, 1988)(House of Representatives, 1988)(House of
Representatives, 1988)Monitoring and administering implementation of (adopted)
policy was now to be officially and fully delegated to embassies, conferring new
tasks, authorities and responsibilities to everybody. To a certain extent the new
delegation model changes dynamics in the support structure and re-confirms
hierarchal relations, especially between The Hague and New Delhi.
My major tasks become contributing to country policy, preparing projects and
programmes and evaluations. As portfolio manager, I become more distanced from
actual implementation. To do my work well I need to understand what is going on
in the programme in India. Thus, to me, continued exchanges with my counterpart
are essential. However, the new delegation model prevents me and my policy
advisors from discussing in-depth issues regarding the direction of the development
process in India and its prevailing controversies. As a result, my relationship with
my main counterpart at the Embassy remains difficult. Instead of acquiring clarity
in our relationship and on who does what and why, in mutual respect, we continue
contesting what best to do to reach policy aims.78
The new model reinforced hierarchical lines of communication and actually masked
differences in policy perceptions but also differences in imperatives between us as
donor and (contracted) partners and other institutions in the programme. It
omitted to acknowledge any gap between adopted and implemented policy. Hence
its intention to increase the quality of programme implementation (House of
Representatives, 1988, p. 23) took away the room for lateral professional interactions
and for dialogue between The Hague and Embassy.

Other variables than maybe changes in Dutch foreign aid policy and approaches (Pronk, 2007a).
Eaton Baier et al (1986, pp. 197–198) refers to reinforcing hierarchal relationships, trying to making
the other more ‘faithful executors of policy directives’ and if this is not successful ‘new administrative
actions’ are proposed (see also Soetenhorst-de Savornin Lohman, 1991).
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4.5 AN EYE-OPENING EXPOSURE

In one of the occasional peer reflections held within our overall South Asia team in
The Hague, an unexpected window opened. It gave me a glimpse into the space
behind the tense relationship with the Embassy. I recognised it as space for
‘compulsory exchanges’ (in the sense of non-optional and non-hierarchal) between
two professionals (social agents) tasked with different functions but engaged in the
same ‘production process’.
Relations, accountability and interfaces
What happened? I had borrowed a videoed presentation titled ‘What is quality and
why is there so much non-quality?’ by Professor Vorstman 79 to share with a
colleague in The Hague. It is a prologue to his book, Product Market Policy and
Quality: Relationships, Accountability and Interfaces (Vorstman, 1991).80
Vorstman offers a practice-based frame for understanding the significance of lateral
human interactions (he speaks of interfacing) in achieving quality end results in
production processes. His presentation gives some major insights into how such a
process unrolls in a sequence of distinct functions, and how in-between these
functions (‘in interfaces’) intermediate results are achieved that contribute to
quality (or non-quality) of end-results. His emphasis is on interfaces as space for
lateral (non-hierarchal or horizontal) human interactions, which are essential for
delivering quality work in a production process that aims at quality ‘nuts and bolts’.
Major insights acquired
I had seen Vorstman’s presentation before and found his ideas so applicable to how
development cooperation processes work in practice that I shared it with my
colleagues in The Hague for joint reflection. My newly obtained insights pertained
in particular to:
(i)
the notion of a primary production process comparing to a policy-driven
development process with open space in-between functions,
(ii)
the role of (individual) lateral human interactions in in-between spaces and,
(iii) its correlation with quality end results.
Vorstman underscores the importance of having an overview of the entire primary
process, of going beyond formal hierarchal relationships and embracing lateral
exchanges between individual professionals for the sake of quality work. Through

79
Vorstman was inspired by Japanese management theories. He worked for many years in a major
Dutch multinational, including 12 years in line positions in developing countries, and was eventually
tasked to address the product quality problems within his company.
80
In Dutch, Productmarktbeleid en Kwaliteit: relaties, rekenschap en raakvlakken. In 2014, Vorstman
(by then over 90 years of age) published a similar book focused on service delivery.
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Vorstman’s work, my continuous search in-between adopted and implemented
policy falls into place. This is what he presents.
(i) A primary process with open in-between spaces
I review the videotape.
Vorstman explains how (industrial) production processes involve a ‘chain’ of
sequenced core steps to be taken. The resemblance to our development processes is
striking. Indeed, the auxiliary support structure of the Indo-Dutch programme and
its different layers is a (contractually) ‘chained’81 and sequenced arrangement with
the aim to achieve a coherent, working development process towards village level
relevance. We (his audience) see the similarity with the way our work is organised.
With a simplified picture, Vorstman shares how such a (primary) production
process looks like. If considered as development process, with different consecutive
functions, it may resemble figure 2 below. This is not the closed or linear process
(or project cycle/ logical framework) we are familiar with, but rather a sequence of
functions that are interlinked, nested and with open in-between spaces.

Adopted
Policy &
Plans

Function A
Function B

Function C

Function D

Function E

Implemented
Policy & End
Product/ Users

&
End User
Figure 2: Primary development process of core functions and interfaces
(based on Vorstman, 1991 chapter 4)

What I learnt from Vorstman is to think of our working process in terms of a
primary development process of sequenced functions. Like in my portfolio, there
were distinct functions allocated to different parties from the desk in The Hague up
to village level communities. To jointly ‘produce development’ for poverty reduction
requires a coherent process in which functions are well connected and attuned. A
planned ‘nuts and bolts’ production process, as Vorstman explains, is usually
centrally managed and is, as such, a relatively closed process but with open interface
spaces. Those days I found this a workable concept to understand what I did in daily
work. However, in this research (chapters 6 and 7), I show how this notion does not
do sufficient justice to practices of the development process.

81

Those days the notion of development chain as currently in use in the sector is not widely spread.
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Nonetheless, Vorstman’s views made me aware how limited control and influence I
actually had as portfolio manager on the entire development process. How could I
keep an overview on how other parties fulfilled their respective functions? I had my
own work control to some extent, but I only had some influence on what others did
or achieved. Occasions for exchange and mutual influence as with the Chief
Engineer were exceptional. As I realised, most work others do is entirely beyond my
sphere of control and/or immediate influence. What happens at the water tap in the
village is not in my hands; it is the result of a very complex process with sequenced
functions in the hands of different actors. I have little scope to steer the process, yet
as donor representative I was an indispensable link in the development process, just
as many others are.
(ii) Space in-between functions, human interactions and accountability
Vorstman clarifies not only how in-between sequenced functions there is space; he
stresses how this ‘interface-space’ is to be utilised for mutual human exchanges,
reciprocal exchanges to discuss work done and reach understanding on work to be
done; and to get to know from one another how and why it is done the way it is and
whether it is of value for the next in line. He emphasizes how this space is usually
overlooked in daily practice of production processes because the focus is on the
end-product and end-user and managerial thinking is in the linear mode. His
statement reverberates and leads me to acknowledge my ‘institutional ignorance’ of
such space for reciprocal exchanges among peers.
Interestingly, how Vorstman illustrates the lateral nature of human interactions by
focussing on the responsibility of individual professionals. Instead of speaking in
abstract terms as ‘actors’ (common development language), he refers to
professional human beings interacting with other human beings. Interactions
between two or more people, each professional tasked with performing a function
and delivering output, which serves as input for the next in line, who creates output
to serve the next and so on. But also, he refers to professionals in principle aspiring
to deliver quality work and thus being prepared to account for it.
Vorstman highlights how this implies that each professional has (at least) two
immediate ‘clients’ to interact with and be accountable to. There is an
‘accountability relation’, not in terms of compliance to regulations or rules or in the
sense of financial or quantified accounting. He sees accountability as the
‘professional responsibility’ to enter into dialogue and engage in open interactive
exchanges, reflecting among peers with distinct roles and functions, reaching
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understanding to enhance complementarity in output (or intermediate results) for
quality work.
What did this mean for my work? In practical terms, my direct ‘clients’ were my
counterpart at the Embassy on the one side, and my immediate supervisors in The
Hague on the other. My interactions with the Chief Engineer were actually not part
of such an ‘accountability relationship’, but regardless of whether it had influenced
the development process and quality of intermediate result, I had experienced the
benefits and encouragement of lateral exchanges. However, I had entirely
overlooked the benefit of a non-hierarchal and open space for exchange (and lateral
accountability, in Vorstman’s words) in my contacts with the Embassy. I structurally
omitted to verify with my direct counterpart(s) and others whether my work output
was valuable and workable input for them, or ‘good’ work to further build upon. To
be honest, I rarely checked whether my output enabled him and the Indian
engineers to proceed and maintain coherence in work, to remain well connected.
Neither did they do likewise. At the same time, I realised how hierarchical
instructions were not conducive in this respect.
Vorstman’s work made me understand how, in interactions between The Hague and
the Embassy, we had actually closed off the space for dialogue, unintentionally
contributing to our tensions.
(iii) Intermediate results contribute to quality of outcome of donor policy
Vorstman continues:
He explains how quality of the end product of a primary production process is
actually the sum of all intermediate results. He expresses this as formula Q = Σ q,
where Q stands for the quality of the end result and q for the quality of the
intermediate results. He concludes his argument: if quality of an end product is
below standards the product is not saleable.82
This formula underpinned my focus on villagers’ satisfaction. The end users had to
be satisfied with the outcome of our work. The question of whether policy targets
were achieved and whether donor policy had been effective became of secondary
importance. We (at donor desks) tended to assume once work complied with policy
criteria, development was relevant, effective and villagers were supposedly satisfied.
Shifting focus to end users’ satisfaction, instead of policy-compliant results,
82
Vorstman defines ‘quality’ as utility for the client, client satisfaction (relevance), following Juran
(1904-2008) the ‘guru’ of quality management (kwaliteitsbeheersing), credited for adding the human
dimension to organisational processes (www.wikipedia.org accessed May 2013).
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foregrounded the importance of intermediate quality results in a development
process. It drew attention to how intermediate results come about, and to some of
the dynamics occurring in-between functions.
Change in mindset
I recall how enlightening Vorstman’s presentation was for us and how rumours had
reached our leadership, who were eager to get a copy of the video. Those were the
days that donors strongly invested in logical framework approaches ‘assuming a
“linear” progression of effects’ (Richard Hummelbrunner, 2010, p. 5) and enhanced
control over foreign aid results. Vorstman’s organisational viewpoints on the role of
lateral human interactions, exchanges and reflections in open spaces in a
development process meant a turning point in my perceptions, a change in mindset,
how development results come about. For me as portfolio holder to keeping the
development process coherently going, it entailed investing in better understanding
interspace dynamics, focusing more on human interactions and intermediate
results. In that way only, a reasonable account could be given of the quality of our
joint efforts.
Although I could not yet fully grasp its consequences, I did realise that the newly
introduced ‘delegation model’ (House of Representatives, 1988) with its hierarchal
emphasis (see above) was not very conducive in this respect. Nonetheless,
Vorstman’s view on quality management had planted the seeds for paying more
attention to the interspaces between individual professionals engaged in a
development process and for critically questioning any institutional sector
arrangement that left no room for human interactions, such as in the linear
modelling of aid interventions.
Increasing institutional governance
My change in mindset did not occur immediately. At the time it hardly affected my
daily working practices. Managing the support structure for the programme was
time-consuming; it was hard work to keep all parties in line with policy ambitions
and targets and timely reporting to leadership. There was not much time left for
‘lateral and reflecting exchanges’ on dilemmas encountered next to instrumental
matters of finances, administration, and policy papers, organisational and
parliamentary queries. Common working practices were increasingly governed by
new institutional rules and regulations, for which courses were sometimes offered
(see further chapter 5).
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Back in the 1980s, discussions on development results were still very basic83 and
reporting focused on numbers of facilities delivered or number of women in village
committees. Narratives served to illustrate the targets achieved. In addition to these
reports, much attention was given to financial expenditures against allocations and
cash ceiling 84 and institutional requirements. A proposal we had made to the
Embassy to collect more qualitative information ‘at and around the tap’ to learn how
users perceived the quality of facilities led to an exchange of memoranda (found in
the archives) between The Hague and Delhi. It was much ado, with minimal results.
So, we all kept talking in quantitative terms, mainly following planned targets. Time
for face-to-face meetings and open reflections with colleagues at the desk and
embassy remained scarce under increasing institutional planning instructions and
governance procedures.
The ladies from Gujarat
Despite Vorstman’s insights, I continued working in accordance with what my office
demanded, but it increasingly exerted a squeeze on me, longing to getting back to
working abroad, nearer to village levels, with more space to do my work. In 1990, I
left the India division in The Hague to work in Zimbabwe as manager for the EU
micro-projects programme. A Dutch consultant and fellow delegation member on
this trip gave me as a farewell present the framed photo of the Gujarati woman and
(what I thought was) her daughter.

4.6 POLICY CONDUCT AND THE WORLD BETWEEN SHOES AND SLIPPERS

In this chapter I reviewed my India experiences in order to shed light on the
character of work in-between adopted and implemented policy and to further
substantiate the notion of policy conduct. As argued before, policy conduct is
considered different from policy making and policy implementation, which I
understand as village-level or street-level work (e.g. Lipsky, 1969, 1980). Policyconducting work lies in the hands of the professional, who navigates in-between
adopted and implemented policy.
As my India experiences bring to light, as policy conductor I tried to give direction
to (primary) development processes, delivering ‘good’ or ‘quality’ work that focused
on village people’s interests and wellbeing (Center for Global Development, 2014;
Chambers, 2013), and was responsive to the local environment while connecting to
donor’s institutional requirements. I had no control over nor had any direct
influence on what was actually done and achieved at village levels; that remained

83
84

The concept of ‘aid effectiveness’ was introduced in the late 1990s (the ‘Paris Declaration).
We had four-year financial cycles, and annual cash ceilings (maximum to spend per budget year).
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unpredictable. My work was shaped in action, mainly concentrating on giving
direction to the process of development cooperation, which involved building
bridges between adopted and implemented policy.
In the next section, I will interpret my auto-ethnographic elucidation of policyconducting work with the help of the theory of normative professionalisation (see
also section 2.7). I conclude this chapter by briefly touching on the working space of
the professional in-between, or metaphorically speaking, the world between ‘shoes
and slippers’. This space, where policy is conducted, will be further explored in next
chapters.
Policy conduct as reflective and normative work
I perceive policy conduct (work in-between) as the result of the interplay between
unavoidable complex encounters where a professional might find herself or himself
in a quandary and the confusing slow questions one has to deal with. There are no
technical (expert) solutions or handbooks available to answer slow questions, as
Kunneman (2010, p. 94 ff) explains. In policy conduct, ‘slow’ questions may arise
when adopted foreign aid policy and instruments have no adequate response to the
complexity of daily in-between work. In such situations, adopted policy (and its
established institutional arrangements) actually ‘interferes’ with the complexity of
daily work.
Professionals facing slow questions find themselves in what Kunneman refers to as
‘interference zones’ between logics of system world and life world (2005, 2010; 2016;
2015). In search of answers, they draw upon own moral and existential values guided
by ethics, a moral horizon. Considering the work aims to contribute to a just
society political perspectives are guiding as well (Kunneman, 2019). Professionals
thus engage in processes of normative professionalisation, in work that is normative
and highly reflective. I consider policy conduct as normative and reflective work,
value driven professional work involving learning processes of normative
professionalisation.
Writing my auto-ethnography, I ‘discovered’ how my working experiences indeed
resonate with the above notion of professional work and learning. Often confronted
with uncertainty as to what to do, I shaped (most of) my work by way of reflecting
and learning in action and interaction (Schön, 1983; Sennett, 2009). Numerous
unavoidable encounters (at the water tap, in the car) confronted me with questions
for which I had to engage in self- and interactional reflections. The problems and
demands arising were specific to the situation (in time and space) and not foreseen,
unexpected. Whatever the causes, these were all part of the same development
process. Most of these encounters and questions forced me to think, to reflect for
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myself on my values and drives, and to interact with others in search for relevance
for those we were targeting. In order to reach mutual understanding, I often had to
unchain the means-to-end intervention logics (Arendt, 1958). It was not always easy
to find the right answers: at times it meant confrontation, but it was also highly
challenging, inspirational and rewarding. Such encounters forced me into an open
way of interacting, going beyond the hierarchical donor-recipient relation, and
sparked off new thoughts and insights about my work, providing a rich source for
professional learning.
Obviously there were also situations (as in my contacts with the Embassy) where I
could not bring myself to engage in reflection (for whatever reason), where I
actually evaded the slow question, stayed on ‘high ground’ (Kunneman, 2012; Schön,
1983, 1995) hoping for answers from hierarchal and organisational instructions. But
often problems did not lend themselves to such technical responses and so
problems were not really resolved, while space for lateral (non-hierarchical)
dialogue and reflections remained closed off. Such a space Vorstman (1991, 2014)
considers important for achieving quality work, though he does not elaborate on the
(possible interfering) dynamics at play in this space. Schön (1995; 1983) speaks of
encountering dilemmas of rigour and relevance, underscoring how by ‘descending
to the swamps’ (1983, pp. 42–43) one may find solutions. As he illustrates (1995, p.
27) ‘in the swamp lie the problems of greatest human concern’. Standing in the
‘swamp’ facing unavoidable and complex situations forces us to ‘muddle through’
(Kunneman, 2012).
In some foreign aid literature, ‘muddling through’ is referred to as strategy (e.g.
Edwards, 2011; Long, 2001), or as a way to find responses to ‘thick problems’
(Edwards, 2011) in contested situations, to conflicting demands and interests,
searching for ‘politically tenable and feasible’ answers (Samoff et al., 2016, p. 46 ff).
Such a strategy, some argue, is not to be considered as professional incompetence.
Brazilian Professor Public Administration Spink, analysing field-level dialogues (in
Wohlgemuth, Spink, Suzuki, & de la Rive Box, 2003, pp. 175–189), 85 refers to
‘muddling through’ as a way to jointly construct value and meaning to
(development) work. Kunneman (2012, p. 45), drawing upon Schön’s work (1983,
1995), takes the notion of ‘muddling through’ further. He considers it in relation to
the messy, risky questions encountered in pursuing ‘good work’. Paraphrasing Nap
(2012, p. 251 ff), good work contributes to the moral values at stake in a given
institutional setting. This implies that ‘good work’ does not primarily refer to
efficiency or effectiveness as defined in foreign aid giving (e.g. OECD, 2020); rather,
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it is value-driven work of relevance for those people targeted under foreign aid,
which by its nature is not easy to predict.
The world of shoes and the world of slippers
As a Tanzanian development professional told me in 2012 during an evaluation visit
to a Dutch-funded development programme:
Those who wear slippers are not walking on shoes and vice-versa. Donors wear
shoes and we who receive donor aid wear slippers. We cannot be forced to wear
shoes as slippers are more suitable to our conditions. We do not ask donors to
change shoes for slippers, but we want them to respect our slippers.
As in-between professional tasked to conduct policy with a lifelong career in the
sector of international cooperation both as donor and consultant, I am wearing
shoes. I cannot but remain standing in my own shoes, faithful to this position as ‘my
professional destiny’. The question is how to pay respect to others in slippers, work
towards poverty reduction and yet remain standing in one’s own shoes and
responsive to the donor organisation one is working for; how to do ‘good work’ for
the villagers that is justifiable to the funding agency, the back-donor and gives
professional satisfaction. How to navigate between the world of shoes and the world
of slippers, between different worldviews? How to link these different worlds in the
face of unavoidable situations and encounters, the unexpected, the unplanned?
What dilemmas emerge between shoes and slippers and how to find answers?
With above metaphor I seek to designate how the space in-between is actually a
‘realm of many unknowns’,86 a grand and open space ‘between shoes and slippers’ –
a space the foreign aid sector seeks to understand through the instrumental lens of
its adopted policy and established arrangements. As former Dutch Minister for
development cooperation Pronk (2007a) cautions, reductions and abstractions tend
to leave out issues that are difficult to measure, and they generate blind spots.
In chapter 6, I review data from consultancies that took place between 2000 and
2007, which actually were exploratory journeys with policy conductors into the
space between shoes and slippers. This time I follow the experiential voice of the
professional which exposes (some) blind spots in donors’ instrumental approach to
foreign aid giving. Before that, chapter 5 describes how these exploratory
consultancies came about against the backdrop of major changes in development
thinking across the donor community, which underscores the relevance of these
data for my research.
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A term borrowed from Snowden in Harvard Business Review (Snowden & Boone, 2007)
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5 FOREIGN AID AT THE TURN OF THE CENTURY: PRELUDE TO CHAPTER 6

This chapter provides background to my involvement in three explorative
consultancies which inform chapter 6. Findings of these consultancies which took
place between 2000 and 2007 can only be fully understood in the light of changes in
foreign aid giving at that time, which I briefly describe below. First, I highlight
(section 5.1) how these developments got me engaged in these consultancies for
three Dutch agencies, all driven by a political call to better explain the outcomes of
donor policy and interventions. Section 5.2 takes a glance at dynamics of foreign aid
giving and subsequently (5.3) at changes that took place around the turn of the
century, which prompted and contextualised the consultations described in chapter
6.

5.1

PIONEERING EXPLORATIONS AT THE TURN OF THE CENTURY

It’s late in the year 2000, and I run into a former colleague at the Dutch Ministry of
Foreign Affairs (MFA/DGIS). While walking to the lift we talk about the annual
subsidy applications by Dutch NGOs that reach her desk. She is concerned that new
applications only provide information about policy intentions but do not more
concrete insight into the strategy, approach and progress of the process, nor into
envisaged outcomes. As subsidies come from national coffers, Parliament is seeking
clarity in the way development programmes are reaching out in the fight against
poverty (as confirmed per ministerial decision).87 When the lift arrives my former
colleague asks me whether I would be interested to conceive and facilitate an
investigative project with some Dutch NGOs to jointly reflect on these questions,
with the aim of making applications more robust. I am very much triggered by her
question and eagerly confirm my interest.88 Moreover, I consider it a legitimate
question to shed light on how donor funded programmes meet the poverty agenda.
Investigative explorations
The research was organised as a series of focus group discussions, conducted
between 2000 and 2007 under three different projects. Each was an open-ended
exploratory journey (traject in Dutch, which we will call an ‘exploration’ here),
which searched for clarity on how the results of foreign aid were being achieved and
how to report on these. Each drew upon professionals’ practices and their
perspectives on the development process and on how outcomes come about.
Roughly speaking, we first sought to enhance our understanding of how in daily
work donor policy and programme objectives lead to results and effects and how

87
88

Beschikking subsidieverlening MFP d.d. 30 november 2002
Bidding letter EQUIP Worldwide to MFA/DGIS dated January 3, 2001
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such transnational process could then be monitored and accounted for in a result
reporting system. In the terms described in chapter 4, the question on the table was
how to capture in a reporting model a policy-driven development cooperation process
evolving between ‘shoes and slippers’.
Exploration A pertained to development programmes of 9 Dutch NGOs receiving
institutional funding from the Dutch government. Programmes covered different
sub-sectors and were executed in numerous countries around the globe. The aim
was to identify common indicators to monitor progress and results against adopted
donor policy. The working sessions involved around 20 participants in total.
Exploration B concerned one specific global programme co-funded by the Dutch
Government executed by different Dutch member-organisations in numerous
countries around the globe. Its aim was to identify common indicators at country
levels against programme goals. The project involved up to 17 representatives,
coming from five member organisations besides agency’s headquarters, and an
additional 20 extra participants attending the concluding seminar.
Exploration C involved a specific multi-sector programme funded via the Dutch
government in a war-stricken country in a specific region and executed by one
Dutch NGO. The aim was to explain to agency’s management how village level
activities/results complied with adopted institutional policy (theory). In total, 12
participated in this project.
Each exploration provided for four to seven consecutive sessions, spread over
approximately six months each. All in all, around 65 staff members were involved
mainly professionals tasked to ‘conduct policy’. Proceedings of discussions were
simultaneously (though not literally) transcribed in the form of minutes.
In all three cases the emphasis was on donors’ policy intentions. In explorations A
and B, we explored the development process from ‘top to bottom’, starting at
adopted policy reasoning towards field-level results. In exploration C we sought to
account from the ‘bottom-up’ how results had come about and if and how these
related (or not) to adopted policy theories. My principals hoped the work would
deliver operational advice for more systematic and transparent reporting procedures
regarding results achieved from adopted policy.
Pioneering inquiries
As chapter 2.2 mentions, assignments had a special character different from regular
consultancy work, relying heavily on experiential knowledge of in-house
professional staff working in-between adopted and implemented policy. Hence
professionals served as prime source of information, and their experience, views and
ideas constituted the foundation for our joint reflective work. External support was
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solicited from some individual experts or back-donor policymakers on certain
subject matters. Our common denominator was that all participants worked for
subsidised Dutch-based agencies executing development programmes overseas in
line with government donor policy.
In section 2.4 I explain that discussions were free-flowing, pioneering inquiries
among peers – collective and dialogic conversations and reflections – to learn from
working practices how results come about in real-life working situations ‘inbetween shoes and slippers’. To provide a safe environment for sharing practices,
both successful and not, a high degree of confidentiality was maintained. 89 My role
was to facilitate open and lateral exchanges (a lesson taught by Vorstman), jointly
searching a landscape whose boundaries, pathways and complexity was as yet
unknown. As a committed professional, trained as facilitator, I was fully aware of my
specific role (as coach as well as facilitator) in these exploratory sessions (Nyumba et
al, 2018). It meant building an environment conducive to honest dialogues,
sometimes co-exploring, sometimes encouraging in-depth discussions, sometimes
only observing, as well as overseeing reporting. Annex 1 provides additional
background to the three explorations.
Relevance for my research
Why are these consultations of about 15-20 years ago of relevance for this study?
Firstly, focus group members were all highly seasoned development professionals
purposively selected for their critical minds, and they were encouraged to reflect
openly, unconfined by instrumental thinking (see next section 5.3). Secondly,
professional insiders’ perspectives shared on policy-driven development processes
had gone far beyond identification of result reporting systems as I learnt in
hindsight, disclosing numerous ‘unknowns’ encountered in work. Thirdly, each
focus group had drafted a list of ‘points to remember’, topics playing out in daily
(policy-conducting) work and apparently giving direction to development processes
between shoes and slippers. As chapter 6 elucidates, these topics cast a preliminary
light into the ‘realm of unknowns’, the conducting space I seek to unlock (in
response to my research question) to further substantiate what policy conduct
entails.
To give additional context to what I share in following chapters, but also to my
narrative in chapter 4, I take a brief look at dynamics in foreign aid giving followed
by highlighting some of its consequences for everyday professional work.

89

The Chatham house rule.
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5.2 CONTINUOUSLY CHANGING WORLD OF FOREIGN AID GIVING

Former Dutch Minister for Development Cooperation Pronk (2015) opens his book
Op zoek naar een nieuwe kaart (‘in search of a new map’) by contemplating how
international development cooperation by now is well beyond its eligible retirement
age. The year 1949 is considered the beginning of Dutch foreign aid giving, when the
Netherlands made their first allocation to the UN for ‘technical assistance to
economically low developed countries’ (Dierkx et al, 2015). Needless to say, the
world has changed since then and will continue to do so. In its wake, thinking about
development and its theory has progressed in the Netherlands (see e.g. IOB, 2014),
hence policy and theory continue to be adjusted and reformed. Likewise,
development’s instruments and tools for planning, managing, monitoring and
reporting are also changing over time.
Development theory and development policy90
Pronk explains (2015, p. 57 ff) how development theory builds upon in-depth
analyses of what development means. It involves searching into human vulnerability
and the causes of poverty, taking account of an ever-changing world and
surrounding conditions that affect society at large. These searches are continuous
attempts to find a more complete answer to development. Development policy
informed by these analyses is not only the result of thorough discussions about
theories but also of negotiations, mediations, coalition forming in political arenas,
as Dutch contemporary and historic sources show (Boekestijn, 2010; Dierkx et al,
2015; Kazimierczuk, 2015; Nekkers et al, 1999; Pronk, 2007; Reijngoud, 2009;
Schulpen, 2001; Spitz et al, 2013; Verwer et al, 2014). Consequently, policymaking
and strategising development involve constant struggles, such as between top-down
and bottom-up approaches, between private sector and human-centred
development, between trade and aid, between focusing on causes and consequences
of poverty, and between conventional wisdom anchored in neo-liberalism and
‘alternative’ wisdom focused on sustainability (e.g. Korten, 2005a, 2005b; Pronk,
2015). Or as Escobar describes (1995) in much broader terms, struggles between
different visions on ‘globality’, between modernity and a ‘pluriverse’ world, defined
as ‘a world where many worlds fit’ (1995, p. 19).
The dynamic world of foreign aid giving
It is beyond the scope of my research to analyse processes of development
prioritisation, policymaking and strategising development. The case I want to make
in this section is that development theories and donor policy and its aims and
strategies – in short providing foreign aid – need to be understood against a
background of a highly dynamic world, of changing global conditions, but equally of
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progressing insights on poverty, contradictions, divergent perceptions and political
positions. It is a world with ‘thick development problems’ (complex, politicised,
often unpredictable, unplanned) dominating the landscape of those who work in
the sector, as Edwards (2011) concludes in his ‘think piece’ for Dutch NGO Hivos.91
To put it differently, foreign aid giving is subject to continuous changes in an
attempt to remain responsive to what development and ‘thick problems’ demand,
but must also account for its results to those providing its funds (the public or
‘taxpayers’), a concern that in the 1990s/early 2000s gained in importance.

5.3 SPACE FOR PROFESSIONAL EXPLORATIONS

When working at the India desk (chapter 4) in the late 1980s, donors’ foreign aid
approaches were still rather input-oriented, focusing on activities and deliverables
more than on outcome and results (see e.g. Natsios, 2010). In the Netherlands,
development aid had become development cooperation to give expression to the
need to better link what donors could offer in response to the demands of
developing countries (Pronk, 2008). Daily work had cautiously shifted more towards
partners and end-users’ needs and demands, exploring and discovering what was
feasible and relevant to do and how to respond to demands with what we had to
offer. There was still considerable space under donor policy for professionals’ own
decisions on development approaches and ways of cooperation – space for
‘muddling through’ when dealing with dilemmas, for learning by doing.
My auto ethnography, as sketched in chapter 4, is to be understood in the light of
this available space. Although experiences may seem of a bygone age, the self-story
makes the complexity of in-between work and space for normative decisions
apparent. Of course, there were ‘rules and regulations’ in place guiding our work but
most of these were directed at planning, rather than at providing guidance for
modes of working towards (relevant) results. The ‘aid system’ with its increasingly
regulatory approach was not yet established; the Millennium Development Goals
(MDGs), the Paris Declaration, and the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) were
still to come.
Fundamental changes at the threshold of the 21st century, a rough sketch
Around the turn of this century major changes in donors’ development thinking
took place, which is the background to my explorative research presented in chapter
6. These changes led increasingly to instrumentalisation of the development
process.
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The shifting focus from the inputs of foreign aid giving, to outputs, outcomes,
results and effects resulted in new donor policy, new approaches, regulations and
supporting instruments. Instructions followed on how to identify country needs,
how to develop programmes in line with donor policy theories and how to assess
projects and budgets. Sustainability gradually gained in importance, which led to a
move away from the project focus as UNDP/UNICEF reports (Lusthaus, Adrien, &
Perstinger, 1999). A much talked about World Bank research project (Dollar et al,
1999) identified the institutional environment in developing countries as a key
determinant for effective aid and sustainable outcomes.
Like other donors, the Netherlands government engaged in a new mode of working
away from projects. The sector-wide approach (SWAp) was introduced, which
aimed to provide a voice to local priorities and enhancing accountability (Foresti,
Booth, Neil, & Fritz, 2006). It entailed paying more attention to institutional
context, local ownership and partnerships. The World Bank’s Poverty Reduction
Strategy Papers (PRSPs), considered complementary to SWAps, were embraced by
many bilateral donors. In support of SWAp, Dutch home-based and Embassy staff
were trained in ‘Institutional Sector and Organisational Analysis’ (ISOA), 92 an
instrument to assess the capacities of potential partners to managing development
interventions.
The up-scaling also had implications for subsidy-recipient non-governmental
donors in the Netherlands. In 2000, Interdepartmental Policy Research (IBO)93 into
the Netherlands co-funding programme (Medefinancieringsprogramme/MFP)
assessed NGO contributions to structural poverty reduction. IBO recommended,
among other things, promoting results-oriented working for those agencies
subsidised under this MFP programme, and to strive for enhanced attuning of their
activities. Consequently, the new subsidy regulations94 instructed NGO-applicants
to include in their proposals the ‘elaboration of objectives, intended results and
effects of programmes, possibly accompanied by measurable indicators’. The
assumption was that the effectiveness and efficiency of foreign aid policy and
programmes could thus be better accounted for, as it would show whether living
conditions of poor people had changed for the better.
These developments cannot be seen separate from the UN Millennium Declaration
(and its MDGs) ‘to end poverty’ (e.g. Sachs, 2005) adopted in 2000 by UN members.
92
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The OECD/DAC Paris Declaration for Aid Effectiveness agreed upon in 2005 (see
e.g. documentation OECD/DAC, 2005 ff) by over hundred donor and developing
countries should be understood in this light. The Paris Principles provide a ‘practical
roadmap’ (OECD/DAC, 2008) to improve the quality of aid and impact on
development, a constituent part of the ‘aid system’. Emphasis is on countryownership, building partnerships and policy coherence as preconditions to
achieving and accounting for pre-planned results. It is seen as ‘consensus model’
(Rogerson et al, 2004), an ‘apparent consensus’ (Harrison, 2013, p. 267),
notwithstanding its inherent ambiguities (Eyben, 2008). Both MDGs and the Paris
Principles (more than SWAp) brought fundamental changes in policy and
development approaches, emphasising linearity in output, outcome, and impact of
foreign aid in accordance with policy (e.g. Dijkstra, 2015; Pronk, 2015).
Rules, regulations and increasing mechanistic donor thinking
These changes obviously had ramifications for in-between professionals’ way of
working. More rules and regulations were introduced, more instruments, and new
tools for planning, for guiding actual work and monitoring (e.g. Rijksoverheid, 2015).
Many of these are inspired by logical (causal) framework approaches, thus
strengthening mechanistic styles of working (Richard Hummelbrunner, 2010).
Already in the mid-1980s, the Logical Frame Approach (LFA) had cautiously made
its appearance in the Netherlands95 as an instrument for project and programme
planning, identifying cause-effect relationships and formulating objective ‘trees’ or
hierarchies as a vertical logic. From this causal chain followed the ‘activities that a
programme undertakes, the expected outcomes of those activities (monitoring and
results) and the impact that those outcomes have on poverty’ (Taylor, 2013, p. 9).
Causal chains are applied for multiple development purposes, among others to
monitor and report on results. Before the mid-1980s, we had no such planning
instrument and indeed the LFA method initially helped me and colleagues in
analysing and capturing the ‘many ideas and its interrelations’ of development
interventions in a comprehensible and readable way (Gasper, 1997, pp. 30). In later
years the downsides of this linear method and variations thereof became
increasingly evident (e.g. Gasper, 1997, 2000; Hummelbrunner, 2010), as chapter 6.4
also describes.

95 Via the USA it had come to Germany (GTZ) and then to the Netherlands. Around 1985 I was one
of the DGIS test persons in the LFA based pilot training Objective Oriented Project Planning
(OOPP).
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Growing imbalance between donor instrumentality and development
practices
In 2010, observing bureaucracy and overregulation within the workings of the
United States Agency for International Development (USAID), its former
Administrator Andrew Natsios argued that stringent regulatory control mechanisms
eventually compromise good development work. At the time of our exploratory
journeys (2000-2007), we could not have anticipated how the tide was also turning
for Dutch and European agencies. The conventional wisdom guiding the foreign aid
sector (B Selwyn, 2009), related to New Public Management strategies (Gulrajani,
2011; Holzapfel, 2016), enhanced linear mechanistic thinking and control. Edwards
(2011) speaks of ‘metrics mania’ and rising tide of technocracy in foreign aid,
‘[reducing] human values to the competitive culture of the market’ (p. 7), to
measurable value. As some Dutch authors cautioned (in Verwer, Schulpen, &
Ruben, 2014), donors’ managerialism and culture of measuring and control had gone
too far. Assessing the effectiveness of foreign aid by outcomes and results based on
externally and upfront formulated targets hides not only unplanned, unintended,
unforeseen results (Jabeen, 2016; Leenstra, 2017; Wallace, 2009), but also the daily
practices of those who work in between shoes and slippers (Arensman et al, 2017).
The increasing clash between accountability/control and good development
practices, as Natsios (2010) has it, takes away the space for professionals to engage in
quality work, at least from a donor perspective. It is precisely this space that some
Dutch donor agencies acknowledged at the turn of the century. These agencies were
keen to learn more about this space from their professionals. It enabled us in these
explorations to draw upon personal know-how, experiential knowledge, insights of
professionals willing and able to get out of the box, out of formal structures. In that
sense, the consultations are unique explorations: the voices of in-between
professionals were not yet entirely drowned out by the louder voice of instrumental
thinking and control.
It is against above background that I discuss in the next chapter the three
exploratory journeys.
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6 EXPLORING AN UNKNOWN LANDSCAPE BETWEEN SHOES AND SLIPPERS 96

This chapter builds upon previous explorations (2000-2007) into the space between
‘shoes and slippers’. It concerns a search together with in-between
professionals/policy conductors for a theoretical ordering of the development
process as basis for a theory-based narrative on results achieved in foreign aid
giving. Renewed analysis of these peer consultations through the lens of
professionals’ normative and reflective working practices generated ‘new’ findings.
These give insights into ‘issues that matter’ or institutional phenomena encountered
in day-to-day work. In donors’ instrumental and theory-based approach to
development processes these phenomena are reduced to organisational notions,
creating blind spots for policy conductors’ daily work in dealing with the complexity
of these phenomena, and its associated tensions.
This chapter makes the case that to access blind spots and learn how the policy
conductor deals with these phenomena and tensions, their reflective and normative
voice needs to be amplified. This warrants a practices-based narrative of the
development process, in addition to a theory-based narrative as in use in the sector.
After an introductory section (section 6.1), I address (6.2 - 6.4) three ‘issues that
matter’ that emerged from our discussions. Each section has a first subsection that
shares professionals’ views and reflections on the phenomena. This is followed by a
second subsection on what foreign aid and other sources say about related
instrumental notions. In a third subsection I zoom in on the tensions between the
phenomena and its instrumental notions, making suggestions to harness these
differences. Section 6.2 deals with donors’ policy chains falling short in responding
to local level needs in demand. Section 6.3 addresses the multi-layered character of
human interactions masked in donors’ rhetoric of linear pathways. Section 6.4 shows
how feasibility of achieving results in ‘dusty’ daily work is disregarded in donors’
governance regulations on result reporting. The last section (6.5) considers how
identified phenomena actually outline a practices-based narrative of a development
process.

6.1

EXPLORATORY JOURNEYS

This chapter is informed by renewed analyses of data generated in three consecutive
focus group consultations (open explorations) conducted between 2000 and 2007
among in-between staff of subsidy-recipient Dutch NGOs and back-donor staff. In
chapter 5 I highlighted how these rather unique assignments were driven by a
96
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political/public call to better explain outcomes of donor policy and why discussions
are still of value to this research. In chapter 2.4 and Annex 1, more detail is given on
background and approach of the consultancies.
Three explorations
All three explorations appeared to be rich exploratory journeys into an unknown
landscape ‘between shoes and slippers’, each one building on, complementing and
enriching earlier ones. The key question was actually how to understand from an
insiders’ (in-between) perspective a development process that turns adopted policy
and funding into implemented policy and village-level results, the aim being to
enhance result reporting and accounting to back-donors or donor leadership. Data
from these explorative journeys are echoing professionals’ knowledge, experiences,
views, and joint reflections regarding development processes, thus considered
empirical and qualitative (see chapter 2). The significance of our explorations is
found in the perspectives on the practices of development processes.
As the previous chapter illustrates, in around 2000, instrumental and linear
approaches and control mechanisms were not yet mainstreamed in the sector.
Focus group members felt fairly free to fully use their space for reflective and
normative explorations. This brought to light a number of topics and concerns,
hiding complex phenomena inherent to the institutional setting of foreign aid
giving, issues that matter highly in a development process. Reviewing the
phenomena in the light of the contemporary discourse on foreign aid giving
revealed how these are reduced to theory and simplified as instrumental notions of
a policy-driven development process.
I consider the phenomena to be interdependent, and taken together they appear to
draw the outlines of a narrative of practices of a development process. Such a
narrative gives visibility to normative and reflective professionals, strengthening
their voice. It enables learning about how they perceive the conducting space and
shape and account for their work, thus responding (in part) to my first research
sub-question a (chapter 1.3), what kind of professional work occurs in-between
policy making and field level implementation.
Arduous explorations97
The first exploration A (2001) – named ‘indicator exploration’ – was the initiative of
Dutch government representatives who considered the contents of regular reports
I anonymised the explorations as well as participants except for the following source references
back-donor (policy desk/ or expert), supervisory (in-between) staff close to policy desk,
operational (in-between) staff, close to village/field and facilitator. This is relevant for
understanding forces at play.
97
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on progress and achievements of subsidy-recipient organisations too abstract and
vague. It involved nine Dutch NGOs and their different programmes. The backdonor’s message was
… wonderful [progress] records are written [by subsidy- recipients], but nowhere is
reported how much, where ... etc.’ (Back-donor policy desk, 2001)
As an internal ministerial memo explained,
‘... an earlier request to NGOs to propose pilot indicators for results achieved had
shown how difficult it was to do so. We conclude we lack experience in this field
and therefore suggest to organise a workgroup ‘indicators’ [...] as joint learning
exploration’ [...] and to realise that next year indicators can be incorporated in new
requests for funding.’ (Back-donor policy desk, 2001)
The idea behind this first exploration was that indicators form constituent elements
of a yet-to-be-developed system enabling reporting results achieved of development
cooperation efforts. Back in 2001, no standards or system for monitoring or
reporting results of aid interventions were in place.98 The open attitude of the backdonor (my principal) who invested in a pioneering exercise to learn from
professional experiences outside the own agency was remarkable. In that sense, the
ambition of the exploration in itself was rather innovative. It set the tone for
following explorations.
The example of the first exploration was followed in 2002 by exploration B, initiated
by a Dutch subsidy recipient association of local authorities engaged in the
execution of one global programme in different locations in the world. This
exploration aimed at ‘building an edifice for result measuring’, enabling aggregation
of intermediate results to be accounted for against intentions of adopted donor
policy. Some years later, in 2007, a comparable request came from another subsidyrecipient Dutch NGO (exploration C). The home-based portfolio holder in charge of
a politically sensitive multi-sector country programme faced difficulties explaining
to management how local-level results (‘dusty implementation’) suited the
intentions of ‘glossy policy’.99
All three explorations, despite difference in approaches, addressed a similar key
question – how to understand a development process from an in-between
perspective – with the common aim to boost monitoring and results reporting. They
98
Nowadays the use of Monitoring and Evaluation (M&E) protocols in the sector is common
practice.
99
This exploration was named from “glossy policy to dusty implementation”.
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involved extensive and in-depth analytic searches into how foreign aid ‘travels’ or
‘had travelled’ from policymaking desks, via planning of programmes and activities
towards village levels and how to report to headquarters. The presumption was –
mine included – that a causal logic could be uncovered correlating field-level results
to adopted policy intentions, providing key elements for general application.
Only in revisiting the transcripts were my eyes opened to how the participants
actually talked from two different if not opposing worlds. Back-donors’ staff at
policy desks (in expert or supervisory positions) focused on donors’ perspectives of
aid giving. A world apparently driven by a wish to have oversight and control
shaping foreign aid giving as a rigorous and simple hierarchical process (Uphoff,
1986, p. 364 ff). However, most professionals around the table approached the
search for a result-system from what I now understand as an in-between and
practice-oriented perspective, giving due consideration to complex dynamics of
daily in-between work. As reflective and normative professionals, they sought to
clarify how a process evolves in daily work. These two different working worlds and
views around one table did not always make it easy to freely exchange and jointly
reflect. Identifying these consultations as an expression of different perspectives led
me to a new understanding of the actual development processes in day-to-day work.
Analyses of focus group discussions, uncovering hidden issues
This time I review these data through the eyes of policy conductors, listening to
their normative and reflective voice, instead of using the eyes and voices of modelmakers. In doing so, as discussed in chapter 2.4, I am accompanied by various
theories (e.g. Jackson & Mazzei, 2012b), including theories from Vorstman (e.g. 1991)
and Ostrom (e.g. 2002) emphasising the relevance of human interactions for quality
end results in sequenced working processes. Above all, as discussed in chapter 2.6, I
am guided by theory on normative professionalisation as developed by Kunneman
and others (e.g. Ewijk van & Kunneman, 2013; Kunneman, 2005; Nap, 2012).
With these theories in mind and in search of ‘hidden issues’ or ‘newness’ (Braun et
al, 2006; Jackson et al, 2012), I draw upon the lists of topics (‘points to remember’) as
drafted by respective focus groups. I have re-read the transcripts back and forth in a
recursive way (Braun & Clarke, 2006), trying to identify the issues hidden behind
our reflections and thoughts. The transcripts reflect dialectic tensions between
hierarchical, theory-based development approaches and the reality of daily
practices. Through a ‘desire’100 to connect these two worlds, the participants’ critical
reflections and normative questions emerged, pointing to some institutional
De Vries (2007) refers to a virtual world of the development machine versus the actual workings of
interventions and the ‘dialectical role of desire’ to bridge these two worlds.
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phenomena inherent to foreign aid giving and part of professionals’ daily work that
we had remained blinded to in our modelling efforts.
In the following sections (6.2-5), I review the explorations focusing on three
phenomena identified, namely: local needs and demands; multiple layers of human
interactions; and result feasibility in working with ‘dusty’ realities.

6.2 THE TOP-DOWN POLICY CHAIN VERSUS NEEDS/DEMANDS FROM BELOW

In this first consultancy (exploration A) that started in December 2000 and was
officially concluded in August 2001, we explored first how foreign aid travels to field
levels and second what indicators were used to measure field-level results. As the
back-donor reiterated, it aspires to achieve
… measuring [results], based on agreed objectives to assess if and to what extent
funds have benefitted the poverty agenda. (Back-donor expert 2001)
Given the nature of this first exploration, we did not think twice about approaching
our task with ‘technical rationality’.
The donor policy chain, hiding local needs and demands
As input for our discussions, the back-donor designed a preliminary theoretical
frame for result monitoring. The expert in charge reminded us how the donor’s
vision on poverty was inspired by local conditions, resulting in adopted policy
advanced through a ‘hierarchy of objectives’:
[...] an important principle is that development of a general [donor] vision [on
poverty alleviation] takes place from micro to macro level, while we act from macro
to micro level. (Back-donor expert, 2001)
Using the notion of an objective hierarchy, the back-donor illustrated how a donor
vision, reflected in adopted policy and its aims and objectives, was supposed to find
its way to the village. This ‘policy chain’ rolled out in a nested hierarchy of
objectives, whereby at each different level of the hierarchy, objectives are further
specified from donor to village level. We understood, then, that enactment on
(locally inspired) visions leads to macro policy, which then (theoretically) responds
to poverty issues at local levels via this hierarchical model of objectives,
programmes, activities and funding. Top-down policy chains and objectives
facilitate digging out results at local levels and relating these to the donor’s adopted
policy plans. The model is unfinished and open for further thoughts:
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[It] is not compulsory; the presentation is meant to inform you how we [the donor]
look at it so that you can assess to what extent it may be applicable for your
organisation and programmes. (Back-donor expert, 2001)
This open invitation to consider the unfinished model generates some highly critical
reflections among participating supervisory and operational in-between staff.
-

The model suggests we all have to work towards one point.

-

What responds to the needs of the one does not necessarily respond to the
needs of another or is of relevance for the other.

-

Be aware of over-generalisations; one has to focus on the group you deal
with, for example a women’s group.

-

Reliability of [result] data is achieved in close contact with local
organisations or groups.

The remarks underscored how needs and demands may differ from situation to
situation and from group to group, despite commonly formulated donor aims and
objectives for poverty alleviation. Additionally, reflections implicitly indicated that
envisaged results of donor policy and policy chains were not necessarily the same as
those of local intermediary agents and groups, let alone a reflection of actual local
practices and achievements. No one in the group (including me) said anything to
suggest they might be, not even when someone wondered,
Don’t we think globally, and act locally? (Operational staff member, 2001)
In retrospect, this single remark reflects an entirely different world, another reading
of foreign aid giving. ‘Think locally and act globally’. We apparently gave ‘acting’ a
double meaning, namely ‘the act of policy making and planning’ (macro level)
against ‘the act of responding to local needs and demands’ (micro level). That
marked the distinction between the world of adopted policy (ex-ante intentions)
and the world of implemented policy (ex-post results), the importance of which I
completely overlooked at that time.
Policy objectives, indicators and working strategy
In continuing our exploratory discussions, we tried to decipher the donor policy
chain, anticipating finding connections to village level, as two sides of the same
coin. We assumed an objective hierarchy leads to results in a rather linear way,
involving and linking all kind of organisations. We explored the chain of actors,
whereby each intermediate actor is supposedly working under the same donor
policy umbrella and bound together by a common mission and donor-funded
activities/projects. But as discussions established, each actor also has its own
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organisational working context outside donor chains, and so we identified that as
well as vertical working spaces, horizontal spaces also exist.
Whereas policy chains and objectives are top-down intentions, we acknowledged
that results are achieved locally, and measuring should thus go from bottom to top.
To achieve results (both qualitative and quantitative) a strategy is needed, while
measuring results requires indicators built upon donor policy intentions, locally
substantiated. Hence, we conclude that:
… policy objectives, strategy and indicators form a trinity. (Workshop 2001)
The back-donor advised making the trinity explicit, but when participants shared
presentations in his respect, the back-donor’s expert commented on how these
expressed:
… [a] strong link between the working strategy and results rather than between the
[policy] objectives and the results. But …’in this way we never know whether the set
objectives have been achieved’ (Back-donor expert, 2001)
In hindsight, this remark underscored the donor’s strong belief in linear
connections between adopted policy, objectives and results achieved, while
considering the working strategy unrelated to it. In the after-talk with my principal,
weeks later, we concluded that policy and objectives always require further
strategising. Common understanding on donor policy, objectives and strategies to
achieve results may exist among immediate partners at the top of the policy chain.
But often, further down the chain different views and interpretations creep in, in
response to differing (local) needs and demands and conditions. And so, a question
remained unanswered:
... how do professionals actually manage and strategise their development
interventions? (Back- donor, 2001).
In the end, we did not succeed in grasping (linear) connections between adopted
and implemented policy, but we definitely gained some major insights into the
dynamics of a development process. Deeper reflections on strategies might have
eased the tensions we felt throughout the exploration between donor policy
requirements and daily practices. But we were not yet ready to focus on strategies
without a proper understanding of how the back-donor perceived, from its
policy/theoretical point of view, how it achieved its intentions to alleviate poverty
(see 6.3). Due to tensions, discussions eventually slowed down, becoming
cumbersome. Exploration A ended prematurely and not entirely to our satisfaction.
My principal and I attributed this to the dominant donor-recipient relationship (see
chapter 10).
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Critical considerations about the top-down policy chain
Reviewing the transcripts brought me clearer insights into why we got stuck in our
discussions. We were drawn into the world of hierarchies and theories in search of a
method to trace field-level results of practices. We searched the ‘high ground’ for
technically sound answers to achievements in ‘swampy lowlands’ (Schön, 1983). Our
misconception and – as I see it – the core of tensions was an assumption that an
instrumental lens, once refined and polished, would lead us to the results achieved
in day-to-day work.
Scholarly and professional sources also seem to point in this direction considering
the ample critical references to top-down policy chains. These illustrate how
differently a policy journey to the village can be framed, but also show the flaws in a
linear chain as instrument to monitor the process and control results. De Haan and
Kamanzi (2011) refer to a chain of political arenas, where policy is changing in
character ‘numerous times on its way through the different [political] arenas’ (p.
20). As authors comment, end results may thus be very different from what was
originally envisaged yet can still be meaningful. Schabbel (2007) speaks of the
provision, allocation and utilisation of ODA funds as a value chain of foreign aid. He
concludes that ‘the complexity of societies [...] does not allow for one-size-fits-all
approaches’ (p. 285), i.e., for one chain. Crozier (2007, p. 9) observes how a ‘static
and hermetic policy chain that follows a number of linear steps [...] to
implementation’ runs counter to daily work. Long (2001, p. 25 ff) proposes a chain
from below by ‘deconstructing planned interventions’, acknowledging local needs
and demands may differ from what policy envisages. Such theory from below, he
argues, may give visibility to local human actors and their demands. But it is
unlikely this would reveal the development journey from policy to results.
Hummelbrunner et al (2013) approach the policy chain from a complexity
perspective, suggesting a chain of uncertainties, advising donors to accept
uncertainties in outcomes and apply flexibility in planning and budgeting
approaches. No reference is made to how professionals deal with uncertainties as
the focus is on the donors’ role.
Despite these critical considerations, the (top-down) policy chain remains the
dominant approach to understanding the development process in the donor
community, the Netherlands included (Rijksoverheid, 2015). OECD/DAC speaks of
‘result chains’ (2010, p. 33) as a policy-driven causal process to achieve desired policy
objectives ‘beginning with inputs, moving through activities and outputs, and
culminating in outcomes, impacts, and feedback’. This policy ideology is also still
widely applied in evaluation approaches (Arensman et al, 2015; IOB, 2009).
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The main lesson to be drawn from these discussions is that ex-ante intentions and
ex-post results are apparently not two sides of the same (donor policy) coin, which
leads to the assumption that these cannot be reflected in one chain. A rigorous
policy-theoretical chain masks major parts of daily practices where differing needs
and demands are at play and where differing conditions determine what is relevant
and feasible. Some studies (e.g. Eyben, 2010; Wallace et al, 2007) warn of the adverse
effects of too stringent a focus on policy chains, including professional frustrations
and evasive or non-reporting of unforeseen, unintended or unwanted outcomes
(Holzapfel, 2016; Jabeen, 2016). This implicitly acknowledges the tensions between
the reality of theoretical planning and the reality of practising development
cooperation. Arensman and colleagues (2017, p. 13) note this is ‘a well-documented
field of concern’ in the sector that calls for an approach of ‘twinning’ theory and
practice. This means that rather than separating the two, we reflect upon their
connections.
Harnessing differences between a theory-based narrative and daily practices
Below I consider – with the help of theories mostly from outside the foreign aid
domain – the importance of these tensions as part of delivering quality work,
instead of rejecting them in favour of either practices or planning. Macro-economist
Easterly, for example, does not see how a policy chain as planning tool could be of
any use. He advocates focusing on searchers rather than planners, considering the
best plan is no plan at all (Easterly & Loungani, 2006, p. 32). Janssen, on the other
hand, in his thesis (2009) appears in favour of better planning, presenting an
alternative instrumental model for the sector. Both views mystify how professionals
address tensions between demands of planned theories and daily in-between
practices. I consider planning development and practicing development to have
different narratives. Building upon the thought of connections, I seek to harness the
differences, instead of ignoring one of the narratives.
Jarzabkowski et al (2004; 2015) approach tensions from a management perspective
and argue that they generate a return. Tensions arise because different interests
between different actors are at stake. The authors introduce the notion of ‘strategyas-practice’ (SAP), as ‘strategy tool’ and analytic lens for management to better
understand among others (Jarzabkowski, 2004, p. 551) what contextual factors
influence daily work and how individual professionals organise their work. In other
words, they explain how tensions can generate a return on managing the strategy
process.
As theory on normative professionalisation illuminates (see also chapter 2.7),
tensions encountered in work, eventually play out at the level of individual
professionals and the group. Kunneman describes (e.g. 2005, 2010, 2015, 2016) how
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professionals in daily work may run into dilemmas for which no readymade answers
are available, such as when confronted with local needs and demands that are
incompatible with adopted policy. Thus, tensions may arise which might force
professionals into ‘narrative self-exploration’, tapping upon existential and moral
sources in search for answers for ‘good work’. Kunneman explains how such
processes of self-exploration actually take place in what he refers to as interference
or transition zones where two different worlds of logics – the ‘system world’ and the
‘life world’ – intersect. Where space emerges at individual (or group) level for
professionals to reflect in search for answers to dilemmas encountered. Here
professionals may engage in processes of normative professionalisation and learning
in pursuance of good work.
De Vries (2007) seems to refer to such interference zone where he speaks of ‘the
disjuncture between the virtual side of development and the actuality of practice
and the dialectical role of desire [for development] in bridging the disjuncture’ (p.
37). His focus, however, is on professionals’ desire for development rather than not
on its return on professionals’ practices and learning processes as resounding in
professionals’ ‘life stories of development’ (Kaplan & Davidoff, 2011; Kaplan, 2005).
Looking back at this exploration I became aware how we had disregarded the return
of tensions on professional practices and learning. These tensions were constantly
felt in our working sessions, which I now attribute to our focus on modelling
knowledge of practices for the sake of policy control. We kept trying to reduce
(Morin, 1996, p. 10) ‘knowledge of the whole to constituent parts’ instead of
appreciating how professionals dealt with the complexity of phenomena and trying
to understand what assumptions were hidden in our models. As complexity thinkers
Cilliers and Morin remind us, we will never have comprehensive knowledge and
access to the real world. That is ‘humanly impossible’ (Cilliers et al, 2013, p. 3), given
the limitations of human understanding. But (paraphrasing P. Cilliers, 2013, p. 37)
‘reducing the complexity of phenomena without recognising the effects of it’,
without knowing what pre-analytic choices were made (Giampietro et al, 2010), or
what is left out in modelling (Cilliers et al, 2013), creates severe blind spots in
theoretical models.
This supports my findings that donors’ policy chains cannot be result chains at the
same time, given their blind spot for the complexity of phenomena professionals
may have to deal with. I therefore consider this chain, whether viewed from top or
below, as ‘reduced knowledge’, and a theory-based narrative of policy planning.
Acknowledging flaws in planning instead of shielding them opens a window on the
blind spots and their complexity, and to an alternative narrative of practices of a
development process. Giving due regard to blind spots might enable us to learn what
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planning left out, such as prevailing local needs/demands, and how professionals
cope with it.
The next sections 6.3 and 6.4 (exploration B and C respectively) will argue that blind
spots are not only inherent to planning donor policy but also to subsequent phases
of the development process.

6.3 LINEAR PATHWAYS AND MULTI-LAYERED INTERACTIONAL PATHS

Exploration B (starting August 2001 and completed October 2002) took a similar
approach to above exploration, enriched by the previous experiences and findings. It
aimed to support all parties involved in reporting and to enhance transparency on
results achieved, but also to share with others the wide scope of interventions under
respective programmes and eventually help in training and learning. In this group of
mainly in-between professionals, there is widespread consensus about the need to
deepen understanding of how the results of donor policy are being achieved and
how to measure them. As a supervisory (donor) staff member admitted, not much
had been done in this respect; the focus was still on monitoring and reporting on
input rather than on output or the outcomes/results of interventions (see also
chapter 5).
Analysing the practices of a development path towards results
Some operational staff members expressed disbelief and scepticism regarding the
feasibility and usefulness of developing a result (measuring) reporting system.
... [how] to find a measuring instrument that takes account of the uncompromising
everyday practices of our work. As in other sectors in the public domain a
renaissance is noted of assessing [results] along strict and linear guidelines, criteria
etc. At its lowest point the amazement why hopeless reality is not conforming to
criteria as thought-out by experts. I admit it sounds stereotypic but I am very alert
having understood that the Ministry [donor] is in need of such measurement
instrument. Notwithstanding (or maybe just because of this) I gladly cooperate in
this session. And sorry if I have stood on anyone’s toes already. (Operational staff,
2001)
Several in-between staff members express more specific concerns, such as:
- how to strike the balance between demand driven interventions and priorities
under adopted policy?
- how to create local ownership over the intervention, while relying on donor
planning?
- how to prevent dilution of our relationship with the poor communities we want
to serve under difficult local political developments?
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-

-

how to take account of the uniqueness of the development processes? If for
example new provisions are created in a country, or region, one can never
foresee their consequences or the solutions required.
what about the force-field of other private and public initiatives outside
programme interventions that influence our results? How to address these
issues in a results-reporting system?

Complexity of in-between work
These initial remarks reflect the tensions experienced between in-between work
practices and a prospective result-reporting system. It immediately drew us into the
conducting space and day-to-day work complexity. Among the usual quality criteria
for development work are responding to demand, ownership, and maintaining
relationships, whereas dealing with external interests, local politics and unforeseen
national or regional developments are considered factors influencing in-between
work.
We recognised that in daily work, macro-micro planning and programmes always
cross with micro-macro planning and programmes of cooperating partners who
have their own policy chains and intentions. Theory from above and theory from
below may interfere as well, which adds to the complexity of in-between work.
Forces outside foreign aid giving are also part of this landscape. This alerted us to
major challenges ahead in finding ways to reflect in a reporting model the results of
policy intentions achieved in the complexity of daily work.
Multiple actors in a multi-layered setting
Our explorations raised another related and significant question on how to attribute
results to donor policy given the numerous partners and relationships involved in
daily work.
... usually there are many more actors involved and so it is difficult to establish
which effect is caused by what and who and by this programme? Such as what
effects are results of what aims? This is very hard to establish, no one has a clear
idea of it. (Operational staff member, 2001)
... to determine to what extent results are justifiable one has to understand how
activities of a back-donor relate to a (sub) donor, and how their activities relate to
their immediate partner and how activities of the immediate partner relate to the
next in line. (Operational staff member, 2001)
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These considerations foreground the multi-layered nature of in-between work and
generate new questions as to whether those targeted in interventions are indeed
supported,
... whether the output created by an activity has the intended effect [and how it]
depends on those [the user] for whom the output is meant. What control do I (as
operational staff) have over the ultimate effect of interventions? Do I have control
at all? (Operational staff member, 2002)
Limited span of control and influence
We discussed how limited the ‘span of control’ and ‘span of influence’ was for
operational in-between staff, as well as for partners in the Global South operating at
other layers. Dynamics further away (in another country, region, or at local or
community level) are usually entirely out of view. Even if there is a view on what
happens locally, influence is restricted due to (organisational) distance.
...in other words as much as we would like to know and measure what results are
achieved at the lowest layer of the chain, one actually is limited to measuring
results of one’s own efforts and results only.
Nested activities
It was concluded that what we can concretely control and achieve as professionals is
limited. Besides the multi-layered setting of the landscape, activities were
acknowledged to be ‘nested’ in nature:
... each actor [usually] has his own [sub-] activity with specific objectives.
(Supervisory staff member, 2001)
It is hard to admit to the funding agency/back-donor who believes in overall control
over what happens how limited this actually is. The group warrants being modest
when it comes to reporting results and contributing to poverty alleviation. However,
everybody around the table acknowledges that the way this multi-layered and
nested development process is being steered or managed has effect on
community/village-level results and final outcomes of interventions.
Nature of interactional relationships
This conclusion prompted us to ask what we saw as the immediate output of our
work and how we proceed with it. In theory, the output is meant to serve as input
for a next in line. Hence, output and input need to be linked so as to enable the next
in line to do what needs to be done. On paper such linkages may exist, but require
verification or adaptation. This shifted the focus in our discussions towards
interactions and relationships with most immediate partners, how to connect and
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relate with those next in line. It led to further reflections on the nature of such
relationships and modes of interacting, underscoring the relevance of open lateral
interactions and associated dialogue and exchange. Initially we used the term
‘management (control) relationship’ to refer to the nature of interactions, but
participants were very quick to reject this traditional donor-recipient notion, saying
that:
...the term ‘control or steering relationship’ [Dutch: aansturingsrelatie] gives the
impression the relationship is top-down. This is incorrect. Hence it is better to
speak of interactional (interplay) relations [Dutch: wisselwerkingsrelatie]. (Plenary
conclusion, 2002)
The meeting is unanimous that
...naturally some sort of steering [control] is taking place by way of a common
project aim and financial commitments within a defined [policy] area (supply side),
but on the other hand differing needs and demands of cooperating partners
(demand side) are just as well part of interactions between parties. Supply and
demands are normally addressed in project documents, though often in abstract
terms which requires mutual understanding, clarification, specification or even
adjustment. (Plenary conclusion 2002)
How interactional relations are further shaped and what contents are at stake
remained unanswered at this stage. But the point is made that relationships entail
constructive consultations, dialogues, exchange of views, fine-tuning mutual
interests, coordination of activities and work considering linkages and connections
between supply and demand are to be made. The final report to the Principal noted:
The expectation set out in the terms of reference to identify standard indicators is
not entirely met. […] The breadth of the programme and the specific features of
interventions does not allow for standardisation. […] It is however of great
importance to identify indicators at output level [where interactions take place]
and to do so jointly with the parties involved. (Final report 2002)
Reducing professional interactional practices to a model
In the concluding session, most participants (donor, supervisory, operational staff,
including myself) expressed having gained major insight into the development
process between shoes and slippers. We had broadened our understanding of the
complexity of a development pathway, its multi-layered setting, nested nature of
activities and the numerous relationships involved. We had established the limited
control over and influence on end results, which makes high demands on the nature
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of relationships and interactions and on the professional, and calls for modesty in
result reporting.
Given the aim of the exploration into ‘building an edifice for result measuring’ for
adopted policy, we then streamlined, rationalised, and reduced our ‘knowledge of
the whole process’ into a reporting model (see Annex 3). We provided a picture of a
policy-theoretical chain and objective hierarchy with nested interventions taking
place at different layers, each with own intermediate results. It recognises lateral
spaces for professional interactions (as in Vorstman, 1991), though for adopted
policy only, as if donor policy is the only influencer in the process. We agreed
results could best be measured (and indicators developed) at the level of
professional interactions at the ‘interface space’. But some invitees at the concluding
plenary seminar, not having been part of the discussions, were critical:
- It is all very linear while life in reality is cyclical. (Supervisory staff member,
2002)
- Is your approach not too excessively top-down, while development cooperation
is meant to be demand driven? (Back-donor, 2002)
Creating new blind spots
Despite these reservations, it is fair to say that the theoretical model gave us
something to hold on to, an outline of a policy-driven narrative about how results
are envisaged to come about via adopted policy. Such a model, badly missed in the
first exploration, had greatly enhanced our discussions. The model draws attention
not only to the multi-layered character of a coherent development process with its
nested nature of activities, but also sheds light on spaces for professionals’
interactional work. In retrospect, however, I note how we had modelled this space
and its interactional relations in terms of principal-agent (policy-accountability)
relations only (see chapter 8), tempering our most unique insights about multilayered (nested) interactional spaces and the complexity of their dynamics.
Donors’ linear pathway dependency
In above section I shared our efforts to model the development process; I now turn
to the ongoing foreign aid discourse in general to learn what it tells about the
pathway between adopted and implemented policy. I focus in particular on what we
call the ‘aid system’ that governs aid flows (see also chapter 10.2). The aid system –
referring to both policy and the architecture (Bosch, 2011) – has strongly developed
under the influence of the MDGs, the Paris Project, and SDGs,101 as illustrated in
chapter 5.
UN member states adopted end 2015 a new (post-2015) global agenda (Agenda 2030) agreeing on a
set of 17 Sustainable Development Goals/SDGs.
101
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The donor community continues to modernise the system seeking to shape donor
practices.102 It is strongly inspired by an instrumental way of cause-effect thinking
(GPEDC, 2018; OECD/DAC, 2014, 2016, 2017; OECD/UNDP, 2016; OECD, 2020;
OECD Development Centre, 2014; Reality of Aid, 2013; Rijksoverheid, 2015; Wood et
al, 2011). The linear approach is depicted as ‘input --> output --> outcome -->
impact’ (OECD/DAC, 2017, figure 1). A single reference is found revealing that ‘the
pathway of development is seldom linear’ (OECD/DAC, 2014, p. 22). How linearity
relates to non-linearity or to interactional work is rarely addressed. And so reporting
about development processes is still done in the name of a theoretical
(instrumental) narrative, despite efforts to enrich this way of reporting (van Wessel
& Ho, 2018).
Both outside and inside the sector, there are many who criticise the ‘aid system’ for
not being effective. Some hold policy accountable (among these Boekestijn, 2010;
Sachs, 2005; Van Kesteren, 2010). Others target the capabilities of professionals (e.g.
Easterly, 2013; Luijten, 2013; Mosse, 2011) or consider them culprits in the
mechanistic way of working (Ramalingam, 2013). But many seem to address the
‘architecture’, which regards the development pathway. They criticise linear
thinking and abstractions (Riddell, 2014a) the reification of practices (Long, 2001, p.
19, see 'blackboxing'),103 the way the transformational character of aid is obscured
(Gulrajani, 2011), how professionals’ relational thinking and doing is hidden (Balfour
et al, 2010), and/or multiple variables at play in the process (Pronk, 2007a).
As Natsios (2010, p. 17) comments, linearity may suggest control and oversight over
processes of development, but also ‘violat[es] best principles of development
practice’. This dilemma is well documented by Wallace and her team in their
extensive research (2007), which concludes that compliance to a causal model
linking funds, input and activities to output and intended outcomes not only
neglects daily practices but seriously infringes local ownership of development, one
of OECD/DAC’s principles for enhancing the effectiveness of foreign aid. Wallace’s
research also illustrates how a linear, top-down model, which instructs professionals
in daily work and in monitoring and reporting, provokes tensions.
‘Development Cooperation is out’, Pronk concludes on basis of the ongoing
discourse (2015, p. 84). Nonetheless, many committed to working in the sector
search for innovation, recognising the complexity surrounding actual work (e.g. ISS
http://www.oecd.org/dac/Report-High-Level-Panel-on-the-DAC-2017.pdf (Accessed October 2019)
Referring to Latour, B. (1993) We Have Never Been Modern. Cambridge, MA.: Harvard University
Press
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& Partos, 2016; Janus et al, 2015; Ramalingam, 2013; Root, 2013; Verwer et al, 2014;
Visser et al, 2012). The sector (Pronk, 2015, p. 57 ff) appears in a continuous struggle
to identify a suitable development theory, adequate policy, relevant key themes, to
balance top-down and bottom-up approaches and to find the right mode of
working.
However, searches for innovation seem to pay ample attention to the theory-base of
the aid system, relying on mostly linear patterns, thus neglecting blind spots not
only in policy chains but equally in the design of aid architecture, including
development pathways. All these efforts to model the foreign aid sector and system
across the donor community leaves little room for curiosity to explore interactional
spaces and relations beyond policy demands, for what interactional work actually
entails and what tensions professionals encounter in their daily practices.
My renewed study of exploration B data makes me realise how in our desire to
present a model for reporting, we had driven towards donor policy demands, away
from our practices-based knowledge. Although focus group members acknowledged
that interactional spaces and relations between professionals matter highly, we
appreciated these as solely policy related. Thus, we had unknowingly turned a blind
eye to other forces that move development (Pronk, 2001), or as Ostrom et al (2002)
illustrate, forces that shape interactional spaces and inform interactional work (see
chapter 11).
Linear foreign aid theories blinding interactional and discretionary spaces
With the help of studies in organisational development and public policy and
administration, I seek to better understand interactional space. But first I revert to
the above-mentioned study of Wallace and her team (2007) which criticises the
hegemony of the linear aid system but omits to present an alternative narrative of a
development process as a whole. The study actually reveals how those working inbetween cope with tensions and underlying dilemmas when donors’ linear pathway
meets daily practices or (in terms of above findings), the multi-layered and
interactional complexity of a development process. Recognising tensions as inherent
to a development process might have brought to light the series of nested blind
spots as spaces for ‘complex [human] interactions of context with actors and
processes including political power play’ (Agyepong et al, 2008, p. 150).
What do other sectors say about the space? Vorstman (1991, 2014) as explained in
chapter 4.5, referred to ‘interface spaces’ in chained production processes. These are
spaces providing scope for mutual human exchanges, reciprocal in nature, to reflect
how and why work needs to be done or is done and whether it is of value for the
next in line. He argues for these questions to be addressed when accounting for
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quality work. Brodkin (1999, p. 110) speaks from a public policy perspective of
discretionary space for exerting discretionary bureaucratic power to adapt to
‘overwhelming and conflicting policy requirements’. But it can also be
conceptualised as discretionary space to address problems for which there are no
rules (Soetenhorst-de Savornin Lohman, 1991).
De Vries and Zevenbergen (2011), writing about land administration processes in
Africa, recognise discretionary spaces with the help of public administration
sources. They designate it as space where professionals deal with uncertainties
which ‘shape[s] the outcome [of land administration innovation] in terms of new
inter-personal and inter-organisational relations’ (p. 650); space not arising as part of
a chained or hierarchical system, or the discourse (as argued by Rossi, 2004); space
emerging in the complexity of daily interactional work, where professionals have to
deal with numerous unknowns and interactions; and space that remains concealed
under linear theories and instrumentality, but is to be acknowledged as part of a
development process. New inter-personal and inter-organisational relations are
formed in these spaces, and new decisions and work come about in interactional
practices.
As I concluded in section 6.2, a linear, theory-driven narrative conceals blind spots
in policy planning. Exploration B showed how such narrative and its assumed linear
relational pattern in in-between processes mystifies not only the multi-layered
nature of the development process but also its associated nested sequence of
interactional spaces. Without rejecting the theoretical narrative, I call for a
practices-based narrative that recognizes this nested sequence of blind spots as
discretionary interactional spaces, inherent to any development process.

6.4 REPORTING ‘DUSTY IMPLEMENTATION’ AGAINST ‘GLOSSY POLICY DEMANDS’

Exploration C built upon the findings of previous explorations by investigating
‘interface spaces’, giving due regard to the central role of the professional inbetween. It started in June 2006 and concluded in April 2007. Its approach was
different to the others as it was a bottom-up journey, whereby ex-post results and
practices were leading. Earlier explorations had been top-down, led by policy
theories and planning.
In May 2006 I was approached for this coaching assignment by the senior
programme officer in a Dutch international NGO: a portfolio holder of a major
programme in a war-stricken region. The professional faced a problem that NGO
management did not understand: how and on what grounds programme
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interventions are lined up with corporate (and back-donor’s) adopted policy. The
staff member was advised by management taking up the challenge:
‘to match and specify corporate policies and strategies in terms of actual and
envisaged interventions abroad’. (Final report, 2007)
It concerned a highly sensitive programme funded by several major donors,
attracting a lot of attention from within and outside the sector and the public at
large. The in-between professional was based in The Hague, accountable to
corporate management for results achieved under this programme, while in turn
corporate management was accountable to its various back-donors, including Dutch
Government. These are all ‘relationships of accountability’ with rather complicated
principal-agent dynamics (because one can serve as both a principal and an agent –
Ebrahim, 2003, p. 201, see also chapter 8).
This country programme defined its MDGs as: access to basic services, rural income
generation, and changing [gender] power relations in society. The discrepancy
between these corporate aims and the actual situation in the country was reflected
in the title of my assignment: ‘from glossy policy to dusty implementation’. The key
question of the consultancy was described as follows:
‘to make explicit how field (implementation) reality of [the programme in country
A] intends to contribute to the overall [corporate] policy intentions and envisaged
results’. (Terms of Reference 2006)
In close consultation with the portfolio holder (my principal), we decided to
conduct four one-day workshops (2006-2007).
…‘to be attended by the right mix of participants in terms of responsibility,
knowledge and commitment so that information can be checked immediately
and discussed at the various layers (ranks) of the organisation. This also implies
the need for a working atmosphere where participants can question each other
freely and thoroughly to get the required mutual clarity and understanding’. (Final
report 2007)
The mix included, besides policy conducting staff, staff at other home-base
institutional levels close to policy making and monitoring desks and corporate
management (most principal-agent related), and also staff in advisory positions.104
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Involved in relief & emergency, gender, press relations, lobby & advocacy etc.
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The search for a narrative of practices behind the linear model
This exploration was kicked off by sharing the policy-focused model as in Annex 3.
Well aware of its linearity and top-down bias, this time it was introduced as a
conceptual ‘frame for reflection’; not a reporting model but a theoretical ordering of
a development process in a complex foreign aid landscape. From the outset, we
(facilitators) emphasised the key role of the portfolio holder in the explorations. We
called him ‘the pivot’ in the process, but now I would designate him as key policy
conductor.
The theoretical ordering of a development process
The programme, already operational for some years, was highly complex in its setup. The frame for reflection helped us to reach agreement on the essence of
programme interventions and its core process. We took corporate perspectives as a
starting point and looked at what adopted policy and funding demanded. We
identified the many actors involved in Europe and the country, the numerous
interests at stake, different funding sources, activities, and accountability and
reporting requirements. We distinguished various accountability relationships, each
with specific demands and agendas to pursue, often not well attuned. It all
underscored the enormous complexity and sensitivities surrounding the
programme. To further simplify, we established what we considered the backbone
of the programme, embodying the essence of work. This theoretical ordering helped
to keep us well-focused on our explorations and reflections.
We drew special attention to ‘space’ existing between various layers where activities
are to be connected. Exposing these (interface) spaces in the core process as open
for mutual exchanges, reflections and dialogue, and emphasising that output of the
one is meant to serve as input for the next in line. In a way, it ‘sets us free’ to go
beyond adopted policy in exploring the key question about the yet unknown
linkages between ‘dusty implementation abroad and glossy corporate aims’. Almost
immediately, we engaged in a vivid debate and thorough thinking about what
happened on the development path.
We agreed that at each level of the actual development process conditions have to
be created to enable the next in line to do her/his work and
…to make sure the enabling environment is relevant for the next level there is a
need for good dialogue among the actors in the interface, which makes the interface
an important ‘arena’ (Workshop 2006).
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Looking beyond MDGs onto field-level reality
We reflected upon the corporate aim (access to basic services, rural income
generation, changing power relations in society) in the light of what is locally needed.
It read as
…to promote self-reliance of vulnerable groups so they can be (more) in charge of
their own lives, whereby respect is paid to individuals within groups. (Operational
staff 2006).
There appeared to be a blind spot
… between the objectives formulated by the donor’s and the objectives that are
[coming from local agencies] and relevant in the context of the field needs. […]
After all the field situation should be the leading reality for the development
interventions and thus for the field level development objectives. (Workshop 2006)
As well as the different perspectives between theories from above and from below
(between requirements of donors and local agencies), another dilemma emerged
when someone mentions that,
[p]olicy and objective hierarchies [here or there] are nothing more but intentions,
whereas the ultimate (intended or unintended) results at field level constitute the
reality. This is often forgotten and thus policy makers need to be better informed
about field realities. (Workshop 2006)
Listening to the policy conductor
Our reflections pointed to multiple dilemmas arising out of confrontations between
differing development theories on the one hand and feasibility and field-level reality
on the other. It called for listening to the professional dealing with these dilemmas
and learning how practices respond to what corporate aims require. The ‘pivot’ said
that
…he is confident doing the right things given the country context, [while]
supervisory staff [at HQs] feels the programme does not sufficiently reflect or
contain the corporate requirements. (Final report 2007)
Another pertinent question emerged as to whether back-donors were interested at
all in what happens at field level. To what extent is corporate management bound to
report what back-donors demand?
[w]hat flexibility does [corporate management] have to accommodate field
realities? How can field reality be translated upwards? Communication at and
between all levels is of crucial importance. Those who work at field level also have
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an interest in terms of sharing with the world what they have been able to bring
about. (Workshop 2006)
It was felt that the prevailing focus on glossy policy did not give space to share what
is feasible and achieved at dusty implementation levels.
Hidden reflective and unchaining work
The discussion generated a common insight (or a sincere lament):
Persons holding field-based knowledge and experience are/should be equally
important as policy makers at HQs. But that seems still far-fetched. We [working
in-between] don’t seem to be capable or apt enough to feed back the reality into
policy objectives and ambitions of donors and eventually politicians. (Operational
staff, 2006)
This notwithstanding
… we have a good view in both directions, i.e. knowing what happens in the field
whilst at the same time being well aware of (changes in) [corporate overall] policy.
(Operational staff 2006)
The key policy conductor gave an illustration using one of the programme
interventions, an orchard project that came about in close consultation with local
farmers’ families. The intervention was assessed as feasible, suiting the local (postwar) context and traditions while being seen to contribute to the corporate (glossy)
aim of access to basic services because
... the orchard project [...] is meant to contribute to rehabilitation of livelihood
improvement (Operational staff 2006).
It was explained that besides the demand from individual households, there was a
market for harvest, and the soil was suitable. A new drip irrigation system was
required, which was feasible, and capacity building for farmers and farmer
associations was included, and a demonstration nursery run by the project was set
up. Although MDG logics were not explicitly followed (actually ‘unchained’),
everybody around the table agreed that these well-argued explanations were indeed
acceptable and legitimate for understanding the relation between dusty result and
glossy policy.
In response to the question who (at managerial levels) was interested to get this
level of detailed information, supervisory staff responded honestly:
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[w]e are more interested in aggregated information, not in individual projects. [...]
Does the partner apply a gender approach, a poverty focus, a sustainability focus
(Supervisory staff 2007)?
Confidence in professional ethics
A supervisory staff member observed that themes such as gender and HIV/Aids
were not made explicit while tools were available to test organisational and gender
capacity in partner organisations such as on power relations. The key policy
conductor explains,
... making ‘the change of power relations’ an explicit objective is not considered
feasible in country A. […] Citizens (men and women alike) defend their interests
and do not want more violence. Whatever we and our partners do should not
generate violence; the country comes just out of war. Room for everybody is needed.
(Operational staff 2007)
The clarification regarding non-compliance to (unchaining of) the corporate aim of
‘changing gender relations’ was well appreciated by supervisory staff and confirmed
to bring understanding and trust. As she had it, if reported to management, one
could reasonably assume that glossy aims (and underlying considerations) are taken
seriously and reporting is trustworthy. It underscores that
...overall, working ethics are to be accepted related to the persons [professionals] in
charge. There must be confidence that the policy for [this country] is implemented
in a prudent and transparent manner. These are basic ingredients for a sound
reporting system. (Workshop 2007)
Building trustworthy relationships
Issues of professional ethics and trustworthiness were mentioned several times as
essential for building understanding about the programme at multiple layers. It
required policy conductors being well informed and aware of the broader context,
continuous tapping into different sources of information, taking into account past
and current developments in country or region, consideration of the local feasibility
of interventions, and understanding societal patterns and culture. Creating a
trustworthy climate for dialogue requires
... there is neither policy (glossy) dominance nor implementation (dusty)
dominance. To let go of own (donors) ideas and perceptions, on how an
organisation should work. This implies finding a way to deal with discrepancies in
ideology in culture and management style. (Workshop 2007)
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A level playing field is considered of key importance for open dialogue and
discussions, which goes beyond ‘hierarchical policy and financial accountability’,
and thus beyond policy-related ‘output-input interfaces’. This keeps the
development process coherent and responsive to local conditions and needs.
Ongoing dialogues and meeting space
We agreed that a development process from ‘glossy policy to dusty implementation’
presupposes coherence, which can only be realised in an ongoing dialogue.
... in an iterative process, where different interests have to be discussed and
explained [over and again] so as to stay in line. (Workshop 2006)
In our final report (2007) to corporate management, we underscored the
importance of ‘informal’ (virtual) meeting places,
... where actors [face-to-face] meet, each being a source of information and
expertise in his/her own rights, bearing responsibility and having authority to act.
At the same time each one has its own perceptions of what is happening.
A narrative of practices
At the closure of our working sessions, participants considered the initial question
(how dusty implementation contributes to glossy policy) to be sufficiently clarified.
Instead of theoretical glossy policy language or MDG- related indicators, the policy
conductor had explained, through a cohesive narrative of his practices, how it was
jointly decided to deviate from corporate policy aims and unchain the policy chain
in pursuing ‘good work’ for local villagers.105 When we reflected upon the usefulness
of matching bottom-up (practices) with top-down (policy) reporting, the key policy
conductor appeared wary of a new corporate reporting format. He questioned
whether it would,
.. allow for meaningful reporting on country-based projects, whilst at the same time
not forcing the country level [actors] to report on issues that are not relevant for
that country. (Workshop 2007)
We decide not to pursue this further.
In the next section, I briefly address what foreign aid sources say about reporting
protocols, and whether or not these are considered ‘meaningful’ and reflect what is
being achieved in ‘dusty implementation’ or daily practices.
Kunneman (2019) refers in this regard to professionals micro-political engagement as one out of
three tenets of normative professionalisation.
105
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Meaningful reporting versus reporting protocols
Over the last two decades (as illustrated in chapter 5) donors introduced monitoring
and evaluation (M&E) protocols to measure ‘aid effectiveness’ in a sincere attempt
to better account for public money invested in poverty alleviation. However, many
have criticised the linear rigidness of reporting systems (Holzapfel, 2016; Vähämäki
et al, 2011) and the lack of attention to local needs and practices (Nigussie et al,
2018), to the working values of professionals (Reeler & Blerk, 2017) and to the lived
experiences of villagers (Long, 2004).
As argued by Reeler et al (2017, p. 12) ‘we [in the sector] are beset with muscular
words’ such as impact, results, effects, as things against which to put a ruler. This
development vocabulary is used in all kinds of handbooks and studies as well among
development professionals around the globe (even jokingly).106 It suggests (and
encourages) that all involved in foreign aid share a similar understanding of what is
to be done (e.g. OECD/DAC, 2010). This appears quite confusing as I experienced in
an evaluation for a Dutch NGO programme in Asia (2010). We wanted to learn from
local staff how they perceived programme ‘results and effects’. This assumed we
shared the same understanding of the
meaning of ‘effects’, but we didn’t (see Understanding what is meant by ‘effects’
box below) – even as staff used the
In the end report, we wrote the following.
same words. They interpreted ‘effects’
of programme quite differently, i.e. in “Especially the concept of ‘effects’ appeared
difficult to comprehend for them [… programme
terms of staff input provided, which management and staff...] and so was the concept
actually expressed their working of ‘coherence’ and some other terms.
values, rather than the effects of the
‘Effects’ of the programme [they] related to the
programme on children targeted.
quality and quantity of staff inputs and efforts,
Wallace et al (2007, p. 33 ff) see two such as taking good care of the [place], designing
co-existing languages in the sector: a nice programmes for the children and investing in
the children and their well-being.
‘rational management language’ and
what she refers to as ‘language of It took a little while to reach a common
understanding of effects as related to the
participation or change’.107 Kunneman [programme] objectives ‘healed children’, ‘peace
(2010, p. 54 ff) speaks of a ‘moral being built’ and ‘social unity’ established”.
language. The rational language used
in reporting models lacks precision Source: Evaluation report to Dutch NGO (2010)

https://inesad.edu.bo/developmentroast/2012/10/9-development-phrases-we-hate-andsuggestions-for-a-new-lexicon/ Accessed November 2015 and also illustrated in the 1976 poem
(Coggins, 1978).
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In sector vocabulary ‘participation’ has a positive connotation, referring to involvement of those
targeted (or stakeholders); in fact, it is another buzzword with many different interpretations and
ways of implementation.
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and conceals ideological and cultural differences (Cornwall & Brock, 2005; Mosse,
2004; Parker & Wall, 2015) as well as normative considerations (Saltelli &
Giampietro, 2017). As Samoff et al (2016, p. 31) conclude, evaluation studies
sometimes describe development processes ‘mechanically without exploring
interconnections and interactions [ignoring] complexity and context’.
The consequences of using ‘management language’ in reporting are described in a
(fictitious) letter an African professional writes to her donor friend (Win, 2004, p.
126ff):
.... I am too scared to talk too much [...]. I withhold information that might
damage my organisation. I spend time trying to understand the language that
you speak and how to fit my organization into the relevant templates. We have to
move with the time keeping up with the latest lingo ...
The letter-writer explains ‘when development is reduced [by donors] to simplifying
difficult contextual realities’ (p. 123) into formats, problems are created. Instead of
listening to our (African) language and visions and learn how local change comes
about in people’s lives, donors want to understand development along the lines of
their template or format.
Connecting governance reporting rules to what is locally feasible
There is a third lesson to draw from this exploration. The key policy conductor’s
account of why and how he had worked the way he had was given against the
backdrop of what adopted policy had envisaged. The policy conductor approached
dusty implementation from a ‘practised reality’, and his management from a
‘theorised reality’. Initially the discrepancy between practices and theory caused
some tensions and resentments. In the course of discussions however, the dialogue
between these different perspectives proved indispensable to this preliminary
narrative of practices. It provided for a plausible and credible connection between
the world of glossy policy (of theoretical models and rigorous language) and the
world of dusty implementation (daily practices and moral language). It illuminated
in part the development path taken, making visible what in policy theory remains
invisible.
As former World Bank Chief economist Joseph Stiglitz has it (see Saltelli &
Giampietro, 2017, p. 67) ‘the use of models as blinders, [...] ‘leaving out certain
things’, [...] provide a frame through which we see the world’. Donors’ reporting
protocols describe what adopted policy sees, what it plans and anticipates
happening, providing a look at a world donors want to see. Protocols neglect
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unintended, unplanned and unforeseen outcomes and effects of foreign aid (Jabeen,
2016), while leaving leave out the ‘human endeavour’ (Leenstra, 2017). 108 These
governance frames mute the voice of in-between professionals in search of
meaningful development. To unmute this voice, another language of reporting is
required. In addition, protocols and theoretical narratives have to be put to the test
of professionals’ narratives of practices for dialectic learning. This throws light on
what is locally feasible and on professionals’ endeavours and muddling through,
while giving access to spots blinded by donors’ view on the world.
A practices narrative of results achieved should therefore include self-reflective and
normative considerations, discretionary decisions in steering a development process
in response to dilemmatic situations and complexity of phenomena encountered.
This would give visibility to what is left out in theorising and modelling the world of
foreign aid giving, not only at the level of results reporting but also in policy plans
and in processes of transforming rigorous adopted policy into work of relevance at
village level.

6.5 IN CONCLUSION

In our explorations we originally searched for a theoretical ordering and a theorybased narrative to connect corporate policy intentions to field-level results. We
explored the unknown space between adopted and implemented policy, both from
top to bottom and bottom to top. I re-examined the data bases of these peer
consultations, this time through the lens of professionals and their normative and
reflective working practices. This brought to light a number of blind spots in
development theories and models, hiding some key issues that matter highly in
foreign aid giving.
‘Issues that matter’ throughout the entire development process
These ‘issues that matter’ or institutional phenomena that emerged are just a few
empirical examples among others hidden in blind spots. Acknowledging these
phenomena is not to criticise aid theory, rejecting or blaming the aid system. I
noted how recognition of these phenomena may uncover professionals’ reflective
and normative work and give visibility to what otherwise remains unseen.
The three ‘issues that matter’ identified in these explorations (differing local needs
and demands, multi-layeredness of international work, feasibility of results in dusty
implementation) are interrelated and complementary. Each of them put the system
108
In 2017 Dutch MFA convened a conference on ‘unintended results’ of foreign aid. It was noted that
quite a few presentations eventually focused on improving the conventional aid system. See also
http://www.ru.nl/anthropology/vm/unintendedeffects/ accessed January 2017.
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world to the test, the world of foreign aid reductions, with its causal thinking, each
focusing on a specific aspect of a development process. These issues cannot be
considered in isolation as they are sequential. Together, they pave the way from
adopted to implemented policy in the grand space between shoes and slippers. This
is best clarified by following the instrumental notions:
- A policy chain and its underlying policy theory (part of a broader development
theory) supports the planning phase of programmes and projects.
- Linear development pathways as described in action plans and considered
leading in development programmes attend to the actual operationalisation
(implementation) of programmes and projects,
- Glossy policy reporting procedures (protocols) as part of governance structures
relate to accounting for field level results.
Critically reviewing these theoretical notions brought to the fore the complexity of
underlying phenomena but also:
a) the blind spots occurring in subsequent phases of programme planning,
operationalisation of interventions and accounting for work;
b) the nested character of these blinded spots, domains for discretionary
decisions, actions and interactions, for steering the process in response to
local variables and contingencies towards a desired end;
c) the policy conductor as a central and indispensable linkage player in these
domains, and as a voice to shed light on what happens in blind spots
contained by theories.
Two alternative narratives
To learn more about these blind spots or domains, there is a need for another
narrative driven by professionals’ normative and reflective practices: a practices
narrative or what I would consider a self-critical normative ordering of a
development process; a narrative that gives due regard to blind spots and their
nested character as well as the pivotal role of the professional in these blind spots.
The idea is not to replace the theory-driven narratives (a theoretical ordering) that
reflect donors’ perspectives on development and cooperation: the two narratives
each serve different purposes.
A practices narrative, I argue, is informed by the voice of the policy conductor
sharing information from within a development process. This enables learning
whether, why and how planned policy is unchained, how multi-layeredness is dealt
with, new linkages built, and new directions taken. It broadens understanding of
what is feasible at local level, what could be achieved and what local development
actually entails. Such narratives of practices enrich current accountability processes
by integrating normative and reflective practices of professionals dealing with daily
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complexity. Lastly, it can expose blind spots (domains) in theoretical plans and
models, what has been left out, or not foreseen, or undesired, or unexpected in
adopted policy and in theories of change, protocols and so forth. It could thus
identify flaws in development theories that require corrective measures to make
foreign aid work the way it aspires to.
The above argument brings to the fore the question of what a practices narrative
would look like. In chapter 11 I seek to provide an outline for such a narrative with
the help of scholarly sources. However, in the three following chapters I first listen
to some voices of policy conductors casting light on their normative and reflective
practices in development and cooperation. More specifically, they tell us about how
they interact with the policy chain (chapter 7), how they move around in the multilayered setting (relational patterns) (chapter 8), and how they cope with governance
rules and regulations (chapter 9). These chapters are an illustration of the kind of
work happening in-between shoes and slippers, how it affects foreign aid giving and
how it features in the official discourse.
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7 THE POLICY CONDUCTOR AND THE POLICY CHAIN

In this chapter and the following two, the floor is given to professionals sharing
experiences from their daily work in the conducting space. Their stories illustrate
how they navigate this space in the face of ‘issues that matter’ identified in chapter
6, in interaction with the policy chain (chapter 7), the linear relational pathway
(chapter 8) and governance rules (chapter 9). Their experiences provide more
insight into policy conductors’ (insiders’) practices and the kind of professional
work occurring in-between shoes and slippers. They also show how their work
affects foreign aid giving. The stories shed light on policy conductors as reflective
and normative professionals and their critical role in shaping cooperation and
development processes.
More particularly, in this chapter professionals share why/how they ‘unchain
means-toward-end logics’ (adopted donor policy logics), and link to what I call
inclusive development logics. They talk about non-hierarchical relationships that
provide room to include local knowledge and sources while addressing blind spots
in donor policy.
In the introductory section (7.1) of this chapter I will go more deeply into the
methodological approach and analysis of the interviews I conducted, in addition to
what I already said about my methodology chapter 2.5. This methodological section
also applies to chapters 8 and 9, which are informed by the same interview
transcripts. In section 7.2 I focus on policy chains and policy directives, thus taking
up one of the three identified ‘issue that matter’ as described in chapter 6.2. Section
7.3 looks at professionals’ desire for development, that calls for spaces to exchange
and interact, but also for self-reflection, moral insights and learning.

7.1

UNMUTING PROFESSIONAL VOICES

To learn more about work practices of professionals navigating the space inbetween adopted and implemented policy, I unmute and amplify the voice of policy
conductors. To that end, I conducted five face-to-face interviews with (Dutch)
policy conductors, who speak from within the system of ODA foreign aid giving,
either from a governmental or multilateral system. Below, more background is given
about the interviewees, the interview structure, and analysis as discussed in chapter
2.5.
Interviewees and interviews
As described in my methodology (chapter 2.5), interviewees – my peers – were
purposively selected. I aimed to draw out their lived experiences, but also wanted to
learn more about their normative and reflective choices in in-between work, which
required a frank and trustworthy interview environment. The five interviewees
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share extensive experiences (25-35 years on average) and acquired understanding of
the sector while working around the globe.109 Each of them worked or is still
working on behalf or in the vicinity of the donor, in various positions and with
various portfolios. Each is positioned at a different level of the institutional
landscape, two rather close to policy making, two nearer to village level and one
more or less in-between these two positions. All were ultimately accountable to the
agency’s leadership and directly or indirectly to political leadership. All interviewees
highly appreciated – even enjoyed – speaking freely and contemplating their
working practices, irrespective of what the aid system demands, which they seldom
talked about directly.
The interviews were conducted between 2014 and 2020, three in English and two in
Dutch. In this time lapse, I (as interviewer) started to better understand the
conducting space, its dynamics and real-life complexity to which insight these
interviews tacitly contributed to a reiterative process. Interviews were minimally
(super lightly) structured and ethnographic, in-depth and open-ended in nature
(Fontana & Prokos, 2016). The interview structure was no more than exploring what
I designate as the conducting space in-between policy making / adopted policy at
one end of the spectrum and implemented policy/ village-level work at the other.
Initially I explained this space ‘in-between’ in a rather restricted sense, made up of
multiple ‘interfaces or interface spaces in and between organisations’ (as in
Vorstman, 1991, 2014). Later I broadened this notion, as grand space in-between
adopted and implemented policy with multiple layers of interactional spaces.
Additionally, I clarified my research focus to be the professional (my interviewee)
working in this space.
Before proceeding with my key question, I first verified whether these notions of
‘conducting space’ and ‘working in-between’ resonated. All interviewees without
exception recognised themselves in the role of professional in-between. As one
interviewee expressed:
... Yeah it resonates surely, and it has been resonating ever since you started
developing this concept [of in-between work], because it is exactly the ... your
research is spot on. It is in the space between organisations and professionals
where change or development or inhibition for development is happening.
(Interviewee 5- 06:44)
Another reacted
In alphabetical order experiences were gained in a/o Bangladesh, Botswana, Indonesia, India,
Mozambique, Netherlands, Peru, Philippines, Sri Lanka, Switzerland, Tanzania and Zimbabwe.
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where change or development or inhibition for development is happening.
(Interviewee 5- 06:44)
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understood and practiced by professionals, showing the complexity of work inbetween.
I had to disentangle this complexity, which resounded in all interviews, so as to gain
a clearer and better focused understanding of the scope and nature of professional
work in-between. I analysed interviews in three steps using an IPA-light
(Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis) methodology (see also chapter 2.5). The
first step of analysis was to scrutinise the interviewees’ narratives in order to identify
possible dilemmas they grappled with, through a conceptual lens of ‘issues that
matter’ as discussed in chapter 6. In the second step I bracketed the excerpts to
better understand the (slow) questions at stake and how these were dealt with, so as
to understand their reflective and normative voice. In a third step I reflected on the
excerpts to learn more about the features of policy conduct. Below I give more detail
about this analytic process.
IPA light in three steps
I approached my analyses and reflections in the following way (see also table
below):
- Step one: going through the transcripts, I identified dilemmatic and unavoidable
situations, when in a quandary, where slow questions arise, using the lens of
earlier described institutional phenomena (the policy chain, relational aspects,
governance rules and regulations as in chapter 6).
- Step two: I focused on how professionals deal with these quandaries and
listened to what choices professionals make and why. These accounts illustrate
how policy conductors navigate the complexity of phenomena they are facing,
how they search in their working practices for new development logics to
contribute to reducing poverty. But also, how these searches are not openly
reported upon or accounted for. Thus, we enter some blind spots in the
instrumental (theoretical) approach to foreign aid giving, learn how
professionals deal with instrumental notions like policy chain (this chapter),
relational patterns (chapter 8) and governance rules (chapter 9).
- Step three: I once again read the excerpts to learn what specific feature of
conducting practices emerged. I have reflected this in the chapters 7,8 and 9,
where possible using interviewees own words. In addition to what I said about
my own role in this research in chapter 2.8, the reflections in step 1 and 3 are
mine and so also the selection of excerpts. As de Herdt et al (2007) underscore,
in reference to Long’s (2001) notion of individual agency, when you enrol others
in your project (‘my research’ for that matter) you do enrol yourself as well. It
may be clear that I would not have been able to bracket the features myself but
recognised their relevance when mentioned on the basis of my own
understanding of in-between work.
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In the table below I provide an example to illustrate my analytic steps. Step 1 (left
In the table below I provide an example to illustrate my analytic steps. Step 1 (left
column) identifies where in the text a dilemma is shared, and what issues (theme)
column) identifies where in the text a dilemma is shared, and what issues (theme)
ex chapter 6 is concerned, followed in the middle (step 2) by the excerpt. In the
ex chapter 6 is concerned, followed in the middle (step 2) by the excerpt. In the
third column (step 3), ‘features’ of policy conduct are mentioned that in my
third column (step 3), ‘features’ of policy conduct are mentioned that in my
reflections arise from the excerpt. In the texts in chapters 7, 8 and 9, these features
reflections arise from the excerpt. In the texts in chapters 7, 8 and 9, these features
are mentioned on the right side of the page, so as to increase understanding of
are mentioned on the right side of the page, so as to increase understanding of
what policy conducting work entails.
what policy conducting work entails.
Theme (step 1:
Theme (step
dilemmas
with1:
dilemmas with
institutional
institutional
phenomena
phenomena
(ex
ch 6)
(ex ch 6)

From transcription:
From2:transcription:
(step
marking narrative dealing with dilemma)
(step 2: marking narrative dealing with dilemma)

Interviewer: just think of a case in your career where you are
Interviewer:
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in your
careerimplementation,
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adopted
policy
and dusty
between
glossy
policy and
(field) policy
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adopted
and dusty
Interviewee
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me takeglossy
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where
implementation,
between
policy
andpolitical
(field) leadership
(back
home) felt the need to suddenly implement a zero policy
implementation.
overnight,
in which
nome
form
of the
corruption
was political
tolerable?leadership
I worked
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case where
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which
were
providing implement
substantial development
(back
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the we
need
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a zero policy
assistance
time,
whatever
we touched
we knew itI would
overnight,atinthat
which
noand
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not
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the 'zero
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to
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to which
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Interviewee xx: And then… there were different considerations
further actions. The first was that from a legal point of view we
I shared with [my political leaders] at headquarters, and which
could not do this [turn off the tap of financial aid]. What we do in
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these countries is often bound by legal agreements, and these may
further actions. The first was that from a legal point of view we
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can be implemented
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national/international
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Reflections
Reflections
(step 3: what
(step
3: what
features
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policy
policy
conduct)
conduct)

Unchaining
Policy
logics
Unchaining
Policy logics

Unavoidable
dilemma
Unavoidable
dilemma

Navigating
multiple
Navigating
interests
multiple
interests

Transforming
policy
Transforming
policy

Considering

Multi-layered
interactions

Multi-layered
interactions

Interviewer: now let's go a little deeper, because I'm not really
can
be done'.
recipients
who are
actually
heard,
focussed
on theAnd
splitthe
as such,
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principles of policy, thus finding out what should actually be
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Interviewee zz: for instance on the consequences of […] the new sources
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Table 1: Example
of analyses and reflections interviews
Interviewee zz: for instance on the consequences of […] the
new presidential candidate […] for the country uhm uhm or the
conflict […]or change in politics in the Netherlands for our
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The interview Interviewer:
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more than we think

Table 1: Example of analyses and reflections interviews
The interview excerpts
I share in the following chapters 7, 8 and 9 cover large
more than that
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the
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which in his view may have multiple adverse effects on the country and village
people. In the second sub-section, another interviewee shares how he reshapes
cooperation and development once he understands that his agency’s blue printed
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policy chain is not suitable for country C given its local conditions. Both cases
provide examples of ‘unchaining policy logics’ and re-linking to new logics.110
Zero-tolerance policy directives
This first resource person, a resident representative of a bilateral donor in country B,
tells how he dealt with a particular policy directive from his political leaders who
instructed him to pursue a zero-tolerance policy for corruption in the country of his
assignment. He reflects on the situation from the moment he received a directive
from headquarters and recalls how he found himself and his team in a quandary. He
tried with his team to understand the implications at various in-country levels,
using and creating discretionary spaces for multiple interactions, navigating
differing interests while making normative and reflective choices.
From [political leadership] instructions were received to not tolerate anymore any
form of corruption. I worked […] in country B, where at that moment we [from our
office] gave considerable development assistance and whatever we touched, we
knew, that never ever it would comply with this ‘zero-policy’. I had to return to
headquarters, I even was called back. [Political leadership] said, I will visit you in
country B and if you have not correctly explained it [to authorities], I will explain
the message again myself. But ‘the tap of financial aid’ will be turned off.
An unavoidable dilemma leads to unchaining policy logics
And then… there were different considerations I shared with [my political leaders]
at headquarters, and which regardless even of the response I got, I used as
leitmotivs for my further actions. The first was that from a legal point of view we
could not do this [turn off the tap of financial aid]. What we do in these countries is
often bound by legal agreements, and these may be well designed or sometimes less
well written, but we have to comply with the spirit of these agreements. The second
angle was that [in country B] hundreds of people were involved who depended for
their daily bread not on the black economy but just on working within our
programme and project activities that were financed with our donor funding. [...]
Yes, depending for their income and that also was a reason to -let me say- little by
little erode this directive. I would surely not have used the term ‘little by little’,
because at the same time I was very much aware of the position of this political
leader. This position was not super-strong and I had to take into account that the
person having a political background had restricted knowledge only of countrybased development work. He could not imagine that as a foreign aid donor, one also
I speak of re-linking rather than re-chaining, as it concerns a more inclusive and often other
development logic than the word re-chaining suggests.
110
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had obligations. […] Obligations from which one cannot easily be exempted, even
not when Parliament tells you to do so. […] But there was a third motive, because
[as donor representative] you are aware of the political margins on either side, both
in the country -the field- as well as at your headquarters, so to say. Moreover I also
knew once this [directive] would become operational, the ‘tour of duty’ of the
political leader would have been completed.
(Interviewee 1:54-04:16)
Navigating between interests
The interviewee continues and reflects
This is a case whereby one has to navigate between protecting the interests of
people benefitting from the implementation of our activities, the beneficiaries,
whereby – let us say – simultaneously one has to act upon national [donor] politics
[…]. One can tell wonderful stories about it, but eventually [national donor politics]
determine the space you get, whereby one develops a margin, which as I feel it,
often exists for those engaged in field work.
(Interviewee 1- 07:10- 8:12)
As he contemplates,
… I sometimes thought I have to be creative, for I can never fully explain it to
others. But if we [in country B] in our team of ‘implementers’ [read: policy
conductors] endorse this, then we should consider it as being agreed upon and that
often is at the level where political leaders do not desire to look into issues.
(Interviewee 1- 14:24-14:57)
He explains
… as one of our former [political leaders] used to say if you [at field level] cannot do
it as you should, you should do it as you can. [This person] meant to say we
obviously have ideas to conduct and implement policy, with whom, and when, but if
in daily practices you encounter deep-rooted problems to such extent that nothing
materialises then you have to improvise, to do it differently. And I know in many
countries it works the same way.
(Interviewee 1- 15:35- 17:12)
Discretionary powers and space at multiple layers
He shares how political leaders in each country have differing responsibilities and
interests, also different from those who conduct policy. In the face of a dilemmatic
situation as described, my resource person continues telling how he deals with these
at different in-country levels. How he is using/creating ‘discretionary space’ (as
mentioned earlier ‘developing a margin’) to interact and reflect both with his team
as well as with political/ministerial levels in country B.
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One is highly dependent on its staff [in an office like ours]. As far as knowledge and
experience in development work was concerned I had a certain authority. Secondly I
maintained a discourse with policy staff as well admin staff. We talked a lot. I was
so fortunate to have a senior admin staff member who each morning popped in for
a sort of ‘morning prayers’. In fact he was a sort of policymaker, who critically
questioned me [in Dutch he referred to: ‘achterkant van het gelijk-achtige vragen’].
As a consequence, I could re-assess my own thoughts, both with this senior staff as
well with other teammembers. No… also the admin staff you need to have at your
side, they may make life difficult as times. […] And yes ... I think these two factors
have played a considerable role that… that by taking this position we never
encountered problems. Moreover, I challenged my teammembers, not by imposing
my agenda, but by for example saying …. ‘Listen we have heard the dictum from
headquarters, how are we going to deal with that?” That does more than just
technically leading a discussion. The first two factors were most important I
believe, […] but there was a third factor. As first representative of the donor [one] is
obviously always, … there is always more hierarchy in an office like ours, more than
at headquarters and I think this also played a role… but it makes self-conscious.
(Interviewee 1- 21:00-23:13)
He further explains how he officially informs national authorities (ministerial level)
in country B about the zero policy (turning off the tap) as per instruction of
headquarters. He realises though the national authorities might have been fully
aware already of the political discourse at donor country level and of the message he
is to convey.
… and strangely enough one experiences it as a difficult task as it is a sort ‘walk to
Canossa’ for which you feel guilt, because now you come [in an official position],
whereas otherwise you communicate with civil servants [...]. And eh yes, as with
each difficult discussion I naturally had thought in advance how to go about such
meeting. But I cannot say that I relied on their understanding. However, they did
not invoke any obligation on our part, instead they asked how then to organise in
practice this policy directive? ... That was very smart because indeed how to make it
[zero policy] operational? I do remember how [these top level officials] at the
ministry raised this question. […], and started to refresh and laud our cooperation
dating back to early seventies. And how we as a donor had remained extremely
faithful through thick and thin, and now there is other political leadership and all of
a sudden this problem is tabled, what we all consider for long to be a problem,
namely foreign aid funding leaking away. And that corruption is part of our society,
while we try to address this and now your political leader makes it such a big
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problem that he wants to stop foreign aid. […] We prefer your leader comes over to
discuss the problem and see what we can do together […].
I do remember how I went home with a certain relief, because sometimes I am very
primitive. I.. I.. I was thinking I will be dismissed as ‘persona non grata’, even maybe
expelled from the country, also absurd from time to time? And relations between
our countries becoming … very chill inevitably. But I think the solution we had
finally reached was relatively well appreciated, while obviously refraining from
telling ‘expressis verbis’ what it was about. This was tacit policy, should we have
made it explicit policy -as a colleague from another donor had done-, we would
have ended up being blamed.
Corrective actions
In the meantime we [in the office] had taken up the message and some steps were
taken. We had brainstorming sessions within the team what we could do in
changing the aid flows, taking care that if funding was leaking away it would be
reduced to minimal levels. It paid off that I had smart senior staff and overall there
was a good team of people, understanding how it worked in ‘the field’ and what
consequences it would have at field level and also with sufficient political antennas
for country B. But they always looked at me where it concerned politics at
headquarters/donor level.
(Interviewee 1- 24:13.- 30:15)
Professional drives
While we reflect how my interviewee navigated in the complexity of open space
between adopted and implemented policy, I asked him about his own drives,
besides the earlier mentioned leitmotivs.
I was convinced that our [donor] support to [this] sector in particular was very
good for several reasons, the need for it was clear to everyone, but also the
approach we had chosen, the expertise we had at the [office] and outside the [office]
within reach, was very good, and I also think that our objectives were quite
realistic. And uhm, that meant that I believed in that programme. It was not just
executing what had been chosen once in the past, but for me the meaningfulness of
our efforts was beyond any doubt.
(Interviewee 1- 35:22- 36:57)
He explains in detail how difficult living conditions in country B are for people who
depend on this sector, which harsh challenges they encounter day in day out in
sustaining their livelihood and how ‘turning off the financial tap’ would adversely
affect them.
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There was no doubt at all as to the usefulness of our support. There was no doubt
at all about professionalism of the people in the field [...] while also [...] the national
authority involved was known as one of the most progressively oriented, perhaps
you should say one of the most professional ministries given the national context,
[...] as everyone felt that not much money was leaking away.
(Interviewee 1- 37:13-39:00)
Contextual work
My resource person continues to tell how as policy conductor he and his team could
closely monitor what was happening in this bilaterally supported sector, more so
than in multilateral programmes. However, upon reflection he implicitly questioned
whether the remedy (the zero-tolerance policy) was suitable at all to address such
problem as corruption, considering that corruption is more a matter of culture and
less of ongoing programmes and projects. In his perception, where culture is
concerned, politics comes in, and given the political leverage his country has in
country B this leverage – as his account illustrates – eventually helped him and his
team to deal with this dilemma of zero-tolerance policy.
(Interviewee 1- 39:00-45:23]
So far this case on (unchaining) adopted policy for zero-tolerance on corruption.
The next sub-section foregrounds experiences of unchaining blue-printed policy
logics in country C.
Blue printed logics arising from adopted policy
This second resource person is tasked to introduce a nation-wide vaccination
programme in country C on behalf of his agency. He gives an account of how he
takes distance from his agency’s adopted policy and its related blue printed
intervention logics already before the programme kicks off. He explains why he
unchains policy logics, while searching for another programme approach, paying
due respect to the main goal of his agency’s general policy while including various
interests and conditions at stake in country C. The implications are less dramatic
than in above case, yet nonetheless the effects on the quality of aid giving are by no
means of less importance.
Dilemmatic situation, clashing systems, adopted policy unchained
This interviewee works for a multilateral agency receiving (a/o ODA) funding from
various back-donors to introduce a new vaccine nation-wide in the fight against a
disease widespread in country C. He informs how his organisation’s policy calls for a
standardised approach which he considers in part inappropriate for the country,
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particularly for the prime recipients under the programme, the health workers who
work with villagers.
… [it is] a classical example, a visiting consultant who knows everything of the
disease and sets the golden rule how it should be done. So I felt the first action to
take myself was […] to understand what would be needed to do it 100%, whereby I
think that the policy to fight this disease was sound [given the situation in this
country]. At the same time you need to have knowledge of the [ongoing]
programme in country C. How at all it is set up and what is the capacity of those
who implement it. Well immediately you get into a conflict for the simple reason
that it is simply impossible to implement [our plans] 100%. And then immediately
you clash with [adopted] policy. […] because … listen you can go both ways: if you
do as you should, then it won't work, but maybe we should ‘mess around inbetween’ and see what can be processed locally … and then you may get a less
optimal programme, but as optimal as it can be in the country, a district or
province…
(Interviewee 2- 8:52- 10:32).
Well, then your own knowledge stands actually in between [adopted] policy and on
the other hand you have […]… you have to take account of the street-level/ health
worker. But also you have to deal with national [policy] and national NGOs. But
especially with national policy officers, who do not automatically work with the
same policy [as propagated by] the visiting consultant. And then everything splits
into two, I guess, one is the technical part which is easiest and number two is the
relationships you have with the entities we just talked about. What I already said,
[your relation] to policy adopted by your own organization, to your counterparts
within the country, or countries or area where you work, there are several, amongst
them churches and many others…. [your relation] to your knowledge but also a
feeling for … [street-level workers] yes the village health workers, who give the
vaccine .. and then you end up in a split.
On one side it entails convincing [your own] policy [desks], that a large part of the
policy can be implemented, but in a way different from what they expect, and
therefore sub-optimal. And [on the other side it entails] looking what to ‘tinker with
policy’ [in Dutch he said: klooien aan beleid] so that yet it can be implemented. The
relationship with your national counterparts, who are often more inclined than you
to accept [agency’s donor] policy, because they often depend on the goodwill of
donor policy in terms of money, trips, consultancies, hence they are more inclined
to say 'it is possible'. And the recipients [read: village health workers] who actually
are never consulted, but where you know what is possible and what is not, … then it
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is a matter of perseverance to put together something that makes sense, though not
optimal, but will be financed and is acceptable to everyone.
(Interviewee 2- 11:01- 14:00)
I asked how he finds his way around among these differing interests, needs and
demands encountered at various layers, what kind of choices are important to him,
and what guides him. He shared his reflections as below:
Navigating interests, weaving consensus
[…] I am not saying this is easy …, neither is it easy to put into words.
I think I always had fun in what I did, which had helped me enormously to fairly
quickly grasp ... understand the basic principles of policy, thus finding out what
should actually be done, including the technical side of it. And I’ve always had a
feeling for what could be done in the area of the recipients, no not of recipients, but
in the area of implementation? And ... yes, and the relationship you have with your
national counterparts to make something out of it that everyone accepts. So it's a
question of weaving consensus together. How did you do that ... maybe it sounds
stupid, but I always liked to see how you could ‘play pinball in between different
interests’ [in Dutch was said: tussen verschillende belangen door flipperen], making
sure things become functional. […]
(Interviewee 2- 14:10-15:20)
Positioning oneself in-between parties
He explains how he ‘plays pinball’ between different interests, that are always there.
The policy [maker] wants its policy to be implemented, the dependents are ... are
dependent and even if they know ... and also the cultures of course which do not
find it easy to say no, or just say ‘but’… But you can help them to do so. So I said
‘no’ for them, always by [mutual] consultation. But what is yes uhm ... I think I
have always had overview, something like that, I think I have had an overview of the
various strands of thoughts and uuh...
He gives an example of how he connects to others in this force field of interests:
… it's very simple. Being liked is making people do like you. Uuh … in what way?
‘what way’ sounds a bit exaggerated, but this as number one. And so [I] did in part,
although I wanted people to think I am ‘nice’, that is one! Number two is to be
accepted and you did so by showing that you understood the point of view of
everyone or rather of … of... of those you were talking to, and, well, that at least to a
large extent you agreed with them as well. Sometimes playing off that you, that I ...
playing off one organisation versus … - how to say this - versus various things. So
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still giving yourself space by saying, well, listen this is the policy... thus […]
challenging either side a bit... while making sure that you stay in the centre of the
various entities. Something like that ... and so you could bring them into contact
with one another.
(Interviewee 2- 15:41-18:19)
He confirmed that he always tries to establish a sort of autonomous position inbetween the entities he works with:
Yes yes … and also apologizing to one organisation for the other organisation and
explaining and ... but also being aware that you have to get on with all of them,
because in a certain way I also depend upon them, not on policy in this case, but on
them. But obviously, they also must have a feeling that they have something to
show they have achieved. It always requires very serious thoughts how far you can
go. But in the end it must be … that has always been my thing ... it must, [...], if
something new is planned in the system, then it must be workable. It should make
sense ... yes on the big picture ... of course you can always question that, but in my
field of expertise it must be implementable, otherwise it is useless.
(Interviewee 2- 18:31- 19:22)
Mixed professional drives
He continues with how he looks at policy as ‘being implementable’ or feasible in
relation to being of relevance to villagers.
Well, of course, that is what it is all about. I think with vaccines it is pretty simple.
Look […] you can also say with vaccines you save children's lives, which of course is
important. But maybe even more important is that you may have fewer diseases as
a result, so that ultimately a society is able to sustain itself a little better. But yes, if
you compare that again with all those people engaged in ‘big works’, then it is … but
that is the limitation of my area of expertise. […] If I had wanted to save the world,
then - I think- I should not have done this type of work, but I should have worked
[for another agency], so with population issues.... and contraception, women's
education and birth control, but well, that's another story.
(Interviewee 2- 19:25- 20:12)
Upon my query whether this insight has come in retrospect, he reiterated what he
had said already in the beginning of our discussion. That he always had this interest
in public health, at the same time he knew that most likely one would never be able
to firmly establish what had been eventually achieved.
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But at least the idea was that if you do your work in a reasonable way and you are
part of a system that also works in a reasonable way, then you actually have more
influence on people's health, who, more than we in the Netherlands, are dependent
on health, [and that you] enable them to function. Yeah that was my idea.
(Interviewee 2- 2:34).
Blending own knowledge with local sources
Also I know I’ve always tried to stay independent within [my work] ... knowing
though that I was not independent. Well, you are... you are... you depend on the
national people, for in the end you need to move forward with them. This was just
one programme. They [programme staff] stay there, while you have to carry on
with your policy activities, which I would say stands above a programme. One also
depends on the recipients, uhm no, for me the recipients were the people who
worked at the very lowest level of the health system and they again worked for the
population [villagers].
(Interviewee 2- 20:16 -21:20)
We reflected upon the position of village health workers who bring public health
services (vaccination) to the villagers, either or not in collaboration with
community-based organisations, each having their own perspectives on their work.
He admits that he had no immediate control or influence over their work but
expressed confidence in the technical know-how of his agency.
... those days certainly [the agency] was considered technically as the golden rule, it
had - and this is still the case- an awful lot of respect in most countries and also
had offices in most countries.
(Interviewee 2- 4:38- 5:09)
... you have position as well, which makes it good working for [this agency] because
back then, everyone saw it as a great organization, and so you make use of it.
(Interviewee 2- 0:22:17)
I asked my resource person why this case in country C is important to him. He
explained that he was in favour of the new vaccine, but not of how the agency’s
policy had prescribed its introduction. This dilemma he resolved by co-creating a
new system that would work and everybody could agree to through constantly
weaving consensus.
What guided me was that the intervention as such was meaningful for those
'beyond the recipient'. I found the vaccine a meaningful ‘add-on’ to what happened
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in the country at that time. Plus that we could use this programme […] to make
other interventions possible as well. That was obviously not a written rule, but it
was an enabler for other programmes.
I ask him whether he considers a meaningful intervention as ‘good work’
[...] No I never knew whether this…no….! I have glorified that other people
appreciated my work, but to be honest I never ever considered or felt this to be
especially good work […]. I always enjoyed my work, always liked to -I said it
already- to connect technique to implementation and to do so in a cost effective
manner.
(Interviewee 2- 22:58- 24:42)
In the next section I briefly consider the similarities in the accounts of above two
interviewees, focusing this time on the professionals and on what they have in
common.

7.3 UNCHAINING DONOR LOGICS FOR INCLUSIVE DEVELOPMENT

The two accounts dealt with in the foregoing sections are very different in nature, in
technical field, political scope, geographic area and overall context. In both cases,
professionals navigated in-between demands of adopted policy and what they
perceived to be needs existing at village levels, where policy is supposed to be
implemented. That is where their experiences converge. Both policy conductors
were confronted with an unavoidable dilemma for which no readymade answers
were available and both in-between professionals unchained the policy logics as
received from headquarters. They created space to judiciously consider together
with others and in self refection the situation, taking account of different interests
at stake, local knowledge, differing contextual conditions and cultural dimensions in
search of answers that in their view enjoyed local political support and did justice to
what foreign aid eventually stands for.
Reflecting on the interviewees themselves in the light of the perspective of
normative professionalisation as described in chapter 2, some professional qualities
transpire that seem typical for policy conductors such as a desire for development, a
drive to create and use space available for interactions and engaging in narrative
self-exploration and interactional explorations. Below I will briefly reflect on these
three attributes
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Desire for development
In conducting policy, both professionals whose experiences were shared above
searched for work that is meaningful while seeking to serve human interests of
those who have no immediate voice in a development process. Both professionals
appeared driven – paraphrasing de Vries (2007) – by a desire for development, and a
desire to bridge the virtual (modelled) world of development (where their mandate
came from) and its actuality. The desire for development encouraged them to take
distance from, and ‘unchain’ (Arendt, 1958) donor’s instrumental logics, thus
creating space to include local needs and demands in search of good work. In this
very act of unchaining and creating space the similarities of the two stories emerge,
revealing the ethical, normative and political dimensions of policy-conducting
practices. By unchaining and re-linking to more inclusive development they both
maintained the connection between the theoretical world of development and its
ultimate aim to serve people’s interest. They bridged the two worlds, although in a
way different from what policy directives had suggested.
Creating space and building bridges
Both professionals created space for the sake of being relevant in work in their
countries of assignment rather than running away or clashing for example by
unilaterally imposing donor policy and its rules and regulations ('rigor' as in Schön,
1983). The space they created or used was needed for lateral (horizontal) human
interactions, going beyond the principal-agent relation. As Arendt has it (1958, p.
182), the space arises as ‘something which inter-est, which lies between people and
therefore can relate and bind them together’. Such spaces between individual people
or between oneself and a group provide scope for dialogue and exchanges, reflective
interactions and interplay. They are equally spaces for self-reflection, for
professionals’ own decisions and personal judgement and, as Kunneman has it (see
chapter 2.7), for professionally moral insights and normative learning.
Narrative self-exploration and interactional explorations
What constitutes the foundation of these in-between practices? Confronted with
uncertainty over what to do, put in a quandary, the professionals engaged in
narrative self-explorations – which were also equally interactional explorations.
They considered what local sources offer in terms of norms, values, knowledge, and
politics. In making choices, professionals eventually appeared to rely upon their
own moral and existential values (as in Kunneman, 2010, also chapter 2.7), upon
tacit knowledge (Ewijk van & Kunneman, 2013) and political engagement
(Kunneman, 2019). This led them in above cases to unchain adopted policy logics
and link to new more inclusive development logics. They actually took time and
space to reflect for themselves and with others, exposing their own policy mandate
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(system world), knowledge, experiences, norms and value (life world), to system and
life worlds of others, to reach shared understanding of meaningful work.
The lived experiences of the two interviewees provide more insight into their
qualities as policy conductor but also what unchaining in policy conducting work
may entail, especially in dealing with adopted policy directives. Unchaining emerges
as a way to create space for interaction and inclusion of other development
perspectives and other needs and demands as locally emerging. The following
chapter will focus on in-between work as relational work.
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8 POLICY CONDUCTORS INTERACTING IN A MULTI-LAYERED PROCESS

This chapter discusses how professionals interact in the multi-layered settings of a
development process. Through the interviews that provide the data for this chapter
professional voices continue to tell how they try to transform donors’ policy
intentions into implementable development processes which better suit the local
setting. This involves what they term as ‘muddling through’ as they establish
relations at multiple-levels, create space and build trust for interactions, such as for
a sparring and dealing with slow questions. Creating multi-layered spaces opens
opportunities to jointly search for more inclusive development of which in many
cases outcomes cannot be predicted. The professionals whose voices are
foregrounded in this chapter intimate how such relationships, either dyadic or
group-wise either planned or unexpected, come about through self-reflections and
interactions. These relationships appear to be open in character, go beyond (but
build upon) the donor-recipient structure, and provide fertile soil for further
cooperation. As part of their stories policy conductors also talk about the challenges
and demands that in-between work personally demands of them personally.
As explained in chapter 2.5 and 7.1, interviews were analysed in three consecutive
steps in an IPA light approach. This entailed (first step) that I identified from
narratives where interviewees mentioned having encountered dilemmas (using the
chapter 6 ‘issues that matter’ as lens). This was followed by focussing on
interviewees’ reflective and normative voices to select the excerpt. Thirdly I re-read
the excerpts again now with a view on features of policy conduct. The features
identified are appearing in this chapter in bold as sub-sub heading, on the right
hand side of the pages.
Section 8.1 broadly sketches how a local development process is a result of intensive
searches (‘muddling through’) that transform the originally planned policy process.
Section 8.2 takes a closer look at relationships that are different from the principleagent structure. In section 8.3 it is briefly highlighted how policy conductors cope
with complexity. The focus of section 8.4 is on particular professional challenges
that emerge in working in-between.

8.1 A TRANSFORMATIVE DEVELOPMENT PROCESS

With interviewee 2, I explore the main function of policy, which he explains as
outlining what you are supposed to do, which then is followed by trying to make it
workable for implementation. Below is his account of how he experiences such
processes.
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Making policy workable
The intended policy in this case (country C) is to introduce a vaccine. [...] Yes that
often is a national thing, one is interested in it and there is money for it, [...], but
then the way to do that [...]. [This] is driven by what is feasible to do and, and.., and
not automatically by finances, but by what can be done at a lower level or at a
recipient [level] ... and whatever is already present [in the country]. It's not a matter
of pushing. Sometimes you have to say well, you just cannot do it [like this] [...]
then you have to consider whether you could do it locally in such a way that indeed,
what I believed, what we believed, could be implemented, and be made useful.
Whatever, [...] yes, ... that it becomes workable. [...]
Muddling through
And of course you never see for yourself what was achieved – which is a pity of
course – [...] typical of this type of work, but then you see after years only, you see
numbers but then you still do not know what you actually have done.
Unpredictable outcomes
He mulls over an example of how to steer such a transformative process,
commenting that it does not follow the simplified linear donor approach in terms of
input leads to output to outcomes, given the multi-layered construct of
relationships one works in
[...] You can... you get 1000 outcomes and you have slightly less output, and it can
be one input, so to speak. Give an example?? ... Not easy ... [...] a tricky one...
Yes, but how do you know about this?
Yes that's....... in any case ... experience or something? [...]. How to say that, [I’ve]
seen it all over. [...] you see it in all the work you do... that is what life is all about!
[...] Yes, [it is difficult to explain] ... well, the inputs I can talk to, and that is often
technical and a matter of understanding. Uh... the output, there we still have a role,
but much less. Because..., because among these outputs are those you couldn't
think of at this [policy making] level.... uh…these outcomes are much further away
and...and in fact here [in the conducting space] you actually are ‘muddling
through’.
Working at multiple levels at a time
He gives an example from his own practices in country D, how he directed an
integrated programme to improve health among children with a separate
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component for and holistic focus on childhood and development. He discusses how
the back-donor of the programme had come up with the idea that each different
aspect of child development was to be dealt with in a separate course for national
staff,
... there was a course for this, there was a breast feeding course program, there was
a nutrition program. And I [said] ... but that does not work, this is not going to
happen!! Because ... uh everyone wants to go to workshops, you get paid for
workshops, so everyone thinks it is great when you've done a workshop [...] a
nutrition workshop, a development workshop. No, we're going to do it... we're just
going to do it as one thing [packet].
And yeah, that was not at all possible, but then I did convince the ministry, and I
got some money of various donors [...] and we then developed our own booklet,
which has eventually been adopted by [one of our major donors].. [..]
But I do remember my policymaking colleagues at HQs and at the regional office
they didn't like it at all. They said it is not possible at all, because you're going to
lose this and that. But I said let's see. And it has become a beautiful thing [...]. [At
HQ] they obviously found it too much trouble. Because they themselves are
working in different frames (compartmentalised). That is the issue, of course. At
country level, you get [...] or within country level you get all the units together and
you are actually the only one who can tie things together. That's also a function
you have.
Investing in relationships
In our interview, we agree that at country level one sees the complexity of things,
having a better outlook than headquarters at what can or should be done. He
continues to say that one has a choice in that respect. You can make something out
of it or you don’t. But if you go for it, then...
[it] includes the relationship with those national authorities. If they trust you, which also has to do with time, how you do things, I think- then they also accept
things from you, even things that might not be directly very beneficial to them [...]
personally. And these programmes of course [...] for which they need funding, they
push through while obviously they do not quite know what the outcomes will be.
But in the end everyone was very proud of it, it was really nice.
(Interviewee 2: 35:46- 48:33)
The following subsection throws light from different perspectives how cooperative
relationships can arise in normative and reflective interactional practices.
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8.2 RELATIONSHIPS FOR JOINT DECISION-MAKING

All five interviewees appeared to have more or less similar experiences where it
comes to forging relationships. Without exception, these relationships take a central
role in their stories. Their accounts bear witness of professionals’ awareness that
relationships may (or may not) provide space for sparring and joint decisionmaking. Their stories show that trust and kinship are sources to deal with
uncertainties in the face of complexity, ingredients for mutual searches for inclusive
development. Trustworthy relationships appear to arise in blending professional
self- and interactional awareness including local and technical know-how,
understanding the positions of others and openness to sharing uncertainties,
listening and intuition.
Forging trustworthy relationships
My second interviewee asks himself the question how he builds relationships and
reflects on his own role and skills as professional in this respect and how he
empowers others.
Professional self-reflection
... what [personal quality] do you actually use? Yes, you use your 'floating image'.
You belong to an organization everyone likes, which also gives access at a personal
level, in terms of money, income, [...] uh uh [while] taking care that that...well, that
all efforts will be made. And that in everything we did, also the lower layer [of the
programme] was involved. [...] ...[O]f course there was never money for developing
public support, so in our rather ‘corrupt environment’ we immediately set up a
'slush fund'. Thus, all the money left over from meetings which they [national
counterparts] wanted to give back, I said you shouldn't do of course? Better submit
an invoice, [...] for copying or whatever. At some point we had millions in hand,
which money we could very well use to invite people that we normally couldn't
invite. And these were all people of this (lower) level and so they had a bit of
influence as well.
In the interview, we seek to deepen his notion of ‘floating image’ and what he means
by it.
No, no, not image, [not the right word], you have to remain a bit floating, to be able
to accomplish things at all, I think. Yes, yes, maybe you have to behave somewhat
elusively vis-à-vis others. Thus you don’t belong … and that is the lonely part, you
don’t fully belong anywhere even not to your own organisation. That was obvious,
so at HQs everyone found me ... there were a few people, who really were
difficult...because...you are not one of them.
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Understanding technicalities of the work
However, [...] you only can achieve something, provided you remain technically up
to date, because you have to respond to them. [...] But I really think that you
cannot function well without it, so it must be in part your personality, or maybe,
what you take on as personality.
Do you mean: not identifying with the mainstream?
In more positive sense of course, you can always say that you always remain
critical, you know that sort of stories, so you can go either way. But it is really
important to technically understand what it is all about. Then you are also on the
side of policy[makers] understanding why they make policy. Yes you also have to
connect to that position, otherwise you don’t succeed.
Trust building
We discuss how by taking on ‘a floating’ position (e.g. distancing from own policy
regime) and by showing interest in others, spaces for interactions and discretionary
decisions emerge. But also how the opposite can occur, how spaces disappear and
development might be stifled.
Yes, I think I have been lucky or I have ... I do feel I’ve always had that space or
rather taken that space. Yeah I always had the opportunity to just ‘say no’ to the
policy [levels]. And then they said ' yes, yes, we don’t do it that way, indeed that is
not how we are going to do it. Anyway, they did like me and trusted me.
But the moment people sided by a group, whatever groups it was, even national,
you immediately noted that efforts became less effective, if ever you could have
measured it. What I think, the moment people [...] were going to identify
themselves or felt safer to stand on the side of either policy, or of national
counterparts or even of community life, you immediately felt that it was just
interfering with our efforts to ‘kneading reasonable dough’ and making something
out of all different ingredients. For then you miss the ingredients.
(Interviewee 2: 50:01- 54:15)
In response to my query as to how trust is established, he shares how he ensured
that people (counterparts) had confidence in him, both technically but also
personally.
Technically is quite simple, always staying at least one step ahead of your
counterparts in your technical knowledge. […] Maybe that is not even the most
important. But on the personal side I always liked to informally get along with staff
at ministries as well, yes and that pays off.
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He illustrates how trust-building included inviting everyone for his birthday, but
also included that he and his local colleagues stayed at the same hotel when on field
visits, received the same daily allowances, and got the same flight arrangements.
Some of his colleagues became even friends, but most importantly:
… that you grasp, how to say, ... their drives, but also yes, okay, but…but also on
whom they depended. That sometimes they had to make decisions which were not
right for them, […] because obviously they were working under another policy
regime, another political setting or for whatever reason.
(Interviewee 2: 55:02-57:21)
I ask whether his counterparts openly spoke about their struggles in work and
difficulties in their positions, which he confirms by sharing an example
… when in meetings with higher officials …[I was] saying things, they couldn’t say
themselves. Well, I often asked [my counterpart] prior to a meeting is there
anything you want me to say? For, I could easily do that […] and it worked quite
well. […] I know things have been changed as a result. […] That also is a function
you have […] as outsider, to be an instrument, […] as relative outsider.
(Interviewee 2: 59:35- 1:02:17).
Dyadic relations
Interviewee 3 (country E) explains how a one-to-one relation (dyadic) based upon
friendship helped her to better understand and navigate the unknown landscape of
development thus maintaining quality in work.
Local sparring partner
Because my ... my limitation is ... I mean, in country E, I speak the language a bit,
but my limitation is that I cannot communicate like a native speaker in country B.
So, I ... I am not able to really properly assess the situation. I ... I ... I do it with gut
feeling, you know? Sometimes you [are] in a group meeting and you ... you can see
how the ... how the women be meeting you, you can tell how ... how dynamic they
are or how silent they are. Sometimes it’s also the cultural aspects which are very
difficult to assess when you are a foreigner. And […] for that actually, you need ...
you need ... uh, a local ... local persons to join you because in ... in [other countries
where I work] all the directors are men. And these men have ... many of them have
very good stories. They are good in English you know ...
(Interviewee 3: 23:50-24:54)
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Kinship
But you don’t get really through, you know. [...] So I worked for many years in
country F with one woman ... she became my friend. She ... she was really ... she was
really, had that kind of capacity. I learned a lot from her because with that you
learn also to develop your gut feeling better. Because in the beginning, my first visit,
I found the country so, you know ...complicated. And ...and ...and it’s such a
different culture. So it takes time as ... as a newcomer to really get to it. So that is
another thing that my organization [does] every two years, another programme
officer. And ... and ... and that is not going to help the work because if you don’t
know ... you need to know a country.
(Interviewee 3: 24:54-25:32)
She tells of a colleague within her own agency, who, for many years dealt with one
specific country programme. She was internally criticised for her long affiliation
with the country as against institutional policy, despite its value for the programme.
Checks and balances
My interviewee mulls the importance of sparring partners familiar with a country
programme.
Oh, yeah, but I think it’s ... there has to be checks and balances, no? Because if
you’re too long on a country and ... there also is a tendency that you ... get blind,
[...]. But I think on the other hand, there should be somehow a balance and ...and I
also like it if others look with me, you know, that I’m not the only one when looking
at it. So, there are financial officers who looked at the same organizations [I worked
with] who had [gained] an impression... . With some of them I could really ... not
all, but ... but some of them, I could really share my concerns about the
organizations in country B [and] then they would give their opinion. [...] But some,
they were very technical. I didn’t have that kind of relationship. But for those who ...
who are open also for ... what the programme is about not just for what the money
is and how the money is spent, but also looking at the programme side, then you
have a good sparring partner within your own organization and that’s another
thing which is important.
And many of ... of us [professionals in-between], [...] don’t have that sparring
partner. It’s quite a lonely job, the way it is set up in most organizations. So ... there
are ... there are two things actually, you need a sparring partner within the
organization, at least that’s ... that for me, that’s important. And the second thing
is you need local people, whom you can trust who have similar vision on what umm
... what are the, the ... what you want to achieve, you know? What is important,
what ... what are critically issues, et cetera. So there needs to be ... uh ... a level
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playing field. [...] There is not something like a ‘big thing’ here and ‘big thing’ there
[...]. In the field it is one to one, you know.
(Interviewee 3: 25:40-28:30)
Horizontality grafted onto the hierarchical relation
... [A]ctually, in [country E] we ... we introduced a new ... [...] program. It really
worked because I got a very good relationship with the regional director [...]. It is a
one to one thing. [...] It’s not only one to one because you also relate with others,
but ... but one to one it clicks. And that’s the axis, and then you can ... you can tell
your story because he’s a very busy man. He will not listen to your story if you have
nothing interesting to tell and if he thinks you are an annoying funding agency
because he has quite some negative opinions about funding agencies, no?
(Interviewee 3: 28:33-28:59)
Investing in mutual understanding
So ... I mean, my entrance being a funding agency wasn’t that great but my topic
was ... was great enough for him, no? So, he listened, he is willing, he wants to
introduce it. He’s bringing it [the program] to national level and that is in three
years’ time, no? It’s part of their system now in [that region]. So I mean ... if we
didn’t have that ... that relationship, you know ... it’s not only me. It was also the
people from [the programme] who were able to explain it to them. I mean we were
... I was not completely alone but the ... […] Yeah I was a kind of an ambassador it
was because of the money of course because the money [from my agency] helps
also. [...] But it’s ... it’s still a one to one thing in ... in essence, no? It starts with one
to one. It starts with it ... and then ... I see it even in the field that in certain ...
[parts of the country] [...] they hear from each other about the program. Now
maybe you can say it’s really [national] culture because everything goes there also
with connections and one-to-one, so if one says this is a good program, then the
other one tends to listen also because they are friends, you know. Partly it works
like that. But partly, yeah, it has to be proven also. So it’s not only that, but it
helps, [...] otherwise it looks like you sell anything. But you have to sell something
and you have to prove.
(Interviewee 3: 28:59-30:33)
She explains how donors’ aid-giving mandate enables you to work in another
country. You come with aid, a program and the mandate of your agency – donorrecipient relation – but at the same time you have to prove something, which
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requires horizontal interactions. Grafting horizontality onto hierarchical relations
constitutes a focal point to make the relation work.
Yeah, a focal point, but the focus is actually that communication and relationships
are equally important [as] a programme and policy, or equally, meeting each other.
[...] Focal is [...] that you have a program which is aimed at improving something at
the target group level, ... [and] is being introduced, you know, … but if that wouldn’t
work, you know, the [horizontal] would also be ... I mean ... useless ….
I think the horizontal very often makes this [the hierarchy] work, not the other way
around. Because with empty hands, I wouldn’t be able to ... if it had nothing to
offer, it’s really difficult. [...] So you need both, you need this (the hierarchical
relation), also because this is your starting point [...] and then this [horizontal] is
the positive for all, it is the ‘enabler’. At least, uh, that’s how I feel.
(Interviewee 3- 31:05-32:45)
The next account of interviewee 4, who worked in country H, also stresses the
importance of building trust to enable interactional group work. It brings to light
how the principal-agent structure is made subject to building trust to encourage
group work. Trust-building is highly customised work, depending on differing
conditions, such as the nature and size of group, the level of involvement in the
process, local conditions, and prevailing protocols. The way policy conductors cope
with these elements is important with regard to the scope of group influence.
Group interactions
On behalf of his agency, the interviewee organised group consultations across the
country at village levels with the aim to bring the agency’s HIV/Aids policy more in
line with national needs and soliciting ideas for resolving problems. He tells about
his efforts to optimise conditions for group discussions by first doing groundwork,
respecting local culture and values so to create an interactive floor in which space is
generated to listen to local voices. He was guided by what he calls the power of
listening.
Preparing for group talks
U-mm our most part of work within country H, I mean ... I was working in the subregion, umm ... we developed a process [to further] policy development where we
managed to … even in those days where you had a central intelligence organization,
where you had secret service uhm,... to go and speak with people around HIV/Aids.
So learning by doing and partly with the design, we set up a national policy
development process where we identified gosh ... these are the themes and this is
what people in [country H] think about that. So, we invited people to talk about
[these themes]. And then we gave them freedom and rights and [said] you’ve got...
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here is money, you can book meeting rooms and have lunch as long as by that date
you come up with uhm ... this is the problem and these are the principles of a
successful action and these are steps that you think should be done. And after we’ve
done that, we bound it together and then went back to the people again and said
this is how we come. That document was then translated into the national
languages, taken out of team-meetings at provincial [...] and at ... thirty-two of the
fifty-six districts levels, and then it was debated.
(Interviewee 4: 29:45-31:00)
Respecting local voices and norms creates space
U-mm and I remember the ... the first meeting where it happened with somebody
from the Ministry of Health whom I had worked with in getting this process going,
and she understood it, because she realized that I was totally genuine and new in
this village and this meeting. And there eight chiefs arrived and they arrived in full
regalia so that means they had their gold plated chains with their stick, they walked
into this meeting and they took the front row. And then, you can imagine, you’re
trying... and I said at least few words in English: ‘speak in [the local language] and
translate back to me but don’t [speak English], I’ll introduce myself in English’.
Now you got a meeting room and you got eight of these chiefs sitting there. And
then there was also an enormous influx of people from [the capital] and they were
all basically secret agents. They were not invited in, we didn’t invite people from
that part, that region, and they obviously got bored because we realized we weren’t
fast, we weren’t ... these are the issues and this is what we want you to talk about
and we want to hear from you. That’s when the chiefs left but they nodded. [...].
Umm, they were friendly even towards me, uhm so then we knew at least we passed
this hurdle and this was the first time that umm, ... HIV/aids had been able to be
spoken about in public and about in some totally different terms. I mean we had
seven subjects that [...] had been explored by people from the capital who were, I
mean they were, they were doctors and scientists, politicians and judges and
[others]. Now we were going to say okay, this is what has been thought of, well
things we can resolve or... uhm. And I take pride in having ... in that process, I was
seen through right till the end. So it was happening in every province of [the
country] a meeting like that was held and then in addition they were in many
districts, there were meetings, sometimes terrible radio programs about the effort
and still we went out and managed to speak and get people to speak to us. [...]
Trying to understand civic voices
People uhm ... took faith in being given the opportunity to express themselves, to
share their thoughts and that’s what it comes back to. I mean if you go back to civic
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voices, it’s about ... uhm I think it’s tremendously important that not even at the
beginning, not only at the beginning of any development effort, somehow ongoing
as part of your work, you need to continuously go back and engage with and what
people are thinking. What organizations are. But then, organizations like people
are not always the same and we’d love to have representative organisations, but
just: go back and understand.
(Interviewee 4: 31:00-35:27)
We look back at what happened at the meeting with the traditional chieftains and
wonder what tipping points made the meeting successful? He confirms that if not
for the English language, the meeting would have had entirely different outcomes.
In response to my query on what made him think to use local language, he recalls
his considerations.
Power and value of listening
Uhm... I’m trained as a social anthropologist and I’ve done researches amongst the
[marginalised] for my bachelor, amongst peasant farmers who couldn’t read or
write uhm [in a European country] I mean at the time they existed. And I learned
how much wisdom they had and even they had to speak in ... the simple peasant
farmers who watched over the sheep. So listening to people, um-[...] so that is one,
yes you need so..., you need to be able … and I was also painfully aware, I mean if
you are a little above you [...], you are aware of the fact that English is a foreign
language to people. So you need to find a language in that people can express
themselves in, with the detail, with the subtlety that they want to use. And that to
me, that is why I use the word defer, you have to defer to a language that I know I
was excluding myself. But that was not the issue, the issues was that they needed to
speak. And it wasn’t that I thought, didn’t think it was not important, but I would
try to make an effort and translate it on the side […].
People.. people need to be … I mean people were about civic ... civic action. Civic
voice, voices as being able to say what you think about, uhm what you think in a
way that, way that … in a language that you’re at home with. And if you would use
English that way, it would be, it would be a polished language, it wouldn’t be their
language. Especially, English in the context of country H is always the language of
those in power. And that was not what we talked. Addressing the issue of
HIV/AIDS was not about the established power structures.
(Interviewee 4: 36:22-38:35)
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From listening to relating to engaging
I ask him what other drives guided him, besides listening, which reportedly he had
learnt as anthropologist. He comments,
...that’s part of.... I mean there are a lot of people in social anthropology who have
not adopted that ... As a key skill to me, to me that is [essential]. It’s the skill of
umm yeah um, the power of listening, the power and the value of listening. […]
[…] Listen to what the people [say] and what their needs are what that was uhm.
They need to be heard. So it’s not only them being able to articulate but also that
you take on board what is being said even though you might not agree with it or
whatever. That is what they … and that’s and so yes I mean, it was something I
discovered just recently but [...] the importance of that is something that we’ve so
long been ignored. It’s such a basic thing in relations.
(Interviewee 4- 38:55- 41:00)
He explains the connection he makes between listening (including language use,
valuing local traditions, taking civic voice seriously) on the one hand and
relationships on the other by referring to different levels of listening.
That depends on how often you will then meet each other and there are different,
there are different [levels of listening]... it implies some analysis, there are at least
two levels, there are more levels than that. But the basic one, the basic one is that
you got the content level of listening and you got the relational dimension of
listening. [...]. What is the intention behind what is being said... And the ability to
discern between those two and is ... uh a skill that I’ve acquired, but I think it’s
fundamental for the type of work we’re involved in. Distinguish between the two
and it’s ..., it’s an ongoing skill that you need ... to develop and maintain. […] That’s
why for instance people can say things in a foreign language that they.... you can
hear what they’re saying but actually they mean something else and you can use
that to relate to [...] the literal words that are being used. Or do you relate to the
intentions? Because you want to establish contact. You want to engage. And the
issue of engagement, u-mm you’re not there ... just a sort of uh, oh gosh: I’m going
to listen today. You want to understand, you need to continue to understand. In
development there’s this, that’s why I think it is a magical profession that you know
that you will never understand enough.
(Interviewee 3 – 41:00- 42:00)
Before I dwell on these last words (‘you’ll never understand enough’) I zoom in on
two special stories that illustrate how relationships may emerge unexpectedly.
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The unexpected relation
The interviewees’ stories reveal how unexpected events may shape trustworthy
dyadic relationships, provide space for interacting and eventually more inclusive
linkages, but also how easily this space can be disrupted.
A fruitful dyadic kinship relation
Interviewee 5 speaks about his fruitful working relationship with Mr X, director of a
national agency in country G which received funding for a major programme from
the interviewee’s agency. I wondered how this relation came about and on what
grounds my resource person embarked on enhancing the relationship.
...this is not something which emerges all of a sudden. It is based on our quest,
searching for alternative [working] methods. Knowing that what we were doing in
the past is not actually yielding the results we had hoped for and in a manner we
are not always agreeable to. And then it already gave me a perspective of ... opening
my eyes for others who were challenged, also because of rapid developments in the
country to explore different modalities. And the first time we met, Mr X and myself,
we started to discuss and from then onwards it became much more of a personal
feeling issue than things I could argument.
[I felt] trust, commitment ... I think, we trust each other. He had to come to trust
me that if I said no, I am not in agreement, I would not stop immediately funding.
And ... I ... had to trust him that led to the fact that he could also say that
sometimes he is gambling and not sure.... That is what he now ... that is now the
confidence he has, not only sharing results and the glossy things, but also where we
are going for shaking soils. But if there is victory waiting for us that is an enormous
step forward. In working with [authorities at] provincial, district [levels] for
instance in time of elections, he has to play electoral affairs ...very carefully. Now it
is basically being transparent and honest communication based on trust, and as
much as I can, hands-off. I have told him where my real benchmarks are, where you
cannot cross-over for financial justification or what have you. And for the rest we
have discussed what his vision is for the region for 5 years and I help him somehow
to fulfil his dream....
Somehow it was there... he is... it is not an important thing...he is an exceptionally
good leader. [I know] because I have seen him in the field. I have seen how his
people relate to him. I have seen how they talk about him unobserved, not knowing
that I was there behind his back. And he inspires, he inspires, but he is not weak. He
exerts commitment from them. If need be 24/7 for a period. And that appeals to me.
(Interviewee 5- 33:40- 37:37).
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A second example is shared by interviewee 1, who resided as representative in
country B. I asked him how his trustworthy relationship with a ministerial
counterpart had come about. He openly recalls his ministerial counterpart
Urban legends
... was witty and I'm sensitive to people who are witty. In the beginning you invite or
yes you have to ...., so you invite these people at home and we decided to put fish on
the menu. And indeed he came but he asked our cook, [...] is this sea-fish or river
fish. And I didn't really know those sensitivities, but [the cook] actually said it was
river fish. And then our guest says I don't eat this, because those rivers are poisoned
[by our neighbouring party] and they are not to be trusted. And then I became
aware of that huge, yes, I knew it just a bit, of the enormous sensitivity, the
sensitivity between these two parties. [...] I couldn’t imagine that it was literally
poisoning, because then there would have been many casualties since many got fish
from the river.
Indeed my guest did not eat the fish. Anyway we always have something else in the
kitchen. But I was listening to it and just ran with it. [...] It really was an urban
legend. But in the context of the legend [the message] is very important, because
you know that [...] there are three large rivers flowing, [...] and if you are talking
about water management, controlling waterflows also from rivers and you want to
take measures, yes then consultations with the neighbours are very important.
(Interviewee 1- 49:47- 53:07).
He continued discussing how eventually – as donor representative – he took up this
bigger issue of water management and pollution with the local representative of
these neighbours, and how a committee was set up to deal with it. As a result of this
‘urban legend’ he acquired better understanding of political sensitivities which were
at stake in the country and the sector. Also, the ‘urban legend’ story put his working
relationship with his ministerial counterpart on a firm footing.
Relational trust easily challenged
This interviewee explains when one starts working in a foreign country, and you
want to be effective
... you need to quickly build something like a relationship of trust. And that goes
through small things, which also means small things that may jeopardize such
relationship of trust should be avoided as much as possible. Now, of course, the
case we have here [in country B] is not a small issue, corruption is something big. It
is something that can greatly hinder the development of a country and almost
always comes at the expense of the target group for whom our development aid
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[money] is intended. But also it's true that - let's say- in such a relationship of
trust, you do get insights into how such a problem works there and then and, uh,
[…] then such a relationship is rewarding.
(Interviewee 1: 1:02:20- 1:04:38)
He further recalls how a colleague who represented another foreign agency in
country B repeated aloud something that had been said in confidence among
donors about corruption.
This went so far that at a certain moment national authorities intended to expel
our colleague, despite him being a member of our group of likeminded agencies in
the country. So on behalf of the group we did some ‘remedial’ (corrective) work to
re-establish the relationship, acknowledging the sensitivity of the issue. At the same
time we shared our concern of how [corruption] forms an impediment to national
development, but admitted to authorities that other words should have been chosen
to share the message.
(Interviewee 1- 1:04:40- 1:05:45).
The following section focuses on how professionals seek to gain more
understanding of real-life complexities that surround interactional work, how they
cope in search of more inclusive development, driven by a personal development
perspectives.

8.3 WORKING WITH THE UNKNOWN

All interviewees expressed eagerness to familiarise themselves with local norms,
values, knowledge, politics and other forces. Besides trustworthy and kinship
relations, additional sources were mentioned which helped them to gain broader
understanding of surrounding complexities and how to cope with these.
Complexity perspective
One story shared by interviewee 5 in country G tells how he and his team developed
a feeling for the country’s real-life complexity and the work ahead of them by
focusing on poverty alleviation. He recognised the need to learn from local people,
politicians and the private sector in a country that was ‘swinging from left to right as
a big pendulum’, where socio-economic conditions and opportunities were highly
asymmetric.
[...] you try to open your mind what is happening in this society how can you best
engage in this complex reality, with whom. [As a team] it creates bonding between
the different [staff] such as the political policy [persons] and the financial [people].
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What I started re-doing that is in field missions sending the financial controllers
out, so they know what is happening.
(Interviewee 5- 1:09:59- 1:10:10)
Tapping on different sources
He explains how they later organised special full-team meetings on a weekly basis
when less travel funding was available
Every so often, every Friday at twelve and we have it, relaxed, we making some
drinks, beers,..till half past one. [...] Then everybody [...] participates, the cleaners,
the drivers, cause they all have solid opinions about issues. For instance on the
consequences of a new presidential candidate [...] for the country, uhm uhm or the
regional conflict [...] or what changes in politics [in our donor agency] means for
our relations with country G. [...] One driver has been here for over 20 years, they
have seen many [of us coming and going] they know much more than we think and
these topics by the way, they come from the team themselves, or they raise any
issue.
(Interviewee 5: 1:10:54-1:11:45)
He relates that such meeting felt a bit like a surrogate for travelling, but that team
members were nevertheless very committed to participating in the sessions.
Yes and what we do, we invite [...] other donors, my colleagues, and people from
research institutes, on similar questions. What is the political future, what signals
are you reading in society [...], It is very nice just to come out of the production
mentality, of reading reports and sending around emails and reflect.
(Interviewee 5: 1:12:05-1:12:25)
I ask him what brought him to this.
Interest?.., not interest but observing that many colleagues have the same
questions. I am going to start lunches with my colleagues, select a few... and uh uh
more informal meetings than only in the offices, around certain topics. Cause we
have had many problems in uh... uh under very like-minded colleagues in our
[donor community] on how we engage with [line] ministries. We have joint
reflections and I am going to make them more personal, out of the office,[...] or
what have you?
(Interviewee 5 -1:12:35 – 1:14:28)
I asked him how his headquarters are reacting to these informal informative
sessions. He mentioned that his headquarters were not informed about it, but that it
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works for him and his team and that he was not really interested in his main office
view, but probably they might be interested to know about it.
You never know enough
Interviewee 4 (country H) who said ‘you never know enough’, when engaged in
development and cooperation, also refers to the many unknowns which appear in
daily development. He sees them as a gift for lifelong learning.
Development, a call for ongoing learning
... and people can be overwhelmed by that [not understanding enough] but also... I
could … yeah it is easy. I think that is a gift. That is you are at work in situations
you don’t know and I think that at least that is what development taught me, that
you will never understand enough. Because you know that when you begin to
understand, gosh, you know I haven’t understood enough [and] you have to go
back, so ongoing learning.
That lifelong learning is presented to you in an easy format. Lifelong learning is fun
(yeah) to me, I mean I mean I have been brought up or I’ve brought myself up […]
really ... you’ll never know enough, you’ll always need to... For me it is part of how I
am, yes, but I am, I don’t, I know it’s not something that everybody embraces. I
think it is an essential, I think it is for development..., I think it is what especially
for development [...] at least has to be your professional attitude. At least, but it is
so much easier if you make it your personal attitude and because it has this
element of surprises in it. The surprise can be in small things. And regardless what
grade you’ve got, u-mm, you u-mm have an attitude in living that continuously
gives you surprises.
(Interviewee 4- 42:00-46:00)
Power of listening
He understands development as ‘always social’, even for those involved in macroeconomic financial flows, because in the end what counts is the significance of
development for people (villagers/citizens). He tells how he tries to live up to this
development perspective
...you need to go out, be inquisitive and listen. [...] Yeah so maybe part of listening
is also about asking questions, I believe, I’m a great believer in the power of asking
question. I mean there are even training sessions in questioning, because
questioning are an important way of engaging; are a way of showing interest, they
are a way of incorporating what has been said, there are many ways in which you
can question.
(Interviewee 4: 47:27-48:15)
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I tried to clarify how my interviewee moves on from listening and questioning to
engaging and relating in his daily work and from there to responding to
development needs/demands in interactional work. He elucidates
... [questioning] is [also] answering and that is why I use the word listening because
to me is a very act of, is not a passive umm [...] quality yeah because I think it is [...]
active listening.
Active listening is [...] that you explore your line of questioning based on what
you’re hearing... that you use your own surprise as part of listening so that is
personal, that’s already part of that uh. That you u-mm can use symbolism or
metaphor or humour and that then leads to a deeper level of understanding because
that means that you are at the same wavelength and that you can use… yeah ...
symbols because u-mm metaphor or humour or symbols are all um ways in which
you take the language and if they match then I know that you’re at the same level
[of] understanding [and] you can proceed to further level.
Engaging in that process is also... because it triggers you, I mean because we can
have this conversation and I can just sit here to be instrumental and answer it like
that. Or I can engage, that is an active engagement obviously.
(Interviewee 4: 49:37-51:36)
When I asked him what precisely triggered him, he referred to human values he
personally believes in, such as being able to make mistakes and to continue trying
because that’s part of human values. Being accepted and accepting that life is a sort
of process, including curiosity, questioning and dialogues. He concludes by saying
that he considers development an iterative process, just as life and that such process
calls for lifelong learning.
Professional challenges and demands
While ongoing learning is apparently a major challenge for this interviewee to work
in development, we further explore his own perspective on development. What else
guides him, what anchors him in working in a world full of surprises (‘real life
complexity’)?
Personal development perspective as anchor
...Okay well, it comes back well, that is why this lifelong learning is important. You
begin to understand issues that you didn’t, you came up with. I think umm I know
of people… I hate the word that is called ‘globalization’, but it is … understanding
that as a world we are one system, yeah umm. Sometimes referred to as… yes there
is, there is this blue dotted space, which I called earth. That is kind of u-mm and we
are in this together. The mess we are making, we are in this together. I mean it is
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umm, that is beginning to dawn upon people, that relates to underdevelopment in
Africa, is related to development here. There is a connectivity, that the level of
connectivity that exists is something that we, I think, that we even as organisation,
as humankind, even I as a person have umm have acquired, over time.
When I was trained and this is my formal education that was not so obvious and
the way it was articulated then, it was in a highly political discourse, political
politicized item which made it difficult to understand. And even what the value was
behind all of the articulations that were presented. This is the issue of connectivity,
My development perspective my personal development perspective where I work, I
think it is global, I think there is a need for solidarity [...] There is something to
relate with solidarity, yeah.
(Interviewee 4:56:55-59:25)
He explains that solidarity can be translated in many different ways, but to him it
means, being aware of mutual interdependency, which he formulates as
The way we live here has got something to do with what’s happening there.
(Interviewee 4 - 59:32)
The question of how my interviewee gives expression to ‘solidarity’, how he seeks to
respond in daily work to development needs/demands of others, remains up in the
air.
To conclude this section, I go back to the transformative nature of the development
process, which evolves within real life complexity, in a complex interplay of
‘variables about both situations and actors’ (Ostrom, Gibson, Shivakumar, &
Andersson, 2002, p. 4 ff). In engaging with complexity, one of the interviewees
shares an experience of the need for professional courage when pursuing the kind of
‘development’ one believes in.
Transforming a development process calls for courage
Interviewee 2 shares his experience in country J with a vaccination programme for
young children. The national minister, who formally had worked for the same
agency as my interviewee, attended a meeting where they discussed how the
programme should be rolled out in the entire country.
…I still remember how we had a great meeting and everyone was there, and the
minister was there – for political reasons – and he said yes, we're going to do really
well: we're going to make sure that every child will be visited at home. And every kid
gets that vaccine at home. So we need to have mobile stations and then we go from
door-to-door. Deadly silence.
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And I also realized, that cannot be, that's just simply impossible, that just doesn't
work. Well, [I started] ... thinking, thinking, thinking like that, And already you saw
the ministerial staff sweating. And I thought well, let me see if I - having now the
agency’s emblem on my forehead - if I can make something out of it. So I did say,
another possibility would be that the children be picked up from their houses by the
health worker or by organizing a local event and then they are escorted to the clinic
and there they are vaccinated, otherwise it is simply not doable.
Deadly silence again and then he said …. aha aha the minister said, that is a
brilliant idea. But I really was sweating like a pig, because I knew it was against his
ideas, while I was depending on the minister. So that was great. In the end, he said
very well done. The entire ministerial staff was absolutely happy and all that.
So there you basically use your position to reverse something, which otherwise might just as well happened, which actually I don't really know, but in itself it was
rather nice and it felt good.
(Interviewee 2- 24:47- 26:44)

8.4 COOPERATION FOR INCLUSIVE DEVELOPMENT

In the light of above accounts of policy conductors’ practices, I want to conclude
this chapter with the following observations: the central role of interactional
practices in work, the way cooperation comes about and thirdly how cooperation
appears a condition for inclusive development cooperation. Interviewees focussed
more on interactions, relating and cooperation, than on development itself.
Interactional practices
All interviewees spoke at length about interactional practices which underscore how
important these are in their daily work. Interactions that resulted in either
relationships long or short term, even in firm cooperation and working partnership,
or appeared to have a more incidental character. All interactions seemingly
depended on the drive behind it, be it for the purpose of establishing long term
cooperation and checks and balances, to inform or consult partners, to tap on local
knowledge, to learn more about a situation, to enhance understanding of the
greater context of a country.
Interactions occurred at various layers of the institutional landscape, with
headquarters at the home-base, with local ministerial contacts, local counterparts or
non-governmental or church organisations. Only few mentions were made of direct
interactions with village levels. Most interactions concerned the playing field of
actors engaged in the development process in an intermediate position.
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Cooperation in policy conduct’ arises in normative and reflective practices
As case stories suggest, cooperation appears to be founded upon trustworthy and
even kinship relationships at multiple layers – kinship being understood as a
relation between two individuals (dyadic), building affinity and closeness (Read,
2015).111 These (one to one) relations involve, as Wolff (2005, pp. 122–144) suggests,
‘individualisation’ of its members knowing one can trust the other, which also
renders the relationship vulnerable. Additionally, trustworthy relations in group
setting as Wolff explains (2005, p. 136) depend more on the formal frame that brings
members together. As the interviewees shared, both these types of relationship
focus on making connections. Both kinds of relationships come about in
interactional work that is normative and reflective in nature including intuition,
listening and observing.
These relationships provide space – an interaction floor – to cooperate and mutually
search for ways to re-link to more inclusive development logics – logics that
incorporate local values and norms, local knowledge ‘resting in its people’ (Odora
Hoppers, 2010, p. 79) and local forces and conditions. These relationships enable
those involved to address blind spots in donor policy, to take corrective actions
where needed and seek to respond to uncertainties and unknowns of foreign
situations one works in. Such inclusive development processes are transformative in
themselves, finding their own routing, as logical consequence of the quest for
responsiveness and quality outcomes. But as I learnt, an inclusive and
transformative development process can be greatly enhanced by sound relationships
that provide for cooperation.
Cooperation the key to engage in development cooperation
Relationships for cooperation bear the special feature of being open and horizontal,
though grafted upon the hierarchical donor-recipient structure. It is about relating
from a horizontal perspective, searching for shared meaning and cooperation for a
common goal, in ‘horizontal frictions’ (Kunneman, 2012, 2019) in dialectical
interactions. However, trustworthy relationships for cooperation cannot be enforced
under (transactional) principal-agent contracts, where (paraphrasing Bass &
Steidlmeier, 2006, p. 3) ‘the donor reacts to whether the recipient carries out what
they have ‘transacted’ to do’. From this follows that ‘cooperation in policy conduct’
is not the asymmetrical notion as described by WRR (2010, p. 24).112 Moreover, as
appears from the interviews appear cooperation that is built upon trustworthy
relationships is a precondition for development cooperation. In other words
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And not in genealogical terms, as family relation.
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trustworthy cooperation is needed for the search for inclusive development and
further cooperation.
Before moving on to the next chapter, I have a last remark regarding the aid system.
It is striking to note that none of the interviewees dwelled specifically on official
guidelines or models for development or cooperation or the aid system. My
interview question ‘how do you deal with cooperation and development in the
conducting space’ was open and non-biased in that respect. If at all references were
made to the aid system, they rather addressed the tensions which arise from
governance rules and regulations that are at odds with daily work practices. The
following chapter seeks to provide more insight into this third ‘issue that matters’
(as analysed in chapter 6), how policy conductors experience and interact with
governance rules and regulations, especially where it concerns accounting and
reporting.
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9 NORMATIVE VOICES ABOUT GOVERNANCE RULES

Just as in previous two chapters, the IPA light analysis of the interviews yielded
insights as discussed in the narratives as presented below. In a three-step analysis of
these interviews (as described in chapters 2.5 and 7.1), I identified (1st step) ‘issues
that matter’ using the conceptual lens which I developed in chapter 6. This was
followed (2nd step) by selecting the interviewees’ accounts in dealing with these
issues. Finally (3rd step) I bracketed what I thought was a ‘feature’ (typical aspect) of
policy conducting work. The reflections are indicated in the text below as sub-sub
heading on the right-hand side of the page. Chapters 7 and 8 respectively
foregrounded how policy conductors deal with policy chains and the multi-layered
nature of the process. In this chapter, the focus shifts towards the professional
interaction with governance rules and regulations in relation to their own working
practices.
As chapter 10 will further elaborate, these governance rules are an integral part of
the aid system as developed for official development assistance (ODA). They
constitute a guiding frame for providing foreign aid that is effective (‘aid
effectiveness’), but also for accounting for and reporting on work and results
achieved. In this chapter, policy conductors share their collective experiences of
how they deal with and perceive these governance rules, and how they themselves
engage in foreign aid giving in this respect.
In section 9.1 the interviewees focus on ‘result reporting formats’ while they
attempted to reach out to their colleagues at headquarters (policymakers,
supervisors). They also share critical reflections on donors’ policy focus. Section 9.2
discusses the tensions they encountered in complying with rules and regulations
while section 9.3 briefly addresses why the interviewees grapple with regulations.
Section 9.4 provides for a professional reflection on values of work. The last section,
9.5, considers policy conduct from the perspective of normative professionalisation
and concludes that policy conduct is ‘work becoming’.

9.1 REPORTING
Framing results to comply with governance rules
I first turn to interviewee 5 (country G), who recalls how his team showed field-level
results to a visiting delegation of political leadership, how they did so in a ‘glossy’
way so as to make sure the message resonated with the delegation.
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… it is a matter of framing; depending on who is your political leader you frame a
certain topic in the right terms. That is not saying we are playing games, but there
is element of truth in that and that resonated.
[…] We would actually want to bring a lady producer ... and [say] “thanks to all
these developments, we have now our own land rights, they can share -men and
women- their land rights”.
So that is something that also will resonate with the public back home. That is the
core of our... visualisation of poverty alleviation; [to show] it is hard work: a village
woman as the proud owner of the land, which she uses for production... That
should be a glossy example that resonates with the public and political leadership.
We have to; otherwise you cannot detach yourself from the political arena.
(Interviewee. 5: 44:03- 46:32)
Parallel monitoring systems
Interviewee 5 underscores how local conditions and culture are leading his team, as
he aspires to be a reliable partner for his local counterparts. He also mentions that
he allows himself (and his team) to be surprised. He doesn’t
… specify upfront how that result should look like. It can surprise me [...] cause
otherwise you narrow things too much ... uh... to one side and that might actually
not be fitted for the current ... or for the specific context. [Monitoring protocols] is
something which we are now struggling with.
Looking at [donors] result visions, that is parliamentary [politically] based, because
[as donor] we also have parliamentarian ‘motions’ which have to be answered ...
and .... that is also a reality we have to answer to... and we do. So I have created a
system in which that information can be generated by our partners, but there is
also a system that is more adapted to ..uh.... to a flexible outcome. […]
And ... so next to the monitoring and evaluation system which has been generated
in the Netherlands, I am having this system which can surprise me ... hopefully... on
outcome and I am not sure what it will be.
(Interviewee 5: 1:07:13- 1:10:43)
In the next subsection, interviewee 3 elaborates on the problem of reporting in line
with upfront agreed targets, and how this requirement hides the moral dimensions of
work.
Quantified reporting
In response to an article which she recently read about the use of monetary terms to
give expression to value of work, interviewee 3 refers to the development sector.
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No moral value in quantitative data
...we are very good in, uh, making systems and you know becoming very
bureaucratic in making systems, developing systems to make it work, uh checking
accountability, et cetera, et cetera, you see the same in development aid. We try to
control everything, with figures.... And most of the time it is quantitative, as if
quantitative data say a lot. Why if you don’t need a qualitative aspect, that that’s
one thing, but [the authors of the article] link that with morality that in certain
sectors, the morality is gone. You know that you just don’t look at moral aspects of
things or, what is right and is wrong.
[...] Because we have the same problem, you know. We are, we are fully focussed on
quantitative data [...] the quality is very hard to express you know, or to fight with,
it’s also very difficult, but actually, quality of life of these farmers and future of
that... we talk about sustainability, everybody talks about sustainability. [...] But
what we mean about it and what does it mean for ... what is sustainability for the
farmers like that, that is very often forgotten. [...] I think one of the determining
factors is, can the development professional deal with this pressure of quantitative?
At the same time ensure to look at qualitative aspects and then get it sold and get it
in fact to the organization, and I think that is the biggest challenge.
(Interviewee 3: 12:09 – 13:50)
In the following story, interviewee 3 refers to her agency’s mission statement, which
is well formulated, but blurs the view on those who are targeted, whose livelihood
her agency seeks to uplift.
Critics of the systems
She explains how many organisations would have a well-formulated Vision Mission
Goal (VMG), in her words ‘nicely chopped out where the priority is, where they go’.
She describes how such VMG influences the working space for development
professionals. As she has it, it is an individual decision how to deal with the VMG in
daily fieldwork, whether or not to take it as frame of reference. In the example
below she recalls how this once led to an argument with her management, known as
visionary. Her management stood by its position, that
...if an organization has good systems, you know, that was the time that [we] found
capacity building of an partner organization is important, is still important, I also
still think that is important but it was sort of a hype... You know, we have many
hypes but that was one hype.
And then the thing was ... [in my agency] we had the system developed, [to do an]
organizational assessment looking at the [...] VMG [we asked] do they make a
yearly report? Do they have a financial report? All of these very technical things
again, as much as possible, and then also some questions like um, um, are there
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regular team meetings or, you know, some, some ... some detailed questions on how
the organization functions. And my director that time said, “If that is good, if that
organization puts a gender policy, of course gender policy implementation et
cetera, if that is all okay, that organization works perfect. I said, I said, “Yeah that
can be okay on paper”, you know, but if you don’t look, ... check, if that is okay, still
when you look at the field and how the target group is benefiting and thus
[whether] that organization had eye for developments of the target group and for
their changing needs.
Focus on villagers
She mentions how such checklists and quantified reports helped her organisation to
get funding from back donors year after year in the past. But also discusses how her
own focus was on the target groups which made her ‘close shop’ (phasing out some
programmes). She was lauded for this by her counterparts away from the home-base
but not by her colleagues within her own organisation. As she mentions:
... this is actually one aspect of the development professional. Daring to… to take
risk, to, to [...] look at the target group even when it goes against what the policy
says. [...] Because when the policy says this is correct, then the organization is
correct.
She underscores how her management confirmed to be
... very much concerned about the target group so [management] is looking at it
but overestimates the role of intermediary organization and thinks that, if you
work with them well and if they are, they are well organized, they have a capacity,
this target group will be fine, you know. [...] My thesis is that is not enough. You
know, looking at an organization alone, without looking at, what is really the effect
on the target group. We’re talking about the effect on the target group but only in
quantitative terms, not in qualitative terms.
(Interviewee 3: 14:42-21:20)
Patience of Paper
She also cites an example of what gets lost when certain issues are not mentioned in
proposals or documents or quantitative indicators. She explains:
Paper is patient, so you don’t mention that. And, and then nobody will ask you
about it. Finish! You know. And the thing is that, that many people rely, especially, when they are not so confident in the field and they don’t know the
country very well -, they rely on paper. Because, because it’s also, if you are, only
three weeks there, you cannot see everything. So in my own experience, I often, too
often, I had to rely on paper, and on stories of people. But when I have a chance [...]
I always try to go out and to see what is really going on and look for - that’s the
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second thing you have to do- is look for reliable counterparts, I mean, consultants
who know the field who are also daring. Because too many evaluators, too many
local consultants are the pleasing part. They want to please the [agency] because
they need them for their future jobs. They want to please the donor for the same
reason. So, what you get is an evaluation report, which is nicely... has some little
critical remarks. Some remarks you have to read in between the lines and finally, if
you really want to see through, you have to make your own [assessment] over
certain things or look into.
[...] I have worked with local consultants, some, who are very good who are really
very critical, analytical, who are daring, and some who are very pleasing on both
sides. And the pleasing part doesn’t help you. It doesn’t help the organization, it
doesn’t help anyone.
(Interviewee 3: 21:45 – 23:2o)
The two accounts below express the above-mentioned professionals’ critical
attitudes towards adopted policy and policymakers and how this curtails their
reporting.
The Policy lens
Theatre of make believe
Interviewee 5 refers to the current state of development in his country (D) of
assignment, and comments
I am very sad about it to see how the educational levels in this country have
regressed, despite the millions and millions of funding put in. And part of the
reason why it was so limited success because donors including [my own agency] is
too much focussed on the ‘theatre of the grins’, I am not sure how to call it: ‘the
theatre of political and policy realties’. […] Yes, it is the theatre of make-believe. […].
It is very easy to create the wrong report reality here in the country.
(Interviewee 5 -29:20- 30:30)
In response to my query on whether he means to say that it is easy to create a glossy
world, he answers:
Yes … we – along the years of development cooperation- we have created the maybe in the extreme- the ‘Potemkin reality’ 113 of successes of development
cooperation. […] Because we were never able to discuss about challenges and
failures, we only have to show results and the result reporting. […] But you cannot
say, the learning reports, what have you learnt? And work from the perspective that
An impressive facade or show designed to hide an undesirable fact or condition (Merriam Webster
dictionary, accessed May 2014)
113
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there is an implicit need to engage in countries and […] worldwide … not as wealthy
as we are, because of far- reaching effects later on: geopolitics.
(Interviewee 5- 31:36- 32:34)
Worshipping policy
Interviewee 2 discusses his views on adopted policy:
... because nobody is interested, well, the policy [desk] is not interested. […]
Every year we were [at headquarters], and then we had a regional meeting. I still
have all presentations. So over and again I raised the point how impossible it was
what they [policy makers] wanted; and then those slides with all those programmes
with arrows that all ended up with the poor health workers. That cannot be, you
cannot just add someone [to your plans] and the reason for that was ... [...] yes, I
think I have always had a feeling for the reality of the recipient, for the health
worker, for the ... local levels. Even at the village level, I have been there a lot and
yes, after a while you just feel what you can and cannot do.
(Interviewee: 27:49-28:46)
We explore where he positions himself in the conducting space (closer to policy or
to village levels) and whether he has a feel for what is needed at local levels. He
explains how donor policy intentions do not always work because of local
conditions:
... [policy] things are just turned down, because it does not work. It is [locally]
impossible. So always, I do realise... [you have] a relation to the policy, which
ultimately is your boss. In a certain sense [...], because of your contractual position,
it is always negative [...] it is impossible, very simple: policy conceived at that [top]
level is by definition unworkable.
(Interviewee 2: 29:03-30:17)
I seek clarification of what he means by ‘negative’; is that what headquarters told
him?
No, no, no that is my qualification. I have never - I never got such qualification, but
actually that was how I perceived it, well.., towards them I had to ... so I often had
to keep them happy, about the policy thing, by saying: yes, sorry, I am at country
level. I have often used the national authorities for that by reporting, yes, I very well
imagine that you would like this and that and perhaps it is possible, but my
national counterparts are not in favour of it at all. Well, anyway, that may have
been so, but I didn't like it either. But that's the way I did it. [...]
... negative is not so much the right word, it is more, ... I always have the idea that it
is terribly difficult to convey [our daily] reality to policymakers and maybe after all,
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that is not my function? My function is to think of how, ideally, it should be done,
and not to think whether it is possible or not. That is up to... policymakers
themselves?
(Interviewee 2: 30:24 – 31:35)
Gaining trust of all parties
We contemplate policy conductors’ dependency on adopted policy and funding. My
interviewee underscores how important it is to have gained the trust of
policymakers at headquarters and field level implementers, as well as trust of one’s
local counterpart and other local parties:
... because everybody tends to worship policy. Worshipping is not the right word,
but everyone, it is also humanly, tends to worship policy because.... in language, in
technically disadvantaged positions and because it is western. Generally speaking
[policy] is always seen to be of higher order than what happens in-between. So
everyone wants to go to a meeting in New York, where they talk about policy things
though you don't even understand the meaning of its words. But apparently, these
words are important, and these are translated ‘downwards’ [for local level], while
no one understands it anymore. But it gives a sense of belonging.
(Interviewee 2: 32:44..-33:36)
In the following section I turn to examples, given by interviewee 5, of how he
interacts with instrumental rules and regulation in his country of assignment. He
explains why he does not communicate too much about this with his colleagues at
headquarters.

9.2 OTHER GOVERNANCE RULES

We continue talking about ongoing interventions in country D, how my interviewee
dealt with donor (OECD/DAC) regulations and how he accounted for it to domestic
political leaders.
Sinning against the rules
In fact, what I have done is go against Paris principles. […] okay we created parallel
structures in provincial and financial offices to ensure that [local staff] learn to set
up such systems. [We said] you recruit, and pay for your staff recruited, but you get
an financial accountant [paid by us] who tracks the money that comes in and
shows you how to prepare a report and how to use a government system. [But] a
Paris principle is to use national systems and abolish [parallel] management units
for instance […] and I am creating [such] management units within the financial
sections. People are sitting next to the controller, learning, on the job training, still
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using the national system, because ... had I followed national systems there has
become an enormous limitation in achieving results. […]
[It is] all sinning against Paris principles and now money starts flowing and results
have being achieved.
(Interviewee 5: 50:51- 52:40)
Deciding for parallel structures
He shares how the idea of setting up a parallel financial support structure has been
discussed with national authorities, how local capacity was the bottleneck and how
on basis of mutual understanding and desire to achieve results this parallel hybrid
structure [of additional capacity] came about. When I ask whether headquarters was
aware that he was not faithfully applying ODA principles for giving foreign aid, he
admits:
[However]... it is not something which I explicitly mention [at my HQs] but I am
also not hiding this. Because I do not want a reaction, a formalistic reaction from
[them] saying ‘but this is against Paris [principles], while [political leadership] has
signed off against [these principles] and therefore you should stop’. [...] yes there is
a chance and I am running that. So I will not do that and that is why I have said
that I am not hiding it [...]
(Interviewee 5: 53:10- 55:40)
Deciding for tied aid
Another example given by this interviewee is about ‘tied aid’ to country D. He
admits that he had agreed to ‘tied aid’ for country D although it is against the
governance rules for untied aid.114 He explains to a visiting Dutch parliamentarian
delegation why he justified the decision to engage in tied aid, as being on demand of
national authorities in country D. Tied aid in this case provides better quality and
less work for his national partners, while the tender procedure is transparent and
well established. Nonetheless in following discussions among the visiting
parliamentarians, an ambiguous reaction is given: “brilliant but you cannot do this”.
In the end one parliamentarian agrees.
(Interviewee 5-56:17-01:02:50)
My interviewee is not sure how this will be communicated to rank and files at home.
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Untied aid refers to purchasing goods and services with no geographical limitation as per
OECD/DAC rules, while tied aid refers to funds being spent in donor or selected country (see:
www.oecd.org/dac/financing-sustainable-development/development-finance-standards/untiedaid.htm (accessed February 2021)
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Fighting battles
Interviewee 5 had underscored already that he believes that there is a professional
duty to account for non-compliance to headquarters.
What I miss in [my agency] and that frustrates me is that… [my colleagues] are not
sufficiently critical to [political leaders]. [A political leader] who is new in the job
and all of a sudden is promoting certain development and is in favour … and we
because , we are professionals in the system, and we have not only the right but the
duty to tell leadership this is not going to work.
(Interviewee 5-1:15:00)
I seek clarification: on the one hand he does not want to have comments from
headquarters when not complying with working principles; at the same time, he
considers his colleagues at headquarters not being sufficiently critical. My question
is, are his colleagues well enough informed to be critical?
Civil servants.... yeah there is also a bit for not wanting to have to engage into
another fight. What I am doing I said I am not hiding it, I am not drawing
attention to it . But if they would ask me how has it come? I will explain.
(Interviewee 5-1:15:00- 1:16:10)
He shares an example of how reporting models ask for new information and then
wonders whether adherence to principles is more important than people having
access to water and sanitation. When I ask whether one doesn’t have to fight for
certain issues, he considers that sufficient exchange takes place with headquarters.
He reasons why the ‘aid system’ has to re-invent itself,
...the government of country D is now much more self-assured ... [...]
... the whole {foreign aid] world has to re-invent itself. So also these rules they
come from a conventional development cooperation approach; they are not valid
anymore. Like-minded donors [...],... are not so likeminded in this country at the
moment because we all are now competitors as well for contracts. So there is a new
different ball game ...
(Interviewee 5-1:18:45-1:19:32)
He further explains that donors’ development agendas are not based on shared
interest of the country where he works, and he suggests instead to
… become a real friend of the partner countries we have, allow their own systems to
... to be leading the whole development process rather than being determined by the
so-called common goals.
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Yeah, cause there is such potential in this country there is enormous challenges but
they should be given its own local chance and not defined that at donor
headquarters. It doesn’t fit, it did not fit at the time in the country.
I am not fighting the battle of [common goals]. There I am a passenger and I’ll see
what passes by and see what I can do. I implicitly ...um ... focus on a national level
and translate poverty alleviation [and goals] in locally obtained goals [...] and
achieve results.
(Interviewee 5-1:20:55- 1:22.40)
As the end of the interview, and in hindsight, he adds:
…the world is changing, is becoming complex, we don’t really understand it, so
rather than trying to increase your control, work much more from the base of
confidence in your partners [...] [They are] in a much better position to oversee the
complexities the country and ... knowing exactly [...] what poverty alleviation is
feasible and what we [as donor] want to achieve and then it is up to [them] to do so.
I think the most important thing is that donors should not be so prescriptive and
normative and be more surprised.
(Interviewee 5-1:32:20- 1:36:20)
In the next section I briefly address two fields of tensions that policy conductors
experience in their interactions with governance rules.

9.3 POLICY CONDUCTORS GRAPPLING WITH RULES AND REGULATIONS

The above narratives conjure up a general picture of professionals who grapple with
rules and regulations. I see at least two reasons for this. Firstly the two different
perspectives of policymakers/political leaders and policy conductors; secondly, the
tensions policy conductors experience in complying with abstract aid system and its
working principles.
Two perspectives on reporting
The stories of the interviewees reveal different perspectives on reporting policy
conducting practices. On the one hand there is a ‘glossy perspective’ of managers,
supervisors and political leaders which is based upon the demands of the aid
system. On the other hand, there is a practice-perspective which is based upon what
happens in real-life complexity. It appears to be difficult for policy conductors to
convey messages of actual policy conducting practices to managers and colleagues
at headquarters.
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Also in relation to practicing governance rules and regulations (theoretical in
nature), the interviewees mention their difficulties with creating open interaction
and exchange spaces with those in policymaking and supervisory positions. The
focus on glossy policy does not seem to allow space to acknowledge the efforts
which are made to enhance the effectiveness of foreign aid giving at village levels.
This finding was also established in the consultancy sessions described under
chapter 6.4. The rules and regulations seem primarily to serve policy goals rather
than means to learn how and why village level needs and demands have been
addressed.
Tensions between rigour of rules and practiced reality
Although none of the interviewees spoke as extensively as interviewee 5 about rules
and regulations, all resource persons in this research proved to be conscious of
where donor money comes from, its grounding in politics in the donor-country and
internationally. They acknowledge the need to report on and account for allocated
funds to ‘their’ managers, policymakers and political leadership in order to
legitimise foreign aid giving. This suggests that they do not contest the validity of
the regulations set by the agency, nor of prevailing working principles. Rather their
rigour seems problematic because of its push towards compliance at the cost of
village-level work that does not fit the rules.
I consider the above accounts as testimonies of tensions, arising between the call to
adhere to governance rules and regulations and actual work occurring in day-to-day
life in between shoes and slippers. In Schön’s words, a tension between the rigour of
the aid system (and those who supervise the system) and relevance for the villager
(D Schön, 1983). These tensions end up in the hands of the professional in-between,
dealing with the rules and regulations, including policy directives as chapter 7
illustrates, and multi-layered relational patterns as chapter 8 describes.
To better understand policy conductors’ approach to governance rules and
regulations (working principles) as intimated above, to policy chains and relational
work as described in chapter 7 and 8, I share below a personal reflection by
interviewee 5. In this reflection, the interviewee makes the case that policyconducting work stems from professional values and personal commitment.

9.4 A PROFESSIONAL REFLECTION ON WORK
Professional values
We go back to interviewee 5 in country D, who heads a team of experts. He mulls
over the question of his engagement and loyalty in his work and suggests that
commitment and personal drives matter in shaping one’s own work.
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Personal drives
You have many different development professionals, and one is ... rooted in ... I
come from a back ground… a field background and I spent many years in the field
and that is where my loyalty lies. My loyalty is not per se directly with [my agency]
in the sense that I am loyal to [their] policies, but if I see that it is not benefitting
what it is supposed to do ... for the people, the poor and the poverty groups, the
communities living in poor or poverty conditions, ... uhm... mainly rural and urban,
then I will try and either adapt that policies or circumvent them.
If the policy is feeding into [my agency’s] information requirements, - cause it has
information requirements for obviously ... financial requirements, we have to justify
our funding that is fundamental - I am fully aware of that and I am fully behind
this. But it is also a sort of subjective information provision to parliamentarians,
who have a ...uhm... quickly developed ...and... a ... yeah established opinion, which
is not necessary ... if you ask me ... if you would give them a chance to reflect […]
what I would pursue, although we speak from the same point of departure. […] So
that is a fundamental issue, from what perspective is he or she operating? Is he
merely an [employee] who wants to feed the system? And there [are] some perverse
triggers in the system […]. [Some] people who are... […] there just to fulfil the rules.
Financial rules are fine but you have to fulfil them in the context of the country you
are working in. You work with imperfect systems and there you have to go for the
maximum result you can achieve. And a good plan today is still better than a
perfect plan tomorrow.
I’ll take the community perspective. Because the old - not to be a bit of the extremealtruistic poverty alleviation I do not believe in any longer, subsidy-based poverty
alleviation. I much rather ... yes... there is always a group who will need subsidies
like in the Netherlands, social protection an what have you, but the majority ... you
cannot get people substantially and sustainably out of poverty, through subsidies.
(Interviewee 5-08:00 – 12:12)
Poverty perspectives
We further reflect upon the relation between poverty and subsidy and he corrects
himself.
I was speaking of poverty first from an economic perspective but there is much
more on poverty than [that]. ... My poverty perspective is ... currently, because I
also have been frustrated with lack of results in previous decades in which
conventional methods of poverty alleviation did not lead to many results, and I
think it is very interesting to see what poverty alleviation is now, more than
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actually in economic terms, but also in choice of ... in freedom of choice in that
sense.
(Interviewee 5- 13:00- 15:40)
Contemplating on the role of the private sector he returns to his poverty perspective
… because yes, poverty alleviation if you take it in the political realm is – what you
call it – gets a heavy burden. Politics always antagonise. And if you try to
depoliticise – I said it before – the manner in which you give people access to
resources, whatever resources: freedom of choice is a resource, under what
conditions? That it is a very democratic process, but it is a technical process then in
that sense. So that could be a very interesting step towards poverty alleviation,
because I am convinced that as soon as you get over – and now I am getting
qualitative because I cannot exactly quantify it – if you get over a certain threshold,
and they get a sense of respect and own identity in a community that is based on
economic development through a company, that brings also many other poverty
factors like freedom of speech, human rights, gender issues within. Then they will
be able to approach and express much more vocal to decision-makers than they had
before and decision-makers...uuh... they are not just cattle for voting.
(Interviewee 5: 16:36 - 18:26)
Micro-political engagement
In all interviews resounded the interviewees’ individual drives and values with
regard to development cooperation, their career-long involvement in the sector,
commitment to the greater cause of global poverty and what Kunneman (2019)
refers to as micro-political engagement. These values influence permeate their
entire work. This micro-political engagement explained as individual political
engagement is considered one of three focal points within normative
professionalisation as Kunneman describes.
Below I consider policy conduct and the policy conductor from a normative
professionalisation perspective.

9.5 THE NORMATIVE PROFESSIONALISATION PERSPECTIVE OF POLICY CONDUCT

In the foregoing three chapters I sought to unmute and amplify the voice of policy
conductors and illustrate from insiders’ own perspectives what policy conduct
entails and how it affects foreign aid giving. I followed professionals’ interactions
with some ‘issues that matter’ (institutional phenomena) in foreign aid giving. As
discussed in chapter 2.7 I focused in my interviews on the professional as ‘producer’
of Mode 3 knowledge, as a source of normative professionalisation, by exploring
their professional practices through what I termed a ‘complexity lens’.
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I will now turn to Kunneman (2019) to consider this professional and the work from
what he calls the ‘normative professionalisation perspective’. This NP-perspective,
as he has it, has three focal points viz. (1) horizontal (open) morality, (2) quality
work and (3) a micro-political engagement.
Three focal points of the NP perspective
The first focal point of the NP perspective focuses on horizontal morality. Chapters
7 and 8 in particular illustrated the importance of horizontal open relationship for
cooperation purposes for sparring about work, for learning, for interactional
reflections, for joint searches. Relationships turned sometimes even into friendships,
kinship relations. In these open and horizontal exchanges, establishing mutual trust
emerged as a major ingredient for cooperation. In that sense an inclusive
development process requires a trustworthy cooperation that precedes development
and cooperation.
As the second focal point of quality work is concerned, all interviewees bore witness
of a professional focus on village or street level needs and demands.115 They were all
searching for development that would serve poor people’s interests, by way of an
inclusive development process that resonates with local conditions, includes local
know–how, addresses the complexity of phenomena encountered in daily life. In
terms of a normative professionalisation perspective, they pursued work that would
be of relevance for villagers further afield (in Dutch: werk dat deugt en deugd doet).
Whether indeed their work would ultimately result in such village level relevance
remains, as some mentioned, to be seen. So, while the outcomes of adopted policy
are not predictable, all interviewees made attempts to serve at least the greater goal
of foreign aid, namely poverty reduction.
The third focal point of interviewees’ individual commitment and micro-political
engagement has been illustrated in section 9.4. This engagement transpired also in
the other interviews, such as in unchaining policy logics in favour of needs and
demands perceived to exist at village levels. But also in phasing out a programme
(closing shop) that no longer serves those targeted and in considering the broader
social and political relevance of a development process in a country, reflecting upon
globalization. The interviewees’ narratives show that they were driven by a
development perceptive which reflected their micro-political engagement.

Village level as I explained in chapter 1 footnote 8 stands for the place where foreign aid is to
arrive.
115
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This summary reflection brings me to conclude that the interviewees can be
considered to be normative and reflective professionals, regardless of the agency
they were working for or with, regardless of the country, regardless of the technical
domain they were working in, regardless of their professional training. In
encountering dilemmas for which no ready-made answers were available, none of
them ran away, but all were prepared to face up to the situation. They searched
together with others for answers, for a way forward, guided by their own moral
compass. Hence, the work that came about in such reflective process could be
considered as normative and reflective work as well.
Policy conduct as ‘work becoming’ and the aid system
Policy conduct has many differing features as was illustrated in previous chapters. It
is professional work shaped in the hands of the professional. Policy conductors
search in dialogue with the self and the other, in the interplay between
instrumentality and complexity. It is interactional work that results from critical
reflections on donors’ policy mandate, on local demands and needs, on relations,
and local feasibility and conditions. Policy conduct also results from interaction
with random and emerging forces and moral and existential considerations of the
self and the other. It is unplannable work which outcomes cannot be predicted and
for which no manuals, no guidelines or instructions are available.
Building upon Giampietro’s (2009; 2013) notion of sustainability, I consider policy
conduct as ‘work becoming’ as it becomes something else while in action across
different layers, in different narratives, at different pace, in space and time; it is
living work. In chapter 11 I will come back to this in some more detail. As the
interviewees made clear, policy conduct is not about cause effect logics, it is not
dominated by an accountability structure (as in principal-agent relations), and it is
not linear work towards prior formulated results or outcomes. It is exploratory in
nature and given its overall character cannot be reduced into a model. It is work
whereby compliance to foreign aid working principles as laid down by donors for
providing aid is apparently secondary to actual foreign aid giving practices that are
considered meaningful at local levels by policy conductors.
The gap between formal foreign aid working principles and what it actually takes to
provide meaningful aid at local levels is a source of tension which is experienced
and articulated by the interviewees in this study. These tensions emerge because the
donors’ approaches to foreign aid, framed by theories and instrumental notions as
described in chapter 6, do not resonate with policy conduct as reflective and
normative practices.
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This conclusion brings me to subsidiary research question c, namely: How does inbetween work feature in the contemporary discourse on official development
assistance (ODA)? In order to better understand the tension between ODA and the
normative practices of policy conductors, I will examine the discourse and the aid
system in the next chapter.
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10 POLICY CONDUCTORS IN THE ODA DISCOURSE AND AID SYSTEM

This is the penultimate chapter of my thesis. Its focus is on the tensions
professionals experience in conducting policy, tensions apparently arising from the
aid system and working principles for official development assistance (ODA), as
chapters 7, 8 and 9 illustrated. More particularly, the chapter tries to get nearer to
the source of these tensions from the perspective policy conductor, who experiences
these tensions as previous chapters demonstrated. This may shed light on how work
in-between relates to the contemporary discourse, which is my third sub-question.
I first highlight some of the critical voices in the discourse, mostly focused on the
aid system, which bear witness of these tensions. Considering these tensions reveal
however, that the normative and reflective professional, if at all considered, is not
really brought into the picture. I then turn to the discourse and the aid system
attempting to grasp why the professional stays out of view, in these critics. This
leads me to three tenets of the aid system, its policy focus and chain, the principalagent structure, and the normative imperative of foreign aid. I consider these
principles from the perspective of normative professionalisation as described and
interpreted in the foregoing chapters (and summarised in 9.5).
In section 10.1 I focus on contemporary critics of foreign aid and to what extent their
critique considers the normative professional. In section 10.2 I briefly explore the
official ODA discourse to depict the context in which the aid system is embedded.
Section 10.3 reflects on why the conducting space stays out of view within the ODA
discourse of those who govern aid flows and their managers. Section 10.4 addresses
the aid system, zooming in to three principles of the system which I consider in the
light of the description and interpretation of policy conducting work. Section 5
discusses how policy conduct features in the ODA discourse and refers to the
changing world of ODA.

10.1 IN SEARCH OF THE POLICY CONDUCTOR

In this and following subsections I embark on a search for the normative and
reflective professional in the contemporary discourse on ODA, considering that this
professional is engaged in policy conduct.
A search for the policy conductor in the discourse
As learnt in foregoing chapters, policy conducting practices are held in tension with
the aid system and its demands. These tensions appear to arise especially from
policy directives, from linear relational thinking, and from governance rules, all
related to the aid system, which is embedded in the discourse. My search aims to
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better understand the source of these tensions, so I will briefly explore the discourse
and the aid system so as to find an answer to my third research sub-question, ‘how
does in-between work feature in the contemporary discourse on official development
assistance (ODA)?’ This search is informed by written sources, public debates,
scholarly and professional sources and experiences.
Critique on the system
What are the main points of critique levelled against the ODA discourse and the aid
system? As discussed in chapter 6, there are a number of critical considerations
about the workings of the foreign aid system. Some scholars and academics seek to
inspire the aid system with new ideas also in view of the SDGs (Fowler & Biekart,
2017). Others conclude that certain aspects in the system do not work as one would
expect (Elbers, 2012; Reeler & Blerk, 2017; Schabbel, 2007), or they blame the policy
chain’s faults, as Wallace et al. describe in their extensive survey on the ‘aid chain’
(2007). They criticise for example the coercion imposed by donors, which impedes
quality work at village levels. Ramalingam (2013; Ramalingam et al., 2008) blames in
no uncertain words all actors in the aid system for not engaging in complexity. He
refers to their incompetence, inability, inadequacy, and unwillingness. These
authors seem to consider all professionals who work in the system to ‘be’ the
system. Breetvelt (in Visser et al., 2012) directs his criticism at the institutions,
which have transformed into fortifications under influence of aid effectiveness. He
illustrates how donors tend to keep constructing a ‘mighty fortress’, an
instrumentalist and supposedly value-free world for development cooperation.
According to him, it is a world stripped of ethical foundations.
These criticisms are all about tensions, but they do not explicitly refer to the
tensions which are experienced at the level of professional work in the manner in
which policy conductors do. In the book ‘Adventures in Aidland’ (Mosse, 2011)
professionals come into view regarding the tensions they experience in dealing with
the modelled world of foreign aid, the world of the planners. It is about
professionals working in what is called ‘Aidland’, defined as ‘a macro construct
whose micro applications are interesting’, a ‘world of its own making’ (Apthorne in
Mosse, 2011, p. 199 ff). This world, also referred to as the ‘development industry’
(Hout, 2018), stands for the ‘OECD-DAC club of (ODA) donors’ (Harrison, 2013, p.
267). The essays in the book are as Harrison (2013, p. 265) underlines,
anthropologically informed, focusing on professionals who are ‘engaged with
institutional relations and knowledge practices’.
The professional in focus
Harrison (2013) suggests that we should not focus too much on Aidland (the system)
but rather on aid-giving itself, specially how ‘professionals move into and out of the
category of ‘donor’ and ‘recipient’ (p. 274). She calls for shedding a different light on
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the professional and interactions, not focusing on the ‘Aidland professional’ but
looking at the professional engaged in horizontal connections, searching for what
aid stands for.
This professional who moves in and out of the donor-recipient structure seems the
subject of the work of anthropologist Fechter (2012a, 2012b, 2016; Fechter &
Hindman, 2011). Her focus is on professionals who work in development in different
capacities, such as volunteer, aid worker, practitioner, or representing a donor.
Family and living conditions and social life are discussed, as are professional drives,
and also the image of development work as by nature ‘good work’. She recognises
that ‘morality inhabits the world of aid and development in many guises’ (Fechter,
2016, p. 3) and that individual professionals have their own moral compass (ethics)
in engaging in foreign aid giving. This in addition to other forms of morality such as
the moral imperative of development. She considers professionals who take
corrective actions when they encounter unfair donor policy or decisions, which may
create the kind of tensions and stress that professionals experience in their daily
work – tensions, as she explains, between personal and professional values in the
engagement with the reality of aid (Fechter, 2012b, p. 1393). Her aim seems to be to
deepen our understanding of how morality matters in foreign aid giving rather than
studying how ‘moral work’ affects the aid system and development process.
Based on this critique, I observe that much criticism is levelled against abstract
notions in the ODA discourse, such as the aid chain, actors, institutions and
‘Aidland’. But also, how difficult it appears to position the professionals in the
discourse and the aid system let alone to do so from a normative professionalisation
perspective. Where professional tensions are described, the focus moves towards
ethics of development work in general. 116 Nonetheless, there is some
acknowledgement of the importance to study the professional in foreign aid as it is
seen as an unexplored field of study (Fechter, 2016; Harrison, 2013). Although these
criticisms point in the right direction, they provide no further leads to delve into the
sources of tensions as experienced by policy conductors.
Against this background I now further explore the ODA discourse and aid system in
the light of the interviews in previous chapters but also considering what policy
conductors shared in the peer consultations described in chapter 6. I want to learn if
and how the policy conductor as normative and reflective professional is considered

Very few sector sources were identified speaking of individual ethics. If they do then mostly
entwined with sector ethics and not recognised as source for professionalisation (Gasper, 2000, 2012;
Kaplan, 2007).
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in the ODA discourse and, if so, whether it sheds light on the origin of tensions
encountered.

10.2 THE CONTEMPORARY AID DISCOURSE

In the context of the focus of this study, I do not aim to provide an in-depth review
of the contemporary discourse on official development assistance (ODA) which is
broad-based, internationally embedded and involves numerous development
professionals, scholars, academics, politicians around the globe. Rather I explore the
discourse (and the aid system) from the specific angle of the policy conductor and
the tension experienced as discussed in chapters 7, 8 and 9.
The discourse, aid system and its principles
As said in chapter 6.3, the aid system consists of two key components, namely donor
policy and the aid architecture (Bosch, 2011) and has strongly developed since
2000/2005. The ‘architecture’ is defined as the set of rules (principles) and
institutions governing aid flows (ODA) to developing countries, an architecture
built not by one but by many architects117 (Worldbank, 2008, p. 1). Bosch’s study for
the OECD (2011) explains the ‘system’ as a complex set of institutions, relationships
and regulations delivering assistance in a variety of different forms to developing
countries. She compares the aid system with an ‘ecosystem’118 and concludes it to be
in need of guidance and oversight to be efficient. Such guidance is provided by the
so-called OECD/DAC Paris Declaration project, which kicked-started in 2005 and
cannot be viewed separately from the MDGs that followed from the Millennium
Declaration adopted in 2000 by the UN General Assembly.
In 2015, the transformation of the MDGs into the Sustainable Development Goals
(SDGs) was adopted by the UN General Assembly. Where MDGs focused on the
poorest and most disadvantaged, the SDGs aspire to present a holistic vision on
sustainability, ending poverty by 2030 (Kenny, 2015). Like MDGs also SDGs are seen
as a consensus model, which Kenny (Centre of Global Development) views as a
utopian ambition, without legal status. A major difference between the MDGs and
SDGs is their scope of influence, as the latter are global goals, not just focused on
developing countries (Sumner, Gulrajani, Wickstead, & Glennie, 2020, p. 480)
With the Paris Declaration, the notion of aid effectiveness and reforming aid
practices, was placed high on the agenda and brought five working principles for
. I refer here to the ‘new architecture’ Post Cold War (Worldbank, 2008, p. 25). Some call the term
‘architecture’ a misnomer considering its lack of policy and operational congruence around the globe
118
Dutch philosopher Ten Bos (2015) speaking of bureaucracies also refers to ‘ecology’ but concludes
an eco-system has its own dynamics that cannot be designed or fully understood (p 74).
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those who adopted the declaration. Principles such as investing in country
ownership, in partnerships, managing for results and accountability (Foresti et al.,
2006). Where some expressed optimism about these principles in achieving
Millennium Development Goals (OECD, 2016) others consider the Paris Declaration
and its principles unsuccessful (Reality of Aid, 2018, p. 10). Nonetheless, challenged
by the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development and the Sustainable Development
Goals, OECD/DAC as international forum of about 30 donor countries (including
some international agencies) it
‘aims to be the preferred platform for all providers to monitor, measure, share
lessons, and set policies to improve the quality, results and impact of development
co-operation and stimulate mobilisation of resources for implementing the 2030
Agenda’ (OECD, 2020, p. 21).
The OECD continues to search for new ways, to better fulfil its mission, for better
policies so as to better support developing countries (OECD, 2020).
The various high-level meetings proceeding the Paris Declaration119 resulted in 2012
in the Global Partnership for Effective Development Cooperation120 (GPEDC) under
UN guidance. 121 As per its website the Global Partnership is meant as vehicle
to ‘maximize the effectiveness of all forms of co-operation for development for the
shared benefits of people, planet, prosperity and peace’. It supports partners by
providing guidelines and materials for among others implementing the principles
for effective development, accountability and effective cooperation. Their miniguide for development (2018) speaks of predictability of development cooperation,
which presupposes development and cooperation is makeable. The new and
transformative agenda of OECD/DAC (2020) aims to achieve (together with
GPEDC) the SDGs through ‘better measuring, better policy, better coordination to
make development cooperation work’ (p. 15). Learning from experience, exchange of
views and coordination on good practices are among the working methods. But as
the Reality of Aid network (2018) comments, such efforts are focused mainly on
policy purposes.
In the context of my own research, I conclude that there seems to be a void in the
discourse when it comes to foregrounding policy conducting practices which
emerge in the complexity between shoes and slippers. This void may be due to the
fact that the space in-between policymaking and field-level implementation is
www.oecd.org/dac/effectiveness/parisdeclarationandaccraagendaforaction.htm (accessed Nov.
2013).
120
https://www.effectivecooperation.org/ (accessed February 2021)
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To be precise of UNDP (United Nations Development Programme)
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unexposed in the discourse and thus the work that occurs in this space remains
unseen by those who construct the discourse. In the following section I will explore
the conducting space from the perspective of the ODA discourse, before I move to
the aid system.

10.3 THE POLICY CONDUCTOR IN THE DISCOURSE

In previous chapters, I indicated that in the contemporary ODA discourse the space
between shoes and slippers remains out of view. In chapter 3 I discussed how some
scholars and professionals do give some recognition to its existence but do not
explore the space further. They refer to the space in terms of a ‘black box’
(Bourguignon & Sundberg, 2007; Freeman, et al, 2015), a ‘grand arena’ (Haan de &
Kamanzi, 2011, p. 4), an ‘implementation gap’ (Bierschenk & Olivier de Sardan, 2014;
Lane, 2009) or ‘the unknown’ (Mosse, 2004). After critically exploring why the
conducting space remains so unexposed and undefined in the discourse, I am
looking for an explanation of the lack of attention for this space and submit four
interrelated observations: (1) ODA’s funding system, (2) the policy focus of donors,
(3) its associated vocabulary, and finally (4) the vast geographic scope of foreign aid
giving.
Funding system
As development economist Riddell (2014a, p. 1) has it, ‘central to contemporary
discourse about all aid-giving is not merely that it should be effective but the
justification for providing aid is intimately linked to its impact’. It suggests that the
grounds for allocating funding for development cooperation (ODA) lies in
demonstrating the impact of the concept behind it; whether input provided has
resulted in outputs and (tangible) outcomes (Riddell, 2014b, p. 12). It points out that
the focus of OECD/DAC as the ‘guardian’ of ODA (OECD, 2020) lies on donors’ aid
effectiveness rather than on development effectiveness at village levels.122
Aid effectiveness or development effectiveness are two different perspectives on
development cooperation. Aid effectiveness focuses on the donor (adopted policy)
and on those who are targeted (implemented policy). And so, the aid system
(including the involved policy and institutions) is primarily aimed at effectiveness of
ODA and less on the process of foreign aid giving or its development effects. To
make sure that allocating new funds can be justified, the aid system must establish
‘its own truth’ (paraphrasing Ten Bos, 2015). It makes us believe the system is the
122

In the 4th High Level meeting in Busan (Korea, 2011) that followed the Paris Declaration (2005) the
focus shifted to development effectiveness but interest in aid effectiveness sustained (Kim & Lee,
2013).
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reality of development, which is a reified reality. Sources confirm this to be a
dominant modality of understanding foreign aid giving practices (Balfour et al.,
2010; Harrison, 2013; Long, 2001). Such a reified world however, is a ‘dehumanised’
reality (Berger & Luckmann, 1996, p. 106). In this world, where the villager is called a
‘beneficiary’ (see also chapter 4), there is apparently no attention for those who
conduct policy. Instead, there is much loyalty towards donor policy. The work inbetween remains out of sight.
Loyalty to donors’ policy
As Bierschenk et al. (2014, p. 49) conclude, donors increasingly embrace a policy
approach for foreign aid. This was overtly confirmed in the 2010 report of the Dutch
Scientific Council for Government Policy (WRR 2010), suggesting that with good
policy and a well-established (donor) organisation, better development results
would be achieved on the ground. In their view, rigorous policy guidelines are a
good enough foundation to reach out to villagers. In this instrumental perception
there appears no place to deal with the complexity of institutional phenomena
resulting in unchaining in multi-layered relational patterns, and non-compliance to
rules in search of inclusive development relevant for those ultimately targeted.
The WRR does not stand alone in relying on adopted policy as the main driver for
development, thereby disregarding the conducting space and conduct of policy. In
the Netherlands there are quite a few who believe good development comes from
good policy, regulations and instruments, from a ‘solid’ aid system in a rather linear
and efficiently managed way (e.g. Boekestijn, 2010; Janssen, 2009). But even those
concerned about the complexity that foreign aid increasingly faces still appear to
predominantly rely on policy and models (e.g. ISS & Partos, 2016; Verwer, Schulpen,
& Ruben, 2014; Visser, Schulpen, & Elbers, 2012). Most of these authors advocate
policy driven and modelled innovations including complex adaptive systems (see
chapter 2 and Annex 2). For these model makers, in-between work is no real issue or
only within the boundaries of organisational and policy concepts (e.g. Elbers, 2012).
It is remarkable how some dissenting opinions such as by Scheffer (in Verwer,
Schulpen, and Ruben 2014, 417 ff) take distance from this view. Inspired by voices
from the field, Scheffer calls for a new equilibrium in the sector to give more space
to the ‘open, slower and less-measurable processes of social change’ in relation to
the intensifying call for results from donors. However, the connection between less
measurable processes of change’ and measurable results is not easily made given the
loyalty to donors’ foreign aid policy (and its models), which, as identified in chapter
6, create blind spots. But development language too is not very helpful when it
comes to reporting less measurable processes of change.
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Development language
Chapter 3.4 paid ample attention to how a rather blurred dividing line exists
between policy making and policy implementation in everyday development
language. This void conceals the existence of space in-between adopted and
implemented policy. In-between work is sometimes seen as implementing policy,
sometimes as making policy, but not as a special form of work. That is precisely why
this research introduces the term policy conduct to designate the space that exists
in-between adopted and implemented policy and to give visibility to what is
happening in-between.
Additionally, I reasoned in chapter 6.4. how the rationality and muscularity of
development language (Reeler & Blerk, 2017; Wallace et al., 2007) is an impediment
to meaningful reporting. Former minister Pronk (2007a) cautioned his audience for
the ‘nonsensical simplifications’ in language when speaking about evaluation
practices. Our development language does not allow to express for example how a
‘real desire for development’ (de Vries, 2007, p. 37) with its political dimension
(Escobar, 1995, p. 8 ff) has been pursued, how policy conduct was meaningfully
practised in search of inclusive development.
Moreover, language and culture also offer different interpretations which cannot be
expressed in development language (Folkers & Kimmerle, 2013). The word ‘planning’
for example – an alien notion to an African community – was understood as ‘the
dream of a white man’ (Sizoo, 2000, p. 70). Development language in many ways
does not seem to cover the less measurable practices as coming about in-between
work, which as Kunneman argues (2010, p. 54 ff) requires another language, a ‘moral
language’. But since in-between work takes place far out of ‘top-floor suites’ in
Lipsky’s words (1980, p. xii) far away from donors’ headquarters, where they speak
‘development language’, the need for another language may not be recognised.
The funding system, the policy loyalty, and the development language all suggest
that village-level results of foreign aid are to be achieved primarily by way of donors’
policy and the system that aims to achieve results in line with donor policy. This
assumption is blind to the work of the normative and reflective professional who
does the work in-between adopted policy and village level, in the conducting space,
far out of view of policy-making desks. Even if a policy conductor is based at
headquarters (travelling up and down as I illustrated in chapter 4 in my own years
in policy conduct), the primacy of adopted policy and its system is to discourage an
open sharing of experiences from the conducting space.
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Conducting space: a space literally out of donor’s view
The conducting space as a whole stretches from the donor’s political arena all the
way to literally far-away places, across the globe. This huge geographic span
between what I termed ‘shoes and slippers’ is virtual in nature. This may be one of
the reasons why the conducting space remains largely out of view from donor
headquarters, supervisors and political leaders. What happens out of view of
headquarters, in reflective practices at negotiation tables, in informal relations such
as during car drives and at the pump in the village (chapter 4) further illustrated in
chapters 7-9, is usually not reported. Narratives of what the Ostrom team (2002)
identified for SIDA (Swedish International Development Agency) as ‘productive and
unproductive’ actions and interactions in concrete situations remain usually hidden
for policymakers and political leadership in donor countries. The ‘why did you do it
and how did you do it’ question, which would reveal underlying considerations and
reflections in policy conduct, is silenced.
Another effect of this far-away conducting space is that targeted villagers’ seldom
stand up to policy makers or to policy conductors if not well served under
development interventions. Their satisfaction or dissatisfaction, or their views, are
rarely directly expressed, but usually filtered in analyses of consultations (e.g.
Chambers, 2013). Or they are shared in evaluations, sometimes years later, as in the
evaluation study referred to in chapter 1, if indeed an actor approach is taken at all –
which is often not the case.
With the above short overview, I aimed to clarify why in the discourse the
conducting space and thus policy conduct and the policy conductor remain
unexposed. Next, I will turn to the aid system, the policy and its architecture (rules,
and institutions) to gain more insight in the source of tensions as experienced by
the policy conductor. I will do so by noting three principles of the aid system to
bring me closer to the source of tensions.

10.4 THE POLICY CONDUCTOR IN THE AID SYSTEM

The principles indicated in this section I consider from the perspective of
professionals’ normative and reflective practices. These principles are the ‘chained
policy logics’, the ‘principal-agent structure’ and ‘the normative claims of the sector’
behind providing donor aid. These are exponents of the donor policy perspective,
which is grounded in theory. A focus on the professional from two viewpoints, will
offer different perspectives not only on the development process itself but on the
professional her or himself. As illustrated in chapters 6 to 9, a policy perspective
foregrounds the theoretical base of providing foreign aid while a normative
professional perspective will highlight foreign aid giving practices. It is in the
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friction between these two perspectives that tensions arise as encountered by
professionals.
Chained policy logics
Especially in the two accounts presented in chapter 7, professionals share how they
search for development that is meaningful for those at the end of the chain, the
villager. Both professionals grapple with the policy directives given by their
headquarters. Donor policy is based upon chains of cause-effect logics (as already
illustrated in chapter 6), that resound in the working principle of the aid system.
Theories of Change (Rijksoverheid, 2015; Vogel, 2012), results-based management
(OECD/DAC, 2017; Vähämäki et al., 2011) and outcome mapping (Arensman, 2019)
are common working principles for planning foreign aid.
The tensions between planning at headquarters and what is needed or demanded at
local level brought the two interviewees to unchain or, rather, take distance from
donors’ policy means-to-ends logics so as to create space for cooperation and
consultations in the foreign country. Their aim was to jointly find a development
logic, that includes local interests and know-how at multiple layers, responds to
local level needs/demands, and which addresses prevailing forces, dynamics and
unknowns (including power structures: see below), which I designated in chapter 7
as re-linking to inclusive development. Here, I purposely use the term re-link and
not re-chain in this context, as the original policy chains are not restored but
another and more inclusive means-to-(same)-end logic is created.
In the eyes of those who maintain that donors’ adopted policy serves as the main
guide in practising foreign aid giving (e.g. Boekestijn, 2010; Verwer et al., 2014; WRR
et al., 2010) unchaining may be considered to be bureaucratic disobedience or as
non-compliance. From this viewpoint professionals may be seen as a ‘human
instruments’ or ‘bureaucratic instruments’ of the aid system, to make the
‘development apparatus’ work (Ferguson & Lohmann, 1994) and deliver on planned
outcomes. This portrayal does not scant justice to the policy conductor as the
normative and reflective professional who is foregrounded in this study.
I previously discussed the unchaining practices from the perspectives of the policy
conductor engaged in work in-between shoes and slippers. The policy conductor
who is triggered by a search for good work that serves villagers and/or recipients,
and is driven by ‘a real desire for development’ (De Vries, 2007; Escobar, 1995).
Escobar speaks of ‘transnational professionals’ (2012, p. 8 ff) ‘whose training,
interests, taste, economic and political goals coincide enough [with aspirations of
development] to keep networks going and well-oiled’. It might sound contradictory:
unchaining adopted policy while keeping the process going (instead of the system:
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Van der Berg & Quarles Van Ufford, 2005, p. 198) but Arendt may shed light on what
seems contradictory at first glance.
Arendt (1958, p. 153 ff) speaks of the trouble of an ‘utility standard’ (inherent in the
activity of fabrication) assuming a means leads to an end, in a linear and fabricated
way. In reference to Nietzsche, she underscores its ‘destruction of meaning’ in such
standards. She acknowledges that means-to-ends logics can be considered as a
chain. Assuming the policy chain as a utility standard, as causal chain ‘destructing
meaning’, breaking such chain when engaging in normative and reflective practices,
seems natural. She explains that breaking a causal chain that is set off by human
actions that generates undesirable human consequences offers scope for ‘corrective
actions’.123 She continues (1958, p. 178) ‘the fact that man is capable of action means
that the unexpected can be expected from him, that he is able to perform what is
infinitely improbable’.
All my interviewees did ‘the unexpected’. In one way or another they took distance
from what donor policy (and governance regulations) expected. They created and
used discretionary space, invested in trustworthy relationships and opened
interaction floors for interactional work so as to re-link. This is how they tried to
maximise the scope for corrective actions for more inclusive and transformative
development. Theirs is a new logic that responds to differing interests at multiple
levels, feasibility considerations, perceived ‘collateral damage’ of policy, while taking
account of in-country conditions and keeping the development process going.
Against this backdrop, unchaining and re-linking means-to-ends (policy) logics can
be considered a good cause and a meaningful act in the context of what foreign aid
giving aims to achieve. Unchaining, I argue, is professional work.
The aid system with its set of working principles and regulations does not seem to
offer scope for the kind of practices that unchain theories for aid effectiveness as
enshrined in adopted policy (e.g. Arensman et al., 2017). It does not see the
‘unexpected’ which is done by a policy conductor nor its importance. This raises a
further question as to why the aid system does not see this professional who is
engaged in unexpected actions and work. The answer to this question may lie in the
hierarchical structure that supports the aid system, to which I turn in the following
section.

This contrary to irreversible ‘actions into nature’ e.g. nuclear reactions (Canovan in Arendt, 1958,
p. xviii ff).
123
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Principal-agent structure
The principal-agent structure in foreign aid appears to be a rather dominant way to
understand relationships in development cooperation. This way is based on a
hierarchical donor-recipient notion, perceived in terms of power and finances. It
deals principally with the donor as ‘principal’, and the subsidy-recipient as ‘agent’ to
be held accountable (Hout, 2018, p. 232). This view prompted the WRR to radically
reject the notion of cooperation in foreign aid giving, considering that ‘development
cooperation implies an equality that not only does not exist but also conceals the
reality of the situation’ (2010, p. 24). While hierarchical structures are the ‘ticket’ to
enter a country as foreign donor, and thus highly important (as seen especially in
chapter 8), there are good grounds for doubting the idea that the reality of of
development cooperation is always a ‘struggle for money and power’ (WRR et al.,
2010).
Let me consider the principal-agent structure more closely. In the multi-layered
setting of a development process the same agency may be recipient/agent to the
back donor, and principal to others for example in the global South. But even within
one organisation principal-agent relations exist (Ebrahim, 2003, p. 201).
Accountability in these relations is often (narrowly) framed in terms of financial
performance and achieving pre-set results (policy compliance), thus underscoring
relational asymmetries (Ebrahim, 2003; Ebrahim, Battilana, & Mair, 2014). But
accountability has very different faces as others argue (Aimers & Walker, 2008,
2009; Slim, 2002): accountability where trustworthiness counts, where courage,
ethics and morality are in the lead, which exist in addition to a principal-agent
structure.
However, this notion of vertical accountability resonates in the discourse on
‘partnerships’. Partnerships in international work feature high on development
agendas and therefore most donors have developed guidelines for partnership
approaches (Howe, Stites, & Chudacoff, 2015). As OECD has it (OECD/DAC, 2010,
p. 29) ‘the concept of partnership connotes shared goals, common responsibility for
outcomes, distinct accountabilities and reciprocal obligations’. The wide body of
writings existing in this respect however, show that partnerships are not as
straightforward as formal descriptions suggests (Elbers, 2012; Eyben, 2006; Howe et
al., 2015; Oxfam, 2011; United Nations, 2015; Van Wessel, Hilhorst, Schulpen, &
Biekart, 2020). I do not intend to deepen the notion of partnership, but only wish to
highlight one aspect in particular.
Power asymmetries in partnerships are an important force that influences mutuality
in relating (Van Wessel et al., 2020, p. 731), which according to the Ostrom team
(2002) creates principal-agents problems. As Ostrom has it, many variants in
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hierarchical (aid) relationships exist and agents not necessarily do what the
principal prefers. Agents (including individuals) may pursue their own interests.
This confirms that principal-agent (hierarchical) relations are far more complex,
than dealing with power asymmetries and accountability. Many in the sector have
studied and analysed the consequences of power imbalances (e.g. Eyben, 2010;
Gaventa, 1980, e.g. 2006; Girvan, 2007; Wallace et al., 2007). These studies usually
forward new theories on how to cope with it. Foucault (1982), while trying to define
what anti-authority (or power) struggles have in common, mentions that such
struggles revolve around the question ‘who are we’ (p. 781). He thus underscores the
personal dimension, considering power to go beyond contractual obligations in
relations. Parietti (2015, p. 24) a political scientist, explains how power is often
accepted as ‘social structure of domination’. He calls to reflect on the personal
choice to comply or not to comply.
I argue that the persistent belief of the aid system in the principal-agent or
partnership notion as asymmetric power relations where policy compliance and
financial accountability are determining development (WRR et al., 2010), is far from
the reality of policy conducting practices, as shown in previous chapters. The
instrumental aid system does not only inhibit the view on the numerous open and
horizontal relational modalities for cooperation, but also ignores the policy
conductor. This normative and reflective professional is indeed capable of critical
thinking in dealing with principal-agent structures and power asymmetries, as
argued by Kunneman (2012, 2019). In the next subsection, I turn to the normative
and reflective professional to learn how in work they may balance between
hierarchical and horizontal relationships.
Policy conductors in non-hierarchical relations
Sarah Banks (2013, p. 597) writing about the ethics in social work, reviews how a
professional who is engaged in hierarchical (principal-agent) relations may balance
accountability and personal commitment, how she or he negotiates the position of
the organisation, and at other moments participates as a titled professional. She
speaks of a ‘dialectical tension’ within the self.
As we have seen in chapters 6 and 8, policy conductors engage on top of
hierarchical structures in other relationships often dyadic in nature, open –
relationships that serve various purposes, to learn, to understand localities, to pay
respect to culture, to jointly reflect. In making choices and taking decisions, the
individual policy conductor relies on interactional and self-reflections while dealing
with the world around her/him in pursuit of good work. Apparently, the
professional is not primarily driven by formalities but by own existential and ethical
sources in horizontal frictions as to their content and value, with others
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(Kunneman, 2005, 2010, 2015a, 2016). It is, as Kunneman (e.g. 2012, 2013a) explains, a
tension (friction) between ‘what’ you are (organisational representative) and ‘who’
you are (the reflective normative professional), as between two poles, two different
ways of being the ‘same’ person (see also chapter 2.7). The ‘idem’ pole is how others
see you in ‘what you are’, the ‘ipse’ pole emerges in the appeal by and response to
others. This dialectical relation between the two identities within the self is not
linear but ‘is constitutive for an ethically complex notion of the self’ (Kunneman,
2013a, p. 124). Kunneman describes this notion as ‘one of the central tenets of
normative professionalization’ (2016, p. 16).
This picture of the normative and reflective professional as an ‘ethically complex
notion of the self’ is very different from the professional in the aid system who is
bound by a hierarchical relation only, where power asymmetries and financial
accountability are leading. It sheds another light on the work in the hands of this
professional. Or to put it in a different frame, looking at working practices of the
policy conductor through a hierarchical perspective hides the professional work that
comes about in normative and reflective practices.
With above considerations in mind regarding the policy conductor as ‘professional
doing the unexpected’, in addition to the policy conductor as an ‘ethically complex
notion’, I wonder how the normative and moral claims of the foreign aid sector and
its working principles compare to the normative claims of policy conductors and
their working practices. Is there a difference and are the claims different?
Normative claims in foreign aid sector: Closed morality
To better understand ‘normativity in foreign aid’, I first dedicate some thought on
the normative claims in development cooperation and its ‘descriptive as well as […]
prescriptive or normative use’ (Koggel, 2007, p. 8).
In Dutch foreign aid, the normative claims have been subject of study by – among
others – the WRR (2010), describing the main aim of foreign aid as ‘to contribute to
a better world’ (p. 25). Behind this, as the study explains, for the Netherlands there
are two basic motives: firstly, a moral and self-interest claim, evolving over time.
The website and official profile of the Netherlands government as donor, but equally
other donors emphasise what I consider the moral dimension of the sector in
catchphrases like reducing poverty, improving poor people’s living conditions or
giving them a better chance, suggesting poverty reduction and people’s well-being
to be centre stage. The self-interest claim, WRR (2010, p. 31 ff) explains as ‘collective’
self-interest focusing on, among others, world order, public goods, climate, trade
promotion.
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As Koggel (2007) underscores, development (in general) is nowadays described in
terms of economic growth, market and business development or income per capita.
This is not only descriptive but hides a ‘normative’ assumption that finds its
inspiration in the prevailing neo-liberal focus on aid (e.g. Korten, 1987, 2005a).
Quite a few scholars and professionals criticise this prescriptive normative
connotation of neo-liberal development for different reasons, for taking precedence
over human interests and justice (e.g. Chambers, 2014; Edwards, 2011; Gulrajani, 2011;
Leenstra, 2017). As Narducci (2014, p. 13) formulates, ‘foreign aid is dictated from a
first world conception of need’.
In addition to these ‘prescriptive normative’ claims of foreign aid there are ‘universal
normative’ claims in terms of universally accepted norms as for example on human
rights, equally inspired by moral and ethical standards. These represent values that
are negotiated so as to be universalised.
Despite the critique, the normative description of foreign aid sets a standard for
what is desirable and presumes that work is driven by moral and ethical values (see
Fechter, 2016; Fechter & Hindman, 2011). Accounts about development ethics and
ethics in development (Chambers, 2013; Gasper, 2012) intervention ethics (Jacobs,
2014; Williams, 2010; WRR, 2010), and ethical choices for aid projects (Narducci,
2014) speak in general and depersonalised terms. The moral and ethical value
behind these constructed normative claims (‘normative-as-prescriptive’124) easily
goes missing in the act of operationalisation and reporting. Under New Public
Management rules (Leenstra, 2017), achievements tend to be expressed in quantified
indicators, to be ‘framed in wider moral and political narratives’, in instrumental
morality (Van der Berg & Quarles Van Ufford, 2005, p. 208/209). Kunneman (2012;
2013) refers in this regard to ‘vertical morality’ or closed morality grounded in a
hierarchal policy discourse and part of an employer-employee relationship.
Normative claims in policy conducting practice: Open morality
To understand how normative models as prescribed in foreign aid studies and policy
(closed morality) compare to normative and reflective claims in policy conduct, I
turn to German philosopher/sociologist Jürgen Habermas (1996, p. 288). I argue that
he would call foreign aid’s normative models a ‘reductionist concept of
development’,125 bound by rules and regulations that aim to represent impartiality
and neutrality. As discussed in previous chapters, in policy conduct one encounters

http://www.govertvalkenburg.net/node/170 Norwegian University of Science and Technology
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situations where policy or guidelines, rules, regulations, or normative standards as
prescribed do not suffice or are not there. As Habermas argues,
‘[...] if we find ourselves confronted with questions of conflict resolution or
concerning the choice of collective goals and we want to avoid the alternative of
violent clashes, then we must engage in a practice of reaching understanding,
whose procedures and communicative presuppositions are not at our disposition’ (p
310).
Here another type of normative claims emerges, namely subjective norms which
appear in situations where working principles, rules and regulations do not provide
answers or are not available or organised, and the full spectrum of complexity
(general complexity) emerges. These claims are inspired by professionals’ own moral
and ethical values which arise in the space between their own life world, multiple
system worlds and daily complexity. Kunneman (2013) describes this as space for
‘own (individual) moral values as ‘open morality’ or ‘horizontal morality.
These individual ethics and moral values are the grounding for policy conducting
practices, as we have seen in chapters 7, 8 and 9, and challenge the normative-asprescriptive claims which are embedded and enclosed in foreign aid policy and
instrumentality. The principled outlook of the aid system on achieving goals and
objectives are theorised from a perspective of closed morality, thus hiding
normative assumptions (Koggel, 2007). This outlook does not give much
consideration to the ‘open and horizontal morality’ of the policy conductor for as far
as it does not serve theory.

10.5 NORMATIVE PROFESSIONALISATION AND THE AID SYSTEM

My search for the tensions experienced by policy conductors as normative and
reflective professionals in the contemporary discourse and the aid system showed
that the source of these tensions is vested in how the professional is looked upon.
These tensions all point to the normative and reflective professional as an
‘unconventional’ professional in a conventional system. A professional who does the
unexpected, who is ethically complex, and who balances between ‘who and what she
or he is’ while being guided by ‘horizontal and open morality’.
A hidden policy conductor: a source of tension
In the theoretical approach to foreign aid as pursued for ODA, the normative and
reflective professional remains hidden from view. Thus, a blind eye is turned to this
unconventional professional, who deals with the complexity of phenomena
encountered in conducting policy, guided by a moral compass. This normative and
reflective professional unchains what the system in its theoretical approach sees as a
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chained process. This professional is capable of critical thinking and dealing with
power in unconventional manners while searching how best to deliver on poverty
reduction. This professional does not allow herself or himself to be restricted to
accountability to headquarters and donors and to power struggles only. It is an
ethically complex normative professional, with moral values and individual ethics
that are validated in reflective dialogues and horizontal frictions. The normative and
reflective professional is capable of meaningful work in daily complexity.
Tensions arise because this unconventional professional does not fit the theoretical
frame of the aid system and the discourse. The lack of attention implies that the
policy conductors’ voice is muted and the policy conducting work remains unseen
and unheard of.
Policy conduct does not feature in the discourse
Because the policy conductor remains hidden, a major part of foreign aid work
remains concealed for those who monitor and guard ODA on basis of dominant
theories and principles. This brings me to a preliminary answer to my research subquestion c, how in-between work as normative and reflective work features in the
discourse.
As delineated above and in chapter 3, in the formal discourse on ODA, the
conducting space is out of view. Additionally, the aid system appears to mute the
voice of the in-between professional and so the work remains hidden. Thus, inbetween work does not feature as professional work as part of the system.
However, in-between work does appear in the discourse and the aid system as
tensions which are experienced by individual professionals. These tensions are
highlighted by way of criticism of actors (in general terms), of the institutions, and
of the aid system as a whole. Obviously not all critique is attributable to the lack of
scope and attention for the normative and reflective professional who works
between shoes and slippers in foreign aid giving. Nonetheless, the criticism gives
expression to widely noted dissatisfaction about the aid system and refers to a loss
of ethical values, to rational chain management, to not acknowledging complexity.
The aid system with unavoidable voids
The interviews reflected in previous chapters and discussed above regarding the aid
system and the invisibility of policy conducting practices prompted me to take a
different look at the aid system, considering its core value for what it is meant to be.
The aid system and its principles are based upon theories that primarily aim to
enhance the effectiveness of foreign aid by investing in policy, in planning, in
instruments and rules. However, (reductionist) theories can never replace the
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complexity of the real world of cooperation and development. In reducing the
complexity of daily life in theories about foreign aid giving, one creates serious blind
spots. The professionals who work in-between engage in foreign aid giving and are
forced to deal with these blind spots. Modelled systems such as the aid system have
‘unavoidable voids’ as identified in chapter 6. In these voids the normative
professional does the unexpected, engages in critical thinking, and
unconventionally deals with policy chains, relational and power issues and
governance rules. This unconventional professional is an ethically complex
professional and cannot be modelled into the aid system.
To see the ‘voids’ in the system, to acknowledge and enter the conducting space, to
amplify the voice of the policy conductor all require other ways to view and analyse
foreign aid giving practices. To be able to look differently requires taking up a
complexity lens, as will be argued in my last chapter. Listening to what policy
conductors tell us about their working practices in search of good development
work can throw new light on how development comes about in cooperation – not to
theorise these practices and incorporate them in a ‘new’ hierarchical aid system, but
rather to learn more about how professionals deal with the dialectic tensions in
their work, how they engage in learning and working in action, and how they
attempt to make foreign aid work in the day-to-day complexity.
‘Why does the bubble of the development industry not burst?’ (paraphrasing
Apthorpe in Mosse, 2011, p. 214 ff), an industry said to be in crisis (Hout, 2018). One
answer to this question might be found in the words of research fellow Wood (blog
2014) saying ‘that politicians hate scandals and the risk of aid work going visibly
wrong discourages innovation while also suppressing learning’. It may be time, as
Wood suggests, to give credit to the professional in-between to learn how they
incorporate ‘the complex world they work within’. And this complex world keeps on
changing.
The world is changing
The world changes and so does the world around official development assistance
which means that the work also keeps changing. New challenges lay ahead of us, of
the donor world, ‘the OECD-DAC ‘club of donors’ (Harrison, 2013, p. 267) and the
way ODA and its principles are organised.
The dividing line regarding poverty is no longer the wealthy whites and the poor
blacks, nor any longer the rich West and the poor South (Sumner, 2016). Neither
can we maintain the traditional distinction between the developed and developing
world (Sumner, 2012; Vázquez & Sumner, 2012). Besides poverty there is climate
change, migration, conflicts, (e.g. Sumner, 2016; Sumner, Gulrajani, Wickstead, &
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Glennie, 2020). As the Reality of Aid126 cautions (2018), ODA is increasingly used to
also serve other policy purposes besides poverty reduction, such as domestic
commercial interests, militarisation, migration, climate mitigation, driven as Hout
(2018) suggests by ‘a sense of crisis’. SDGs have higher ambitions and financial
demands (Sumner et al., 2020, p. 480). An appeal for a new Universal Development
Commitment is made by Sumner et al. (2020), an appeal for global solidarity. This
implies as others stress that institutions as well must change their course, so as to
remain relevant (Kharas & Rogerson, 2012).
Against this background of a changing foreign aid landscape, where poverty
reduction remains a major challenge for sustainable development, but no attention
is yet paid to policy conducting practices, I will return in the next chapter to my
main research question also addressing more fully the last sub-question how inbetween work relates to the ODA principles.
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The Reality of Aid Network (1993) is a collaborative, non-profit initiative, involving nongovernmental organisations from North and South
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11 FITTING THE PIECES TOGETHER: THE MAIN RESEARCH QUESTION
In this chapter I return to my main research question. I will first resume my journey
exploring what happens in professional work in between policymaking and field
level implementation, which I have called the policy conducting space. To answer
my main research question, I addressed four sub-questions in this thesis, thereby
arguing that professional work in policy conducting spaces is normative and value
driven and involves learning processes of normative professionalization. The inbetween work that is done in policy conducting spaces can be qualified as a special
form of professional work, as craftsmanship. It is mediated work of importance and
of value for a responsive and inclusive development process at village level. I have
also concluded that in-between-work remains concealed when it is viewed through
the instrumental lens of the aid system. I have argued that, rather than an
instrumental lens, one needs a ‘complexity lens’ in order to appreciate what actually
happens in in-between work and to amplify the voice of the policy conductor.
Section 11.1 summarises the exploratory journey I undertook to find answers to the
main question. Section 11.2 addresses my main research question by following the
respective subsidiary research questions. Section 11.3 considers the implication from
my research for those working in the sector and makes suggestions for further
research. Section 11.4 presents a preliminary outline for a practices-based narrative
for further study into the questions broached by my research.

11.1 AN EXPLORATORY JOURNEY
My main research question reads:

What happens in professional work that occurs in between policymaking and field
level implementation in international development cooperation and how does ‘in
between work’ relate to the principles of providing foreign aid as expressed in the
contemporary discourse on official development assistance (ODA)?
My journey in this book (chapter 1) takes off in North Iraq, where between 2002 and
2003 we (as team) evaluated many years of donor assistance to those who had fallen
victim to war. The significance of this evaluation study that took place long before
this research started is its grounding in the actor approach whereby actors are
understood as social agents with agency. We considered the achievements of this
programme to be the outcome of multiple interactions between different actors.
The evaluation thus created room to absorb the voices of various social agents, and
not just donor rhetoric or policy paper reality. Reviewing my working files of those
days altered me to the importance of the work that occurs in-between policy
making and field-level implementation policy.
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My interest in dynamics of the development process led to my research question,
my mission on this journey. I studied literature and other sources (chapter 3), to
deepen my understanding of in-between space and work. I found that the space is
hardly recognised or rather professional work in-between is either seen as policy
making or as implementation. In-between work as such is not discussed in studies
and remains largely out of view of scholars, academics, donors and political leaders.
To designate the work I introduced three conceptual signposts which guided me in
my search: the policy conductor (the professional working in-between), policy
conduct (the work in-between) and the policy conducting space (the space in
between adopted and implemented policy).
In an auto-ethnographical account (in chapter 4) I look back at my own in-between
work in a major development programme in India and when I still worked with the
Dutch Foreign Office. I was frequently engaged in ‘messy work’, for which manuals
or textbooks did not have answers. It forced me into my own normative and
reflective practices. Research conducted in the tradition of normative
professionalisation as developed by Prof. Kunneman and others, advanced my
perspectives on professional work and mode 3 knowledge production, which I found
helpful to understand and start articulating in-between work in foreign aid. I
recognised that normative and reflective practices can be seen as a special form of
professional work. It made me wonder why in-between work remains largely out of
view of donors’ lens of foreign aid policy.
This question set me off (chapter 5) to re-examine three consultancy assignments
which were carried out at the turn of the century when the aid system was still
nascent. This provided scope for open explorations into the conducting space.
Collectively, these assignments aimed to enhance result reporting and involved
about 65 policy conductors who were my peers at the time. Renewed analyses
(described in chapter 6), of peer consultations through the lens of professional
normative and reflective practices, generated new ‘findings’ into what happens inbetween policy making and field level implementation. They gave insights into the
complexity of ‘issues that matter’ or institutional phenomena encountered in dayto-day work. They also elucidated blind spots in policy theories and their
instrumental notions such as in ‘policy chains’, ‘linear roadmaps’ or ‘M&E protocols’.
My renewed reflections, undertaken in the context of my research, made me realise
that these instrumental notions are abstractions and reductions of real life. They
blind the work that emerges in daily complexity, which is normative and reflective
in nature.
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In five in-depth interviews (chapter 7, 8, 9) with former colleagues, whom I knew to
be seasoned in-between professionals, more in-depth insiders’ experiences were
shared. Their narratives, illustrated with concrete cases, how they dealt with
cooperation and development in their daily work. All, without exception, provided
rich testimonies of normative and reflective practices, narrations of professionals
muddling through in daily complexity. Narrations of professionals who were in
search of development with an inclusive focus on villagers perceived needs and
demands on local sources and conditions. Their stories revealed how the
interviewees took distance from policy directives and how they forged relationships
with local partners, which were trustworthy and open in character, going beyond
but grafted upon principal agent structures, they even set aside – if needed – rules
and regulations. Thus, they created space for exchange and dialogue and as it
appeared, for self- and interactional reflections, for incorporating local knowledge,
responding to local conditions and complexity, thus transforming the development
process. Taking a normative professional perspective, I conclude that policy
conducting work in foreign aid is about normative and reflective practices, shaped
in the hands of professionals. Their work is dynamic ‘work becoming’, work that
transforms into something else while in action and across different layers, in
different narratives in space and time.
The interviewees intimated that their policy conducting practices were at odds with
the working principles of ODA. To better understand the nature of the tensions I
explored the discourse on ODA in chapter 10. I focused on three tenets of the aid
system: the policy chain, the principal-agent structure and the normative imperative
of the sector. My exploration revealed that policy conductors who engage in
‘unconventional’ work as normative and reflective professionals remain largely
unnoticed when their work is viewed through the conventional instrumental lens of
the aid system. Instead, taking up a ‘complexity lens’ to examine the conducting
space, will allow to foreground policy conductors as normative and reflective
professionals and to amplify their voice to hear what they have to say.
My research brings a new perspective on the tension that exists between theories of
providing foreign aid and practices of foreign aid giving. It is a dialectic tension that
is embedded in Mode 3 knowledge, embedded in normative and reflective practices
of the policy conductor. This underscores the relevance of recognising the policy
conductor as professional and to amplify her or his voice.
In the next section I summarise my findings on the four subsidiary research
questions before pulling them together in order to answer the main research
question.
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11.2 RESEARCH QUESTION AND ITS SUBSIDIARY QUESTIONS
What kind of professional work is work in-between?
My subsidiary question a reads as follows:
What kind of professional work happens in-between policymaking and field-level
implementation in international development cooperation?
My summary answer to sub-question a is that I propose to see policy conduct as
reflective and normative work, as living work that comes about in daily complexity
in the space in-between policy making and field-level implementation. It is
normative and value driven work that could be qualified as a special form of
professional work, as craftsmanship (Sennett, 2009). It is work ‘becoming’. I will
now specify this answer in more detail.
In the previous chapters I have argued on the basis of my findings that policy
conduct is highly exploratory, thoughtful and connective work, with unpredictable
outcomes. It pertains to unchaining (rather distancing from) adopted policy, relinking to inclusive development logics and forging trustworthy relationships for
horizontal cooperation. In practising policy conduct the in-between professional
appears to enter an ‘unknown territory’, where donor policy may be far removed
from local reality. This frequently challenges policy conductors to set aside donor
directives and working instructions in favour of a greater cause and engage in
normative and reflective practices. These particular practices will remain hidden
from view of those who cling to the standard instrumental lens of the aid system
and their concomitant formats and protocols. Policy conduct is work that goes
beyond instrumentality.
On basis of my findings, I further specify my answer to above sub-question, guided
by two specific features of policy conduct.
(1) normative and reflective work, which I argue is a component of normative
professionalisation, arising in the conducting space;
(2) work ‘becoming in complexity’ in a realm of many unknowns seeking to
respond to dark spots in adopted policy, adverse effects of policy, institutional
phenomena, emergence developments and random factors.
(1) Normative and reflective work in the policy conducting space
My focus in this research (as explained in chapter 2.7) has been on day-to-day
professional practices in the space in-between adopted policy and field-level
implementation. This vast space where ‘policy is conducted’ represents the
institutional landscape of foreign aid giving, which I designated (see chapter 3) as
policy conducting space. To recognise the nature and importance of policy conduct,
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the conducting space in which this work occurs needs to be understood more
meaningfully as a wide-open landscape, a ‘realm of many unknowns’ that codetermines (influences) what actual policy conduct eventually entails.
Policy conducting space
The conducting space is not an ‘off-shoot of adopted donor policy’. Notwithstanding
adopted policy and its instrumentality are (major) forces to reckon with in
conducting policy, just as the mandate of donors to ultimately serve people’s wellbeing and human concerns. People’s interests and concerns are not necessarily on
par with adopted policy directives. Working in the conducting space is working in
complexity, which makes work in-between unique in its kind. The conducting space
is not only ‘unknown territory’ for policy conductors and their work, from the
perspective of the foreign aid discourse (the donor community) it is ‘unchartered
territory’. In section 11.3 I will make a first attempt to further conceptualise the
conducting space, considering the importance of policy conduct as working
practices.
Normative professionalisation
Policy conduct is normative and reflective work grounded in normative
professionalisation (Kunneman, 2005, 2010, 2012, 2015, 2016, 2019). It is an
indispensable attribute of good development work. To understand policy conduct I
first briefly review how I approached normative professionalisation in my research. I
will then turn to policy conduct as ‘work becoming’ and explain what I mean by the
word ‘becoming’.
My explorations into what happens in work in the conducting space, have
predominantly been guided by the body of work on normative professionalisation as
described in chapter 2.7. Normative professionalisation is about professional’s own
but just as well about mutual interpretation what in a given situation is good to do
and what not, it is about learning and knowing. It is grounded in knowledge that
arises from professionals’ own existential and moral sources and own insights. It is
ethical work guided by a moral horizon. Kunneman designates it as Mode 3
knowledge production (2005, p. 117 ff) and although this form of knowledge is
different in nature it does include technical and instrumental knowledge based on
standard forms of scientific research (Mode 1 and Mode 2).
Normative professionalisation is especially important in situations where different
logics meet. In the world of foreign aid giving these different logics may flow from
donors’ adopted policy logics including its aid system, or logics of local counterpart
agencies, or other country’s political logics and development agenda, or village-level
realities. At the same time the logics of professionals’ individual life worlds and their
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personal world views play a role. As my resource persons in the interviews shared,
differing logics usually interfere because they represent differing perspectives on
what development and cooperation is and could be. These differences may place the
professional in a quandary and challenge them to face dilemma’s as ‘slow questions’
(Kunneman). For these kind of questions, there are no textbooks, manuals, capacity
building instructions or ‘good practices’ available. But as Kunneman (2010)127 argues,
these interferences could provide the foundation for fruitful frictions between
different perspectives. Frictions that may encourage professionals to engage
together with other professionals in forms of ‘narrative self-exploration’ and to give
voice to own existential and moral sources to generate and tap on broader, narrative
sources of Mode 3 knowledge. Normative professionalisation is about reflective
work and reflexive learning of individual professionals and professional groups, in
the process of practicing and shaping good work. It is about muddling through in
‘swampy’ unavoidable situations searching for answers, in pursuit of ‘good work’.
In conclusion of my answer to the first subsidiary question, I explore possible
connections between Mode 3 knowledge production and the foreign aid discourse.
Mode 3 knowledge and foreign aid discourse
It is interesting to note that some major foundational elements of normative
professionalisation refer to the work of the philosopher and economist Amartya Sen
and the philosopher Donald Schön (in Ewijk van & Kunneman, 2013, pp. 19–71). Both
scholars are also frequently mentioned in the foreign aid discourse, each for
different reasons.128 However, while Sen’s and Schön’s scholarly work that articulate
the relevance of moral professional work nurtures the body of knowledge on
normative professionalisation, it does not resound in the foreign aid discourse.
Sen (2009) in his foreword to work of Polanyi129 (The Tacit Dimension) shares how
he turned to philosophy as an afterthought to his career as scientist (economist), in
search of human knowledge, of the tacit and moral dimensions of knowledge. He
speaks of the ‘bodily roots of all thought’ that in the words of van Ewijk (Ewijk van &
Kunneman, 2013, p. 21) determines our perceptions, the way we observe, know and
understand. Tacit knowledge, as van Ewijk further explains, is an inner guide in
professional work in addition to reflectivity. Schön’s work on reflective practices and
Kunneman, H.P. (2010). Viable alternatives for commercialized science: the case of humanistics. In
H. Radder (Ed.), The Commodification of Science: Critical Perspectives (pp. 307-336). Pittsburgh:
University of Pittsburgh Press
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approach, while Schön’s work is sometimes quoted for the importance of reflective professional
work, however without further elaboration.
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reflectivity in action emerging in ‘swampy’ situations (1983) provides another
foundational element of normative professionalization. There are many more
thinkers in the field of normative and reflective professional work, but Sen and
Schön are among the few who also appear in foreign aid studies.
There are other references to Mode 3 knowledge production and learning focus on
‘policy learning’ in the foreign aid discourse (Box, 2006; Velho, 2006; Wohlgemuth,
et al, 2003). Here they refer to knowledge that emerges in interactional processes in
dialogues about policy for development. But policy is not the focus of my research,
although the fact remains that research into practices of normative
professionalisation such as in policy conduct may enrich foreign aid policy and the
aid system to bring understanding about what happens in blind spots of theoretical
approaches and what dynamics are at play in the conducting space.
Although not referred to as Mode 3 knowledge, there are elements of normative and
reflective work in foreign aid giving which are occasionally mentioned, usually as
variables which mostly occur at the edges of the aid system, such as in selfdevelopment, awareness of values at stake, implicit beliefs and the courage standing
up for beliefs, (e.g. in Kaplan, 2007; Kaplan et al., 2011; Tandon in Ubels, et al., 2010;
Spink in Wohlgemuth et al., 2003). Some see these as ‘intangible variables’ (SNV &
ECDPM, 2015). Tandon130 (in Ubels et al., 2010, pp. 94–99) however, designates these
variables them as ongoing ‘beneath the surface of capacity development practices’.
Such variables are seldom typified as unique work, but mostly classified under
capacity development, a theme which figures high on all national and international
development agendas. However, capacity development emerges as what Kunneman
refers to as Mode 2 knowledge production (2016a, p. 12), respectively discipline
bound, quality controlled by procedures, socially embedded but controllable in view
of desired goals (e.g. for MDGs/SDGs: Kunneman, 2010, p. 86).
Normative and reflective practices (as in Mode 3 knowledge) which emerges in
conducting spaces is thus work in its own right, that aims to make adopted policy
effective and enhance people’s well-being, while connecting ‘shoes and slippers’. It is
work in action, work by learning, ‘work becoming’. Drawing upon critical
complexity thinkers, below I discuss how I approach policy conduct as ‘work
becoming in complexity’ in answer to above questions.
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(2) Policy conduct is ‘work becoming in complexity’
Before turning to a discussion on ‘work becoming in complexity, I will first
summarise what kind of work policy conduct is.
Policy conduct is cooperation for inclusive development in cooperation
Policy conduct is highly interactional work where professionals invest in relating
(dyadic or in groups) at multiple levels. These relationships go beyond (traditional)
asymmetries in principal-agent structures, the principled managerial partnership as
widely described in sector literature (e.g. Elbers, 2012; OECD/UNDP, 2014; Van
Wessel, et al. 2020). In policy conduct professionals feel challenged to build open
and horizontal relationships to connect, rather than focus on hierarchical
structures only. They also forge relationships to explore in cooperation with the
other(s) from a horizontal perspective (Kunneman, 2012a, 2019), starting with what
is locally in demand/needed, what is feasible, what is locally available, what adopted
policy says, while also responding to surrounding random forces. Policy conduct is
transformative work that aims to bring about a more inclusive development
path where pre-analytic choices (Cilliers, 2013; Giampietro et al., 2010) for planned
development, and blind spots in donor policy may be questioned. Where
subsequently opportunities for change (Suzuki in Wohlgemuth et al. 2003) and for
mitigating adverse effects of policy (Kunneman, 2019) can be seized. In that sense it
is work that requires professional courage and persistence as well. Policy
conduct is as Gulrajani (2011, p. 211) has it, ‘steering through morasses towards a
desired end’, or in Schön’s (1983) words, work emerging in action.
Policy conduct, I summarise, is ‘cooperation for inclusive development in
cooperation’. Considered from the perspective of normative professionalisation, it is
normative and reflective in nature and results from dialectical interactions with
others and at individual professional level (Escobar, 1995, p. 83). It is work within
the complexity of the conducting space.
Policy conduct and complexity
In the sector there are several scholars (e.g. Ramalingam, 2013; Ramalingam, Jones,
Reba, & Young, 2008; Root, 2013) who studied complexity in foreign aid giving. Their
analyses of what complexity entails helps to understand ‘the world of messy and
unpredictable change’ (Chambers in Ramalingam et al., 2008, p. vii) in which aid
giving evolves. However, most of these authors as I explain in annex 2, seem to
search for a theory (complexity theory) as a way to capture the notion of complexity
in planning of foreign aid and in monitoring and evaluation methods. Eventually
they focus on what other critical thinkers (Byrne & Callaghan, 2014; Cilliers, 2013;
Morin, 2007) refer to as ‘restricted complexity’.
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Professor of public policy Hilton Root (2013),131 with a long-standing career in
international development, takes another turn. He studies – from a general
complexity perspective – practices of both development and international relations
among nations (the latter as forerunner of cooperation). He identifies these as selforganising complexities or systems, evolutionary in nature like ecosystems. He
underscores how interactions between agents (or components) in such systems
shape and create both the ‘system of development’ and the ‘system of international
relations’. These systems which he explains are adaptive and non-linear in
themselves. At the same time, these systems are part of an international system and
acquire structure by being embedded into and interacting with a larger systemic
whole. Constituent parts of the development and international relations systems
interact with each other as well as with the broader system, as living systems.132
Giampietro et al. (2009; 2013), who discus sustainability from a (general) complexity
perspective, refer to ‘systems becoming’ something else in the process of their
evolution in time, space, at different pace, across different levels and different
narratives. This seems to apply as well to systems of development and cooperation
(international relations) as analysed by Root (2013). In his view development
cooperation processes can be seen as living systems. Building on this conclusion,
policy conduct which focuses on development and cooperation, could also be seen
as living work, work becoming something else in the process of its evolution in daily
complexity. In line with these complexity thinkers, I consider policy conduct as
‘work becoming’, as living work, that could be qualified as a special form of
professional work, as craftsmanship (Sennett, 2009). It is work shaped by the policy
conductor, along different narrative, different layers, at a different pace, in time and
space in response to institutional phenomena encountered, to local conditions and
daily complexity.
But how does policy conduct affect foreign aid giving? The second subsection
addresses this, while also the role of the policy conductor will be highlighted,
considering the close bond between the work and the professional.
How does in-between work affect foreign aid giving?
(Sub-research question b)
To summarise my answer to this research sub-question, I forward that in-between
work seeks to turn a static development process into an interactive and adaptive

http://www.dynamicsamongnations.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/03/rootCV.pdf (accessed
February 2021)
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development process, with a key role for the policy conductor as ‘normative and
reflective’ linkage player.
Policy conduct is work becoming in complexity of the conducting space (as larger
whole), Its major contribution seems to rest in shaping and creating processes of
cooperation and development as living – interactive, adaptive – systems that
respond to human concerns at village levels. With its focus on ‘good work’ policy
conduct seeks to contribute to quality outcomes for village people, and to a better
world as main goal of foreign aid giving (WRR, 2010, p. 25).
Interactive adaptive development process and horizontal cooperation
An important contribution of policy conduct lays in its recognition of horizontal
(trustworthy) relationships as a foundation for interactions and cooperation. These
relationships arise in what Mills 133 (quoted by Cassidy, 2000) calls value space
enabling to jointly exchange and search in ‘horizontal frictions’ (Kunneman, 2012a,
2019) for quality outcomes driven by a common goal. In the process of interactive
horizontal cooperation, a development process will gain in responsiveness and
relevance. Responsive to institutional phenomena as local needs and demands, the
multi-layered nature of a process, to local sources, to what is feasible in country
context, to surrounding and emerging random factors. This enriches the
development process, rendering it more inclusive, transformative, focused and
relevant for those at village levels whose concerns are at stake.
Unanimated systems brought to life in policy conduct
Under adopted donor policy, development cooperation interventions are usually
considered as one system, plannable, makeable, controllable, and currently
delivering on SDGs (GPEDC, 2018; OECD, 2020). Development cooperation
processes are usually planned as theoretical and static processes where pre-set
results are to be achieved in partnership cooperation. However, as such a planned
development cooperation process is an unanimated system. As Mosse has it,
‘(policy) ideas do not have a life of their own apart from institutions, persons and
intentions’ (2004, p. 666). But neither do institutions have a life of their own apart
from the persons who work in or for these institutions. Hence, adopted policy, its
aid system with its hierarchical structures, linear roadmaps and theories of change,
has no life of its own either. Life to these unanimated conceptions of providing
foreign aid has to come from human agents, such as policy conductors.

Mills, E. W. Jr. (1982) ‘Sociological Ambivalence and Social Order: the constructive uses of
normative dissonance’, Sociology and Social Research
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Once brought to life for example by those engaged in policy conduct, the systems of
development and cooperation will become living systems and emerge across
different hierarchical levels, across different narratives, in time and space, in
interaction with the ‘larger whole’. I argue that in keeping systems of development
and cooperation alive, interactive, adaptive and responsive to human concerns
(focused on a desired end), policy conduct affects foreign aid giving, which can
make a positive contribution to its quality.
The fact that policy conduct is work in the hands of policy conductors foregrounds
the key role they play as human agent.
The key role of the human agent as linkage player in complexity
The nature of policy conduct as ‘work becoming’ in complexity, implies that it
involves different perceptions and experiences of those in charge (Giampietro et al.,
2009). There is no linear causation in what happens. The source to understand how
policy conduct affects foreign aid giving is the policy conductor her – or himself.
Root (2013, 2015) attributes a challenging role to professional agents in complexity.
He introduces the notion of ‘linkage players’. He illustrates how political leaders
interconnect and contribute to shaping and creating the living systems of
development and international relations (2013). He underscores that linkages are to
be appreciated as inseparable parts of complex living systems. He calls to better
understand ‘the law of interactions’ in systems from which complexity evolves (2013,
p. 42). In his recorded Wilton Centre conversation (Root, 2015) he argues that in the
middle of ‘systems’ significant freedom exists for non-hierarchal relations, enabling
professional agents building linkages in and between systems. Reflecting upon
institutions, he does appreciate how hard it is to think of human relations and
human agency ‘in terms of continuously changing interactions rather than
interactions one can institutionally impose a structure on’ (2015, 56:17).
In his discussion of continuously changing human interactions, he includes
interactions of professionals working for donor agencies. He actually fully
recognizes that individual professionals (and their working environment) in
interactional space are part of complexity, as also confirmed by others (e.g. Byrne &
Callaghan, 2014; Cilliers, 2013; Kunneman, 2013, 2015b; Morin, 1996). Byrne &
Callaghan (2014, p. 249) explain in their study on complexity and public policy how
for example a transnational health system can only be understood if the role of the
reflective human agent is recognised. Accordingly, an animated (living)
development cooperation process can only be understood by recognising the key
role of professionals working in-between.
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This characterisation of the policy conductor brings me to the third subsidiary
research question.
How does in-between work feature in the ODA discourse?
(Sub- research question c)
In-between work (policy conduct) does not feature as professional work in the
discourse. However, it appears as tensions which are experienced by individual
professionals and is expressed as criticism about the aid system and its components
and loss of ethical values.
As I discussed in chapter 10, there are a variety of reasons why policy conduct’ does
not feature as such in the contemporary discourse on foreign aid. One important
reason is that the policy conducting space remains out of view for those who are
engaged in providing foreign aid. That means out of view of the donor community,
for those who manage and supervise foreign aid flows and for those who decide on
the principles of providing foreign aid. Ignorance of the existence of space inbetween means that the work that occurs in this space is not acknowledged in the
aid discourse. Policy conduct as normative and reflective work, cannot be reduced
to models and guidelines and hence, does not fit the picture of the aid system.
These are also among the reasons why the work does not feature in the principled
approach as pursued in the contemporary discourse for official development
assistance (ODA). Despite the value of in-between work in its search for
responsiveness, the voices of professionals are unheard by donors and political
leaders who govern official development assistance and the aid system. This brings
about numerous tensions between the aid system on the one hand and policy
conducting practices on the other as discussed in my research. These tensions point
at voids in the discourse on ODA and its aid system and end up in the hands of the
policy conductor. As discussed in chapter 10.4, a number of academics, scholars and
professionals have studied, criticised and discussed these tensions, but their
observations and conclusions are not taken up by those who govern aid flows. This
brings me to the next sub-question.
How does policy conduct relate to the principles?
(Sub- research question d)
To answer to sub research question, how policy conduct relates to the principles of
providing foreign aid as developed for official development assistance, I turn to the
normative and reflective professional, who is engaged in foreign aid giving, but
whose voice is muted. Nonetheless the relation between policy conduct and the
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principles of foreign aid is to be found in the experiences of normative and reflective
professional.
This picture of tensions is considered inherent to the way the professional in the
discourse and aid system is perceived as ‘agent’ (or principal’) in a hierarchical
structure. For the ‘aid system’, the professional is a faithful implementer of donors’
policy directives. The agent in the principal-agent structures, whose ‘relational
repertory is restricted to two basic forms of interacting with others, struggle for
domination and strategic exchanges’ (Kunneman, 2015b, section 4.1). This agent is
encapsulated in the descriptive and prescriptive normative claims of the sector and
as appears is a reified agent (professional) in a reified world.
In contrast, when we see the policy conductor as a normative and reflective
professional, we see an ‘ethically complex self’ who balances work between ‘who’ she
or he is and ‘what’ she or he is (e.g. Kunneman, 2012b, 2013). The policy conductor
thus mediates between the prescriptive normative claims of foreign aid, and its aid
system with what she or he encounters in the other country, in another situation,
under other conditions. What she learns in open interactional work and what
emerges as good work guided by a micro-political agenda. In policy conduct
attempts are made (paraphrasing Chambers, 2014, p. 19)
[…] to bridge and close the chasm which has opened even wider between donors and
policymakers and those who seek to serve in daily complexity the interest of poor
people for whose benefit our development industry is said to exist.
I argue that Mode 3 knowledge that policy conductors acquire in normative and
reflective practices, can play a meaningful role in building a bridge to close the
chasm. A bridge that enhances dialectic interactions between those who govern the
aid system and those in foreign aid giving practices. But for this bridge to work, it is
necessary to recognise and acknowledge the policy conducting space, acknowledge
the work of policy conductors and above all amplify their voice as reflective and
normative professionals.
Demands on the Policy conductor
Policy conducting work places high demands on the professional. These demands
are very different from those made upon the ‘agent’ in the system. Inspired by the
work of Banks, (2013, 2016) and Nap (2012) I formulate four clusters of demands that
I am tempted to break down (following Banks, 2013) guided by the voices that were
expressed in this and previous chapters. These concern:
• Professional (positional) awareness involving personal engagement in work,
knowing who you are and what you represent, having updated ‘technical’
knowhow on the subject matter, daring to face uncertainties, be courageous to
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•

•

•

distance from policy and instrumentality, persistence to muddle through,
adaptive to new situations, open to sharing and learning, able to listen and
observe, critically and reflective,
Relational awareness, interest in the other, be curious and inquisitive about
what drives the other, positioning oneself in relation (knowing when to be
outsider, when insider), awareness of use of language and communication, open
to horizontal relations, taking time to build trust or kinship, valuing local
traditions and protocols, open to sharing uncertainties, asking questions and
sparring, daring to let go control.
Being situational wise; aware of the multi-layeredness of the process its
discretionary spaces and uncertainties of outcomes, daring to go beyond the
hierarchy, open and non-judgemental towards local sources, e.g. knowledge,
local voices and traditions, sensitivity to broader interactional dynamics e.g.
political, cultural, socio economic forces, daring to questioning.
Being complexity-wise pertaining to bridging the abstract world of
development theories and plans and the actuality of field-level interventions, to
transform adopted policy into workable and just actions, bringing parties
together for the greater good of development. Capable of linking, contextualising
and globalising (Morin, 1996).

To conclude this section, I return to my main research question:
What happens in professional work that occurs in between policymaking and field
level implementation in international development cooperation and how does ‘in
between work’ relate to the principles of providing foreign aid as expressed in the
contemporary discourse on official development assistance (ODA)?
Research question
Based on the answers to my subsidiary questions, I summarise my response to the
main research question of this study as follows.
In between policy making and field-level implementation, there is a vast space
which I call the policy conducting space. In this space the professional seeks to
transform a pre-planned development cooperation process into a development
process that is inclusive, interactive and adaptive and responsive to local conditions
and random forces and aims at village levels. It is a special form of professional work
which is normative and value driven and involves learning processes of normative
professionalisation.
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The relation between this work and the principles of foreign aid giving is vested in
the normative and reflective professional, in her or his experiences and Mode 3
knowledge base, as developed in normative and reflective practices.
To get access to this kind of knowledge the voice of the policy conductor is to be
amplified, not as an instrumental component of the aid system, but as a necessary
voice from complexity. A voice that sheds light on dark spots in adopted policy and
its aid system, on phenomena which are encountered in the practice of development
work, on relational practices, and on adverse effects of foreign aid, but also on what
complexity means in work.
It is easy to blame the working principles of ODA which present a reductionist view
on what foreign aid giving entails in daily practices. It is equally easy to criticise
those who work in daily complexity in between adopted policy and village level, for
their non-compliance with these principles or criticise the planning processes of
donors. However, it may be more rewarding to try to harness the differences and as
Morin has it ‘unit[e] simplicity with complexity’ (Morin, 1996, p. 14) rather than
fighting over these.
Morin (1996, p. 10) introduces the notion of ‘complex thought’ (pensée complex)
which he explains as making an attempt to understand the key problems of the
world from a complexity perspective and unite that with the simplicity and
reductions as in models. Against the background of normative professionalisation
and policy conducting practices, I consider ‘complex thought’ an important feature
of the policy conductor. This underscores the relevance of amplifying and listening
to the voice of the policy conductors. It can ultimately support donors’ policy
makers and political leaders’ in developing enhanced understanding of foreign aid
giving in real life. This may open up new avenues to the meaning of providing
foreign aid in pursuit of the sustainable development goals. As such, it would be to
the benefit of those whose livelihood foreign aid seeks to uplift.
Listening to the policy conductor narratives helps to shed indispensable light on the
dialectic interactions at professional levels between de aid system and policy
conducting practices. This calls for the exploration of another narrative that is
practices-based. A narrative that departs from the complexity of conducting spaces
and places the policy conductor centre stage in interactional practices and seeks to
learn from her or his ‘complex thought’ and normative and reflective practices.
The following section looks against this background at some implications of my
findings for the sector. It makes a recommendation for further research focused on
an alternative way to rethink practices in foreign aid giving. I will share a rough
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outline for a practices narrative, which can complement theory-driven narratives,
and allows to learn more about normative and reflective practices in policy conduct
which may also support the body of knowledge on normative professionalisation.

11.3 IMPLICATIONS AND FURTHER RESEARCH

I realise that the findings of my research as described above will have implications
for the way we look at foreign aid giving. Depending on where in the sector you are
involved, be it in policy, in-between, or in village level, these findings may have
wider implications that even affect daily work. Hopefully my findings are an
encouragement to give acknowledgement to another form of professional work that
until today was there all the time, but for various reasons remained concealed.
It also helps to embrace the idea that there are different ways to look at foreign aid.
Besides the instrumental and conventional perspective driven by theory there is
this unconventional and complexity perceptive to look at foreign giving that is
driven by practices. Below I will indicate the broader picture emerging from my
findings, and some of these implications and in conclusion give a direction for
further research.

A new perspective on foreign aid giving
In this research I have offered a perspective on practices of foreign aid giving from
within the domain where practices are being shaped. I took distance from the usual
instrumental lens to shed light on what I call the in-between space. The space
between policy making and field level implementation, where donor policy is
conducted. This means where adopted policy is transformed into a development
process in interactions with local partners. A planned and static development
process transformed into a living process that seeks to serve poor people’s interest,
aiming at poverty alleviation, which is a major aim of development cooperation.
I call this space the policy conducting space, a space which in the discourse and
the aid system is unchartered territory. A space viewed from the perspective of
adopted policy remains concealed. This notwithstanding that quite some academics,
scholars and others who study processes of foreign aid giving, seem to have a notion
of its existence, given the references made such as ‘black box, the unknown,
implementation gap’. But no studies were identified that opened this space for
discussion and further study. I do, because I know this space exists and highly
important work is done in this very space.
Shedding light into the conducting space revealed how value work arises that is
connected with another source of knowledge, referred to as Mode 3 knowledge.
Knowledge that comes about in confrontation with dilemmas and situations that
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are unavoidable and for which no answers are given in policy, in manuals or
otherwise, for which no capacity development course exists. In these situations
questions arise – ‘slow questions’ (moral and existential questions) – that invite the
professional to engage in forms of ‘narrative self-exploration’ in search of answers
guided by a moral compass and relying on their moral sources. The work that arises
is normative and reflective in nature, it is ethical and moral work, value work which
includes professional learning and joint learning. I call this work policy conduct. It
is a special form of professional work.
Policy conduct is ‘work becoming’ in complexity which means it is living work that
becomes something else in its evolution along different narratives, different layers,
at different pace, in time and space. This highly dynamic work in the hands of the
policy conductor is not really exposed, nor explored in the ongoing discourse on
ODA. It is not exposed because the conducting space is not seen, whereas the
professional who conducts policy is not acknowledged as a normative and reflective
professional and her or his voice is not amplified. And so the work this professional
shapes in interactions with others is not seen, or maybe may be faintly heard as a
whisper in the background.
The conventional perspective
In the discourse and aid system ‘policy conduct’ remains hidden in the rather
technocratic approach that many of us, especially political leaders, managers and
supervisors take, to view foreign aid giving. A conventional approach that is driven
by a strong policy focus and belief, which suggests that it is donor policy and its
instruments that have to perform, not only as justification for funding, but foremost
as justification that policy was right in its planning. That indeed the planned foreign
aid serves people’s interest and wellbeing. Viewed from this conventional
perspective, the professional who conducts policy is part of the principal-agent
structure, a professional who does what is expected, who is what she or he is (an
ethically simple notion) and who follows the hierarchical moral imperative of
foreign aid policy. A professional whose own moral compass is switched off.
Policy conduct as a new perspective
But the reality is often quite different, fortunately. In my research I found that the
professional in the conducting space is normative and reflective, does unexpected
work, is ethically complex, and uses own (individual) moral values (as horizontal
open morality). This professional is a critical thinker, who seeks to link to what is
locally needed, in demand, and feasible and searchers for inclusive development in
interaction with others.
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Acknowledging policy conduct as professional work, acknowledging the conducting
space to exist and showing preparedness to listen to the normative and reflective
professional to learn how she or he practices the work, opens a venue and a new
perspective on foreign aid giving. But let me be clear the work is there, the space is
there, the professional is there, and they are not new!
As my peers in this research have shown, the professionals are real and for years on
end they have been engaged in normative and reflective practices. I suppose this is
the reason why my research resonated immediately with my interviewees. It is
remarkable that even those who have been in what I call ‘policy conduct’ and later
in their career became manager, supervisors of politician, all know what I am
talking about. They know that the work they did when posted abroad or as policy or
programme officer at headquarters travelling up and down, is grounded in ethical
and moral sources.
But like myself, we missed the language that could help to recognise it as such. We
did not know we built upon Mode 3 knowledge, we did not know it was normative
and reflective work. We did not realise we were engaged in processes of normative
professionalisation. We did not have a stronghold to hold on to explain our work
and our self and why we did what we did. But we did know, from experience, that it
was there and it was professional work.
A far-out cry with implications, central to our work
My thesis is not a call for going out of the box. It is rather a call to take up another
lens to look at what happens in a world away from policy desks, it is a call to listen
to the normative and reflective professional, at what she or he has to tell.
I realise that taking the perspective of normative professionalisation to look at the
work in between, which I did in this research, will have implications especially for
those who supervise and govern aid flows.
To the governors of the ODA flows I want to say the following. We should
acknowledge that the aid system and its theories have a function in terms of at least
planning, preparing and direction. But planners must realise that in the end
practices may evolve very differently. If that happens we should not close the tap of
funding but we should ask questions like ‘what have we missed in policy’, what have
we missed in planning, where did our plans have adverse effects, and where has
development taken an entirely different course? And then the most important
question of all: how did the policy conductor deal with these dilemmas as a
normative and reflective professional?
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My thesis suggests that these there are the question that should guide the political
leader, the planner, the controller into dialogue with the policy conductor. Not to
make new plans, policy and rules and think that this is all there is to be, but to
realise that plans have voids and to learn how in normative and reflective work
these voids are being dealt with.
Listening to the stories of policy conductors and keeping these stories next to what
had been planned, engaging in dialogue with those who are in policy to learn where
things went different, will be to the benefit of most of us but foremost of those
whose livelihood we try to uplift. Fruitful cooperation between planners, policy
conductors and implementers is the essence between professionals.
This requires that the voice of the policy conductor is amplified. That is also where
further research is needed. Above I have already argued that there is a need for an
alternative practices-based narrative in addition to existing theory-based narratives
as applied in planning processes. To finish off my argument, I present below an
outline for such narrative for which I draw upon the work of Nobel Prize Laureate
(political economist) Elinor Ostrom and her intellectual community. It also looks at
some key characteristics of the conducting space, that help in conceptualising a
practices narrative. These are preliminary thoughts only that really require further
study and research especially where it concerns the position of the normative
professional in complexity.

11.4 A PRELIMINARY OUTLINE OF A PRACTICES-BASED NARRATIVE

It is to be acknowledged that policy conductors can only be understood through
human articulation, which underscores the need to appreciate this normative and
reflective professional, not only as linkage player but also as narrator to better
understand ‘work and development processes becoming’.
Ostrom and her team analysed with the help of the Institutional Analytic
Development Frame (IAD) and empirical studies the institutional setting of
international development cooperation processes (Ostrom et al., 2002). The aim of
this study for Swedish International Development Agency (SIDA) was to explore
how incentives under a foreign aid system affect sustainable outcomes (end results).
It revealed among other things how human interactions play a critical part in
bringing about cooperation and development, shedding light on spaces for
interactions and positioning the professional in the conducting space.
The IAD is a frame (tool) to analyse (public) policy interventions identifying
patterns of human interactions that contribute to policy outcomes. The frame gives
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visibility to the actual development process and enables analysis of its institutional
context and dynamics (McGinnis, 2011; Ostrom & Basurto, 2011; Ostrom, 2010b, 2011;
Ostrom et al., 2002; Polski & Ostrom, 1999). This work for SIDA in particular
increased my understanding of how in daily practices a development process finds
its way in complexity between shoes and slippers. Not as result of a pre-planned
policy process or chain, but as result of multiple human actions and interactions.
Ostrom’s team (2002) suggests to think of development cooperation (p. 10 ff) as a
sequence of ‘linked action situations’, instead of the conventional ‘chain of aid
delivery’. A pattern of human interactions reveals the development pathway in a
sequence of nested actions. The Ostrom team speaks of ‘a set of nested situations’
reflecting both ‘productive or unproductive relationships’ where people interact and
compete in what Ostrom initially calls action arenas, thus attributing a central
position to human interactions (e.g Ostrom & Basurto, 2011; Ostrom, 2010a, 2011).
She explains ‘action arenas’, (Ostrom et al. 2002, p. 4 ff) as ‘complex conceptual unit
containing one set of variables about situations and a second set of variables about
an actor’. In describing these sets of variables she frequently refers to institutional
(2002, p. 20 ff) ‘rules-in use’ and how these affect actors’ behaviour in making
decisions. The notion of action arenas she later (McGinnis 2011; Ostrom 2011)
abandons and simplifies to action situations, where development is shaped in
actions with others. She recognises that besides rules-in-use all kind of other
‘elements’ (her words) are at play.
In analysing action situations, Ostrom (2011) identifies that human interactions are
far more comprehensive than transforming or interpreting adopted policy or
considering rules-in-use. Her work elucidates that besides emerging institutional
variables and contingencies, ‘actor’ variables are part of these interactions and thus
part of action situations. Her meaning of the word ‘actor’ remains ambiguous
though: it could refer to both an organisation and individual. I take it that where she
emphasises human interactions to be at the heart of action situations she thinks of
individual actors (as social agent).
Ostrom’s (2011) interpretation of human interactions is broad, referring to problem
solving, power struggles involved, ‘among the many things that individuals do in
action situations’ (p. 11). McGinnis, one of the Ostrom team members (2011, p. 173),
describes it as ‘[…] individuals (acting on their own or as agents of organizations)
observe information, select actions, engage in patterns of interaction, and realize
outcomes from their interaction’. Interactions are thus apparently appreciated as
individual interactions that include besides relationships also other aspects such as
individual observations, reflections and choices, to eventually realise outcomes.
Ostrom understands interactions to be ‘human’ and comprehensive.
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Nonetheless, (Ostrom, 2011, p. 11 ff) eventually suggests to analyse human
interactions against a number of variables pertinent to action situations. In her
quest to predict outcomes of donor policy, her focus is on probable behaviour of
individuals in the structure of nested actions. It actually implies ignoring individual
normative work of professionals. That makes it difficult to reconcile the thought of
daily complexity human agents face in their interactional work with the action
situation as Ostrom describes. I understand Ostrom her approach as a ‘governance
perspective on complexity’ 134 (Klijn & Snellen, 2009) focusing on influencing
‘strategies and choices of agents’ (p. 32 ff).
And this is not what a practices-based narrative – as I understand on basis of my
research – is meant for. In a practices-based narrative there should be room to share
normative and reflective practices and learn whether indeed policy conductors
engaged in ‘complex thought’ and how they brought about work of relevance for
villagers. I therefore approach human interactions from a general complexity
perspective, renaming the action situation as action domain, as open space for
professional actions and interactions. Root (2013, p. 71 ff) building upon Levinthal
(1997) introduces the metaphor of a ‘dancing landscapes’ to describe complexity
surrounding interactions, which already in itself are complex. In line herewith I try
to reframe Ostrom her understanding of practices of development cooperation
processes as sequentially nested action domains (dancing sub-landscapes) where
the professional acts and interacts with the self and the other and with dynamic
environments.
Thinking of practices of a development process as sequence of nested action
domains, with the normative professional at its heart brings some order into what
Kaplan refers to (2005) as the chaos, into the unknowingness of the conducting
space. These action domains I consider constituent parts of practices narrative of a
development process, shaping the conducting space between shoes and slippers.
Looking through a complexity lens and taking the perspective of policy conducting
work, some key features of the conducting space become visible. Together but not
exclusively these features enhance conceptual understanding of the conducting
space between shoes and slippers, in the following way.
 The conducting space with its open character is a ‘dancing swampy landscape’ in
complexity, without clear demarcation lines.

To be distinguished from a new public management (NPM) perspective (Klijn & Snellen, 2009, p.
31)

134
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In this space a development process comes about in professional practices in a
sequence of linked (nested) action domains, each as sub-landscape and open
(and dancing) in nature.
Action domains, providing space for all sort of interactions, are to be seen as just
one component (part) of a greater whole.
Where individual professionals with agency, as ethically complex selves, are at
its centre, engaging in personal, inter-personal and inter-organisational
interactions that go beyond (instrumental) relationships or partnerships.
Interaction (relations) are subject to recursiveness, to what happened in the
adjacent action domain(s) and are evolutionary in nature, and
subject to many other variables arising from the complex and open environment
(dancing landscape).
In action domains professionals seek to realise outcomes of the development
process towards a desired end and deliver good development work, while
dealing with numerous blind spots (e.g. complexity of institutional phenomena)
that remain unnoticed under the theoretical narrative of a planned development
process.

With these pointers toward a practices narrative, I conclude this thesis.
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SUMMARY (ENGLISH)
What does it entail to work as development professional between ‘shoes and
slippers’ –in other words, between adopted donor policy and implemented policy,
between policy making and ‘street’ or village-level work? In this thesis the ‘shoes’ are
a metaphor for the policy making world of the donor, and the slippers stand for the
world of villagers, the women and men whose life foreign aid interventions aspire to
uplift. This metaphor of shoes and slippers is gratefully borrowed from a Tanzanian
development professional.
How do professionals positioned between ‘shoes and slippers’ shape their work?
What happens in professional work in-between policymaking and field-level
implementation in international development cooperation and how does ‘inbetween work’ relate to the principles of foreign aid giving as expressed in the
contemporary discourse on Official Development Assistance (ODA)?
This research question is the focus of this thesis, driven by a sincere desire to
amplify the normative and reflective voice of the in-between professional working in
the space between shoes and slippers – a voice muted in the foreign aid discourse.
The research is informed by literature and scholarly work, primary sources relating
to professionals’ lived experiences and practices, and records and working files from
the days I worked at the Foreign Office. Additionally, there are proceedings of
assignments I did as consultant (group consultations and evaluation studies),
personal notes and reflections, and in-depth interviews with in-between
professional peers.
I explore in this thesis the practices of normative professionalisation of the inbetween professional, whom I name in this study the policy conductor, as distinct
from the policymaker and the village level implementer. I designate the working
space of this professional as policy-conducting space as and the work as policy
conduct. These are three conceptual signposts guiding this research.
To understand policy conduct and how it relates to the principles of foreign aid
giving, I first had to unlock the conducting space, which under the instrumental lens
of donor policy remains invisible. Informed by critical studies on policy formation
and planning and street-level bureaucracy, I mark out ‘in-between space’ and
subsequently approach it from a complexity perspective, as a ‘realm of many
unknowns’. In an auto-ethnographic study I shed a preliminary light on policy
conduct as in-between work. It entails reflecting and learning in action and
interaction, focused on the process of development and cooperation, building
bridges between adopted policy and the village level. This work I designate as
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normative work (drawing on the body of knowledge on normative
professionalisation as developed by Kunneman and others): value-driven
professional work involving learning processes of normative professionalisation.
The thesis re-analyses data from peer consultations through the lens of
professionals’ normative and reflective working practices (instead of theoretical
models). It sheds light on ‘issues that matter’ or institutional phenomena
encountered in policy conducting work. In donors’ instrumental and theory-based
approach to development processes, these phenomena are reduced to organisational
notions such as policy chains, linear pathways and governance rules. These notions
create blind spots masking policy conductors’ daily work in dealing with the
complexity of phenomena such as local needs and demands, the multi-layered
setting of a development process, and what is feasible to achieve locally.
To illustrate what happens in blind spots, how professionals deal with the
institutional phenomena and arising tensions, some policy conductor voices are
amplified. Voices tell us inter alia why policy chains are unchained, which, from a
perspective of normative professionalisation, gives expression to a desire for more
inclusive development – and also a desire to create and use space available for
interactions and engage in narrative self-exploration and interactional explorations.
Policy conductors share how, beyond (hierarchical) principal-agent relations, policy
conductors engage in normative and reflective interactional practices building open
and horizontal relationships. This underscores how trust is a condition for more
inclusive development cooperation. Moreover, they show how policy conductors
grapple with governance rules and regulations as their perspective on the reality of
local development conditions differs from those of policymakers and political
leaders. Their daily practices are in tension with the aid system and its working
principles.
From the ‘normative professionalisation perspective’ as presented by Kunneman (he
mentions three focal points: horizontal open morality, quality work and micropolitical engagement), policy conductors are to be seen as normative and reflective
professionals. They are guided in their work by their own moral compass in a
reflective process. Hence, policy conduct could be considered as normative and
reflective work as well as ‘work becoming’ – work that becomes something else while
in action across different layers, in different narratives, at different paces in space
and time; it is living work.
To get nearer to the source of tensions experienced by policy conductors, the
penultimate chapter reviews the foreign aid discourse and the aid system. It
emerges that the normative and reflective professional is not at all acknowledged in
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the broader discourse, an omission that is related to the way foreign aid is funded,
to policy loyalty, development language and invisibility of the conducting space. In
the aid system meant to make foreign aid policy operational too, the policy
conductor remains hidden, which could be seen as a result of belief in chained
policy logics, in principal-agent structures and in the normative imperative of
foreign aid (closed morality).
Broadly speaking, the tensions all point to the normative and reflective professional
as an ‘unconventional’ professional in a conventional system. In the theoretical
approach to foreign aid pursued under ODA, this professional and their work
remains hidden from view. However, this professional unchains what the system in
its theoretical approach sees as a chained process, is capable of critical thinking and
dealing with power in unconventional ways, while searching how best to deliver
poverty reduction. For those who monitor and guard ODA on basis of dominant
theories and principles it implies that a major part of foreign aid work remains
concealed.
Consequently, it has to be accepted that the aid system as instrumental lens to view
working practices has ‘unavoidable voids’. Reductionist theories can never replace
the complexity of the real world of cooperation and development. To see the ‘voids’
in the system, to acknowledge and enter the conducting space, to amplify the voice
of the policy conductor and learn about policy conduct calls for other ways to view
and analyse foreign aid giving practices. It requires taking up a complexity lens and
listening to what policy conductors say about their working practices in search of
good development work. This can throw new light on how development comes
about in cooperation.
However, it implies that in addition to the theory-based narrative used in the sector
a practices-based narrative of the development process is developed. A narrative that
gives due regard to the complexity of the messy working world of the policy
conductor, the central role of human actions and interactions that shape policy
conduct as professional ‘work becoming’. It may enhance understanding of
dynamics in blind spots of policy and planning. But also why development may have
taken an entirely different course and how the policy conductor as normative and
reflective professional has shaped the work. Finally, the thesis shares preliminary
thoughts for such practices-based narrative which need further research, but
eventually will be to the benefit of those whose livelihood we try to uplift.
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SUMMARY IN DUTCH/ NEDERLANDSE SAMENVATTING
Wat houdt het in om als ‘development professional’ te werken tussen ‘shoes and
slippers’ waarmee ik wil zeggen, werken tussen vastgesteld donor beleid en
uitgevoerd beleid, tussen beleid maken en werk op dorpsniveau? In deze dissertatie
zijn de schoenen de metafoor voor de wereld van beleid maken, de slippers voor de
wereld van de dorpsbewoners, van de vrouwen en mannen, wier leven we met onze
ontwikkelingssamenwerking-interventies trachten te verbeteren. De metafoor van
‘shoes and slippers’ is in dank overgenomen van een Tanzaniaanse
ontwikkelingsdeskundige.
Hoe geven professionals tussen ‘shoes and slippers’ vorm aan hun werk?
Wat voor professioneel werk vindt er plaats tussen beleid maken en veldwerk in
internationale samenwerking en hoe verhoudt dit ‘tussen-werk’ zich tot de officiële
werk principes van ontwikkelingssamenwerking zoals heden ten dage geldig voor
Official Development Assistance (ODA).
Deze onderzoeksvraag staat centraal in deze dissertatie en wordt gedreven door een
oprechte wens om de normatieve en reflectieve stem van de professional in de
ruimte tussen ‘shoes and slippers’ te versterken. Een stem die in het discours over
buitenlandse hulp verstomt.
Het onderzoek is gebaseerd op literatuur en wetenschappelijke studies, op primaire
bronnen over professionele ervaringen en praktijken, op archieven en werkdossiers
uit mijn tijd bij het Ministerie van Buitenlandse Zaken. Daarnaast zijn er de
verslagen van opdrachten die ik als consultant uitvoerde (groep consultaties en
evaluaties), persoonlijke aantekeningen en reflecties, en diepte interviews met
collegae development professionals in de tussenruimte.
Ik onderzoek in deze dissertatie praktijken van normatieve professionalisering van
de professional in-between, die ik in deze studie ‘beleidsvoerder’ (policy conductor)
noem, tot onderscheid van de beleidsmaker en beleidsuitvoerder op dorpsniveau. Ik
duid de werkruimte van deze professional aan als ruimte voor beleidsvoering (policy
conducting space) en het werk als beleidsvoering (policy conduct). Drie conceptuele
wegwijzers die leidend zijn in dit onderzoek.
Om beleidsvoering te begrijpen, hoe dit zich verhoudt tot de werkprincipes van
ontwikkelingssamenwerking, ontsluit ik eerst de ruimte voor beleidsvoering, die
door de instrumentele lens van donor beleid bekeken, onzichtbaar blijft. Gebaseerd
op kritische studies over beleidsvorming en planning en over ‘street-level’
bureaucratie, markeer ik deze tussenruimte en benader deze vanuit het perspectief
van complexiteit als ‘wereld van het onbekende’ (‘realm of many unknowns’). In een
auto-etnografie (self-story) schets ik wat beleidsvoering als tussenwerk inhoudt. Het
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behelst reflecteren en leren in actie en interacties gericht op het proces van
ontwikkeling en samenwerking, bouwen van bruggen tussen donor beleid en
dorpsniveau. Dit werk zie ik als normatief werk (gebaseerd op het kennisdomein
over normatieve professionalisering zoals door prof. Kunneman en anderen
ontwikkeld): waardenwerk dat gepaard gaat met leerprocessen en normatieve
professionalisering.
Dit proefschrift analyseert opnieuw data van collegiale consultaties uit het verleden
maar nu bezien vanuit normatieve en reflectieve werk praktijken, in plaats vanuit
theoretische modellen. Het laat zien dat er bepaalde zaken zijn (‘issues that matter’)
- institutionele fenomenen- , waar je in beleidsvoering mee geconfronteerd wordt.
In de instrumentele en op theorieën gebaseerde donor benadering van een
ontwikkelingsproces, worden deze fenomenen gereduceerd tot organisatorisch
relevante concepten, zoals beleidsketens, lineaire trajecten en beheersregels. Dit
creëert blinde vlekken die het dagelijkse werk maskeren van de beleidsvoerder die
omgaat met de complexiteit van deze fenomenen, met lokaal aanwezige noden en
behoeftes, de gelaagdheid van een ontwikkelingstraject en wat lokaal realiseerbaar
is.
Ter illustratie van wat er in blinde vlekken gebeurt, hoe de professional omgaat met
de fenomenen en de spanningen die daaruit voortvloeien, laat ik enkele stemmen
van beleidsvoerders horen. Deze vertellen o.a. waarom een beleidsketen wordt
verbroken, wat vanuit het perspectief van normatieve professionalisering (NP) de
wens tot uitdrukking brengt voor een ontwikkeling die meer inclusief is dan het
beleid vraagt. Maar ook de wens om ruimte te hebben voor interacties en voor
‘narratieve zelf- exploratie’ maar ook in interactie met anderen. De beleidsvoerders
vertellen hoe zij in normatief en reflectief werk buiten de formele (hiërarchische)
donor-ontvanger relatie open en horizontale relaties bouwen. Het laat zien hoe
belangrijk vertrouwen is om tot meer inclusieve ontwikkeling te komen. Bovendien
laat het de worstelingen zien met de beheersregels van de donor omdat het
beleidvoerders perspectief op de werkelijkheid van de lokale ontwikkeling verschilt
van die van beleidsmakers en politici (aan donor zijde). De dagelijkse werkpraktijk
van de beleidsvoerder staat op gespannen voet met het ‘aid system’ (hulpsysteem)
en officiële werkprincipes.
Vanuit het perspectief van normatieve professionalisering, zoals Kunneman dat
omschrijft (drie brandpunten: horizontale open moraliteit, kwaliteit van werk en
micro-politieke committering staan centraal) kan de beleidsvoerder als normatieve
en reflectieve professional aangemerkt worden. In het werk wordt de beleidsvoerder
geleid door het eigen morele kompas in een reflectief proces. Beleidsvoering is
daarom ook normatief en reflectief werk maar ook ‘work becoming’, werk dat altijd
in beweging is, altijd verandert afhankelijk van de laag waarop je werkt, de
verschillende verhalen, verschillende tempi in tijd en ruimte; het is levend werk.
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Om dichter bij de bron van de spanningen te komen die dit werk voor
beleidsvoerders met zich brengen, kijk ik naar het discours over foreign aid en het
aid system. Daaruit blijkt dat deze normatieve professional niet erkend wordt, een
omissie gerelateerd aan de manier waarop foreign aid gefinancierd wordt. Maar ook
de onvoorwaardelijke trouw aan beleid, het ontwikkelingsjargon en de
onzichtbaarheid van de tussenruimte dragen daartoe bij. In het hulpsysteem, dat
beleid operationeel moet maken, blijft de beleidsvoerder ook verborgen door het
geloof in de beleidsketen, de hiërarchische relaties en in het morele imperatief van
ontwikkelingsamenwerking.
In grote lijnen wijzen spanningen allemaal naar de normatieve en reflectieve
professional als een onconventionele figuur in een conventioneel systeem. In de
theoretische benadering van ontwikkelingsamenwerking, zoals official development
assistance (ODA) dat nastreeft, blijven de professional en werk uit het zicht. Echter,
deze professional verbreekt wel de beleidsketens, die het systeem koestert, is in
staat tot kritisch nadenken en tot onconventioneel omgaan met macht in de
zoektocht naar bijdragen aan armoede bestrijding. Voor hen die ODA moeten
bewaken aan de hand van theorieën en principes, betekent dit dat een belangrijk
deel van het werk voor hen verborgen blijft.
We moeten accepteren dat het aid system als ‘instrumentele lens’ om naar
werkpraktijken te kijken te kort schiet, het system heeft onvermijdelijke hiaten.
Reductionistische theorieën kunnen nooit de complexiteit van de wereld van
ontwikkeling en samenwerking vervangen. Om de hiaten in het systeem te zien, om
de tussenruimte te betreden, om de stem te kunnen horen van de beleidsvoerder en
te begrijpen wat het werk inhoudt zullen we werkpraktijken anders moeten
bekijken en analyseren. Daarvoor hebben we een ‘complexiteitslens’ nodig en
moeten we luisteren naar wat de beleidsvoeder te zeggen heeft over haar of zijn
werk in de zoektocht naar goede ontwikkeling. Dit zal een ander licht doen schijnen
op hoe ontwikkeling tot stand komt.
Dit betekent echter ook dat naast het theories-based narrative zoals in de sector van
toepassing, een practices-based narrative ontwikkeld moet worden. Een narrative
dat de complexiteit van dit lastige werk (messy work) recht doet, maar ook de
centrale rol van de menselijke actie en interacties waarin het werk vorm krijgt als
‘work becoming’. Het zal begrip brengen voor de dynamiek in blinde vlekken van
beleid en planning. En begrijpelijk maken waarom een ontwikkelingsproces soms
een heel andere koers neemt en hoe en waarom de beleidsvoerder dat aanstuurt.
Tenslotte geeft deze dissertatie een eerste aanzet voor zo een practices-based
narrative, dat nader onderzoek vergt, maar uiteindelijk ten goede zal komen aan
hen wier bestaansgrond we trachten te verbeteren.
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ANNEX 1: BACKGROUND FOCUS GROUP CASES (2000-2007)
Three consultancy cases with a common denominator
My consultancy assignments for the focus group discussions had come from
different sources and had different objectives and fields of study. One assignment
(exploration A) came directly from the Dutch Government and focused on
collaboration with selected subsidy-recipient Dutch NGOs working internationally.
The principal behind exploration B was a national association with Dutch members
who, besides their regular work in the Netherlands, were also engaged in
international work. The third contract (exploration C) came from a major Dutch
NGO.
The fields of assignment were slightly different, ranging from the design of
measurable result indicators for government reporting (exploration A), to
explaining to what extent results of sub-programmes contribute to the overall aim
of adopted policy (exploration B), to enhancing home-base understanding of results
achieved between “glossy policy and dusty implementation” (exploration C). 135 In
two cases it involved multiple programmes in different countries, either multisectoral or single-sector programmes. Management wanted to understand how (and
which) outcomes at field level could be related to policy, and what reporting model
and indicators would enable accounting to back-donor and Parliament. The third
assignment focused on one politically highly sensitive country programme. The
agency’s management was to report actual progress to Dutch authorities but had
serious questions as to how its adopted policy was reflected in field-level results
reported.
Despite these differences, the common denominator of all group discussions was
the search how adopted policy (and funding) is carried forward (conducted) to the
village level where policy is turned into end results, and how to capture this in a
reporting model. Hence, in all assignments, we sought to disentangle the
development process unfolding between adopted and implemented policy, building
upon experiential knowledge of those who work in-between, thus taking a insiders’
perspective.
Participants and preparations
Participants were mainly staff of non- (or semi-) governmental agencies co-funded
for their international work by the Dutch Government as back-donor. All held
As per respective contracts viz.: exploration A February 2001; exploration B November 2001;
exploration C October 2006
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comparable positions at different levels in their respective organisations. They could
be considered in-between staff, except perhaps for some visiting back-donor staff
(close to policy desk), who mostly held in-between positions in the past. All in all,
70 staff members approximately had participated in the discussions representing
around 15-20 agencies.
All the explorations were prepared in close consultation with key staff of selected
NGOs or members. Besides the wish to gather diverse and substantiated ideas and
views of professionals, another major consideration was at stake. We wanted to
develop a sense of ‘ownership’, a commitment to the exploration’s results, thus
enabling participants to continue working with the new ideas in future result
reporting and further developing the ideas. Therefore, in all cases participants were
invited from a purposively selected group with the aim to share and build upon
personal working experiences.
The intention was to work in the same composition of participants throughout for
the sake of continuity of contributions, but that did not always materialise.
Simultaneous minute-taking was included to enable everybody also those not able
to attend to remain informed on proceedings and decisions made. In all sessions we
agreed to maintain a high degree of confidentiality136 to enable a safe environment
for sharing successes and failures alike.
The focus groups
Discussions in each exploration involved monthly meetings extended over a period
of approximately 6 months. A previous session enriched the next, thus each time
contributing to a broader picture of how foreign aid travels. Plenary sessions served
as platform for reflections alternated with intermediate consultations among
participants in preparation of the next plenary. Each focus group made its own
inventory of specific points to remember. At the end of each exploration, a
concluding session was scheduled whether or not it was to result in an end report to
the principal.
My role and our beliefs
My role as outsider (with in-between experience) was to prepare, facilitate and chair
these sessions while keeping oversight over the process, which was more than sheer
technical only. I was supposed to give coaching (guidance) as needed as well. In
explorations B and C, I had a co-facilitator. We consulted at regular intervals with
the principals on the proceedings and we jointly guided the group discussions while
keeping focus of the mandate.
136

The Chatham House rule.
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At the time of the assignments, it was our strong belief that building upon
experiences and views of all participating staff we would be able to map out the
routing of foreign aid (funding and policy intentions) to their destinations and turn
this into a reporting model; discovering how aid travels to where it should arrive,
grasping the logics that bring about development; and tracing results of our
developmental work from the bottom upwards and bringing it back to the top, to
donor management. Moreover, we considered it justified that, where Dutch
government or taxpayers’ money is involved, Parliament and the public would like
to know whether implementation was on track, if intended137 results or outcomes
had been achieved or if not, and what other outcomes had been achieved and why.
A donor government obviously wants to monitor its accounts and policy.
As to my own role (see also chapter 2.4) it should be said that those days I was – like
many of us – still a relative ‘addict of order’ in terms of Quarles (Van der Berg &
Quarles Van Ufford, 2005, p. 203). Instrumentality was not yet widely mainstreamed
yet we still had high expectations that an instrumental approach would help to
better understand the development process between adopted and implemented
policy. I was highly motivated to explore untrodden paths, however, and if needed
to step ‘outside the box’, but equally serious about reverting to the basic request for
a reporting system.
Who travelled with me in these explorations?138
Let me briefly revisit the conceptual approach applied for these consultancy
assignments. Besides by intuition and own experiences, my inspiration was fuelled
by organisation and management studies and public administration sources, more
than by foreign aid studies. Some of my sources are mentioned here.
Vorstman (1991), a major source of inspiration to me (see also chapter 4), stressed
that to achieve quality end results one needs to invest in coherence and alignment of
an entire production process, from inception to client. Investing he considers to be
more than money, more than supervision or top-down quality (or quantity) control,
or imposing rules and regulations. He called for investing in non-hierarchal (lateral)
human relations (interfaces) and said that moral courage of professionals to openly
exchange and offering trust are necessary conditions to enhance processes that
deliver quality end results.

137
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Unintended and unanticipated results were not yet considered.
As Jackson and Mazzei (2012b) would say.
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Uphoff (1986) was another important companion in this respect. His analyses of
governmental and community institutional landscapes (p. 266 ff) had inspired me to
search for connections between different layers of decision-making in foreign aid.
His thinking in terms of different layers such as donor, national, local governments,
NGOs as well as community layers, confirmed my working experiences. Uphoff
additionally drew attention to the ‘invisible’ and informal institutions in
development processes, such as traditions and religious groups. His institutional
frame gave recognition to some unknown and invisible external forces at play in
daily work.
Obviously, other theories had influenced my approach, such as organisational
theories on professional core qualities (Ofman, 1992), on creativity, co-creation, peer
consultations (de Bruyn & de Bruyn, 1999; Hendriksen, 1998; Wierdsma, 2000) and
lateral thinking (de Bono, 1986). Besides, there were some significant sector
publications that definitely had an impact on my thinking (such as Cernea, 1985;
Dollar, Cooper, & Pritchett, 1999).
In conclusion, my main intention as facilitator of these focus groups discussions was
to bring about lateral exchanges between participants, to unleash their experiences
and practices and jointly unravel from practices the (sequenced) pathway of a
development process. Against this background, I focused particularly on
establishing open, level playing fields (non-hierarchical) between professionals in a
personal capacity and I aspired to prompt dialectical interactions, confident that
establishing this would naturally disclose joint understanding of pathways of
development. However, this was too simple, as chapters 6 and the following
illustrate.
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ANNEX 2: COMPLEXITY APPROACHES IN FOREIGN AID SECTOR
A complexity lens
In chapter 2.7 I briefly described how instrumentality in foreign aid giving tends to
silence the voice of in-between professionals engaged in day-to-day complexity. To
understand in-between work, and to unmute their voices, calls for another lens, a
complexity lens. This made me question to what extent current complexity
approaches in foreign aid giving actually pay attention to the human professional.
Different complexity approaches
As American public policy specialist in international economy and development
Professor Hilton Root suggests (2013, 2015), to better understand development and
cooperation and the results of our work, we need to get away from the conventional
system and approaches. Root’s search for new approaches to understand foreign aid
and development led him to study complexity. He is not alone in his efforts to
review complexity in foreign aid giving. Research Associate at Overseas
Development Institute (ODI) Ben Ramalingam (2013; Ramalingam et al, 2008;
Ramalingam et al, 2014) explored complexity from a humanitarian aid perspective,
arguing that ‘relevance and appropriateness’ of aid is more important than
simplicity (2013, p. 125). There are some more academics and professionals who took
up the complexity lens to look at foreign aid giving. I identified among these
complexity thinkers at least three strands, which I briefly address below.
a. The complex and the complicated
Some seek to make complexity understood and workable by making a distinction
between the complex and the complicated, with degrees of graduation in between.
This so-called Cynefin model (Snowden & Boone, 2007) helps to understand the
situation you are in, designating five different conditions or ‘areas’ of complexity:
the obvious, the complicated, the complex, the chaotic, and the disorder.139 The
obvious and the complicated context are seen as ‘ordered universe, where causeand-effect relationships are perceptible’ (p. 4). In the complex, chaotic, and
unordered situations, there is no immediately apparent relationship between cause
and effect.
The Cynefin framing of complexity is reportedly meant to facilitate decision making,
suggesting actors make rational choices, thus making sense of human behaviour in
complexity. The model actually reduces parts of daily complexity to simplified
pieces, providing instructions and guidelines to respond to a given situation. What
139

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cynefin_framework (accessed July 2018)
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followers of Cynefin actually do is contextualising the professional in a simplified
situation and advising how to deal in that specific situation so as to make sure she
or he performs according to expectations. The model, although not specifically
inspired by development cooperation, is (or was) considered a workable approach to
complexity by a number of development academics and professionals (Bieckmann,
2012; Ubels, Acquaye-Baddoo, & Fowler, 2010; Williams, 2010),140 although in the
sector it seems to be overtaken by ‘systems thinking’.
b. Systems thinking: Complex Adaptive Systems (CAS)
Ramalingam (2013; Ramalingam et al., 2008), whose interest is humanitarian aid,
argues that development comes about in complex adaptive systems (CAS). He
initially (2008, p. 49) attributes a crucial role to human agents, whom he calls
‘adaptive agents par excellence’, but subsequently he focuses on systems theory,
ignoring the human being. Quite few scholars are in support of system approaches
in foreign aid (e.g Barder, 2012; Bieckmann, 2012; Hummelbrunner & Jones, 2013;
Ramalingam, 2013; Ramalingam et al, 2008; Straub 2013; Williams, 2010). However,
systems thinking (and CAS) remains a rather abstract notion in which human
agency appears to matter to only a limited extent.
c. Complex Interactive Adaptive Systems (CIAS)
That brings me back to Root et al (2015), who criticise ‘narrow models of rational
choice’. Informed by the work of Nobel Prize Laureate Ostrom, Root argues (2013, p.
88) that ‘patterns of interaction and outcomes depend on the relationship among
governance actors at different levels’. In this publication he shares interesting
stories about human interactions of influence on decision making in political
(development cooperation) processes, seeking to understand the change processes
within complex systems. He underscores that interactions and interconnections
(linkages) are to be appreciated as inseparable parts of complex systems. That is
why he prefers to speak of Complex Interactive Adaptive Systems (CIAS) and of
(practices of) foreign aid as a complex interactive adaptive system. He initially
speaks of interactivity in rather abstract terms (agents and nations); in a public
address (Root, 2015) two years later he speaks of the human agent as ‘linkage player’
and as such part of complex systems, but does not further conceptualise these
human dynamics in his system approach.
Restricted and general complexity
Critical complexity thinker Morin (2007, p. 21) introduces the notion of ‘restricted
complexity’ referring to those ‘interested essentially in dynamical systems that are
See also some of the World Bank blogs https://blogs.worldbank.org/voices/complicated-vscomplex-part-i-why-scaling-so-elusive-development-what-can-be-done (accessed July 2018)
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called complex’. Cilliers (2013) speaks of ‘restricted understanding of complexity’.
Both authors consider restricted complexity an important notion, but only in
conjunction with ‘general complexity’. Informed by Cilliers and Morin, I understand
the Cynefin, CAS approaches as forms of restricted complexity – an attempt to
model and reduce the general complexity of phenomena one deals with in daily
work. In the CIAS approach, (human) interactions seem to be included but not
elaborated. As Cilliers et al (2013) caution, in restricting complexity we need to be
aware of what is left out, what normative and ethical choices are involved and what
pre-analytic choices made (Kunneman, 2013a, 2015b).
The professional in complexity of foreign aid giving
None of these writings on systems approaches in foreign aid giving raise the
question of how professionals actually deal with complexity in daily work, what
problems they encounter and ethical and normative considerations are at play.
Ramalingam et al reject and exclude the entire aid system, considering it irrelevant
to study given ‘the inability or unwillingness of actors within the aid system to
engage with complexity’ (2008, p. 65). Later, he (2013, ch. 6) argues that
professionals in the sector are not developing much knowledge in their work. This
may explain why the notion of the human adaptive agent is not further elaborated
or addressed in his work. Root, on the other hand, acknowledges (Root et al, 2015)
people learn over time and acquire information not previously available (p. 11), but
he does not dwell upon ‘learning human agents’ in complexity. His view drifts
towards actors in networks and systems enabling problem solving and supporting
management.
The mainstream focus in the foreign aid sector however, appears on systems theory,
without much recognition for the linkage player or the ‘reflexive human agent’
(Byrne & Callaghan, 2014). If human agents are acknowledged in systems (CAS), it is
as rational decision makers, or as users of a model (Hummelbrunner, 2011, p. 7) in
continued need of new knowledge about complexity, of toolkits or access to
institutionally accepted means, in need of new mind-sets (Ramalingam et al, 2014)
enabling them to better deal with diversity and problems arising out of complexity.
It reflects a narrow rational notion of human agents, instead of a social human agent
with agency, having ‘the capacity to process social experience and to devise ways of
coping with problematic situations’ (Long, 2001, p. 182); the human agent as
reflective an normative professional with individuality (McGinnis, 2011; E Ostrom,
1996, 2011).
To fully understand and appreciate the professional in complexity, one has to
integrate the thought that human beings are reflexive human agents and
inseparable part of complex adaptive systems. As Morin expresses (2007, p. 17):
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‘... it will be necessary to arrive more and more to a scientific knowledge integrating
the knowledge of the human spirit to the knowledge of the object which this spirit
seizes and recognizing the inseparability between object and subject’.
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